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ABSTRACT 

Persistent charges of "escapism" notwithstanding, William Morris' 

literary work is rich in its treatment of a key nineteenth-century problem— 

the sense of isolation and time-oppression effected by the transitional quality 

of the Victorian era. Morris advances from an early portrayal of isolation 

and disrupted community to a later vision of healthy interplay between indi

vidual and society. The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine tales, The Defence 

of Guenevere and Other Poems, and The Earthly Paradise explore futile 

personal strategies for confronting isolated, time-bound experience; the late 

prose romances present a mature communal solution that both accommodates 

change and provides a means of resisting its adverse effects. Love Is Enough 

is a pivotal work in Morris' study of isolation and community, for it looks 

back to the limited personal strategies of the early works even as it looks 

forward to the more comprehensive communal strategy of the late work. 

This thematic development is accompanied by formal development. 

Dream and dramatic monologue are the characteristic forms of the early works, 

whose chief interest is to explore psychological complications. With Love Is 

Enough the dominance of introspective forms is left behind: a complex quali

fying structure envelops Pharamond's dream experience. Two of the late 

vi 



vii 

romances use a dream frame, but as a vehicle for presenting social vision 

rather than as a means of exploring psychological concerns; the other late 

romances employ an objective third-person narrator to describe communal 

struggles for survival. Both thematically and formally, then, Morris' fables 

of isolation give way to fables of community in a continuous pattern of 

development, addressing problems deeply embedded in the Victorian 

consciousness. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

William Morris, it seems, was a rather isolated figure in many 

respects. J. W. Mackail cites a Marlborough classmate who remembered 

Morris as "fond of mooning and talking to himself, and considered a little mad 

by the other boys.1,1 E. P. Thompson and Philip Henderson both characterize 

2 the young Morris as rather solitary. Jack Lindsay tells of "crushing periods 

of exclusion, loneliness" in Morris' childhood and reports that "from early 

days people noted that Morris seemed inturned . . . oblivious of persons 

around and unconcerned with what was regarded as the normal conventions of 

O 
intercourse." Says Mackail, "in the ordinary concerns of life he was 

strangely incurious of individuals"; he moved among his fellows "as in a 

dream, isolated, self-centred, almost empty of love or hatred"; "his most 

intimate friend," presumably Burne-Jones, once said, "He lives absolutely 

without the need of man or woman. He is really a sort of Viking, set down 

^The Life of William Morris (London: Longmans, 1899; rpt. 1907). 

2 William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (London: Lawrence 
and Wishart, 1955), p. 18; "Introduction," The Letters of William Morris to 
His Family and Friends, ed. Philip Henderson (London: Longmans, 1950), 
p. xxvii. 

3 
William Morris: His Life and Work (London: Constable, 1975), 

pp. 14-16. 

1 
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here, and making art because there is nothing else to do" (Life II, 93, 349-50). 

These impressions of Morris' withdrawn personality are bolstered by May 

Morris' "Introductions" to The Collected Works, in which she speaks of an 

"element of solitariness in our family life," noting her father's "solitary 

visits to Kelmscott," his slipping away for "a few days' stay of solitary work 

4 and rest." Generally May regarded such stays as beneficial and pleasant for 

her father, but on at least one occasion she realized that the solitude wore 

heavily on him, however much he may have needed it. He anticipated his 

family's 1877 winter trip to Italy "with some dismay. ... he was going to be 

solitary and did not like it. . . . We girls, seeing Italy for the first time, 

little realized the mixture of loneliness and real hard work and anxiety in 

which he passed that winter. But we can surely never forget with what emotion 

he greeted us as he stepped off the train at Oneglia straight into our arms, nor 

the sudden pang with which we realized the measure of his loneliness" (XII, 

xviii). This poignant description shows that Morris was by no means as 

self-sufficient as he may have seemed to some of his contemporaries. 

Indeed, there was an opposite element in Morris' personality, an 

impulse toward community as well as toward isolation. He may have spent 

the days at Marlborough walking alone, inventing and pouring forth "endless 

stories," but at night these stories served to entertain his dormitory mates; 

4 The Collected Works of William Morris, ed. May Morris (London: 
Longmans, 1910-15), VII, xxvi; XI, xviii; XIV, xx. Subsequent references 
to The Collected Works will be made by volume and page number only. 
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at Oxford he acquired another audience and "early started the habit of reading 

aloud to Burne-Jones" (Mackail, Life I, 17-18, 37). Morris' youth was full of 

cooperative enterprises, notably The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, the 

Oxford Union decoration, and the firm of Morris, Marshall, Faulkner, and 

Company, which began in a spirit of cooperation, though it ended otherwise. 

Red House itself is a symbol of this spirit, for it was designed and decorated 

by a community of artists, this work eventually leading to organization of the 

firm. Philip Webb, the architect, also designed and supervised the execution 

of "the great oak dining-table, other tables, chairs, cupboards, massive 

copper candlesticks, fire-dogs, and table glass"; decoration of the drawing 

room was "the work of several years for Morris and his friends" (Mackail, 

Life I, 142-43). Morris and Janey painted floral designs for the ceiling; 

Burne-Jones painted the walls with scenes from Sire Degrevaunt; Morris 

added a frieze of trees and parrots. Lizzie Siddal "took a hand in the decora

tions," while Webb added a minstrel gallery to the settle brought from Red 

Lion Square and Rossetti painted "The Salutation of Beatrice" on its doors. 

5 Janey and her sister Bessie worked embroideries for the dining room. 

E. P. Thompson mentions that Madox Brown and others also assisted 

(William Morris, p. 121). In keeping with the cooperative spirit of its 

decoration, during the Morrises' stay Red House was the scene of "constant 

hospitality" as "open house was kept for all their friends"; said one, " 'it was 

5 Philip Henderson, William Morris; His Life, Work and Friends 
(London: McGraw-Hill, 1967), pp. 60-61. 
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the most beautiful sight in the world to see Morris coming up from the cellar 

before dinner, beaming with joy, with his hands full of bottles of wine and 

others tucked under his arms'" (Mackail, Life I, 159-62). This is not the 

demeanor of one who is "isolated, self-centred, almost empty of love or 

hatred. " Morris needed and wanted others about, but his hopes were often 

dashed. His plan to move the firm's workshops nearby and enlarge Red House 

for the joint occupation of the Burne-Joneses failed because of health problems 

and the inconvenient distance from London. Having never been intended as a 

merely private retreat, Red House was abandoned when it could no longer 

effectively serve as the center of an artists' community. 

This desire for community persisted in Morris' life, as the 

socialist activities of his later years attest. Jack Lindsay suggests that 

Morris* quest for community seems an attempt to reintegrate a shattered 

unity, to compensate for a childhood felicity destroyed by his father's death, 

his sister Emma's "desertion" (i.e. , marriage), and his mother's disapproval 

g 
of his turn to architecture and art. Looking at the issue from the opposite 

direction, Morris himself writes to Aglaia Coronio in an 1875 letter of 

"strange waves of unreasonable passion" that are linked to the disappointment 

of youthful expectations: "I have had a good deal to bear considering how 

hopeful my earlier youth was, and what overweening ideas I had of the joys of 

^William Morris; His Life and Work, chs. 1-5 and pp. 216-17. 
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7 life." Whether Morris1 dream of community is a compensatory reaction to a 

disappointing experience of isolation, or whether his noted aloofness is a reac

tion to the frustration of very high hopes, it seems clear that the two polar 

aspects of Morris' personality—the tendency toward isolation on the one hand, 

toward community on the other—are not discrete elements, but parts of a 

complex whole. 

Given their importance in his life, it is not surprising to find the 

concerns of isolation and community running through Morris* literary work. 

In 1856, reviewing Browning's Men and Women for The Oxford and Cambridge 

Magazine, Morris noted "a strange sympathy for the lonely knight" in "Childe 

8 Roland," as well he might, for his own early work includes many similar 

figures—e. g., Guenevere and Sir Peter Harpdon—who are alone and bereft of 

a stable social order that would define human purpose. In 1888, describing 

The House of the Wolfings, he said, "It is meant to illustrate the melting of 

the individual into the society of the tribes" (Letters, p. 302). This fascina

tion with the forlorn figure on the one hand and with the socially integrated on 

the other suggests more than a confrontation of merely personal concerns: it 

suggests that Morris recognized, no less than social critics such as Carlyle, 

Mill, and Arnold, that an increasing alienation of individuals from "community" 

7 
The Letters of William Morris to His Family and Friends, ed. 

Philip Henderson (London: Longmans, 1950), p. 66. 

SOCM, March 1856, pp. 168-69. 
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structures represented a major crisis in nineteenth-century British life and 

that some social reconstitution was needed. 

It is a commonplace observation that the Victorian period was one 

of rapid and often confusing change. In his 1829 essay "Signs of the Times," 

Carlyle noted that because of increasing mechanization, "our old modes of 

exertion are all discredited, and thrown aside," inevitably leading to social 

g 
changes "altering the old relations." In 1831 Mill observed that "mankind 

have outgrown old institutions and old doctrines, and have not yet acquired new 

ones," ending his Spirit of the Age essays with a reference to the imminent 

passage of the Reform Bill of 1832, a symbol of the process that he describes.10 

In 1833 Edward Bulwer Lytton wrote, "we live in an age of visible transition 

. . . old opinions, feelings—ancestral customs and institutions are crumbling 

away, and both the spiritual and temporal worlds are darkened by the shadow 

of change.1,11 The greatest changes were yet to come. Industrialization 

effected a shift away from an agrarian economy, promoting urban growth. 

Aristocratic political privilege, but little disturbed by the inadequate reforms 

of 1832, was modified and the franchise further extended by the Reform Bills 

Q 
The Works of Thomas Carlyle, Centenary Edition, ed. H. D. 

Traill (London: Chapman and Hall, 1896-99; rpt. New York: AMS Press, 
1969), XXVII, 59. "Signs of the Times" originally appeared in The Edinburgh 
Review. 

10The Spirit of the Age, ed. Frederick A. von Hayek (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1942), pp. 6, 94. The Spirit of the Age is a 
series of essays published in the Examiner in early 1831. 

^England and the English (London: Richard Bentley, 1833; rpt. 
Westmead, England: Gregg International Publishers, 1971), n, 166. 
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of 1867 and 1884. Landmark works such as Lyell's Principles of Geology 

(1830-33) and Darwin's Origin of Species (1859) represent the proliferation of 

scientific knowledge that revolutionized notions of the origins of man and his 

world. In short, greatly accelerated processes of social and intellectual 

change gave the Victorians a heightened time-sense and propelled them into an 

uncertain period in which Arnold noted "the sense of want of correspondence 

12 between the forms of modern Europe and its spirit." Morris' Oxford and 

Cambridge Magazine associates likewise pronounced their unrest in "an 

unsettled transitionary period" characterized by "perpetual change" and "a 

13 whirl of conflicting principles." Like the protagonist of Arnold's "Stanzas 

from the Grande Chartreuse," the Victorians found themselves "Wandering 

between two worlds, one dead,/The other powerless to be born," experiencing 

the isolation of the industrial worker forced to compete in a capitalist labor 

market, the loneliness of the city dweller adrift among impersonal thousands, 

the despair of the thinker oppressed by the lack of a stable intellectual 

framework for interpreting the world. 

Morris' personal tendency toward isolation and his desire for com

munity seem to have given him an acute sensitivity to the larger cultural 

12 "Heinrich Heine," Essays in Criticism, First Series (1865), in 
The Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold, ed. R. H. Super (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, I960—), m, 109. 

13 
[Cormell Price], "Lancashire and 'Mary Barton,QCM, July  

1856, p. 443; [William Fulford], "Alexander Smith," QCM, September 1856, 
p. 550; [Wilfred Heeley], "Sir Philip Sidney: Parti, the Prelude," QCM, 
January 1856, p. 1. 
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problem, for he steadily addresses the basic elements of the transitional ma

laise that preoccupied the thinkers of the period. In the early prose tales of 

The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, in The Defence of Guenevere and Other 

Poems, The Earthly Paradise, Love Is Enough, and the late prose romances, 

Morris probes deeply to study and to seek a remedy for isolation nourished by 

a keen sense of change. Advancing from an early portrayal of isolation and 

disrupted community to a later vision of healthy interplay between individual 

and society, Morris' work possesses a broad cultural significance that has 

sometimes been obscured by critics who variously praise and blame Morris 

for writing "escapist" literature. In working toward the ultimate communal 

solution, Morris typically chose medieval rather than modern settings, a pref

erence that has been erroneously interpreted as an attempt to flee the nine

teenth century and its problems. Actually, Morris' work ignores only the 

topical elements of his time; the fundamental quality of life in an unsettled era, 

the sense of time-oppression and isolation, is confronted. In other words, he 

used the past not to escape the present, but to gain a vantage point from which 

to view and criticize basic contemporary problems. Strictly speaking, the 

issue of escape is spurious, for escape from one's milieu is ultimately impos

sible. The artist is not autonomous, cannot fabricate a world that is totally 

disconnected from his age. Even onto the most fantastic literary works ele

ments of actual life obtrude themselves, though perhaps in veiled form. As 

Morris himself contended in "The Aims of Art," "art is and must be . . . the 

expression of the society amongst which it exists" (XXm, 84); his literary 
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work, depicting the anguish of a time-ridden, isolated consciousness and its 

hopes for community, renders the experience not only of Victorian man, but 

also, more generally, of modern man, who is still troubled by isolative forces 

of rapid change that frustrate his efforts to achieve lasting community. 



PART I 

FABLES OF ISOLATION 

10 



CHAPTER 2 

EARLY PROSE TALES 

Morris' early prose tales in The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine 

indicate his interest in the problem of isolation. Of the eight tales, six employ 

a first-person narrator whose subjective perception and understanding set him 

apart from his fellows. The incipient isolation of the first-person narrators 

is deepened by their tendency to look inward; their retrospective accounts of 

deeply personal experience often relate dreams that describe the anguish of 

isolation. These dreams and the tales of which they are a part depict the nar

rators and other characters as they seek self-definition that will counter the 

meaninglessness of their isolated state. Of these early tales, "The Story of 

the Unknown Church," "Lindenborg Pool," "A Dream," and "Frank's Sealed 

Letter" best demonstrate Morris' concern with the subjective consciousness, 

the experience of isolation, and the desire to transcend the confusions of that 

isolation. 

"The Story of the Unknown Church" 

In "The Story of the Unknown Church" Walter as the first-person 

narrator is as a matter of course a subjectively portrayed figure, and in that 

sense is isolated in the bubble of his own understanding; but he is also cut off 

from his own story in a peculiar way. The unknown church of the title was 
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built six hundred years before the time of narration. Walter was one of the 

masons who built the church, so he is several centuries dead at the time he 

tells the story. Thus at the very outset of the tale, its subjective quality is 

emphasized by the first-person narrator while at the same time the narrative 

consciousness, the reconstructive force that shapes the story, speaks from a 

completely different time frame six hundred years later, two hundred years 

after the church has ceased to exist. This exaggerated displacement of nar

rative consciousness paradoxically suggests two things: 1) the greatly distanced 

narrator should have a better perspective from which to view and understand 

the long-dead Walter's experience, and 2) the disembodied narrator is so far 

removed in time that his perspective indicates a heightened state of isolation. 

Just as Walter the narrator is cut off from his story in a very 

marked way, so the living Walter within the story leads an isolated existence. 

The basic situation is this: Walter and his sister Margaret await Amyot's 

return from the holy wars. After five years' absence, Amyot does return, 

only to die mysteriously the next morning; the bereaved Margaret follows him, 

possibly as a suicide. Walter, left alone, lives only to carve their tomb, 

dying when the last lily is done twenty years later. Throughout the tale, 

Walter's life is described as isolated from the rest of the world. As a mason, 

Walter works alone, high on a scaffold, lost in the thought of the subject he 

carves. The church he works on, set apart from the outside world and sur

rounded on three sides by a cemetery, is three miles distant from a small 

town. Sometimes from the churchyard one can glimpse the activity of men at 
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arms on the battlements of the town—the outside world is seen only at a dis

tance. Similar images of almost complete physical encirclement occur in 

Walter's imaginative constructs: describing Amyot's departure for the wars, 

Walter notes "the clinking of the rings of the mail, that sounded like the falling 

of many drops of water into the deep, still waters of some pool that the rocks 

nearly meet over"; relating one of his dreams about Amyot he speaks of 

"floating in an almost landlocked bay of the northern sea" (I, 156, 154; my 

italics). This preoccupation with images of encirclement is well-founded, for 

Walter is characteristically cut off from his surroundings and the people he 

cares for. 

Walter has lived alone with his sister Margaret for some years 

since the death of their parents, yet despite his avowed affection for her, he 

is frequently oblivious of her immediate presence: "I loved her very much, 

though I was not thinking of her just then" (I, 152). When Margaret speaks to 

Walter at Amyot's deathbed, he is so lost in his own bitter dreams that for 

some moments he does not comprehend what she has said: "I had only heard 

with my outward hearing" (I, 157). Walter's mental isolation gives way to 

actual loneliness when Margaret dies. Walter, Margaret, and Amyot had 

thought always to be together, but Amyot left for five years, only to return and 

take Margaret away with him in death, leaving Walter "very lonely and sad" 

(I, 158). After being left alone by the deaths of Amyot and Margaret, Walter 

separates himself from the living world by engrossing himself in carving the 

tomb of the two dead lovers. After the tomb itself is done, Walter finds that 
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he cannot stop: "But it so happened after I had carved those two whom I loved, 

lying with clasped hands like husband the wife above their tomb, that I could 

not yet leave carving it; and so that I might be near them I became a monk, 

and used to sit in the choir and sing, thinking of the time when we should all 

be together again" (I, 158). As Walter goes on to carve a canopy over the 

tomb, he becomes so absorbed in his work that he says, "I was not as one on 

earth now, but seemed quite away out of the world" (I, 158). 

The quality of Walter's experience is likewise reflected in a dream 

sequence dominated by motifs of isolation and estrangement. The dreams are 

preceded by Walter's rather absorbed and somewhat dreamlike thought about 

the subject of his carving, Abraham. Walter's mind wanders from thought 

about Abraham at the Last Judgment to a vividly imagined scene that describes 

how Abraham "looked when he chased those kings so far; riding far ahead of 

any of his company, with his mail-hood off his head, and lying in grim folds 

down his back, with the strong west wind blowing his wild black hair far out 

behind him, with the wind rippling the long scarlet pennon of his lance; riding 

there amid the rocks and the sands alone" (I, 153). The vision of Abraham 

alone ahead of his company gives way to the first dream, in which Walter is 

alone by the side of a river where "no living thing of any kind could be seen" 

(I, 153). After a time, a touch on Walter's shoulder reveals Amyot's pres

ence. Walter becomes faint and stoops to drink from the river; the scene 

shifts abruptly to a second dream. Again Walter envisions himself alone, this 

time in a boat. At the top of a castle battlement on a cliff overlooking the bay 
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on which he floats, Walter sees a figure that tosses down a bunch of flowers. 

It is Amyot, thin and pale. Walter reaches out his arms to the figure on the 

battlement and the scene shifts again. In the third dream Walter and Amyot 

walk together in a garden, but when Walter turns his head away for an instant, 

Amyot disappears. These dreams and the preceding thought about Abraham 

clearly indicate Walter's anguished sense of isolation brought about by Amyot's 

departure. In the dreams, Amyot's appearances and disappearances alter

nately relieve and intensify Walter's anguish, foreshadowing the actual return 

and death of Amyot and Walter's resultant despondence. 

Walter's forlorn situation and Amyot's actual and imagined appear

ances and disappearances are inextricably bound up with temporal processes. 

Change and death permeate the tale. The church, set in the midst of a ceme

tery, becomes a metaphor of change: the new church is being built because the 

old one has been destroyed, and later, at the time of narration, the new church 

has also been "destroyed utterly. " Walter's descriptions of the landscape are 

full of implications of change, epitomized by the invasion of the rose trellises 

by wildflowers. Brilliant color permeates the scene: there is a "great golden 

corn sea," "burning scarlet poppies, and blue corn-flowers" that "seemed to 

burn with a steady light," "great-leaved fiery nasturtium," "deep crimson 

roses," hollyhocks in "great spires of pink, and orange, and red, and white," 

"lush green briony, with green-white blossoms," and bella donna with "red 

berry, and purple, yellow-spiked flower, and deadly, cruel-looking dark green 

leaf" (I, 150-51). This riot of color is also a metaphor of change, for in this 
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setting color is an attribute of things that will soon wither and die, as Walter's 

observations near the end of the tale indicate. The time is autumn, the time 

of transition from the lushness of fruit and blossom to the starkness and brown 

of winter. Walter marks the impending change: "the vine leaves were touched 

with red here and there, and three over-blown roses, light pink roses, hung 

amongst them. I remember dwelling on the strange lines the autumn had made 

in red on one of the gold-green vine leaves, and watching one leaf of one of the 

over-blown roses, expecting it to fall every minute" (I, 157). The atmosphere 

of death evoked by the mutable setting reinforces the deathly suggestions of 

Walter's dreams and the actual deaths of Amyot and Margaret. 

The motif of change also occurs in oscillatory imagery suggestive of 

change from one state to another and then back again in an endless pattern. 

The landscape is comprised of a rippling sea of vegetation: 

The Abbey where we built the Church was not girt by stone 
walls, but by a circle of poplar trees, and whenever a wind passed 
over them, were it ever so little a breath, it set them all a-ripple; 
and when the wind was high, they bowed and swayed very low, and 
the wind, as it lifted the leaves, and showed their silvery white 
sides, or as again in the lulls of it, it let them drop, kept on chang
ing the trees from green to white, and white to green; moreover, 
through the boughs and trunks of the poplars we caught glimpses of 
the great golden corn sea, waving, waving, waving for leagues and 
leagues. ... (I, 150) 

This rippling, bowing, swaying, waving movement is reiterated in 

the "dim shadowy waving of banners" at the castle three miles from the church, 

in the rippling of the "long scarlet pennon" of Abraham's lance, in the "moving 

of the water-lilies as the breast of the horse [Abraham's] swept them aside" 
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(I, 153), in the winding curves of the river and the swaying of the green weeds 

in Walter's first dream, in the rising and falling of the boat and the floating 

and rippling of the banners in the second dream, in the swelling and dying of 

the music throughout the dream sequence. Amyot's departure to the war is 

also described in this same oscillatory imagery when Walter remembers how 

Amyot's party left: 

. . . they all rode on together, with the glimmer of arms and the 
fluttering of banners, and the clinking of the rings of the mail, that 
sounded like the falling of many drops of water into the deep, still 
waters of some pool that the rocks nearly meet over; and the gleam 
and flash of the swords, and the glimmer of the lance-heads and the 
flutter of the rippled banners, that streamed out from them, swept 
past me, and were gone, and they seemed like a pageant in a dream, 
whose meaning we know not; and those sounds too, the trumpets, and 
the clink of the mail, and the thunder of the horse-hoofs, they 
seemed dream-like too—and it was all like a dream that he should 
leave me, for we had said that we should always be together; but he 
went away, and now he is come back again. (I, 156) 

In this passage the connection between the glimmering, fluttering, clinking, 

dripping oscillatory imagery and Amyot's comings and goings is quite direct. 

This imagery of change is a motif that drives the plot action onward to its 

inevitable end: "he went away, and now he is come back again," and, the over

whelmingly oscillatory imagery compels one to expect, he will go away again. 

These ripplings, flutterings, glimmerings, and clinkings are images of 

measured change that mark the slow advance of time. 

The fluid imagery of the tale, also suggestive of temporal process, 

reinforces and at times overlaps the oscillatory imagery. The narrator begins 

his tale by noting that thinking of the site of the ruined church, where "you 
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would see the heaps made by the earth-covered ruins heaving the yellow corn 

into glorious waves," brings "a flood of old memories" (I, 149). The land

scape at the time of the church's construction was dominated by the same 

"great golden corn sea" (I, 150), through which ran a winding river. The 

clink of the mail at Amyot's departure sounded like dripping water. Walter's 

dreams include bodies of water, and when Amyot returns from the wars, 

Walter rejoices that "all thoughts else were soon drowned in the joy of having 

him by me" (I, 155).1 The fluid imagery in this tale suggests temporal pro

cess, as Walter's dream sequence bears out. As Walter muses on Abraham, 

the subject of his carving, he imagines Abraham leaping, "horse and man, 

into a deep river, quiet, swift, and smooth" (I, 153). The movement of the 

water-lilies in the river prompts "a strange dream of lands I had never seen"; 

in other words, the river is an imaginative agent that transports Walter through 

time and space to a spot where he meets Amyot. In the dream setting, Walter 

stands by a river and notes "how, as the stream went swiftly by, it swayed to 

and fro the long green weeds" (I, 153). The river is the motive force behind 

the swaying of the weeds, one of those oscillatory images of restless change, 

and as such can appropriately be regarded as an agent of time. As Walter 

watches the swiftly flowing river (as time passes), Amyot comes to stand 

beside him. When Walter drinks from the river (as he necessarily partakes 

of temporal process), Amyot vanishes, and Walter is again transported, this 

1My italics. 



time to a boat in "an almost landlocked bay of the northern sea." The rising 

and falling swells of the bay carry the boat nearer a cliff where Amyot is to be 

found in battle. The agency of the river/bay, having alternately brought 

together and separated Walter and Amyot, is not present in the last dream 

scene, and the reason is soon made clear—Amyot's time is up. When Amyot 

disappears in the third dream scene, Walter Says, "I felt even more sad and 

sick at heart than I had before when I was by the river" (I, 155), i. e., when 

there was still a chance that Amyot might return again in the process of time. 

Thus, the temporal process that Walter finds so frustrating as it alternately 

separates and reunites him and Amyot is perhaps less oppressive than the end 

of that process. But this insight is reserved for Walter the narrator; the 

living Walter of the story devotes his efforts to confronting the process of 

time in an attempt to defeat it. 

As a workman, Walter's attempts to counter the effects of time take 

the form of building a new church to replace the one that has been destroyed. 

The central porch that Walter works on during the tale is decorated with a bas-

relief of the Last Judgment, an illustration of a triumph over time as the dead 

rise and are judged. Significantly, however, Walter finds it difficult to imag

ine Abraham, his subject, "sitting there, quiet and solemn, while the Judgment-

Trumpet was being blown" (I, 153). Rather, Walter's thoughts wander to an 

Abraham pursuing his enemies, leaping fiercely into that "deep river, quiet, 

swift, and smooth," the river of time. The tomb and canopy that Walter 

carves are intended not only as a memorial to Amyot and Margaret but also as 
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o 
a repository of history. Walter's attempts to arrest time by creating arti

facts are ultimately unsuccessful. Even as he carves the bas-relief of the 

Last Judgment, his thoughts turn to temporal scenes; the church itself, with 

its carven images of the triumph over time, and the tomb and canopy, with 

their carven histories, are "destroyed utterly" after four hundred years. 

Walter's longing to defeat natural process and stay always with Amyot is frus

trated. His attempts to relieve the anguish of his isolated, time-oppressed 

consciousness are in vain; they are somehow not comprehensive enough to 

confute the force they oppose. The living Walter, though never succeeding in 

his struggle against temporal process and the isolation it enforces upon him, 

never accepts the futility of his longing for a stability unaffected by time. He 

remains committed, until the end of his life, to creating artifacts intended to 

defy temporal process. 

As narrator, Walter is still caught in the trap of isolation; his is a 

disembodied consciousness temporally distant from its origins, having only its 

memories to feed on. However, the narrator's perspective, made possible by 

a peregrination of Walter's earthly self beyond the narrow limits defined by 

the cemetery-bound church, enables him to view his earthly history more 

calmly. The narrator sees what the living Walter could not—the futility of 

constructing artifacts to defy time. He is capable of a conclusion that the 

2 Hartley S. Spatt has briefly discussed Walter's "act of commemora
tion" in "William Morris and the Uses of the Past," VP, 13, Nos. 3-4 (1975), 
1-9, pointing out the irony of the subsequent destruction of the church. 
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earthly Walter could not have conceived: "the place where my church used to 

be is as beautiful now as when it stood in all its splendour" (I, 149). This com

ment indicates an acceptance of temporal process and a certain understanding 

of the experience of isolation that the earthly Walter did not possess. In spite 

of this greater understanding, Walter the narrator exists in a state even more 

isolated than the earthly Walter. Greater understanding may ease the anguish 

of Walter's isolation, but it does not restore the lost community. The narrator 

has reclaimed his past from an absurd meaninglessness by accepting the pro

cesses he had resisted. This acceptance represents a qualified triumph in 

Walter's case, but a very important one, for the later mature solution to the 

problem of human isolation, presented in the late prose romances at the end 

of Morris' career, assumes acceptance of temporal existence as a basic 

condition of happiness and community. 

"Lindenborg Pool" 

"Lindenborg Pool" depicts a kind of introspection more obviously 

devoted to self-discovery than are Walter's dreams and recollections in "The 

Story of the Unknown Church," but the dreamer-narrator of this tale suffers 

loneliness and a sense of time-oppression just as Walter does. 

The lonely tone of "Lindenborg Pool," Morris' expansion of a short 

3 
tale in Thorpe's Northern Mythology, is set by an authorial introduction, 

^Benjamin Thorpe, Northern Mythology (London, 1851), n, 214-15. 
"The Sunken Mansion," one of the Danish tales recorded by Thorpe, consists 
of a brief one-paragraph description of a practical joke played on a priest by 
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presented as part of the tale, that describes the circumstances of composition. 
/• 

The author read the tale in Thorpe's collection "on a cold May night when the 

north wind was blowing," and explains that he was so impressed that "I felt 

obliged to write, and wrote accordingly, and by the time I had done, the grey 

light filled all my room; so I put out my candles, and went to bed, not without 

fear and trembling, for the morning twilight is so strange and lonely" (I, 245). 

With this evocative introduction the author's voice melts into that of a lone 

wanderer through a forest on that same dark, windy May night. 

The wanderer-narrator's purpose for stirring abroad on such a 

night is to fathom Lindenborg Pool, of which it is said, "no man could fathom 

it" (I, 245). The pool holds a strange fascination for the wanderer, who notes, 

"much had I studied this pool in the daytime, trying to learn the secret of it; 

many hours I had spent there, happy with a kind of happiness, because forgetful 

of the past" (I, 246). On this particular night, however, the pool and its sur

roundings seem to evoke memories of a troubling past event, so that the pool 

gradually comes to symbolize the past and serves as the stimulus for a weird 

imaginative journey back in time. The event the narrator remembers is a 

murder that took place exactly ten years before and, it is strongly suggested, 

near this pool: "to be here on this eighth of May too of all nights in the year, 

a group of drunken servants. After the priest has been deceived into shriving 
a swine, the mansion where the sacrilege occurs sinks into an abyss and is 
covered by a lake. The lake is near Lindenborg; tradition has it that no one 
can fathom the lake. Morris took this brief tale, added a murderer and a 
dream context, and evolved a complex tale of crime and guilty conscience. 



the night of that awful day when ten years ago I slew him, not undeservedly, 

God knows, yet how dreadful it was!" (I, 246). The narrator's sense of a 

"kind of happiness, because forgetful of the past," gives way to a vague sense 

of guilt as he acknowledges the tenuous justification for the murder, saying 

"I slew him, not undeservedly," which is quite different from saying "I slew 

him because he richly deserved to die." This question about the justice of his 

action in committing the murder precipitates in the narrator a personal crisis, 

the general outline of which appears in a dream that he soon falls into. 

In the dream, the narrator finds himself to be a thirteenth-century 

priest summoned to give last rites to a dying man who had been a "bold bad 

plundering baron, but was said lately to have altered his way of life" (I, 248). 

A drunken messenger conducts the priest to the baron's castle, where they are 

met by "some twenty attendants, with flushed faces and wildly sparkling eyes, 

which they were vainly trying to soften to due solemnity" (I, 249). The priest 

notices that the many rooms of the castle are filled with people dancing, sing

ing and laughing; he begins to suspect a trap of some kind. The dying man, 

the priest is told, had been unable to speak for three days; " 'you must pass 

over all particulars; ask for a sign only' " (I, 251). Though the priest's sus

picions are increasingly aroused, he determines to execute his duly with 

proper dignity and reverence for the holy sacrament in his possession. He 

finally receives a sign—a groan only—from the prostrate baron, who just 

happens to have the same face as the man the narrator killed ten years ago. 

When the priest takes out the wafer, a horrible thing happens, and the priest's 
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worst suspicions are surpassed: "with a slow upheaval of the rich clothes 

among which he lay, with a sound that was half snarl, half grunt, with helpless 

body swathed in bedclothes, a huge swine that I had been shriving tore from me 

the Holy Thing, deeply scoring my hand as he did so with tusk and tooth, so 

that the red blood ran quick on to the floor" (I, 252). In the crescendo of 

laughter that follows, the priest in righteous indignation grasps a sword and 

lays about "with savage blows that threw the blood about the gilded walls and 

their hangings" (I, 252), then flees the castle, which sinks into the earth and 

is replaced by the pool later known as Lindenborg Pool. The sun rises and 

the dreamer emerges from his peculiar attempt to fathom the pool. 

As I have indicated, this dream outlines the elements of a grave 

personal crisis for the narrator. The dark, fearful depths of Lindenborg Pool 

evoke memories of the past; the narrator's intention of fathoming the pool, 

then, suggests the attempt to fathom his past, in particular the murder of ten 

4 
years past. The justice of the killing has never been firmly established in the 

4 John Hollow, in "William Morris and the Judgment of God,"PMLA, 
86 (1971), declares that "what the protagonist wants 'to fathom' is not the pool 
but the past" (p. 446). Vivian Boyd Fisher's interpretation is "that the pool 
becomes a symbol of the speaker's psyche, and fathoming the pool, the fathom
ing of his psyche"—"The Search for Reality through Dreams: A Study of the 
Work of William Morris from 1856 to 1872" (Diss. Emory, 1973), p. 21. My 
own view is that the narrator-dreamer attempts to fathom both his past and, 
through the past, his psyche. He is concerned not only with the fact of the ten-
year-old slaying, but also with the motives that lay behind it. Robert Lester 
Stallman, "The Quest of William Morris" (Diss. Oregon, 1966), has a different 
reading which nevertheless also emphasizes the alienation of the narrator: 
"The creation of the nineteenth century young man with guilty conscience who 
attempts to plumb the pool suggests a naive presentation of any young Victorian 
man trying to fathom the evil and spoliation of the earth he sees everywhere in 
the guise of progress" (p. 128). 
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narrator's mind, it would seem. The difficulty of the task (fathoming the pool-

arriving at a satisfactory understanding of the murder) is suggested by the 

depth of the pool—"They said no man could fathom it"—and by the narrator's 

physical exhaustion after "bearing the fathoms and fathoms of the heavily-

leaded plumb-line" to the pool. The very difficulty of the task and the narra

tor's compulsion to pursue it in such a dismal setting on such a wild night 

emphasize the importance to the narrator of understanding and perhaps justi

fying his past action, of answering the question, "who am I, having acted in 

this way?" In short, the key to the narrator's identity lies in the motivation 

for the killing ten years ago. 

The narrator's personal quest is shrouded in obscurity and confu

sion, as the setting of the tale indicates. The night is dark as the lone 

wanderer sets out through the forest on his way to the pool, and "strangeforms 

half showed themselves to him, the more fearful because half seen in that 

way." Sounds are strange and confused: "the boughs clashed eerily" in the 

wind, and "the water trickling through the locks [could be heard] sounding 

faintly in the gusts of the wind." The pool itself has an unnatural character-

its waters are "leaden," and the banks are "drippingyellow clay, striped . . . 

with ghastly uncertain green and blue." The "rank crop of dreary reeds and 

segs" around the pool never die and renew themselves, but remain "the same 

stiff array of unbroken reeds and segs" (I, 245). On this night the wind goes 

through the trees "as it never went through any trees before or since" (I, 246). 
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The sense of confusion and obscurity created by the setting of the 

forest and pool carries over into the dream situation and becomes more obvi

ously associated with the narrator's identity crisis. A principal factor in the 

dream confusion is the double consciousness of the narrator-dreamer. The 

nineteenth-century consciousness of the narrator is not totally subsumed in his 

dreaming consciousness; instead, the consciousness of the nineteenth-century 

character coexists with the consciousness of an imagined thirteenth-century 

priest. The nineteenth-century character uneasily notes the discrepancies 

between his own awareness and the dream experience of the thirteenth-century 

character. The result is a sense of disturbing disorientation that first appears 

at the outset of the dream as the nineteenth-century consciousness of the nar

rator discovers the presence of another consciousness. Dead leaves prompt 

the nineteenth-century consciousness to remark, "Strange, those trees have 

been dead this hundred years, I should think" (I, 246). Stranger still, the 

source of the dead leaves seems to be a set of "freshly-planted oak saplings," 

another impossibility for the nineteenth-century consciousness. The confusion 

deepens as the encroaching dream experience carries the narrator back in 

time, past the time when the dead trees were living, past the time when the 

trees were newly planted, past the time when Lindenborg Pool came into 

existence. As the familiar landscape disappears, the narrator, thinking him

self to have been dreaming but unaware that he is yet enmeshed in dream 

experience, reasons, "I have been dreaming then, and am on my road to the 

lake: but what a young wood! I must have lost my way; I never saw all this 



before" (I, 247). The discovery that he (actually the imagined priest, whom 

the narrator has not yet distinguished from his nineteenth-century self) is 

riding on a mule and is clothed in long black robes instead of the "serviceable 

broadcloth of the nineteenth century" that he started in leads the narrator to 

exclaim in desperation, "I shall go mad—I am mad, I am gone to the Devil—I 

have lost my identity; who knows in what place, in what age of the world I am 

living now?" To answer these questions, it would seem the narrator must 

pursue the dream identity and see where it leads. This he does: "I am 

resigned. ... I am a priest then, in the dim, far-off thirteenth century" 

(I, 247). The priest's adventures seem to be essentially an imaginative 

revisitation of the narrator's own past experience of murder. 

In keeping with the uncertainty and doubt that characterizes the nar

rator's attitude toward the slaying of his enemy, the priest enters a bizarre 

and unsettling situation when he is taken to the baron's castle. The drunken 

servants, with their "flushed faces," "mock solemnity," and "fiery breath," 

arouse the priest's anxieties and lead him to suspect that something is amiss. 

The difficulty of comprehending this bizarre situation is suggested by an occur

rence that bears affinities to the narrator's attempt to fathom Lindenborg Pool. 

Before the priest goes to the sick man, he looks around, and sees that "the rooms 

opened one into the other by many doors, across some of which hung gorgeous 

tapestry; all the rooms seemed to have many people, for some stood at these 

doors, and some passed to and fro, swinging aside the heavy hangings; once 

several people at once, seemingly quite by accident, drew aside almost all the 



veils from the doors, and showed an endless perspective of gorgeousness" 

(I, 250). Like the unfathomable depth of Lindenborg Pool, the endless perspec

tive opened by the drawn veils illustrates the difficulty the narrator faces in 

attempting to reach a final point of rest, to arrive at a sound understanding of 

that dreadful past event. 

The connection between the priest's imagined experience and the 

narrator's past experience is clearly indicated by the baron's face, "actually 

the same as the face of my enemy, slain that very day ten years ago. " Signifi

cantly, the face is "a bad face, very bad, retreating forehead, small twinkling 

eyes, projecting lower jaw," and the voice is unpleasant, "like the grunt of a 

boar mostly" (I, 248). Later, of course, the "baron" turns out to be a real 

swine. An obvious interpretation, one mentioned by Vivian Fisher, is that the 

narrator's dream is "his rationalization of his crime—his attempt to alleviate 

his guilt by affirming the evil, decadent nature of his enemy, who is identified 

with the baron/swine" ("Search for Reality," p. 21). Fisher objects, however, 

that "the story does not dwell on the murder; the event is only mentioned in 

passing, never described," implying that the element of rationalization is 

minimal. Actually, if one takes into account the diffusive and distortive effects 

that dreams usually have on real experience, one can see that elements of the 

murder do surface in the dream. There is a violent encounter between the 

priest and the baron/swine when the priest brings forth the wafer; the priest 

is wounded. Thereupon the swine falls out of the bed and lies "helplessly, only 

able to roll to and fro," much as a wounded man might do. At this point, the 
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narrator relates, the revellers "danced and wheeled about me, shrieking, 

hemming me in with interlaced arms . . . thrusting forward . . . toward me 

till I felt their hot breath" (I, 252). The shrieks, the opposed limbs, and the 

hot breath may reasonably be interpreted as elements derived from the narra

tor's struggle with his enemy years ago, particularly in view of the bloody 

violence that follows: "I looked about me fiercely, I sprang forward, and 

clutched a sword from the gilded belt of one of those who stood near me; with 

savage blows that threw the blood about the gilded walls and their hangings 

right over the heads of those—things—I cleared myself from them" (I, 252). 

Here, then, is description enough to piece together a vivid, if not very pre

cise, account of the fatal struggle between the narrator and his enemy. The 

cause of the conflict in the dream is the irreverence of the baron and his fol

lowers that makes the priest suspect all men, "among whom, as it seemed, 

all sacredest things even were made mock of" (I, 252). Some sacrilege, then, 

is attributed to the original enemy through his connection with the baron/swine 

in order to justify the slaying. But, it is most important to note, the priest 

does not escape from the castle with a clear conscience; he pauses outside the 

castle to pray for forgiveness for his "unwilling share in that night's mockery" 

(I, 253). For the imagined priest, as for the narrator, a sense of guilt per

sists and will not be quelled by any attempted rationalization. When the sun 

rises and the narrator wakens from his dream, the deep blackness of 

Lindenborg Pool lies at his feet, as unfathomable as ever, the endless 

perspectives of that bizarre castle now sunk in its depths. The narrator's 
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personal quest for the certainty of justification has failed as he concludes, 

"this is how I tried to fathom the Lindenborg Pool" (I, 253). 

The essence of the narrator's situation is isolation. The authorial 

introduction establishes the lonely, forbidding circumstances that condition 

the dream which follows. The murder in the narrator's past suggests the 

destruction of human bonds and the consequent separation of individuals. The 

sacrilege of the drunken servants causes the imagined priest to suspect all 

men of such indecency: "how I hated them all! almost hated all mankind for 

their sakes; how I longed to get right quit of all men" (I, 252). In short, the 

narrator and his imaginative counterpart, the priest, seem to be cut off from 

any healthy social contact. The introspective mode of the tale—dream 

investigation of a troubling personal past—underscores the isolated quality of 

the narrator's existence, and the failure to fathom the pool, the past, implies 

that the narrator's hatred and suspicious fears, major factors in the isolation, 

have not been allayed. 

"A Dream" 

Like the other tales I have discussed, "A Dream" dwells on the sub

jects of isolation and introspection. Here also, experiences of isolation and 

introspective thought are involved in attempts at self-understanding. "A 

Dream" is just what the title implies, a tale inclusively set in a dream 

framework. The tale begins, "I dreamed once ..." and ends, 

No memory labours longer from the deep 
Gold mines of thought to lift the hidden ore 
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That glimpses, moving up, than I from sleep 
To gather and tell o'er 

Each little sound and sight. 
(I. 175) 

Aside from these opening and closing pronouncements, the waking conscious

ness of the narrator does not intrude on the tale. The personal crisis of the 

narrator of "A Dream" must be inferred from the surreal patterns of the dream 

itself; there is no dialectic of dream and waking voices as in "Lindenborg 

Pool," nor is there a description of the actual experience on which the dream 

is based, as in "The Story of the Unknown Church. " The dream context estab

lished by the narrator's opening and closing comments does, however, serve 

two important functions: it indicates that the logic of dream, with its abrupt 

shifts and strange elisions, will govern the development of the tale; and it 

establishes that the tale is the product of a consciousness turned inward, so 

that the content of the tale is a veiled revelation of the narrator's subjective 

preoccupations. Moreover, the five-line stanza used to conclude the tale indi

cates that the narrator regards the dream as a valuable revelation worth the 

labor of memory needed "To gather and tell o'er/ Each little sound and sight" 

that comprise the "deep/ Gold mines of thought. " But the revelation provided 

by this material dredged up from the unconscious is curiously circular and in 

a sense self-defeating, for it reiterates the situation implied by the dream 

frame itself—i. e., isolation and introspection—rather than satisfies the motive 

impulses behind the dream. The dreamer in this tale is like the narrator of 

"Lindenborg Pool": looking into his "mines of thought," he discovers not the 
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answers to the implied questions about personal isolation and nebulous identity, 

but simply a restatement of these problems. 

The very setting of the dream initiates the motif of isolation and 

estrangement that is reiterated in so many ways as the dream progresses. 

to. 

The narrator begins, "I dreamed once, that four men sat by the winter fire 

talking and telling tales, in a house that the wind howled round" (I, 159). This 

initial image is an insular one. No description is given of the surroundings of 

the house, which is shrouded in darkness (the time is late evening, sometime 

before midnight), so that the house in effect seems cut off from the rest of the 

world by darkness, just as the dreamer is by his sleep. Moreover, only scant 

description is given of the house itself: there is a "fire where the flames slept 

under the caked coal" (I, 159), and there are windows that are "rocked in their 

frames" (I, 172), but the immediate surroudings of the four men are largely 

ignored. The only fully elaborated descriptions are to be found in the tale told 

by High and Giles. It is as though the dreaming consciousness leaves behind 

successive planes of reality in its journey into the "deep/ Gold mines of 

thought." The dreaming consciousness becomes more and more removed 

from the dreamer's immediate situation—sleeping somewhere in the actual 

world. In short, the dreamer's isolation becomes more and more pronounced 

as the tale recedes into a world of the dreamer's own creation. 

The tale begun by Hugh and continued by Giles, two of the four men 

sitting about the winter fire, is in itself a tale of isolation and estrangement 

that points up the differences in understanding that separate individuals. Hugh 
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introduces the eerie tale of the cavern of the red pike by noting his father's 

interest in the cavern: 

. . concerning this cliff, or pike rather . . . many strange tales 
were told; and my father used to say, that in his time many would 
have explored that cave, either from covetousness (expecting to 
find gold therein), or from that love of wonders which most young 
man have, but fear kept them back. Within the memory of man, 
however, some had entered, and, so men said, were never seen 
on earth again; but my father said that the tales told concerning 
such, very far from deterring him (then quite a youth) from the 
quest of this cavern, made him all the more earnestly long to go; 
so that one day in his fear, my grandfather, to prevent him, 
stabbed him in the shoulder, so that he was obliged to keep his bed 
for long. . . ." (I, 159) 

This rift between Hugh's father and grandfather, a product of fear and a differ

ence of attitudes, foreshadows the relationship between the principal figures of 

Hugh's tale as well as the relationship that develops among the four men around 

the fire. 

Lawrence and Ella, the two young principals of Hugh's tale, grow up 

together and come to love each other, but as Hugh notes, " 'it was, alas! not 

unnatural that they should sometimes have half-quarrels, very few and far 

between indeed, and slight to lookers-on, even while they lasted, but neverthe

less intensely bitter and unhappy to the principal parties thereto' " (I, 160). 

Musing on this natural but unfortunate state of affairs, Hugh concludes, " 'I 

suppose their love then, whatever it has grown to since, was not so all-

absorbing as to merge all differences of opinion and feeling, for again there 

were such differences then' " (I, 160). As Hugh continues his tale, one of 

these differences brings about the catastrophic separation of the two lovers. 



Lawrence, in preparation to leave to join a war, tells Ella that he will fight 

"for love and duty." Ella, convinced that good knights fight primarily for the 

sake of love, being inspired by their ladies, hits upon a test for Lawrence's 

love and courage: " 'dare you, for my sake, sleep this night in the cavern of 

the red pike? for I say to you that, faithful or not, I doubt your courage'" 

(I, 162). Ella immediately regrets her words, but Lawrence, recognizing 

that " 'the spoken word, the thought of our hearts cannot be recalled,' " is 

determined to meet the challange, no matter how rashly it was given. Antici

pating that he might not return from the cavern, Lawrence elicits Ella's prom

ise to follow him if he does not come back. They resolve to seek each other 

until reunited and to pray for longer life to achieve their quest for reunion 

should their natural lives prove too short. For the sake of a hastily conceived 

and instantly regretted challenge, then, the lovers are parted. 

Lawrence does not return the next day, and Ella follows him as 

promised. In a conclusive tone, Hugh adds, " 'they never came back, they 

two: never, the people say. I wonder what their love has grown to now; ah! 

they love, I know, but cannot find each other yet: I wonder also if they ever 

will.'" Giles, however, objects that this cannot be all the story: " 'Never ? 

old Hugh, it is not so—speak quick, Hugh! tell us all, all!'" (I, 165). Hugh 

himself seems to remember that there is more, but not until Giles begins to 

interrupt with a tale of his own does Hugh fully recall a past experience that 

connects him personally with the tale of Lawrence and Ella. It seems that 

while working in a hospital, Hugh had watched a wounded man being tended by 
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a nurse. As he watched, the two were transformed for a moment into Lawrence 

and Ella. Giles has also had a similar vision of the wandering lovers. He 

served as a witness at one of their meetings long ago. He overheard the knight 

say that he preferred Hugh or Cuthbert (Hugh's father) as witnesses, but the 

maiden noted that Cuthbert " 'has been dead twenty years; Hugh died last 

night.' " At the revelation that Hugh is already dead, "a cold sickening shud

der ran through the other two men" (I, 170). Pressed to tell how long ago all 

this was, Giles slowly replied to a terrified questioner, " 'More than a hundred 

years ago*" (I, 172). Thus the four men around the fire are added to the ranks 

of the estranged. The disclosure that Hugh has been dead for more than a hun

dred years and that the black-bearded Giles is over a hundred years old could 

not but generate fear and a sense of estrangement among the four as they find 

that apperances strangely contradict a ghastly reality. 

While the four silently contemplate what has been revealed, a knock 

comes at the door. A beautiful woman enters and inquires after a young man. 

She sits down to rest, and a young man comes to the door asking for news of a 

lady. The strangers are, of course, Lawrence and Ella, who have been 

wandering for years and years in search of each other. This turns out to be 

the night of their last meeting—they embrace, and, as the church bells ring 

in the new year, they "faded away into a heap of snow-white ashes" (I, 174). 

The reunion, it would seem, is an empty triumph over years of wandering. 

The wandering in the central tale of Lawrence and Ella and the 

piecing together of its parts by Hugh and Giles are activities involved with 
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establishing better understandings of self. The lovers' wandering is initiated 

by Ella's challenge. Lawrence accepts the challenge to prove his courage, 

both to Ella and to himself. Lawrence indicates his self-doubt by a blushing 

admission to Ella that he is not " 'so free of the fear of death as a good man 

would be, yet for this duty's sake, which is really a higher love, Ella, love of 

God, I trust [but am not certain?] I would risk life, nay honour, even if not 

willingly, yet cheerfully at least'" (I, 161). As it turns out, Ella's challenge 

leads to a test of her own courage when she promises to follow Lawrence 

should he fail to return. In effect, Lawrence and Ella seek to prove their 

worthiness as lovers: they attempt to change their tentative, anticipatory 

identities—I trust I would behave courageously; I promise to do so—to firmly 

established identities—I have behaved courageously; I know for certain who 

and what I am. Hugh's recounting of the tale likewise has something to do 

with his knowledge of self. The story, Hugh says, " 'has grown up in my 

heart ... a story which no living creature ever told me.' " Moreover, he 

continues, " 'I have fancied sometimes, that in some way, how I know not, I 

am mixed up with the strange story I am going to tell you' " (I, 159-60). For 

Hugh to tell the story, then, is to review a puzzling and remote piece of his 

g 
Stallman sees "A Dream" as a "naive allegory of sexual transgres

sion" ("Quest," p. 122). Fisher says that "Behind the story is the tension 
between male and female" ("Search for Reality," p. 14). Both of these asser
tions are partly correct; sexual conflict is a major feature of the tale. But to 
say that sexual conflict is the primary motive force behind the tale is to ignore 
too much of the rest of the story: the conflict between Hugh's father and 
grandfather, the involvement of Hugh and Giles, and the dream frame itself. 
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own life. Like Hugh, Giles is involved in this story, though he does not 

understand how either. When Hugh pauses in his narration, Giles senses that 

the story cannot be finished at that point: " 'Speak! I cannot tell you how it 

happened, but I know it was not so, not so'" (I, 165). By combining what they 

know of the wandering lovers, Hugh and Giles arrive at a more complete but 

still baffling knowledge of the lovers and themselves. Like the dream creator 

of the tale, they labor to mine ore that merely "glimpses," providing fitful 

illumination rather than a steady light that aids full understanding. 

"A Dream" presents an interlocking set of situations characterized 

by personal isolation and self-searching. There seem to be no satisfactory 

resolutions to these situations. Lawrence and Ella are reunited at last—and 

dissolve into a heap of ashes. Hugh and Giles learn more about their involve

ment with the tale of the cavern of the red pike, but not enough to explain the 

changes they have undergone by witnessing the meetings of the lovers over the 

years. The other two men, Osric and Herman, witness the last meeting of 

the lovers and are terrified—one might infer that they too, having become wit

nesses like Hugh and Giles, may undergo a change of nature. None of them 

understand what they have seen, and they resort to a priest, telling him their 

strange tale. They deposit the ashes of the lovers in a marble tomb, on which 

is carved "the history of the cave in the Red Pike," as inexplicable and 

mysterious as ever, a symbol of the impaired understanding that separates 

individuals. The dreamer's recounting of the tale is as inexplicable as the 

history carved on the tomb. The important questions of identity are not 
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answered—the tale-tellers and the dreamer are left uncertain of the import 

of what has been seen, retold, and dreamed. There does not seem to be, 

within the limits of the dreamer's own isolated consciousness, a solution to 

the problems of isolation and nebulous identity that dominate his thoughts. The 

characters in the dream are kaleidoscopic reproductions of the dreamer 

himself, their very multiplicity furthering the impression of the dreamer's 

fragmented personality. 

"Frank's Sealed Letter" 

In view of the escapist characterization of Morris' work, particu

larly his early work, it would seem that a tale with a modern setting would 

have a great attraction for those interested in gauging the extent of Morris' 

treatment of contemporary themes. Such has not been the case with "Frank's 

Sealed Letter," another of the tales Morris contributed to The Oxford and 

Cambridge Magazine. As a matter of fact, "Frank's Sealed Letter" seems to 

be regarded as something of an aberration by editor Peter Faulkner, who 

omits it from William Morris; Early Romances in Prose and Verse, noting 

that "the other seven prose stories [contributed to The Oxford and Cambridge 

Magazine 1, whose archaic settings and air of mystery make the descriptive title 

'romances' appropriate, constitute Morris's main early achievement." Even 

the usually omnivorous dissertation writers have ignored this tale. While 

g 
"Introduction," William Morris: Early Romances in Prose and 

Verse, ed. Peter Faulkner (London: J. M. Dent, 1973), p. ix. 
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"Frank's Sealed Letter" does not strictly satisfy Faulkner's definition of 

romance because of its modern setting, it does have thematic and formal 

affinities to the romances and thus serves as a bridge between the remote 

medieval world of the romances and the modern scene Morris is often accused 

of neglecting. 

Like the three tales discussed earlier, "Frank's Sealed Letter" 

employs a subjective narrator, Hugh, whose gaze is turned inward on his own 

problems. The personal isolation suggested by this self-contemplation is con

firmed by the subject of the narrator's introspection—his forlorn experience 

as a rejected suitor and his attempt to alter his purposeless state by assuming 

a new identity. The chief characteristic of Hugh's personality, as viewed by 

others, seems to be instability, indetermination: "even when I was quite a 

child, people have always told me that I had no perseverance, no strength of 

will; they have always kept on saying to me, directly and indirectly: 'Unstable 

as water, thou shalt not excel' " (I, 309). Although Hugh insists that this 

estimation of his character is wrong, he does admit that his will has been 

inadequate to meet one test: "Love only, and the wild restless passions that 

went with it, were too strong for me; and they bent my strong will so that 

people think me now a weak man, with no end to make for in the purposeless 

wanderings of my life. Yes, my life is purposeless now" (I, 309). Now, 

Hugh explains before launching into what purports to be retrospective narra

tion, though he fought valiantly through the years to overcome these passions, 

he has finally become "a vanquished man . . . really without any object in 
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life . . . forlorn, hopeless, unloved" (I, 309). According to Hugh, his ill-

fated struggles with the passions of love began when he parted from his beloved 

Mabel and resolved to forget her by losing himself, actually creating a new 

self, in useful work: "the world wanted help; I was strong and willing, and 

would help it. I saw all about me men without a leader looking and yearning 

for one to come and help them. I would be that leader, I said; there was no 

reason for me to be bitter and misanthropical, for I could forget the past 

utterly, could be another man in short" (I, 310). Here is some inkling of the 

broader significance of Morris' tales of isolation and indeterminate identity. 

The society that Hugh surveys as he looks about is leaderless, without focus. 

Hugh's own purposelessness is typical of an uncertain era; so too is his 

yearning for a firm sense of identity that comes from having a purpose to 

follow or a leader to rally around. 

It becomes apparent in the course of Hugh's tale that his determina

tion to find a new self through work is motivated by more than the desire to 

forget a painful past in which he lost his love. Hugh finally explains how he 

lost Mabel. She spurned him despite his efforts to make himself acceptable: 

" 'Mabel, think awhile before you turn from me for ever! Am I not good 

enough for you ? Yet tell me, I pray you, for God's sake, what you would have 

me do, what you would have me make myself, and I will do that thing, make 

myself such, whatever it is'" (I, 310). Mabel's stated reason for rejecting 

Hugh is that he is "a coward and a cripple," that he is "weak and irresolute" 



(I, 312). Hugh's subsequent endeavor to serve his fellow men with a sense of 

purpose and decision reflects his desire to become the kind of man Mabel 

would admire, 

" 'One who can feel the very pulse o' the time, 
Instant to act, to plunge into the strife, 
And with a strong arm hold the rearing world.'" 

(I> 312) 

It appears that there is an element of contradiction in Hugh's coincident deter

mination to forget Mabel and his resolve to become the kind of man she finds 

admirable. This contradiction is simply further evidence of Hugh's vacillating 

personality. He does not succeed in forgetting Mabel, but five years after the 

split with her finds himself beset with self-doubt, "fearful doubts that these 

last five years of my life had been after all a mistake" (I, 318), and lapses into 

memories of his frustrated courtship. These memories that reintroduce the 

old irresolute self further undermine Hugh's five years' effort to become a con

fident man of action. From that time on he is again a vanquished man, relapsed 

into his earlier lack of purpose. 

The time elapsed from Mabel's rejection to Hugh's disastrous 

remembrances is five years; from that time to the time of narration is three 

years. Having recounted this eight years' experience, Hugh begins to muse on 

death, then awakens from his suicidal reverie to discover Frank's sealed letter 

in his hand. He had been given the letter at the time of Frank's death, with 

these instructions: " 'On the day that you are married to Mabel, or on the day 

that she dies still loving you, burn this unopened; but, O friend, if such 



misfortune happen to you as I scarce dare hint at even, then open it and read 

it for the sake of Frank'" (I, 314). Hugh had read the letter after Mabel's 

rejection, ostensibly eight years before the time of narration of the story. As 

he looks at the letter in his hand, however, he (and the reader, for the first 

time) realizes that the eight years of suffering have been nothing but an imagina

tive projection: "I hold the sealed letter, Frank's sealed letter, in my hand, 

the seal just broken. Five years! Eight years! It was but two hours ago that 

my head lay before her feet, yet I seemed to have lived those eight years. 

Then I have not been famous, have not been forgotten . . . and she is sitting 

there still perhaps, in that same old oak room" (I, 324). 

This surprise ending serves to underscore even more firmly the 

major themes of isolation and indeterminate identity. One's impression of 

Hugh as a forlorn figure is greatly reinforced by the discovery that the eight 

years of work a:nd suffering have been but the private, feverish imaginings of 

the spurned lover. Hugh's forlorn situation parallels that of the prisoner in 

the poem Hugh remembered Mabel singing in the old days. Significantly, Hugh 

noted when he recalled this poem that it seemed to bear "a warning of my fall 

that was to be" (I, 317). Later to be included in The Defence of Guenevere 

and Other Poems under the title "In Prison," the poem suggests something of 

the weary, purposeless life of a prisoner who lies fettered, " 'with life all 

dark,'" with nothing to occupy his thought but the wrong he has suffered. Like 

Hugh, the prisoner of the poem suffers in an indifferent world, as the 

concluding lines suggest: 
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"Still strain the banner-poles 
Through the wind's song, 
Westward the banner rolls 
Over my wrong." 

(I. 317) 

In spite of wrongs that the prisoner and Hugh have suffered, the banners con

tinue to roll, Mabel still sits, perhaps, "in that same old oak room," oblivious 

of Hugh's imaginative excursion: the ordinary processes of life go on 

undisturbed, unaffected by private sufferings. 

The paramount feature of both the prisoner's suffering and Hugh's 

is that it is lonely. The prisoner of the poem is shut up alone inside stone 

walls; Hugh languishes in the prison of self. Even in his imaginary struggles 

he cannot escape the confines of his actual self to permit the imagined self a 

real change of character—when he emerges from the reverie only two hours 

after his split with Mabel he must be the same defeated Hugh as before. The 

imaginary quest for purpose must fail since it must come full circle back to 

its starting point. Appropriately, at the end of the tale Hugh changes his mind 

again; he decides against his imagined resolution to forget Mabel; he will wear 

the crown of memory as Frank advised. His vacillations show that he is no 

nearer refuting the charge against him—"Unstable as water, thou shalt not 

excel"—than at the beginning of the tale. 

* 

* * 

These four tales from The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, though 

diversely rich, bear striking similarities and provide the initial treatment of 

what was to prove a dominant interest in Morris' literary work. 
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Formally, these tales employ first-person narrators who are intro

spective in their subject matter. In the first three tales, the narrators are 

also retrospective. "Frank's Sealed Letter" performs an interesting variation 

on the device of retrospective narration: the "remembered" experience is 

actually an imaginative projection into the future. In addition, much of the nar

rated experience is presented as dream, so that even more emphasis is placed 

on the introspective nature of the tales. Each tale characteristically focuses 

on the forlorn situation of the narrator or other characters in his tale who are 

sometimes dream versions of the narrator himself. The net effect of these 

formal features is a definite emphasis on the isolated, introspective nature of 

the experience depicted in the tales. The first-person narrators do more than 

simply report subjectively perceived occurrences; they reflect on their own 

past experiences, looking inward rather than outward in their quests for 

certainty and purpose, so that the implied isolation of the subjective 

consciousness is deepened. 

Thematically, the four tales are similar in describing the anguish 

and uncertainty of the experience of isolation, showing how these stressful emo

tions contribute to crises of identity. The tales emphasize the narrators' 

attempts to surmount their anxieties by escaping the forlorn situation or at 

least coming to some understanding of it. The tales are similar too in making 

time an element the narrators must struggle with, as the preponderance of 

retrospective narrative suggests. Walter of "The Story of the Unknown Church" 

is oppressed by the process of time and the restless change it brings. The 



characters in "A Dream," representing the submerged concerns of the narra

tor who dreams them into existence, are horrified at the inexplicable violation 

of their sense of time. The narrators of "Lindenborg Pool" and "Frank's 

Sealed Letter" are oppressed by an unpleasant past. 

The recurrent features of these tales—emphasis on the isolated 

experience of the subjective self, the human desire to transcend that isolated, 

confused state, and the complications introduced by man's temporal nature-

become regular features of Morris' literary work. As we shall see in the 

course of this essay, Morris' consideration of a difficult question—how may a 

transient being living in a confused time establish lasting values ?—progresses 

from an early stage in which no satisfactory answer seems forthcoming (the 

characters in the four magazine tales are generally unsuccessful in their quests 

for certainty and purpose) to a late stage (the period of the late prose romances) 

in which a mature, comprehensive response to the question emerges. It is 

important to note that the development of this major element in Morris' 

literary work is continuous—there is no sharp break signifying a turn away 

from culturally irrelevant medieval subjects to serious contemporary issues, 

7 as some critics have contended. Rather, from the beginning of his career to 

7Cf. B. Ifor Evans, William Morris and His Poetry (London: 
Harrap, 1925); Philip Henderson, William Morris: His Life, Work and 
Friends (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967); and Paul Thompson, The Work of 
William Morris (New York: Viking, 1967). Evans speaks of Morris' wish to 
retreat from the nineteenth century (p. 22) and points to the late prose 
romances as a withdrawal to an aesthetic sphere following a period of political 
involvement (pp. 143-46). Henderson says that "In later life Morris channelled 
his passion into public causes, but this process had not yet begun [at the time 
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the end, Morris is a writer of his time, confronting a contemporary problem 

deeply rooted in the consciousness of an age of transition—the problem of the 

isolated self and its attendant uncertainties. 8 The solution Morris later pre

sents to this problem—most notably in the late prose romances—is the ideal of 

the closely knit community, the building blocks of which are the experiences of 

the isolated self. But before advancing to the more comprehensive community 

solution offered in his late work, Morris explores the complications of sub

jective experience and limited personal attempts to transcend the isolation 

that accompanies such experience. In The Defence of Guenevere and Other 

Poems, Morris further develops the concerns introduced in The Oxford and 

Cambridge Magazine tales, employing literary forms and themes that empha

size the fragmented, unsatisfactory nature of subjective, isolated, time-bound 

experience. 

of The Earthly Paradise!" (p. 96) and speaks of the late prose romances as 
"recapturing an innocence and simplicity which had nothing to do with the nine
teenth century" (p. 303). Paul Thompson insists not only that "Morris* tastes 
. . . tended to mediaevalism and escapism" (p. 147) but also that Morris was 
convinced that "literature should provide a pleasurable world of escape" 
(p. 152). Thompson regards all the late romances, with the exception of the 
socialist romances and The House of the Wolfings, as "pure escape" having 
no contemporary relevance, written by Morris "for his own pleasure" 
(pp. 158-59). Similar assessments of Morris' literary work crop up fre
quently. For an explanation of the "escape" issue in contemporary response 
to Morris, see Oscar Maurer, "William Morris and the Poetry of Escape," 
Nineteenth-Century Studies, ed. Herbert Davis, et al. (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1940), pp. 247-76). 

8See Walter Houghton's "Character of the Age," The Victorian 
Frame of Mind, 1830-1870 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957), 
pp. 1-23, for a succinct but sound explanation of the uncertainties bred by the 
transitional character of the Victorian era. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE AND OTHER POEMS 

In The Defence of Guenevere and Other Poems the element of social 

upheaval and change, only slightly suggested by the leaderless men of Hugh's 

dream in "Frank's Sealed Letter," figures prominently as a factor contribut

ing to personal isolation and its concomitant crises of identity. Blue Calhoun 

has called attention to this element by noting that Morris' two major medieval 

sources for The Defence of Guenevere, Froissart's Chronicles and Malory's 

Morte Darthur, "projected a theme of the dissolution of society," adding that 

the four Arthurian poems that open Morris' volume "are based on events which 

come after the Grail quest in the denouement of the narrative ... or events 

which emphasize failure in the quest itself. . . ."1 Thus a chief concern of 

Victorian thinkers, the uncertain, transitional character of their age, appears 

as a major element in Morris' first volume of poetry and provides a motiva

tional background against which the problem of personal isolation can be more 

understandably viewed. The subjective tone of The Oxford and Cambridge 

Magazine tales is continued in The Defence of Guenevere; first-person nar

rative poems and dramatic monologues comprise the bulk of this volume. The 

*The Pastoral Vision of William Morris; The Earthly Paradise 
(Athens; University of Georgia Press, 1975), pp. 40-41. 

47 
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subjective nature of these literary forms is reinforced by the frequent use of 

retrospection and dream, devices that probe the private consciousness. 

The unified character of this volume is expressed in three focal 

poems, "The Defence of Guenevere," "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," and "Golden 

Wings," exemplars of the three traditional divisions of The Defence of 

Guenevere—the Arthurian poems, the Froissartian poems, and the fantastic 

2 
or imaginative poems. These three poems, and the groups they typify, com

bine reiterated themes and forms with a diversity of local subject and situation, 

providing both pattern and detail, and creating a rich texture for the volume. 

"The Defence of Guenevere": 
Arthurian Poems 

The basic situation of "The Defence of Guenevere" is the familiar 

one of the isolated individual. Guenevere's plight is part of a larger process 

of social decay. Calhoun has described Guenevere as a character "thwarted 

by hostile social circumstance," noting that "both incidents which provide 

These categories were established soon after the volume was pub
lished. A review in the March 1858 Literary Gazette says, "The minor poems 
may be distributed into three classes, the Arthurian, the Froissartian, and 
the purely imaginative" (quoted from William Morris: The Critical Heritage, 
ed. Peter Faulkner [London: Routledge, 1973], p. 36). Mackail enchoes these 
categories, but calls the third group "poems of a wholly unbased and fantastic 
romance" (The Life of William Morris rLondon: Longmans, 1899; rpt. 1907], 
I, 133). In his introduction to William Morris: Early Romances in Prose and 
Verse (London: J. M. Dent, 1973), pp. xiii-xvi, Peter Faulkner points out 
Arthurian poems, Froissartian poems, and poems of fantasy. David Staines, 
in "Morris' Treatment of His Medieval Sources in The Defence of Guenevere 
and Other Poems," SP, 70 (1973), 459, has suggested that the third group of 
poems belongs "to a medieval world which is an ultimate fusion of the romance 
world of Malory and the chronicle-history world of Froissart. " 



evidence for the prosecution have been arranged by members of a decadent 

society" (Pastoral Vision, p. 41). The order of the Round Table is falling 

apart. Erstwhile comrades are set against each other, subjects against queen. 

A gulf of misunderstanding and a lack of sympathy separate Guenevere from 

her accusers, so that she stands alone. Save for a brief narrative introduction 

and conclusion, the poem consists of monologue: the reader is immersed in 

Guenevere's subjective, sometimes entranced, consciousness as she reviews 

her relationship with Arthur and Launcelot and attempts to explain her actions. 

It is intriguing to think that the explanation Guenevere voices may be as much 

an explanation to herself as an explanation of herself. 

It may seem strange to speak of "The Defence of Guenevere" as a 

poem of self-discovery when it has so often been described as a poem depicting 

an unfaithful woman's last-ditch effort to save her life by whatever means pos

sible, or at best her attempt to vindicate her actions by appealing to a higher 

morality than that of her accusers. No one has attributed to the "unfaithful" 

Guenevere any motive other than that of simple self-preservation. However, 

critics have made the disquieting acknowledgement that Guenevere's denial of 

g 
guilt carries with it an admission of guilt. In short, Guenevere's defense 

3 Five recent articles deal intensively with "The Defence of 
Guenevere": Laurence Perrine, "Morris'Guenevere: An Interpretation," 
P2, 39 (1960), 234-41; Angela Carson, "Morris' Guenevere: A Further 
Note," PQ, 42 (1963), 131-34; Meredith B. Raymond, "The Arthurian Group 
in The Defence of Guenevere and Other Poems," VP, 4 (1966), 213-18; John 
Hollow, "William Morris and the Judgment of God," PMLA, 86 (1971), 446-51; 
and Carole G. Silver, " 'The Defence of Guenevere': A Further Interpreta
tion," SEL, 9 (1969), 695-702. Perrine and Carson agree that Guenevere is 
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seems to have some internal contradictions that are not easily explained by the 

standard view that Guenevere has a simple motive of self-preservation. Read 

in company with "King Arthur's Tomb," however, "The Defence of Guenevere" 

yields motives more complex than self-preservation. Guenevere's actions in 

both poems are in large part self-destructive as well as self-preservative; 

these apparent contradictions can best be understood by taking into account a 

third motive—the motive of self-understanding. One of the paradoxical results 

of approaching these poems as poems of self-discovery is the revelation that 

Guenevere displays a spiritual fidelity to Arthur that runs deeper than the 

sexual infidelity she stands accused of in "The Defence of Guenevere." 

Laurence Perrine's "Morris' Guenevere: An Interpretation" is the 

standard explanation of "The Defence" as a straightforward attempt at self-

preservation. Perrine regards the parable of the choosing cloths as the heart 

of Guenevere's defense—the only "genuine and sincere" portion of the defense, 

the only part of her argument that is logically sound—and views the other 

defenses she presents as bold, sophistical attempts to delay execution until 

Launcelot can arrive to save her. Both Perrine and John Hollow have 

guilty of adultery, though perhaps not in the specific instance Gauwaine charges 
her with; Carson points out the ambiguity of Guenevere's denial of guilt which 
also admits guilt. Silver further demonstrates the self-incriminating nature 
of Guenevere's defense. Hollow points out that Guenevere does not so much 
deny guilt as deny the ability of her accusers to judge her. Raymond treats 
"Defence" and "King Arthur's Tomb" as complementary poems but traces a 
radical change in Guenevere's attitude instead of the continuity of her attitude 
through its fluctuations. All agree that Guenevere is guilty of some betrayal 
of Arthur, though her overpowering love for Launcelot does enlist sympathy. 
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explained the parable of choosing cloths as Guenevere's plea for a larger 

moral context in which to judge her actions, a plea designed to explain how she 

through no fault of her own chose the blue cloth, chose to love Launcelot, only 

to discover that "heaven's color" really represents hell. Superficially, the 

identification of the choice of blue with the choice of Launcelot is an obvious 

interpretation, one that Guenevere meant her accusers to arrive at, for 

reasons which will be discussed later. However, this is not the only plausible 

interpretation of the parable of the cloths. Guenevere seems to be acting on 

motives of which she is not totally aware but which she is struggling to bring 

to the surface, and these dimly perceived motives are revealed in the parable 

of the cloths simultaneously with the more overt motive of self-preservation. 

In fact, there is good reason to consider a second interpretation of the parable 

of the cloths and to identify her choice of the blue as a choosing of Arthur as 

husband. 

The choice of the blue cloth and hell does not seem strictly consis

tent with Guenevere's choice of Launcelot. Because the choice between the 

cloths is haphazard, uninformed, a matter of chance, the possible outcome 

ought to be uncertain. However, as Arthur's wife, Guenevere could hardly 

expect to escape the consequences of her liaison with Launcelot if the adultery 

were discovered; technically, therefore, to choose Launcelot would invite 

disaster. Whether Guenevere herself accepts the existing social codes, she 

certainly would have been aware that in violating them she placed her fate in 
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jeopardy. Her awareness of the possible consequences of choosing Launcelot, 

then, contradicts the blind-chance alternative posed by the test itself. 

There is more compelling reason for questioning the strict associa

tion of the blue cloth with Launcelot. The choice of the parable is between a red 

cloth and a blue one. Launcelot and his relationship with Guenevere are consis

tently described with images involving redness, making the red cloth the appro

priate one to be identified with Launcelot. Launcelot rides a roan charger, the 

red drops of his blood are found on Guenevere's bed at Mellyagraunce's castle, 

Launcelot's defense of Guenevere against Mellyagraunce results in "a spout 

of [Mellyagraunce's] blood on the hot land," and Guenevere's cheek grows 

crimson when she hears Launcelot's approach at the end of "The Defence." 

This color association continues in "King Arthur's Tomb": while riding to 

Glastonbury Launcelot remembers how Guenevere 

" . . .  w o u l d  l e t  m e  w i n d  

"Her hair around my neck, so that it fell 
Upon my red robe.  . . ."  

(I, 12) 

He remembers how, after one of their nights together, he awoke to see her 

holding scarlet lilies and arose to walk with her and talk of love. Guenevere 

recounts how in past times 

. . Launcelot's red-golden hair would play, 
Instead of sunlight, on the painted wall, 

Mingled with dreams of what the priest did say;" 
(I. 20) 
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She also recalls how other men exhibited respect for Launcelot's fame, 

"So that Breuse even, as he rode, fear'd lest 
At turning of the way your shield should flame." 

(I, 19) 

In view of these associations, it seems likely, especially if one supposes that 

Guenevere could remember the same vivid images of the red robe and the 

scarlet lilies that Launcelot does, that Guenevere would herself privately, or 

perhaps unconsciously, identify the red cloth rather than the blue with 

Launcelot. At any rate, there is sufficient evidence to make the strict identi

fication of the blue cloth with Launcelot a more tenuous affair than is generally 

thought. 

There are also reasons why the choice of the blue cloth should be 

associated with the earlier choice of Arthur as husband: the unforeseeable 

consequences of marriage with Arthur, Arthur's Christian character, and the 

straitness of the marriage bond with Arthur correspond to the circumstances 

surrounding the choice of the blue cloth. Unlike the possible consequences of 

adultery with Launcelot, the possible consequences of marriage with Arthur 

would have been uncertain, as the consequences of the choice between the 

cloths are. The choice of Arthur would have been uncertain not only because 

Guenevere could not know how the marriage would turn out but also because 

she could not know the true nature of what she refused as an alternative to 

Arthur, as Launcelot was not available for comparison when she chose Arthur. 

It might be objected that if Launcelot were not available for comparison with 

Arthur, then the notion of the parable describing the choice of Arthur as 
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husband is illogical, since the parable describes a choice between two things. 

But on reflection, who can deny that many choices are not recognized as 

choices until after decisive action has been taken, that only later does one 

realize that in taking up one thing he has voided the option of taking up other 

things of which he was not even aware at the time of the initial action ? In 

choosing Arthur as husband, Guenevere unwittingly denied herself the free 

adoption of the approach to life that Launcelot represents and did what she 

thought was best, choosing "heaven's color," which one might reasonably 

associate with Arthur the Christian king. The connection between "heaven's 

color" and Arthur is strengthened when one considers Guenevere's situation 

in "King Arthur's Tomb." The problem of choice is still present in "King 

Arthur's Tomb," though the choice has been transformed from a choice 

between Arthur and Launcelot into a choice between Christ and Launcelot: 

"I cannot choose 
But love you, Christ, yea, though I cannot keep 

From loving Launcelot; O Christ! must I lose 
My own heart's love ?" 

(I, 16) 

The new form of the choice obliquely identifies Arthur with Christ, especially 

as Guenevere's struggle to quell her love for Launcelot and strengthen her 

love for Christ takes place over Arthur's tomb. Indeed, she uses her love for 

Arthur as a weapon in that struggle to send Launcelot away: 

". . . nay, I saw you not, 
But rather Arthur, God would not let die, 
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"I hoped, these many years; he should grow great, 
And in his great arms still encircle me, 

Kissing my face, half blinded with the heat 
Of king's love for the queen I used to be." 

a. 18) 

In attempting to strengthen her love for Christ and renounce Launcelot, 

Guenevere resorts to rekindling her love for Arthur, so that love for Christ 

and love for Arthur are linked and perhaps identical, making plausible the 

association of "heaven's color" with Arthur. This linkage of Arthur with 

Christ prompts another corroborative point. The voice of the parable com

mands the choice of "one cloth for ever." Guenevere's choice of husband, 

like her choice of Christ, would be eternally binding morally, but her choice 

of adulterous love with Launcelot would not be. Guenevere herself makes 

clear that the permanent nature of her bond to Arthur oppresses her. After 

she meets Launcelot she begins to think of the time before she "was bought/ 

By Arthur's great name and his little love" and begins to realize exactly what 

her choice of Arthur might imply: 

"Must I give up for ever then, I thought, 

"That which I deemed would ever round me move 
Glorifying all things; for a little word, 
Scarce ever meant at all, must I now prove 

"Stone-cold for ever ?" 
(I. 3) 

Two significant points are made by this quotation: Guenevere's vow to Arthur, 

the "little word," was undertaken rather casually ("scarce ever meant at all") 

and in this respect resembles the haphazard, ill-formed choice between the 
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cloths; also, this vow is permanently binding, like the choice of the blue cloth, 

and threatens to make Guenevere "prove stone-cold for ever." In "King 

Arthur's Tomb," the vow to Arthur does prevail and makes Guenevere "prove 

stone-cold" to Launcelot as she renounces him and turns back to that earlier 

choice of "heaven's color"—Arthur and Christ. 

The interpretation of the blue cloth as representing, at one level, 

Arthur rather than Launcelot places the choice described in the parable prior 

to Launcelot's arrival in Camelot, and this placement of the choice presents 

an interpretive problem. As Guenevere explains the confusions she felt after 

Launcelot came to Arthur's court, she proclaims, 

"Behold my judges, then the cloths were brought; 
While I was dizzied thus, old thoughts would crowd, 

"Belonging to the time ere I was bought 
By Arthur's great name and his little love." 

(I. 3) 

These lines could mean that the choice described in the parable of the cloths 

was made after Launcelot's arrival (the obvious interpretation that Guenevere's 

accusers would reach). On the other hand, they could mean that only the 

parable itself, as distinct from the choice it explains, occurred to Guenevere 

after Launcelot arrived, that it is not until she meets Launcelot that the "old 

thoughts" begin to coalesce into the realization that the limiting, hellish 

choice was made long before. This alternative interpretation is supported by 

Guenevere's rather bitter comment about "Arthur's great name and his little 

love," which implies that in retrospect Guenevere sees herself as already in 
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hell, having chosen Arthur, before she meets Launcelot. The lines cited 

merely indicate when "the cloths were brought," when the parable crystallized 

as an explanation for the choice. The choice itself, which must precede the 

intellectual construct that would explain, could then be construed as occurring 

either before or after Launcelot's arrival. Thus, the parable of the cloths 

may be understood to explain either a choice of Launcelot or a choice of 

Arthur. Both interpretations of the parable are needed to satisfactorily 

explain the complexity of Guenevere's situation and the motives for her oddly 

incriminating defense. 

Guenevere's motives in "The Defence" are more complex than the 

simple desire to save her life. As a matter of fact, Guenevere's desire to 

save herself from burning coexists with the contradictory desire to insist on 

punishment and thereby make some amends for her sin against Arthur. There 

is also one other important motive, which strictly speaking has nothing to do 

with defense but simply with explanation that seeks neither to justify actions 

nor escape punishment for them. Of these three basic motives, critical atten

tion has been devoted only to the most obvious motive, also probably for 

Guenevere the most conscious motive, the desire to escape punishment. 

Studies of this motive have shown how Guenevere attempts, through logical and 

sophistical arguments, through pleas for sympathy and bursts of defiance, to 

sway her accusers. And surely there is this element in Guenevere's defense-

there is a part of her that does not wish to suffer and die—but there is also the 

contradictory element which springs from a part of her nature that is 



self-destructive and seeks punishment. The illustration of these contradictory 

elements is again centered on the parable of the choosing cloths. Viewed as 

explaining her choice of Launcelot, the parable may well be an appeal for con

sideration of the limitations of human judgment, but it is also an incriminating 

admission that a liaison does exist between her and Launcelot. Likewise, 

Guenevere's "hewing down" of Gauwaine's proofs is in one sense a genuine 

attempt at defense, in that she does succeed in disposing of the proofs after a 

fashion; however, her manner of refuting Gauwaine seems less likely to evoke 

a favorable response from her chief accuser than to provoke and insult. 

Guenevere repeatedly attacks Gauwaine's credibility: 

"Nevertheless you, O Sir Gauwaine, lie, 
Whatever may have happen'd these long years, 
God knows I speak truth, saying that you lie J" 

(I, 10) 

She casts a slur on his judgment in the Mellyagraunce affair (I, 6), and, in 

another instance unrelated to the refutation of his proofs, bids Gauwaine, 

"Remember in what grave your mother sleeps" (I, 6), referring to the adultery 

and death of his mother. Guenevere's reminder seems an attempt to win 

sympathy, but is also perhaps an attempt to undermine Gauwaine's position as 

an accuser by pointing out the same transgression in his own family. Finally, 

Guenevere's contemptuous description of his behavior when she and Launcelot 

were surprised together is a further attack on Gauwaine's fitness as accuser, 

portraying him as irrational, beside himself with anger: 
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"You know quite well the story of that fray, 

"How Launcelot still'd their bawling, the mad fit 
That caught up Gauwaine. ..." 

(I, 10) 

However obviously the initial motive of self-preservation presents itself, it 

seems clear that the contrary motive of self-destruction should also be taken 

into account, for Guenevere by no means always speaks in her own best inter

ests, but often seems to deliberately antagonize her chief accuser. The extent 

to which she consciously acts on either of these conflicting motives is indeter

minable, though it seems likely that the motive of self-preservation is the 

more conscious. The important point is that the form of her defense reveals 

these two motives, and, whether consciously or not, she does act upon both. 

The first two motives of self-preservation and self-destruction 

depend on the obvious interpretation of the parable of the cloth (choice of 

blue/he 11 equals choice of Launcelot) for their effects, the evocation of 

sympathy and the provocation of wrath. The third motive of explanation 

depends on the other interpretation of the parable (choice of blue equals choice 

of Arthur) for its intelligibility. While Guenevere struggles with her impulses 

toward self-preservation and self-destruction, she also struggles with the 

problem of understanding her situation. This motive of explanation is a pure 

motive not concerned with escape or punishment, and is appropriately inacces

sible to Guenevere's immediate audience. The explanation is a private affair, 

something too complex and truthful to be presented as a legal defense. It 

should not be surprising that the implied explanation should be at odds with the 



other defenses based on motives concerned with escape or punishment—the 

ambiguous nature of her defense strongly suggests that she is grasping for 

something which will more satisfactorily explain her situation than a mere 

admission or denial of guilt, both of which are incomplete truths. The 

explanation embedded in Guenevere's defense may be paraphrased as follows: 

"I married Arthur before I was fully aware of the alternative that a man like 

Launcelot provided, indeed, before I fully realized even the implications of 

marriage with Arthur. On meeting Launcelot I realized for the first time how 

binding and limiting my scarcely meant marriage vow really was, how my 

naive choice of 'heaven's color' turned out to be hell. I could not resist 

Launcelot's appeal, yet at the same time I could not forsake my vow to Arthur, 

no matter how casually it was taken. Therefore, though part of me, the part 

which responds to the appeal of Launcelot, longs to live and compels me to 

seek escape from the punishment of my adultery, another part of me, the part 

which is bound to Arthur, feels deep guilt and desires punishment so that I may 

make amends for my sin. Suffering is the only way I have of proving my real 

fidelity to Arthur." The key points in this explanation as I have described it 

are as follows: Arthur is the real hellish choice, not Launcelot—the choice of 

Arthur is self-destructive from the beginning; Guenevere, in spite of her 

attraction to Launcelot, recognizes her bond to Arthur and wishes to remain 

true to him; Guenevere's only way of remaining true to Arthur is through self-

destruction of one kind or another. If this explanation seems farfetched, a 

few particulars from the two poems under consideration will make the point. 
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As noted earlier, the choice of Arthur is self-destructive from the 

beginning. One manifestation of this self-destructiveness is Guenevere's 

involvement with Launcelot, which derives in part from her fidelity to Arthur's 

wishes. In "King Arthur's Tomb," Guenevere recalls how Arthur charged her 

to cherish Launcelot and thus reveals the hidden danger of her choice of 

Arthur—fidelity to Arthur's wishes carries with it the seed of destruction. The 

second major point in the explanation concerns Guenevere's desire to remain 

true to Arthur even though she is attracted by Launcelot. This point is borne 

out early in "The Defence" when the tensions of Guenevere's loyalties are sum

marized in her sense that it is "shameful to feel aught but shame/ All through 

her heart" (I, 1). These lines indicate not so much a lack of guilt as the com

plexity of Guenevere's situation—one part of her nature feels no shame for her 

love with Launcelot, another does. Furthermore, that part faithful to Arthur 

feels it shameful that her whole being does not feel shame. Contrary to the 

prevailing opinion that Guenevere is more or less emotionally detached from 

Arthur in "The Defence," she has a strong attraction to him. According to the 

argument already outlined, Guenevere could maintain her ties with Arthur only 

through self-destructive means, a point that is borne out by her speech when it 

becomes clear to her what the choice of the blue cloth means: 

" . . .  t h e n  I  c o u l d  t e l l ,  

"Like wisest man how all things would be, moan, 
And roll and hurt myself, and long to die, 
And yet fear much to die for what was sown." 

(I. 2) 
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"King Arthur's Tomb " makes it clear that the longing for death wins out. 

Guenevere proves true to Arthur and renounces Launcelot, in effect dying to the 

world by taking up religious life. Of course, even in this renunciation of 

Launcelot, Guenevere's struggle to decide between Arthur and Launcelot has 

an ironic twist—she is still strongly attracted to Launcelot, but the old choice 

of Arthur makes her "prove stone-cold" and deny the essential part of her 

nature that Launcelot appeals to, thus destroying an important part of herself. 

It is not by mere chance that Guenevere's fidelity to Arthur should take a self-

destructive form. According to the parable of the choosing cloths, Guenevere's 

choice turns out to be hell. I have suggested that elements in Guenevere's 

defense and her meeting with Launcelot at Arthur's tomb indicate that Arthur 

rather than Launcelot is really the destructive choice. But the reader might 

wonder why, in the context of Morris' thought, Arthur would logically, as well 

as emotionally, represent a hellish alternative. 

Morris was a poet grounded in the concrete world of sense, as the 

descriptive color of The Defense of Guenevere illustrates. In "The Society of 

the Future," an essay of 1888, Morris decries the "intellectual paunch" he 

saw his own society developing and defines happiness as "the pleasurable 

exercise of our energies, and the enjoyment of the rest which that exercise or 

expenditure of energy makes necessary to us." He then goes on to make the 

assertion that "whatever interferes with that freedom and fulness of life . . . 

is an evil." In the same essay Morris presents the "freedom and cultivation 

of the individual will" as the ideal on which his society of the future is to be 
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based; necessary to this ideal is "a free and unfettered animal life for man" 

4 and "the utter extinction of all asceticism. " The values expressed in this 

late essay are already present in 1858 in "The Defence of Guenevere" and 

"King Arthur's Tomb." Arthur, finally identified in this interpretation with 

the blue choosing cloth, is a force for asceticism and as such interferes with 

the "freedom and fulness of life" which is partly based on "a free and unfet

tered animal life for man." In this respect, Arthur is very properly identified 

with hell, as he is an impediment to Guenevere's ability to lead a satisfactory 

unashamed animal life. It is paradoxical but fitting that "heaven's color" turns 

out to be hell in Guenevere's choice, for to a man like Morris who values the 

concrete, earthly existence more than intellectual abstractions, heaven and 

hell are equivalent evils; they are abstract conceptions which distract men 

from their animal nature and prevent them from living an adequate earthly 

life. In earlier discussion the linkage of Arthur and Christ has been pointed 

out—this linkage reinforces the interpretation of Arthur as an ascetic force. 

Arthur as a Christian force opposes the "freedom and cultivation of the indi

vidual will" which is the basis for Morris' ideal society, for Christian hope 

is based on the prospect of annihilation or absorption of the individual will by the 

4May Morris, William Morris: Artist, Writer, Socialist (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1936; rpt. New York: Russell and Russell, 1966), n, 456-57. 
Hereafter cited as AWS. 
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senting as they do the destruction and denial of individual experience, are 

figures of death, as "King Arthur's Tomb" makes clear—Arthur's power to 

make Guenevere turn from Launcelot and back to himself is greater after his 

death than ever before. Guenevere seems to draw the strength she needs to 

renounce Launcelot from the tomb itself, which she strokes as Launcelot 

watches her: 

" 'lo you her thin hand, 
That on the carven stone can not keep still, 

Because she loves me against God's command. ..." 
(I, 19) 

Not only does Guenevere deny the vital part of herself that Launcelot 

appeals to, but she also forces Launcelot to deny his animal nature too. When 

Guenevere delivers her final devastating speech in "King Arthur's Tomb," 

Launcelot swoons; awakening, he delivers a short speech which concludes, 

"When I rose up, also I heard a bell." Launcelot, as Malory tells us, fol

lowed Guenevere's example and ended his days in religious life. This last 

line suggests that turn in his life, indicating that like Guenevere ("also I") he 

now hearkens to a holy bell rather than to the war bells of Camelot, which 

were mentioned earlier in the retrospective conversation between him and 

Guenevere. In short, with the conclusion of "King Arthur's Tomb," the 

g 
Note, for example, Christ's words to his disciples in Mark 8.34-35 

(King James Version): "Whosoever will come after me, let him deny himself, 
and take up his cross, and follow me. 

"For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; but whosoever shall 
lose his life for my sake and the gospel's, the same shall save it." 
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culmination of a conflict between two different approaches to life—Arthur's way 

and Launcelot's way—becomes apparent. The spirit of Christian asceticism 

appears triumphant amid the ruins of earthly happiness. It is finally clear that 

Guenevere's choice of the blue cloth most truly represents the choice of Arthur, 

not Launcelot. Guenevere is thus truer to Arthur than her accusers in "The 

Defence" ever realize. The veiling of Guenevere's real explanation in her 

ambiguous series of defenses generates a terrible irony: Guenevere faces 

punishment for betraying what she is really most true to. Guenevere, it 

would seem, would have been in an untenable situation no matter what action 

she had taken. As Calhoun has pointed out, Guenevere is a victim of hostile 

social circumstance. Moreover, the confusions of a society in dissolution 

and the conflicting claims of the ascetic and the sensual deprive Guenevere of 

a sound basis for action, a single code of ethics. Whatever she does is right 

in one sense but wrong in another. 

Like "The Defence of Guenevere" and "King Arthur's Tomb," "Sir 

Galahad, A Christmas Mystery" and "The Chapel in Lyoness" turn upon this 

same conflict between ascetic and sensual experience, between the two 

approaches to life represented by Arthur and Launcelot. Like Guenevere in 

the first two poems, Sir Galahad and Sir Ozana torturously and forlornly 

pursue the question of where their true allegiance lies. 

In "Sir Galahad, A Christmas Mystery," Sir Galahad, purest knight 

of the Round Table, regretfully ponders his steadfast quest for the Grail. Sit

ting "wearied and forlorn" in a chapel on "the longest night in all the year," 
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Galahad half in dream bitterly compares his lot to that of the other knights on 

the quest and finds his loneliness the less bearable. The other knights, he 

reasons, have their ladies to think of, and such thoughts ease the rigors of the 

quest. Palomydes has Iseult to think of and to strive for: 

And what if Palomydes also ride, 
And over many a mountain and bare heath 

Follow the questing beast with none beside ? 
Is he not able still to hold his breath 

With thoughts of Iseult? doth he not grow pale 
With weary striving, to seem best of all 

To her, "as she is best," he saith? to fail 
Is nothing to him, he can never fall. 

For unto such a man love-sorrow is 
So dear a thing unto his constant heart, 

That even if he never win one kiss 
Or touch from Iseult, it will never part. 

And he will never know her to be worse 
Than in his happiest dreams he thinks she is: 

Good knight, and faithful, you have ' scaped the curse 
In wonderful-wise; you have great store of bliss. 

(I, 24-25) 

Likewise, Launcelot has Guenevere to think of as he pursues the quest: 

Yea, what if Father Launcelot ride out, 
Can he not think of Guenevere's arms, round, 

Warm and lithe, about his neck, and shout 
Till all the place grows joyful with the sound? 

And when he lists can often see her face, 
And think, "Next month I kiss you, or next week, 

And still you think of me:" therefore the place 
Grows very pleasant, whatsoever he seek. 

(I, 25) 

Galahad, on the other hand, has no such thought to divert him from the 

hardships of the quest. He thinks of himself sitting 
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night after night . . . 
Holding the bridle like a man of stone, 

Dismal, unfriended, what thing comes of it? 
(I, 24) 

He envisions his fate: 

But me, who ride alone, some carle shall find 
Dead in my arms in the half-melted snow, 

When all unkindly with the shifting wind, 
The thaw comes on at Candlemas: I know 

Indeed that they will say: "This Galahad 
If he had lived had been a right good knight; 

Ah! poor chaste body!" 
(I, 25) 

Musing further on the futility of his efforts, Galahad thinks that even those 

who pity him will not let his death interfere with their lives—the effect of his 

effort will be negligible. The very evening his body is found they will go on 

in their merriment, and "no maid will talk/ Of sitting on my tomb." 

Galahad's disillusionment with the quest and the frustration he feels 

at the lack of human companionship are answered by a vision in which the 

tables are turned and Christ tells Galahad of the vanity of the human ties he 

longs for. Of Launcelot and Guenevere, Christ tells Galahad, " 'Her warm 

arms round his neck half throttle ME* " (I, 27). Of Palomydes and Iseult: 

"Poor Palomydes fretting out his soul! 
Not always is he able, son, to move 

His love,  and do i t  honour.  . . ."  
(I, 27) 

Of Galahad's own loneliness: " 'See now you have ME always'" (I, 28). 

The two parts of Galahad's dreamlike meditation are characterized 

by his shifting attitudes toward the Grail quest: in the first instance there is 
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"no touch of awe"; in the second instance there is a sense of "perfect dread." 

These shifting attitudes indicate the conflicting claims of the sensual and the 

ascetic. Although he appears to regain his composure and dedication to the 

Grail quest after his vision of Christ, the angels, and the virgin martyrs, 

Galahad still feels the pull of human interests, as his speech to Sir Bors, Sir 

Percival, and Sir Percival's sister indicates. In this speech, Galahad asks 

news of both human and divine matters, interestingly giving precedence to 

inquiry of human affairs: 

Tell me what news of Launcelot you have, 
And has God's body ever been in sight ? 

(I, 30) 

Sir Bors' reply dwells on the social disorder that has resulted from the quest: 

"from the court nought good"; Dinadin "Was found all hack'd and dead"; 

Lionel and Gauwaine have returned "Just merely shamed"; Lauvaine, in a 

search for Launcelot, 

was almost slain, 
Perhaps is dead now; everywhere 

The knights come foil'd from the great quest, in vain; 
In vain they struggle for the vision fair. 

(I, 30) 

In this way the tone of the poem reverts to the sense of defeat and frustration 

that it began with. Galahad, possessed as he still is of the desire for both 

spiritual and sensual fulfillment, cannot be totally victorious. To seek sensual 

fulfillment as do the other knights is to court defeat in the Grail quest, as 

Galahad's vision of Christ has shown. To pursue the Grail quest is to deny the 

need for human love and companionship, as Galahad's own forlorn experience 
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has shown. The dissolving society of the Bound Table is incapable of provid

ing an adequate guide for human action and indicating what balance should be 

struck between the conflicting demands of sense and spirit. The result is the 

confusion of purpose that is the mainspring of Galahad's isolated self-

examination. Like "The Defence of Guenevere," "Sir Galahad, a Christmas 

Mystery" concludes with the triumph of spirit over sense: the other knights 

have been foiled in the quest, hacked and shamed; Galahad has rededicated 

himself to the quest, though he still feels the attraction of human affairs. The 

triumph of the ascetic—Arthur's way, Christ's way—has the same effect in 

this poem that it has in "The Defence": human isolation is deepened. 

Launcelot and Guenevere part, later to follow separate lives of religious devo

tion. Galahad chooses to resume his ascetic pursuit of the Grail and the human 

isolation that goes with it. Even success in the quest will result in further 

human isolation—Galahad will be set apart from other men for having succeeded 

wherein they have failed, for having left behind the human limitations that foil 

the others in their quest. 

Serving as counterpoint to Galahad, Sir Ozana of "The Chapel in 

Lyoness" nevertheless undergoes a similar self-searching experience in an 

attempt to resolve the same problem Galahad faced—the conflicting attractions 

of the ascetic and the sensual. Ozana differs from Galahad, purest of the 

Round Table knights, in being one of the inferior knights of the order. Curtis 

Dahl has pointed out that Ozana's adventures in the Arthurian legend often end 

in defeat, noting that in "The Chapel in Lyoness," "Morris ... is undoubtedly 
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taking Ozana as a typical, frequently unsuccessful knight of the Round Table, a 

man who can represent the ordinary unheroic person. " Within the poem 

itself, Ozana's character as an unsuccessful knight is reflected in his convic

tion, "My life went wrong." As he lies ill (and, as he thinks, alone) Ozana 

struggles to understand his worth as a knight. "Strange thoughts" pass through 

his head, and he imagines an inscription on his tomb: 

"Ozana of the hardy heart, 
Knight of the Table Round 

Pray for his soul, lords, of your part; 
A true knight he was found." 

(I. 32) 

The thought of this inscription perplexes Ozana: "Ah! me, I cannot fathom it. " 

Like Galahad, Ozana wants very much to be regarded as a good knight, but 

fears that he will not be. But whereas Galahad was concerned that he might 

not fulfill the human measure of knighthood ("This Galahad/ If he had lived had 

been a right good knight;/ Ah! poor chaste body!"), Ozana is concerned that he 

might not fulfill the spiritual measure of knighthood, as the request on the 

inscription, "Pray for his soul, lords," indicates. Ozana, then, has followed 

one approach to life—the sensual approach of knights like Launcelot and 

Palomydes; the golden tress he clutches to his breast is evidence of this—only to 

have his knowledge of another approach generate a tremendous sense of self-

doubt. Ozana's orientation is the inverse of Galahad's, but the result is the 

Curtis Dahl, "Morris's 'The Chapel in Lyoness': An Interpretation," 
SP, 51 (1954), 484-85. 
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same—both suffer isolation in their doubtful situations, the typical malady of 

the individual who lacks a stable social framework within which to orient 

himself. 

As "The Chapel in Lyoness" unfolds, Sir Ozana, Sir Galahad, and 

Sir Bors seem incapable of effective verbal communication. Though the poem 

is dramatic, there is no real dialogue. Bors overhears Ozana "murmur low," 

but he is not addressed by, nor does he address, either Ozana or Galahad. 

When Galahad finally speaks to Ozana, the ailing knight is dead. For the most 

part, the speeches in the poem are soliloquies; they are private, introspective. 

The poem opens with Ozana's utterance: 

All day long and every day, 
From Christmas-Eve to Whit-Sunday, 
Within that Chapel-aisle I lay, 

And no man came a-near. 
(I, 31) 

Galahad's first words belie Ozana's statement that "no man came a-near," for 

they reveal that Galahad has been at the chapel for some time: 

All day long and every day 
Till his madness pass'd away, 
I watch'd Ozana as he lay 

Within the gilded screen. 
(I, 32) 

Some limited communication—through touch—does occur. Ozana is aware that 

a rose lies on his face, but seems not to realize that Galahad put it there and 

pays no heed to Galahad's singing. He shivers with delight at Galahad's kiss, 

but murmurs, "There comes no sleep nor any love." The barrier that 
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impedes verbal communication affects Bors as well. He observes but does 

not speak to Galahad, and a strange distance separates the two: 

Galahad sits dreamily; 
What strange things may his eyes see, 
Great blue eyes fix'd full on me ? 
On his soul, Lord, have mercy. 

(I, 33) 

Oblivious of Bors' presence, Galahad is engrossed in a world beyond the ken 

of ordinary men. He, Bors, and Ozana represent isolated cells of conscious

ness whose utterances are largely unheard, and, if heard, are little under

stood. Ozana's dying words are a case in point. In an almost maddening 

extension of the isolation and blocked communication that pervade the poem, 

the reader is excluded from Ozana1 s insight. Whether he truly fathoms the 

inscription he dreams of, or whether he merely thinks so, his understanding 

is not communicated to Bors, Galahad, or the reader. 

Though what Ozana fathoms is not clear, Blue Calhoun has pointed 

out that "the implication is strong that Ozana is a 'good knight' because of his 

7 human limitation and need for companionship." This much is clear, however: 

like Guenevere and Galahad, Ozana ponders the contradictions of his nature. 

The confusions of the Round Table society in its days of decline deprive all 

three of a sound ethical basis for action. They are alone in a world of 

7 Pastoral Vision, p. 53. One is reminded of the Pearl poet's Sir 
Gawain and the Green Knight and the green girdle which becomes a symbol of 
both human failing and courage. 
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confused priorities and must from the store of their own subjective, imper

fectly understood experience contrive answers to the questions of identity and 

purpose that trouble them. 

* 

* * 

The inward turn of these first four poems in The Defence of 

Guenevere establishes the tone of the work, placing the subjective experience 

of the individual at the center of attention. This characteristic feature of The 

Defence of Guenevere is suggested by David Staines' essay "Morris' Treatment 

of His Medieval Sources." Morris' oft-quoted advice about retelling stories 

makes clear that he felt free to alter or add to his sources in order to achieve 

his own purposes. May Morris reports "an observation he sometimes made: 

'When you are using an old story, read it through, then shut the book and write 

in your own way'" (III, xxi-xxii). Staines' comparison of the Defence of 

Guenevere poems and their sources indicates exactly what Morris added to 

make the old stories his own. In the case of "The Defence of Guenevere," 

Guenevere's rescue by Launcelot becomes the occasion of an impassioned 

defense not found in Malory: 

In the Mordred incident, Malory's Guenevere remains completely 
silent. Morris, on the contrary, brings Guenevere to the fore
front. . . . "The Defence of Guenevere" is a dramatic monologue 
that is a revelation of Guenevere by Guenevere: this personal 
introspection, inconceivable to Malory, is totally conceivable in 
this nineteenth-century picture of the Arthurian world. 8 

Q 
David Staines, "Morris' Treatment of His Medieval Sources in The 

Defence of Guenevere and Other Poems," SP, 70 (1973), 443. 
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The same shift to an introspective emphasis is noted in "Sir Galahad, A 

Christmas Mystery": "Whereas Malory praised the virtue of chastity, Morris 

creates a psychological study of the knight. . . . Morris has constructed a 

self-examining interior monologue, a self-examination that would never be 

found in the pages of Malory ..." (Staines, "Medieval Sources," p. 449). 

Morris' treatment of Froissart's Chronicles parallels his treatment 

of Malory's Morte Darthur; in each case his practice is to take details from 

the source and use them to shape new tales that emphasize character psy

chology rather than action. "Concerning Geffray Teste Noire," as Staines 

points out, draws on Froissart's description of the Jacquerie, but Morris' 

poem describes a situation not found in Froissart and presents this situation 

as an emotionally charged reminiscence of John of Castel Neuf. Likewise, the 

episode of the lovers' skeletons is not found in Froissart, but it appears in 

"Geffray" as another emotionally significant experience that leads John into 

self-reflection. Poems like "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," "The Haystack in the 

Floods," and "The Eve of Crecy" characteristically draw background details 

from Froissart and use these historical fragments to create the outward cir

cumstances of personal crises. Speaking of "The Eve of Crecy," Staines notes: 

"The Eve of Crecy" captures the atmosphere of the same 
historical moment as it is presented by Froissart. Morris created 
a knight whose musings would give a verbal embodiment to the 
thoughts of the French forces on that night. Using Froissart as his 
original inspiration, Morris has taken one moment of history and 
dramatized it in vivid detail. (Staines, "Medieval Sources," p. 457) 
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It would be more accurate to say that a moment of personal crisis is drama

tized within a historical context, for it is above all the individual experience 

rather than the historical moment that is the subject of The Defence of 

9 
Guenevere. 

It is this subjective experience that Morris adds to historical mate

rial in such poems as "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," "Concerning Geffray Teste 

Noire," and "Old Love," and it is this subjective experience—comprised of 

loneliness, frustrated love, questions of allegiance and identity—that remains 

when the historical context melts away in a poem like "Golden Wings." To put 

the matter another way, the subjective experience of the individual, even when 

presented in a completely imaginative framework, is for Morris just as 

important an element of "history" as the momentous events of nations. 

"Sir Peter Harpdon's End": 
Froissartian Poems 

"Sir Peter Harpdon's End" is probably the most explicit treatment of 

the related themes of social dissolution and personal crisis that dominate The 

Defence of Guenevere. As such, it deserves a higher place in the critical 

estimation of the volume than it has usually been granted. It is infrequently 

discussed and rarely anthologized, perhaps because of its length, and is thus 

one of the lesser known poems of the volume. This state of affairs is 

g 
It is interesting to note that this same process, investing a few 

bare facts with profound personal significance, was used to transform the 
brief tale of "The Sunken Mansion" into the complex "Lindenborg Pool." 
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unfortunate, for this poem is to the Froissartian poems what "The Defence of 

Guenevere" is to the Arthurian poems: the key expression of a set of themes 

and techniques exploited by a group of poems. "Sir Peter Harpdon's End" 

evokes the Froissartian world so completely that the other better known 

Froissartian poems in the volume are but reflections of facets of this key 

poem. 

Morris1 Froissart sources for "Sir Peter Harpdon's End" have 

been pointed out in articles by Frank Davies, John Patrick, and David 

Staines.Of greater importance than the borrowed details from Froissart, 

however, is Morris' addition of Sir Peter's subjective experience within the 

historical situations briefly suggested by Froissart. As the source studies 

have shown, Morris freely adapted his sources. The integrity of the historical 

fact was of little concern to him. His practice was to use whatever details he 

found useful for framing the subjective experience of his protagonist. Thus in 

"Sir Peter Harpdon's End" the general Froissartian milieu—warfare, destruc

tion, social dissolution—is used as a motivational ground for Harpdon's private 

difficulties. Sir Peter's problems are created by his disharmony with the 

changing times. Sir Peter is a forlorn figure who strives to live as an 

honorable man in an increasingly dishonorable world but finds the odds too long 

to overcome. 

10 Frank Davies, "William Morris's 'Sir Peter Harpdon's End,'" PQ, 
11 (1932), 314-17; John Patrick, "Morris and Froissart Again: 'Sir Peter 
Harpdon's End,'" NQ, n.s., 6 (1959), 331-33; Staines is cited above. 
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Sir Peter's difficulties are symbolized by the crumbling walls of 

the castle he hopelessly defends in the first part of the poem. The messenger 

who carries news of Sir Peter's death to the Lady Alice reports, 

His rotten sand-stone walls were wet with rain, 
And fell in lumps wherever a stone hit. . . . 

(I, 56) 

John Curzon, a lieutenant, thinks to mend the walls, but Sir Peter realizes 

the futility of such an effort. There is no stone to mend with and no way to get 

stone from a nearby quarry—"The cursed Frenchmen ride abroad so thick. " 

John suggests sending serfs instead of soldiers to fetch the stone; Sir Peter 

points out the likelihood that the serfs would betray the weakened position of 

the castle to the French forces, for the English cause has undergone a change 

in fortune and therefore lost prestige: 

They would go off the Clisson or Sanxere, 
And tell them we were weak in walls and men, 
Then down go we; for, look you, times are changed, 
And now no longer does the country shake 
At sound of English names; our captains fade 
From off our muster-rolls. At Lusac Bridge 
I daresay you may even yet see the hole 
That Chandos beat in dying; far in Spain 
Pembroke is prisoner; Phelton prisoner here; 
Manny lies buried in the Charterhouse; 
Oliver Clisson turn'd these years agone; 
The Captal died in prison; and, over all, 
Edward the prince lies underneath the ground; 
Edward the king is dead; at Westminster 
The carvers smooth the curls of his long beard. 
Everything goes to rack—eh! and we too. 

a. 36-37) 

The failure of the English cause, described in this speech by Sir Peter, is 

embodied in the crumbling walls of Sir Peter's defensive position. 
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The walls are the major factor In Sir Peter's defeat and subsequent 

execution in Poictou, but Sir Peter had other defeats before the final cata

strophic one. Though a brave man, he is in many respects a portrait of 

failure.11 The Lady Alice, on hearing of his death, says that he 

was as wight 
As Launcelot or Wade, and yet avail'd 
Just nothing, but to fail and fail and fail, 
And so at last to die and leave me here, 
Alone and wretched. . . . 

(I, 60) 

Sir Peter's good intensions are continually frustrated. After struggling 

through a marsh to reach Lusac bridge, he and his men arrived too late to aid 

Chandos, who died there. He could not come to the aid of the Lady Alice when 

she was besieged because he himself was hard pressed by other forces at 

Bergerath. His own assessment of himself is not unlike that of Lady Alice: 

" 'I am like Balen, all things turn to blame'" (I, 39). 

The vexations of Sir Peter's share of the general English defeat are 

made worse by Sir Peter's own sense of fighting at cross purposes. A Gascon 

lord, Sir Peter owes allegiance to the English king, who at this time held 

Gascon territory as the Duke of Aquitaine. Sir Peter holds to this allegiance 

1 Davies, " 'PeterHarpdon'sEnd,'" p. 315: hi Froissart's accounts, 
"there is a knight named Harpendan or Harpdon; he holds a position of trust; 
he tries to rouse the people entrusted to his leadership to loyal action, and 
fails; he tries to help the Earl of Pembroke, and fails; his wife is in danger, 
besieged by enemy forces, and he cannot go to her assistance. We now begin 
to see how Harpdon and failure might become associated in the mind when the 
logical relation of fact to fact [in Froissart's accounts] gives place to the 
imaginative one [in Morris' poem]." 
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in spite of the pressure from his distasteful cousin Lambert, who insists on 

the importance to their house of being on the winning side. At one point 

Lambert suggests that Peter is a traitor, fighting on the English side though a 

born Frenchman. Sir Peter's musing on the probable outcome of the impending 

assault on his weak defenses shows that he is not insensitive to the 

contradictions of his position: 

An hour's steady work with pickaxes, 
Then a great noise—some dozen swords and glaives 
A-playing on my basnet all at once, 
And little more cross purposes on earth 
For me. 

(I. 38) 

Though aware of his cross purposes, Sir Peter honorably clings to his English 

allegiance and, in a conversation with the treacherous Lambert, justifies 

fighting on the "wrong" side. He uses the example of the Trojans, who were 

"as wrong as men could be" yet took joy in fighting for Helen's beauty. They 

fought "in a mad whirl of knowing they were wrong," much like Sir Peter, who 

was "wrong" to fight against his countrymen, though right to maintain his 

allegiance to the Duke of Aquitane. Like Sir Peter, the Trojans fought well, 

though sure to lose, and their valiant behavior commands admiration: 

. . . wherefore take note 
How almost all men, reading that sad siege, 
Hold for the Trojans. . . . 

Sir Peter hopes for similar fame: 

. . . men will talk, you know, 
(We talk of Hector, dead so long agone,) 
When I am dead, of how this Peter clung 
To what he thought the right; of how he died, 
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Perchance, at last, doing some desperate deed 
Few men would care do now, and this is gain 
To me, as ease and money is to you. 
Moreover, too, I like the straining game 
Of striving well to hold up things that fall; 
So one becomes great. 

(I, 43) 

This, then, is Sir Peter's situation. He is a Gascon knight maintaining in the 

face of great difficulty his English allegiance. He eschews the base practical 

motivations of his cousin Lambert. His defense of "a sprawling lonely gard 

with rotten walls" suggests his forlorn situation and his determination to 

continue "striving well to hold up things that fall." Sir Peter is out of step 

with the times, not only in his allegiance, but in his honorable behavior as 

well. "Sir Peter Harpdon's End" is a poem about shifting codes of behavior 

as well as shifting political fortunes. 

Times of social change lend themselves to moral decadence. In the 

confusion of the dissolving Round Table, Mordred pressed his advantage in 

underhanded ways. So too Sir Lambert stoops to treacherous and ignoble 

behavior to further his ends. When Sir Lambert appears before Sir Peter's 

castle to parley, he is ostensibly unarmed and wears a long gown. Knowing 

Lambert as he does, Sir Peter regards the long gown as indication enough that 

Lambert has treacherous intent, and he prepares himself accordingly with a 

long-sleeved gown, a coat of mail to wear secretly under it, a little axe to 

carry in one sleeve, and a contingent of soldiers to stand hidden near the 

meeting place. John Curzon is horrified: 



How, sir! will you attack him unawares, 
And slay him unarm'd? 

(I. 41) 

Curzon, "good lump" as he is, is a vestige of an honorable past. It is beyond 

his capability to suspect Lambert of treachery. Just as he does not understand 

how changed conditions make the repair of the castle walls impossible, he does 

not understand how changed conditions make it necessary for Sir Peter to expect 

treachery instead of honorable behavior. Sir Peter, however, is familiar with 

Lambert's underhanded ways. Lambert has lied to Lady Alice about Sir Peter's 

actions, suggesting that Peter is ready to go over to the French side. Lambert 

does not disappoint Sir Peter's suspicions. His attempt at murder frustrated, 

Lambert gives further proof of his ignoble nature. When Harpdon dictates a 

traitor's punishment for Lambert, mutilation by cutting off the ears, Lambert 

puts up a bold front and says that he would prefer to die, but when Sir Peter 

grants his choice, Lambert reverses his decision, grovels, and begs for his 

life. Ironically, it is for this act of justice, mutilating a traitor, that Sir 

Peter loses his life. When the English castle is taken, Lambert extracts 

Guesclin's promise to hang Sir Peter, though he does not deserve such a death 

and Clisson offers to ransom him. The lower depths of Lambert's behavior 

are not plumbed, however, until he taunts the condemned Sir Peter, concluding 

with a cruel reminder of the Lady Alice: 

Do not go just yet, 
For I am Alice, am right like her now, 
Will you not kiss me on the lips, my love ?— 

(I. 51) 
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Treacherous, unknightly behavior, of which Lambert's actions are a prime 

example, is a feature of the period Sir Peter fights in, as the description of 

his last stand bears witness: 

Almost alone, 
There in the base-court fought he with his sword, 
Using his left hand much, more than the wont 
Of most knights now-a-days; our men gave back, 
For wheresoever he hit a downright blow, 
Someone fell bleeding, for no plate could hold 
Against the sway of body and great arm; 
Till he grew tired, and some man (no! not I, 
I swear not I, fair lady, as I live!) 
Thrust at him with a glaive between the knees, 
And threw him; down he fell, sword undermost; 
Many fell on him, crying out their cries, 
Tore his sword from him, tore his helm off. . . . 

(I, 57) 

Even many opponents cannot take him fairly, but when he grows tired he is 

finally beaten with underhanded strategy, "a glaive between the knees" that 

trips him. This fight, of course, is simply the prelude for the worse villainy 

of Lambert's taunts and Sir Peter's undeserved death by hanging. 

As in the Arthurian poems discussed earlier, in "Sir Peter Harpdon's 

End" the forlorn situation of the protagonist is underscored by the inward turn 

of consciousness. Sir Peter, aware of the dilemma of allegiance he is involved 

in, imagines how his "cross purposes" will be terminated in the hopeless 

defense of his tumbledown castle. Moreover, his thoughts turn to Alice and 

the way Lambert's lies may have led her to doubt his good name; he imagines 

how he would have righted matters had he been able to speak with Alice before 

assuming his last hopeless defense. It is his thought of Alice that brings him 
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to tears just before his death. To die without her kiss is to die in vain. In 

Sir Peter's crumbling and morally decadent world, the love between man and 

woman takes a central place and becomes the last repository of faith, the last 

possibly sound element upon which to build a sense of purpose, as Sir Peter's 

last speech to Clisson indicates: 

. . . truly, sir, it seem'd 
No longer gone than yesterday, that this 
Was the sole reason God let me be born 
Twenty-five years ago, that I might love 
Her, my sweet lady, and be loved by her; 
This seem'd so yesterday, to-day death comes, 
And is so bitter strong, I cannot see 
Why I was born. 

(I. 52-53) 

The termination of his love for Alice is for Sir Peter the termination of pur

pose. His death without her kiss is an empty death, one worthy of Lambert 

instead of a good knight. Moreover, it is a lonely death, the kind of death that 

occurs when the honorable bonds among men have failed and self-interest 

determines behavior. Thus "Sir Peter Harpdon's End" is also a tale of love 

untimely interrupted by base behavior. 

The salient features of "Sir Peter Harpdon's End"—the general back

ground of social dissolution; the contrast between the old order and the new, 

the old code of honor and the new code of villainy; the personal concerns, 

especially romantic ones, at the center of attention; the loss of love through 

ignoble defeat; the personal isolation of the individual caught up in such 

circumstances—recur in other Froissartian poems of The Defence of Guenevere, 

so that these features, by virtue of their persistence, come to assume formal 



dimensions. In "The Haystack in the Floods," for example, Sir Robert faces 

a situation quite similar to that of Sir Peter Harpdon. Sir Robert is outnum

bered, he is taken treacherously (handed over to Godmar by his own men), and 

he dies an ignoble and gruesome death at the hands of a dishonorable opponent, 

parting from his lady without a kiss. Sir Robert's betrayal, Godmar's base 

action, and the cruel separation of lovers become more than simply brilliantly 

rendered elements of a single grisly incident when they are considered in the light 

of "Sir Peter Harpdon's End." They are key components of the Froissartian 

milieu as Morris recreates it from the inside out, emphasizing the suffering 

of the Peter Harpdons, the Alice de la Bardes, the Jehanes, the Robert de 

Marnys within this milieu. "The Judgment of God" likewise reflects the 

Froissartian rudeness of conduct in its mention of the past wrong being debated 

in trial by combat and the "crafty way" of fighting that son Roger intends to use. 

In this poem too a knight's love for his lady assumes a place of primary impor

tance, as it does in "The Eve of Crecy," a poem about a French knight who 

like Sir Peter Harpdon happens to be on the losing side at another period in the 

Hundred Years' War. In every case, the emphasis of the poem is on the 

personal experience that lies within the historical context and perhaps contains 

deeper truths than the historical framing details garnered from Froissart. 

Another of the Defence of Guenevere poems directly confronts this 

interplay between the personal and the historical. "Concerning Geffray Teste 

Noire," the dramatic monologue of an old French knight, probes the 
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significance of a profound personal experience though beginning with the 

apparent purpose of relating a historical incident that will be conveyed to the 

chronicler Froissart: 

And if you meet the Canon of Chimay [Froissart], 
As going to Ortaise you well may do, 

Greet him from John of Castel Neuf, and say, 
All that I tell you, for all this is true. 

( I ,  75 )  

The description of how Castel Neuf and others laid an ambush for Geffray, a 

brigand who looted "under shadow of the English name," soon gives way to an 

interesting digression that commands more attention than the tale about 

Geffray. Castel Neuf tells how he found a pair of skeletons while he was lying 

in wait for Geffray, and imaginatively reconstructed the deaths of two lovers. 

He was so affected by the skeletons and the associations they called forth that 

he interred the bones in a chapel in his new castle and had a monument made 

for the dead lovers. The care taken in burying the skeletons and the digres

sion from the tale about Geffray in order to tell about them indicates that 

Castel Neuf somehow regards the tale of the bones as important, perhaps even 

historically significant, for he wants the tale of the bones, not just the tale of 

the ambush, reported to Froissart: 

. . . much bad living kill's Teste Noire at last; 
John Froissart knoweth he is dead by now, 

No doubt, but knoweth not this tale just past; 
Perchance then you can tell him what I show. 

(I, 81) 

What is it about Castel Neuf's tale of the skeletons that would make 

it worthy of the chronicler's attention? Castel Neuf himself but senses the 
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importance of his story—tell Froissart "what I show"—and makes no claim of 

knowing its significance (in this respect Castel Neuf resembles Guenevere, 

Galahad, Ozana, and the narrator of "LindenborgPool," all of whom seek to 

fathom past experience that defies easy understanding), but the incident appears 

to symbolize the growing dominance of ruthlessness over a world of beauty that 

is being swept away in the turmoil of the Hundred Years' War. 

In Castel Neuf's recollected tale the discovery of the skeletons pre

sents a puzzle soon solved. One of the skeletons is "a little skeleton for a 

knight" and wears no leg armor; moreover, parts of the equipment do not fit 

well—the skull lies "loose within the coif!" The explanation for these puzzling 

details is provided by Aldovrand, one of Castel Neuf s companions: 

"Under the coif a gold wreath on the brow, 
Yea, see the hair not gone to powder, lie, 

"Golden, no doubt, once—yea, and very small 
This for a knight; but for a dame, my lord, 

These loose-hung bones seem shapely still, and tall,— 
Didst ever see a woman's bones, my lord?" 

(I, 77-78) 

Aldovrand's question prompts Castel Neuf to recall a horrible scene from his 

youth: once he and his father helped to put down a rising of the Jacquerie, the 

peasant revolt of 1358. One of the deeds of the Jacquerie that "froze up the 

blood of men" was the burning of women in the Beauvais church. Castel Neuf 

recalls the horror of the situation: 

My father, who was by me, gave a shout 

Between a beast's howl and a woman's scream, 
Then, panting, chuckled to me: "John, look! look! 
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Count the dames' skeletons!" from some bad dream 
Like a man just awaked, my father shook; 

And I, being faint with smelling the burnt bones, 
And very hot with fighting down the street, 

And sick of such a life, fell down. . . . 
(I, 78) 

The behavior of the nobles is scarcely less savage than that of the Jacquerie: 

. . . we enter'd Beauvais town, 
Slaying them fast, whereto I help'd, mere boy 

As I was then; we gentles cut them down, 
These burners and defilers, with great joy. 

(I, 78) 

This then is what Castel Neuf is first reminded of by his discovery of the 

woman's skeleton—the brutality he has both witnessed and participated in as a 

soldier. 

Having shaken off the memories of the Jacquerie, Castel Neuf begins 

the reconstruction of the deaths of two lovers. They were waylaid and escaped, 

but both were wounded and died after evading their attackers. The baseness 

of the surprise attack suggests the ruthlessness Castel Neuf has been so famil

iar with from his youth, the ruthlessness that now makes life miserable for 

"the villaynes . . . / 'Twixt us and thief Sir Geffray," the ruthlessness that 

makes ambush the likeliest means of taking Geffray. Castel Neuf lives in a 

time when strong thieves like Geffray flourish and the bones of women who have 

died violently are not an unusual sight. 

The skeletons also prompt other thoughts of a quite different nature: 

Over those bones I sat and pored for hours, 
And thougjit, and dream'd, and still I scarce could see 
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The small white bones that lay upon the flowers, 
But evermore I saw the lady; she 

With her dear gentle walking leading in, 
By a chain of silver twined about her wrists, 

Her loving knight, mounted and arm'd to win 
Great honour for her, fighting in the lists. 

(I, 79) 

Here begins a reverie of the joy and sorrow of love, the wonders of beauty, and 

the prospect of fighting for honor, thoughts of a world quite different from the 

one Teste Noire pillages in. Castel Neuf's reconstructed story of the death of 

the knight and his lady is a tale of love overwhelmed by ruthless murder. The 

tale of the skeletons, then, suggests a world of beauty that is dying. This 

world, contrasting so sharply with the world of murder and brigandage that 

Castel Neuf and Geffray inhabit, is worth enshrining; perhaps, as Castel Neuf 

thinks, even worth a paragraph in Froissart's history. The episode of mur

dered love and Castel Neuf's reactions to the violent and beautiful components 

of this episode more accurately depict the human impact of violent change than 

the impersonal report of any number of battles could. 

The contrast between a glorious past and a decadent, unsatisfactory 

present is made more overtly in "Old Love," one of the poems in the volume 

that draws on the general atmospheric background of the Froissart material 

12 
though it is not set within the period Froissart chronicled. Like "Geffray," 

"Old Love" depicts personal reactions to a period of change. In form "Old 

12 Froissart chronicled about three-fourths of the fourteenth century 
and died c. 1400. 
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Love" is a first-person narrative that includes dialogue between two old knights, 

one of whom is the narrator. Like Eliot's "Gerontion," "Old Love" presents 

"the thoughts of a dry brain in a dry season" as the two knights exchange com

ments about the changed times and old Sir John muses disaffectedly and some

what bitterly on the faded beauty of his once-admired lady. This poem 

expresses the dying of an order through the discomfort of Sir Giles and Sir 

John, a discomfort brought about by their sense of discrepancy between a 

glorious past and a present in which that glory has faded away. 

The poem begins with a detail that illustrates Morris' ability to 

employ concrete details that blossom with an almost spontaneous symbolism. 
i • 

Like the crumbling walls of Sir Peter Harpdon's defenses, like the flapping 

banners of "In Prison," Sir Giles' helmet captures precisely the essential 

experience of the poem it opens. Sir Giles, "very old," has difficulties 

adjusting to a new piece of headgear: 

"They hammer'd out my basnet point 
Into a round salade," he [Giles] said, 

"The basnet being quite out of joint, 
Natheless the salade rasps my head." 

(I, 87) 

As an old knight, Giles has lived through a change in fashion. The basnet, or 

bascinet, "a light headpiece . . . with a pointed apex . . . often fitted with a 

pointed visor ..." was a popular fourteenth-century helmet; the salade, or 

13 sallet, "a light helmet, the successor in the XVth century of the bascinet," 

1 q 
Sir James Mann, "Glossary," Armour, Wallace Collection 

Catalogues: European Arms and Armour, Volume I (London: William Clowes, 
1962), pp. xxxiii, xlvii. 
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is more rounded in shape, as Giles' speech indicates. Since the time-setting 

of the poem is about mid-fifteenth century—John fears " 'That Constantine must 

fall this year' "—Giles' knightly career spans the change in helmet styles that 

14 came early in the century. Giles, it seems, has not been able to accommo

date himself to the new helmet style—" 'the salade rasps my head' "—no matter 

how much "out of joint" (i. e., out of place, hence out of style) the old basnet 

was. This most mundane of details, the chafing of an old knight's head by a 

new-style helmet, embodies both the change of the times and the individual's 

uncomfortable confrontation of the change. 

As the change in helmet chafes his head, so other changes chafe 

Giles' spirit. He finds irksome the anonymity he has fallen into. He has 

outlived his knightly reputation: 

"Knights come to court and look at me, 
With eyebrows up, except my lord, 

And my dear lady, none I see 
That know the ways of my old sword." 

(I, 87) 

Like the discarded basnet, the causes that Giles had fought for in his younger 

days would no longer be current; his youthful exploits would be not only forgot

ten, but also irrelevant to the immediate concerns of the younger knights. If 

Giles and John are English or French knights (as is probable, most of the 

14 Claude Blair, European Armour, circa 1066 to circa 1700 (London: 
B. T. Batsford, 1958): "The tall form of bascinet . . . was by far the com
monest form in use throughout Europe during the period c. 1380-c. 1420. So 
much so that some writers have called it the 'international' type" (p. 69); 
"The sallet was apparently introduced into Western Europe from Italy in the 
second decade of the 15th century" (p. 110). 



knights in this volume of poetry being English or French), they would have been 

involved in the Hundred Years' War. At mid-fifteenth century, the time of the 

dialogue, the Hundred Years' War is winding to a close, and the intensified 

threat of pagan advancement in eastern Europe is making itself felt. The old 

issues of the French-English conflict (and the exploits of those who fought in 

it) are becoming obsolete, and an ominous challenge to Christian dominance in 

Europe is becoming the most pressing concern of the day. The imminent fall 

of Constantinople, like the decline of Arthur's Round Table, represents the 

end of an era, a transitional time in which those things'most sacred come 

under attack and "miscreants drag/ Christ's cross upon the ground." 

Thus Giles finds his world changing in numerous ways. He greets 

this change with "mournfullest of smiles" and speaks with "cunning smile/ 

That was most sad." John, the more thoughtful and less garrulous of the two, 

is likewise disturbed by the changes he observes, but his more personal dis

content runs deeper than Giles' and is revealed in an interior monologue 

rather than in conversation. The things that Giles dwells on—a new helmet, a 

faded reputation, the increase of pagan strength in the east—are not matters of 

chief concern to John: 

Within my heart; "These things are small; 
This is not small, that things outwear 

I thought were made for ever, yea, all, 

All things go soon or late;" I said. 
(I, 87-88) 
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That which John had thought would last forever was the beauty of the duchess 

whose husband he serves—her beauty and his excited response to it. There is 

the strong possibility, supported by John's intimate descriptions of his past 

admiration for the lady, that the lady and John were lovers of old, perhaps 

before she became the duke's wife. John speaks of the hair "Before my eyes 

that used to swim, / And make me dizzy with great bliss"; the cheeks that "Are 

not so good for kissing now"; the lips that 

. . . are drier now she is 
A great duke's wife these many years; 

They will not shudder with a kiss 
As once they did, being moist with tears. 

(I, 88) 

The love that "is not so hard to smutch" would seem to be the past love between 

John and the lady who is now the duchess. John's disturbing sense of change 

concerns not so much outward as inward circumstance, changed attitude, so 

that we again see emphasis placed on the subjective experience of the indi

vidual. Thus, when John returns to the duke's court after an extended absence, 

the change in the lady's appearance is nothing compared to the alteration in 

his feeling toward her. When Giles mentions the lady, John makes a rather 

startled observation to himself, as if just discovering his faded enthusiasm: 

(My lady! at that word no pang 
Stopp'd all my blood.) 

(I, 87) 

In visiting the duke the next day, John finds him "Just as before," save for a 

paler face; as for the duchess, "she was changed more." But after John cata

logues the changes in the duchess's appearance—the hair "bright still" but 
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looking "as though some dust were thrown on it"; the eyes "shallower"; the 

"straining bones" showing through the cheeks that "are not so good for kissing 

now"; the drier lips; the once clinging hand, now "quite easy"—he reveals that 
I 

his own attitude colors his description of the lady's beauty: 

This is all gone now; gone also 
Her tender walking; when she walks 

She is most queenly I well know, 
And she is fair still—as the stalks 

Of faded summer-lilies are, 
So is she grown now unto me 

(I, 89) 

In short, the duchess1 beauty is not yet completely wasted, as John can 

objectively recognize—"she is fair still." What has thoroughly withered and 

died is the love that once existed between John and the lady, and this sense of 

lost love produces the subjective conviction that her beauty is withered—"So is 

she grown now unto me." 

Sir John's changed attitude toward the lady and his conclusion, "This 

love is not so hard to smutch," suggest the complete destruction of the beauti

ful world of romantic fidelity that Castel Neuf enshrines in "Geffray. " For Sir 

John, such enshrinement is impossible; even the memory of the beautiful past 

is tainted by the reality of the present. What had seemed to John to be the 

surest sanctuary in a confused and embattled world, the true love relationship, 

proves impermanent. The result is that John, like so many other figures in 

this first volume of poetry, emerges as a lonely figure whose thoughts are 

characteristically introspective and preoccupied with themes of change and 

uncertainty. 
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In "Old Love" Morris uses a historical crisis in pagan-Christian 

conflict as the background for the personal crises of individuals. Morris ex

ploits the theme of pagan-Christian conflict in two other poems, "A Good 

Knight in Prison" and "Riding Together." These poems are interesting in that 

they too focus on the subjectively reported individual experience, but without 

as definite a historical setting as "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," "Concerning 

Geffray Teste Noire," or "Old Love." The common ground between the his

torically definite and the historically indefinite poems, then, is subjective 

experience, the essence of The Defence of Guenevere. In "A Good Knight in 

Prison," Sir Guy (the "good knight" of the title) is rescued from a pagan castle 

by Launcelot,*® so this poem seems to portray a Christian triumph. However, 

the circumstances of Sir Guy's imprisonment indicate a decadent period in the 

Christian ranks. Guy has languished in prison for ten years without any hope 

of rescue: 

Through all my hopeless sojourn here, 
No Christian pennon has been near. . . . 

(I, 84) 

Moreover, the reason for the delay in attempting Guy's rescue is that King 

Guilbert, with "the foolish spite of a bad king," intends that Guy should die in 

the pagan castle that "stands/ A long way off from Christian lands." Guilbert 

and Guy are rivals for the same lady; Guy once wounded Guilbert in a 

15"A Good Knight in Prison" is one of those poems whose prov
enance is ambiguous. See Faulkner's notes to this poem: "A poem with 
Arthurian associations, while the Pagan castle in which the knight is 
imprisoned suggests the campaigns against the Crusaders" (Early Romances, 
p. 293). 
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tournament. Having lost both the tournament and the lady's love, Guilbert 

avenges himself ignobly by letting Guy languish inprison. In "Riding Together," 

a Christian band of "threescore spears" is overrun by a much larger group of 

pagan soldiers. The determined fight of the Christians is in vain: 

. . . the little Christian band 
The pagans drown'd, as in stormy weather, 

The river drowns low-lying land. 

The single survivor who narrates the poem is in a hopeless position: 

My prison-bars are thick and strong, 
I take no heed of any weather, 

The sweet Saints grant I live not long. 
(I, 136) 

These poems, together with "Old Love," depict instances of decadence and 

ineffectiveness among Christian forces. This is the familiar situation of social 

dissolution that is epitomized by the breakup of the Round Table in Arthurian 

legend; the characteristic result of such dissolution is the individual experi

ence of isolation, indicated in these poems by the situation of solitary 

imprisonment. "In Prison," another poem on the same topic, presents a cap

tive whose situation is so like that of Guy and the narrator of "Riding 

Together" that comparison is virtually demanded. In every case there is a 

sense of loneliness (suggested in the first two poems by imprisonment in an 

alien land) and weariness as well as a sense of having been wronged. Signifi

cantly, the situation of the prisoner becomes more and more hopeless as we 

move from one poem to the next, "In Prison" being the last poem in the volume. 

The last prisoner no longer even thinks of an outside world. His defeat is 
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utter; his situation is the distillation of the experience of isolation so central 

to The Defence of Guenevere. Whether one wishes to imaginatively link this 

prisoner with the Christian prisoners in pagan surroundings, as the similarity 

of their situations invites one to do, "In Prison" does seem to complete a pat

tern in the general tendency toward hopelessness and isolation brought about 

by the decay of a social order. 

"Golden Wings": 
Imaginative Poems 

The third traditional division of The Defence of Guenevere is that of 

the fantastic or imaginative poems, comprised of those poems which do not 

draw directly on romance sources (as the Arthurian poems do) or on historical 

sources (as the Froissartian poems do). The chief of these poems is "Golden 

Wings," which stands not only as an exemplar of the imaginative poems, but 

also as a typical expression of the concerns of the entire volume, as do "The 

Defence of Guenevere" and "Sir Peter Harpdon's End." The treatment of a 

social crisis, with a description of the familiar plight of sundered lovers, are 

elements found in all three of these typical poems. "Golden Wings," without 

external literary or historical references, represents a "pure" treatment of 

the Defence of Guenevere concerns, a projection of the literarily or histori

cally rooted situations of "The Defence of Guenevere" and "Sir Peter Harpdon's 

End" into an invented realm. The effect of these diverse treatments is that of 

mutual reinforcement, so that these three poems make most sense when 

studied as complementary pieces. While "Golden Wings" enhances the other 
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myth through its suggestions of ritual repetition, "The Defence of Guenevere" 

and "Sir Peter Harpdon's End" and their more detailed treatment of essentially 

the same situation imply the kind of specific events and motives that must 

underlie otherwise inexplicable developments in "Golden Wings." 

"Golden Wings" opens with a pleasant description (in past tense) of 

a "happy poplar land" and ends with the depiction (in present tense) of the same 

land in a devastated condition, so that the familiar contrast of past and present 

serves as a basic formal feature of this poem, as it does in "The Defence of 

Guenevere," "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," "Concerning Geffray Teste Noire," 

and "Old Love." The walls of scarlet brick, the red applies on the trees, the 

boat used as a sanctuary by lovers, and the swans that feed on cakes and 

bread become by the end of the poem "the mouldering castle-wall," "green and 

sour" apples that fall before ripening, a "rotting leaky boat" in which one may 

see "a slain man's stiffen'd feet," and "draggled swans [that] most eagerly eat/ 

The green weeds trailing on the moat" (I, 123). 

The social ruin suggested by the decay of the "happy poplar land" is 

a product of warfare that breaks out when Ladies' Gard is threatened by 

16 
unknown knights—the murderers of the unlucky Jehane. Jehane's murder 

16 There is some basis for interpreting Jehane's death as a suicide, 
as Faulkner does (see his note on "Golden Wings" in Early Romances, p. 295). 
For example, when she leaves the castle with the sword, she is barefoot and 
wears only a smock, making it seem unlikely that she is setting out on a quest 
for her knight. However, when Gervaise finds her, she has a broken sword, 
an unlikely occurrence in a suicide. Moreover, Gervaise reacts to her death 



represents ignoble behavior similar to that seen in "The Defence of 

Guenevere" (e.g., Mellyagraunce's traps; Gauwaine's "lies"), "Sir Peter 

Harpdon's End" (Lambert's treachery), "Concerning Geffray Teste Noire" 

(the burning of women in the Beauvais church; the ambush of the two lovers), 

and "The Haystack in the Floods" (Godmar's cruel treatment of Robert and 

Jehane). In "Golden Wings," as in these other poems, ignoble behavior 

linked with social upheaval proves inimical to love. As in "Sir Peter Harpdon's 

End," the warfare that brings about the protagonist's death serves as a frame 

for the personal distress of sundered lovers. The warfare in The Defence of 

Guenevere separates lovers and does not often allow them to be reunited; thus 

the boat in "Golden Wings," the lovers' rendezvous, appropriately becomes 

the resting place for a dead man, demonstrating the murder of love that is a 

chief result of warfare in these poems. Jehane's experience as she waits for 

her knight of the Golden Wings to return is the central feature of the poem, in 

much the same way that the introspective thought of Guenevere and Sir Peter 

Harpdon are the central features of their poems. Jehane's forlorn state 

implies a situation uncongenial to love, even before warfare actually appears 

in the immediate locale of the "poplar land." Her song is filled with images of 

violence and death, foreshadowing the actual devastation of the end of the poem: 

as if it were a murder, and preparations are made for war with the unknown 
murderers, war which does take place, as the conclusion of the poem shows. 
It would seem, then, that the murderers are real. 
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Sweet kisses on red lips; 
Alas! the red rust grips, 
And the blood-red dagger rips, 
Yet, O knight, come to me! 

I sit on a purple bed, 
Outside, the wall is red, 
Thereby the apple hangs, 
And the wasp, caught by the fangs, 

Dies in the autumn night, 
And the bat flits till light, 
And the love-crazed knight 

Kisses the long wet grass. . . . 
(I, 119-120) 

Not only does her song foreshadow war, but Jehane is also the primary victim 

of the war that invades the land—she is both the first victim and the most 

important one. The other figures in the poem are kept at a distance and func

tion essentially as background, as part of the social context that frames 

Jehane's personal distress as a forlorn lover. 

It should now be clear that "Golden Wings" is indeed part of the 

mainstream of The Defence of Guenevere, but not everyone has thought this 

poem worthy of serious consideration. The war that lays waste the "happy 

poplar land" is a mysterious one—motives are lacking; instead there is a 

sense of undetermined ritual necessity that propels the poem toward its 

ruinous conclusion. Robert Stallman has complained about this feature of the 

poem, dismissing "Golden Wings" as one of Morris1 less successful poems 

because it lacks "continuity and human motivation": 
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The fall of the castle, with pointed contrasting scenes before and 
after some terrible war seems false and unmotivated because Morris 
does not seem certain in his own mind why the castle was sacked. 
The theme of the poem is again love, or the lack of it, and the 
resulting death and unhappiness when Jehane finds no lover; but for 
the whole kingdom to fall into ruin through her unmotivated lack of 
love is so incredible, both mythically and psychologically speaking, 
as to leave the reader dissatisfied with the poet. The simple evo
cation of scene is not enough. We must have a more complete and ^ 
reasonable plot line or a closer adherence to some mythic pattern. 

Stallman's comment does not take into account the extraordinarily close-knit 

quality of The Defence of Guenevere and the way its poems complement each 

other. If one is well acquainted with the entire volume, one can find a persist

ent mythic pattern in the cycles of social and personal ruin accompanied by 

warfare and decadent behavior that "Golden Wings" shares with "The Defence 

of Guenevere," "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," and other poems. Likewise, the 

human motivation that is not detailed in "Golden Wings" may be reasonably 

inferred from the fully elaborated human motivations that govern similar 

social and personal catastrophes in "The Defence of Guenevere" and "Sir 

Peter Harpdon's End." "Golden Wings," with its suggestions of seasonal 

process and ritual repetition, removes the violence, social upheaval, and 

personal estrangement from the elaborate local context of Arthurian legend or 

Froissartian chronicle and gives it a more abstract, mythic expression. "The 

Defence of Guenevere" and "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," on the other hand, 

supply a rich local context and adequate motivation, giving the mythic pattern 

17 Robert Lester Stallman, "The Quest of William Morris" (Diss. 
Oregon, 1966), p. 107. 
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a sound basis. The result of these different treatments of the same basic 

pattern is, on the one hand, emphasis on the pattern and its related phenomena 

of social and personal catastrophe; thus Morris' real subject is brought to the 

foreground. On the other hand, the result is a variety of texture that prevents 

Morris' treatment of a favorite subject from becoming stale through a single 

mode of treatment. 

Key features of "Golden Wings" recur in other of the imaginative 

poems. In fact, "Spell-Bound" complements "Golden Wings" by presenting a 

similar, if not the same, lovers' separation from a knight's point of view. 

Magically bound with "silken chains," the knight compares the golden land of 

his imprisonment, "Where never reaper cometh near" (I, 106), to his forlorn 

bride, who like Jehane du Castel beau is unfulfilled in love. The knight's con

jecture about his lady pictures her behaving much as does Jehane. She sits 

and weeps. "She hath no care" for "stained silk" (I, 104); similarly, Jehane 

takes "little joy" in her "raiment white and red" (I, 117). The knight wonders 

of his lady, did she "go away, fleeing the lights" ? Did she "lay the samite on 

her bed, / The wedding samite strewn with pearls" (I, 104)? In like fashion, 

at the end of the minstrels' song Jehane "Rose and caught up her gown and 

ran." Once in her chamber, 

She took the garland from her head, 
Loosed all her hair, and let it lie 
Upon the coverlit; thereby 

She laid the gown of white and red. . . . 
(I, H9) 
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Like Jehane, the forlorn lady of the knight's imagination treasures a sword, 

touches it "for a proof/ He is not dead, but gone away" (I, 104). The knight 

imagines his lady coming to him with the sword; Jehane sets out, sword in 

hand, to seek her knight of the Golden Wings. Significantly, in both poems 

the lovers' frustration goes unrelieved. The knight merely imagines what it 

would be like if his lady came; the vision never materializes. Jehane sets 

forth to seek her knight with hope in her heart, only to be slain by mysterious 

invaders. 

In "The Blue Closet," yet another portrait of frustrated love, the 

narrow confines of the closet itself suggest the isolation of the "four lone 

ladies" who dwell there "From day to day and year to year" with none to free 

them, none "To break the locks of the door below, / Or shovel away the 

heaped-up snow" (I, 111). The atmosphere is heavy with death, emphasizing 

the despair of lonely, loveless existence; the "heaped-up snow," the sea-salt 

oozing through the chinks of the closet's tiles, the description of Arthur's eyes, 

grown "grey with time," grown "small and dry" (I, 112), are images of cold, 

decay, and age that reinforce the message of the bell that booms out its knell 

for the dead. That Arthur does appear near the end of the poem is a victory 

not for love, but for death. His cheeks pale, his "kind kiss'd lips all grey," 

his hair "stiff with frozen rime" (I, 113), Arthur comes to claim Louise and 

her companions: when their singing ceases, they are dead. As in "Golden 

Wings," the implication is strong that life without love is a more terrible 

prospect than death itself. 
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"Golden Wings," "Spell-Bound," and "The Blue Closet" demon

strate that atmosphere rather than lucid narrative development is the hallmark 

of the imaginative poems. The elision of motive and the scant use of exposi

tory detail in these poems creates an air of non-rational inevitability. Since 

it is not clear precisely why the "happy poplar land" is laid waste, why the 

knight is spell-bound, or how four ladies came to be imprisoned in a tower 

with a blue closet, it may seem that development within the poems is purely 

gratuitous, an indulgence in the fantastic for its own sake. Such an assumption, 

however, ignores the real significance of the imaginative poems, that ulti

mately there can be no satisfactory rational explanation for emotion. Jehane 

is alone, the knight is spell-bound, the ladies marooned in the blue closet, and 

no amount of exposition can truly make the sense of separation, lack of love, 

and impending death more intelligible. Eschewing rational development, the 

imaginative poems are like dreams: they render a familiar plane of existence 

strange by stripping away normal patterns of causation; they reflect the 

Quality, the general sense, not the precise details, of ordinary experience, 

and in so doing confront the reader with the essential mystery of emotional life. 

"The Wind" demonstrates well this dreamlike quality, for most of 

the poem is a dream, dreamt by an apparent madman whose waking thought is 

hallucinatory and therefore non-rational like the dream itself. The primary 

themes of "Golden Wings" are repeated in this poem. Social catastrophe is 

suggested by the narrator's fear that if he moves his chair "the dogs will howl 

for those who went last month to the war" (I, 107), and by his concluding 
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vision of "the ghosts of those that had gone to the war" (I, 109). This implied 

social ruin frames the symbolic dream account of a love catastrophe. The 

dreamer describes a struggle between a knight (the dreamer's persona) and 

his lady: 

I held to her long bare arms, but she shudder'd away from me, 
While the flush went out of her face as her head fell back on a tree, 
And a spasm caught her mouth, fearful for me to see. . . . 

(I, 108) 

Having finally submitted ("so glad that I should prevail," the knight thinks), the 

lady "then lay down on the grass . . . / And spread her arms out wide" (I, 108). 

The knight heaps daffodils "high above her heaving breast" so that they are 

"caught and held in her loose ungirded vest." On removing the daffodils the 

horrified knight discovers blood on the now "very quiet breast" (I, 109). The 

shudder, the spasm, the ungirded vest, the heaving breast become quiet, the 

flowers and blood—violent and sensual images—suggest sexual trespass, per

haps death. Whether the dream symbolizes an actual murder or simply the 

death of love effected by an unforgiven trespass, it is clear that the dreamer 

is reviewing an event that he guiltily perceives in violent terms. The particu

lars of the actual event are beside the point—if we knew them, they would 

destroy the effect of the poem. The symbolic presentation, imprecise and 

evocative, multiplies the horror, highlights the sense of lost love and guilt that 

the dreamer feels. Like the other imaginative poems, "The Wind" is ulti

mately inexplicable in purely rational terms. Emotionally, however, the 

sense of isolation is unmistakable and overwhelming. Trapped in the prison 
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of his own wild imagination, the narrator emerges from the dream to the 

equally distorted and isolated world of his waking hallucination. 

Personal isolation associated with the failure of love, a key theme 

in "Golden Wings," "Spell-Bound," "The Blue Closet," and "The Wind," seems 

to be countered in "Rapunzel," for Sebald and Rapunzel (Guendolen) are finally 

united. However, "Rapunzel" may be less an anomaly among the other imagina

tive poems than the apparently happy ending suggests. Until the lovers' union 

we find the familiar portraiture of isolation. Sebald doubts "Whether my whole 

life long had been a dream," and languishes in the forest, trying "to read this 

riddle through"; about Rapunzel's tower he sees "the proofs/ Of a great lone

liness" (I, 65). Rapunzel herself complains, "I am growing old, / For want of 

love my heart is cold" (I, 64). These difficulties are ostensibly swept away 

when the lovers meet and flee the tower. However, the specter of failed love 

is not to easy to exorcise, for several vaguely ominous threats cloud the happy 

ending. Rapunzel has told of two knights who once fought beneath her tower; 

from the details of the struggle Sebald deduces that "they were brothers" who 

"often rode together" and who were once "loyal men" (I, 70). Their loyalty 

did not, however, endure. Will the love between Sebald and Rapunzel endure 

or be similarly disrupted? There are hints that the latter case is likely. The 

minstrel song that prompted Sebald's quest for love named not Rapunzel, but 

Guendolen. The maiden explains that she is in fact Guendolen, that "The 

witch's name was Rapunzel; eh! no so sweet?" The last phrase suggests that 

the nominal identification of the maiden and the witch is somewhat disquieting, 
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certainly unpleasant, to Sebald. More significantly, the minstel's song speaks 

of both love and loss: 

'Twixt the sunlight and the shade, 
My rough hands so strangely made, 

Folded Golden Guendolen; 

Hands used to grip the sword-hilt hard, 
Framed her face, while on the sward, 

Tears fell down from Guendolen. 

Guendolen now speaks no word, 
Hands fold round about the sword, 

Now no more of Guendolen. 

Only 'twixt the light and shade 
Floating memories of my maid 

Make me pray for Guendolen. 
(I, 72) 

Though Guendolen insists, "I will never go:/ Your hands need never grip the 

hammer'd sword again" (I, 73), we must give some credence to the foretold 

separation, particularly as the song accurately forecast the lovers' union and 

the correct name of the maiden. Furthermore, though she has escaped cap

tivity, Guendolen is not entirely free of the witch, finding that "even now a 

harsh voice seems/ To hang about my hair" as the witch shrills out from hell, 

WOE! THAT ANY MAN COULD DARE 
TO CLIMB UP THE YELLOW STAIR, 
GLORIOUS GUENDOLEN'S GOLDEN HAIR. 

(I, 74) 

Indeed, this is a singularly threatening "happy" ending—there is certainly 

reason to think that "Rapunzel" complements rather than counterpoints the 

imaginative poems of defeated love. 
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* 

* * 

Taking "The Defence of Guenevere," "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," and "Golden 

Wings" as key poems in the volume, one may note a continuity of formal and 

thematic interests between The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine tales and The 

Defence of Guenevere. The use of subjective forms that call attention to 

inwardly directed states of consciousness continues in the poems. "The 

Defence of Guenevere" is a dramatic monologue focusing on Guenevere's 

dilemma of allegiance, her choice between the ascetic Arthur and the sensual 

Launcelot. "Sir Peter Harpdon's End," though a dramatic poem, emphasizes 

Sir Peter's subjective consciousness by dwelling on his remembered and 

imaginatively projected experiences as he confronts a troubling question—what 

purpose can there be when love is lost ? Jehane du Castel beau appears in a 

poem that has a detached narrator, yet her songs and thoughts give a subjective 

personal center to an otherwise detached treatment of the devastation of the 

"happy poplar land." Like the magazine tales, the poems characteristically 

contrast a pleasant past with an unsatisfactory present. Guenevere vividly 

recalls the past intoxication of love for Launcelot even as she struggles to 

escape execution. Sir Peter Harpdon compares the days of English dominance 

in France with the current decline of English strength, and he contrasts his 

past accord with Alice with what he now imagines as estrangement due to 

misunderstanding. Implicit in Jehane's present agonized longing for the return 

of her knight is memory of a time when the knight was with her. 
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These subjective formal features emphasize the essentially iso

lated present experience of the protagonists, which is sometimes psychologi

cal, sometimes physical. The characteristic response to the state of isolation 

is the attempt to transcend it, and the strategy of transcendence most fre

quently pursued in The Defence of Guenevere is the maid-man strategy. 

However, as the three poems in question show, this strategy is inadequate. 

The bonds of love in these three poems, once broken, are never repaired. Of 

course, some of the poems in the volume do have genuinely happy endings— 

e.g., "A Good Knight in Prison," "Welland River," and "Two Red Roses 

across the Moon"—but, as Ralph Berry has argued, the triumph of such poems 

is undercut by the key emphasis that the entire volume places on defeated 

i 18 love. 

Love seems to be defeated in The Defence of Guenevere for two basic 

reasons. First, the social dissolution that contributes to the state of isolation 

also frustrates personal strategies to escape that isolation, for the state of 

social confusion breeds decadent behavior that murders love. Mellyagraunce, 

Lambert, and the unknown attackers of Ladies' Gard display such behavior. 

Second, the social dissolution of the poems is but one aspect of the more 

extensive phenomenon of change. No matter how strong the love between man 

and woman, it is but a temporary, personally limited solution to the problem 

18 
"A Defense of Guenevere," VP, 9 (1971), 278. Berry points to 

alternating themes of triumph and defeat, with themes of defeat dominating, 
and suggests that the poems of triumph are countered, "answered," by more 
weighty poems of defeat. 
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of human isolation, for lovers grow old and die or cease to be lovers, as 

Isabeau ("The Little Tower") and John ("Old Love") indicate. The seasonal 

clock that Guenevere describes as ticking to her pulse; the rotten walls of Sir 

Peter Harpdon's defenses; the mill wheel, stream, and swaying green weeds 

of Lady Alice's metaphor for time; and the seasonal repetitions in the descrip

tion of the "happy poplar land" are but a few indications of the temporal proc

ess that permeates The Defence of Guenevere. Thus, like the characters in 

the magazine tales, the figures of the poems struggle with time but do not find 

an adequate strategy to counter the general phenomenon of change and the 

related problem of social dissolution, both of which work to isolate individuals 

by destroying the human relations that bind people together. In the face of 

such difficulty, the prospect of escape from time and its erosive effects is 

appealing. It is this naive strategy that conditions Morris' most popular 

literary work, The Earthly Paradise, and marks another stage in Morris' 

literary confrontation of the isolated self. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE EARTHLY PARADISE 

The Earthly Paradise is generally thought to represent a sharp 

break with Morris' early work. E. P. Thompson, speaking of this break, 

notes that with The Earthly Paradise, "Morris took a conscious decision to 

alter the whole manner of his writing. ... in this alteration he turned his 

b a c k  u p o n  m u c h  o f  w h a t  i s  s t r o n g  a n d  m o v i n g  i n  h i s  e a r l i e r  w o r k ,  . . . "  

later adding, "The realism which was the very salt of Morris youthful poetry 

is deliberately abandoned. . . .,fl Thompson is neither the first nor the last to 

have voiced this opinion. According to B. Ifor Evans, "In 'The Defence of 

Guenevere' was unlimited promise. It was, however, a promise that was 

never fulfilled. Morris did other things . . . but never those things which it 

seemed from 'The Defence of Guenevere' that he might do. Paul Thompson 

speaks of Morris' having "lost the secret of The Defence of Guenevere" in his 

O 
poetic maturity. Philip Henderson suggests that in The Earthly Paradise 

Morris "worked hard to rid his verse of everything that had made The Defence 

^William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (London: Lawrence 
andWishart, 1955), pp. 143, 148. 

^William Morris and His Poetry (London: Harrap, 1925), p. 60. 

^The Work of William Morris (New York: Viking, 1967), p. 170. 
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4 of Guenevere so original." In some ways this break is real—the expanse of 

The Earthly Paradise and its narrative languor do contrast sharply with the 

limited forms and dramatic terseness of The Defence of Guenevere. And of 

course it is true that Morris did by and large abandon the vigorous style of 

his early poems once he began writing the mellifluous narrative poetry of 

The Earthly Paradise. But it is simplistic and misleading to suppose that 

Morris' literary development consists of abruptly taken stages that lack 

significant continuity. Actually, The Earthly Paradise shares continuing 

interests, both formal and thematic, not only with The Defence of Guenevere, 

but also with the early prose tales. 

The large structure of The Earthly Paradise is essentially an expan

sion of the three-part withdrawal into dream found in "Lindenborg Pool" and 

"A Dream." "Lindenborg Pool" progresses from the consciousness of the 

author at the beginning of the tale to the consciousness of the lone nineteenth-

century priest. "A Dream" recedes from the frame situation—"I dreamed 

... I awoke"—to the situation of the four men about a winter fire and finally 

to the tale of Lawrence and Ella that the dreamed tale-tellers piece together. 

In each case, the dream worlds confront concerns of the waking consciousness 

through the veiled language of dream. The dreams do not represent a total 

break from the waking world; rather, the dream is an investigative tool that 

provides an indirect mode of confronting experience perhaps too painful to face 

^William Morris; His Life, Work and Friends (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1967), p. 88. 
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directly. The form of these two tales resembles in many ways the basic form 

of The Earthly Paradise, which has a three-part structure made up of a two-

stage frame and an inner core of tales. The outer frame that conditions the 

whole poem is provided by the idle singer-dreamer who presents the "Apology," 

5 
the month lyrics, and the "Envoi," all in rime royal. The second structural 

level completes the frame and consists of the "Prologue," the "Epilogue," and 

the connecting verses other than the month lyrics, all provided by a narrator 

who apparently observes the Wanderers and their hosts and speaks in heroic 

couplets. The innermost core of the poem is comprised of twenty-four tales 

narrated by various hosts and Wanderers. Like the structure of "Lindenborg 

Pool" and "A Dream," the structure of The Earthly Paradise effects a with

drawal into a dream world—all proceeds from the framing consciousness of 

the dreamer. This withdrawal does not constitute an escape, however, for in 

the dream world of The Earthly Paradise, as in the dreams of the magazine 

tales, very real concerns are to be encountered. The introductory comments 

of the Wanderer who narrates "The Land East of the Sun and West of the Moon" 

provide an internal clue to the value of this dream realm: 

5Robert Lester Stallman, "The Quest of William Morris" (Diss. 
Oregon, 1966), pp. 230-41, has previously pointed out a three-part structure. 
However, though Stallman points out that the "Apology" and "Envoi" are com
plementary, he does not note their rime royal form, nor that of the month 
lyrics. He apparently bases his contention that the "Apology," month lyrics, 
and "Envoi" are spoken by the same voice on a similar personal tone that dis
tinguishes these sections from the rest of the poem. Blue Calhoun, The 
Pastoral Vision of William Morris: The Earthly Paradise (Athens: University 
of Georgia Press, 1975), p. 71, has pointed out that the "Apology" and the 
month lyrics employ rime royal; she does not note that the "Envoi" employs 
the same verse form and does not perceive a three-part structure. 
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"A dream it is, friends, and no history 
Of men who ever lived; so blame me nought 
If wondrous things together there are brought, 
Strange to our waking world—yet as in dreams 
Of known things still we dream, whatever gleams 
Of unknown light may make them strange, so here 
Our dreamland story holdeth such things dear 
And such things loathed, as we do; else, indeed, 
Were all its marvels nought to help our need." 

(V, 23) 

The plunge into a dream world indicated by the general structure of 

The Earthly Paradise calls to mind the familiar pattern of both the early prose 

tales and the Defence of Guenevere poems: an isolated consciousness like that 

of Guenevere, Peter Harpdon, or Jehane du Castel beau (in this case the 

singer-dreamer of the outermost frame) confronts imperfectly understood 

experience by introspective means such as remembrance or dream. In the 

earlier works, the problems of human isolation spring from a sense of time-

oppression; this thematic interest is continued in The Earthly Paradise, where 

the idea of escape from time is a dominant motive. 

The "Apology," the Month Lyrics, "L'Envoi": 
The Idle Singer-Dreamer Frame 

The "Apology," the month lyrics, and the "Envoi" provide a sub

jective frame for The Earthly Paradise, a frame that envelops even the tale of 

the Wanderers. The three elements that make up this subjective frame are 

linked by their rime royal form and the introspective tone of their speaker, 

who immediately identifies himself as an "idle singer" and a "dreamer of 

dreams." This idle singer-dreamer is devoted to self-scrutiny, pondering the 
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limitations and purposes of his art in the "Apology" and the "Envoi" and con

sidering his unhappiness as an indifferently received lover in the month lyrics. 

He possesses an acute sense of time-oppression, and like many of the figures 

in the magazine tales and the Defence of Guenevere seeks to resist temporal 

change and the personal uncertainties it brings. From his consciousness 

flows the rest of The Earthly Paradise: the "Prologue," the "Epilogue," and 

the twenty-four tales are the dream constructs of the singer-dreamer, and as 

such quite reasonably exhibit similar features, including an introspective 

tendency, a keen awareness of temporal process, and a desire to transcend 

temporal process and the situation of isolation. These reiterated features 

have two important effects: they serve to unify the three-part structure of 

The Earthly Paradise, and they link the dream world of the poem with the 

actual world Morris has so often been accused of escaping. Just as the 

interior structures of the poem reiterate the concerns of the framing con

sciousness, so, one may reasonably infer, the concerns of this singer-

dreamer must reflect conditions in a world outside the poem. 

The "Apology" sets the familiar introspective tone by presenting an 

unflinching self-examination in which the singer-dreamer is at pains to set 

forth the limitations of himself and his art: 

Of Heaven or Hell I have no power to sing, 
I cannot ease the burden of your fears, 
Or make quick-coming death a little thing, 

The heavy trouble, the bewildering care 
That weights us down who live and earn our bread, 
These idle verses have no power to bear; 
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Dreamer of dreams, born out of my due time, 
Why should I strive to set the crooked straight ? 

So with this Earthly Paradise it is, 
If ye will read aright, and pardon me, 
Who strive to build a shadowy isle of bliss 
Midmost the beating of the steely sea, 
Where tossed about all hearts of men must be; 
Whose ravening monsters mighty men shall slay, 
Not the poor singer of an empty day. 

(HI, 1-2) 

The quoted lines are the heart of the oft-noted disclaimer which has led some 

critics to insist that The Earthly Paradise is a poem of escape that deliberately 

0 
eschews consideration of the real world, and has obliged others to refute its 

apparent escapism in asserting the relevance of the poem to Morris' time. 

The escapist question is so entrenched and central a feature of Earthly Paradise 

criticism that the success or failure of any study of the poem depends in large 

part on the treatment of the troublesome disclaimer of the "Apology," which, 

however interpreted, colors one's understanding of the entire poem. Charlotte 

Oberg has negotiated this difficulty by suggesting that the poet's insistence 

that he has no power to sing of heaven or hell means he "will postulate no 

after life—we will read nothing of Heaven or Hell in the usual sense of these 

7 
concepts. " For Vivian Fisher, "it is simplistic to write off Morris's 

g 
B. Ifor Evans contends that the "Apology" describes poetry "not as 

an interpretation of life, but as a narcotic soothing the pain of life" (William 
Morris, p. 66). Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Romantic Tradition in 
English Poetry (New York: Norton, 1937), p. 325, insists that Morris' 
"poetic dream-world, cut off altogether from propaganda as well as from life, 
was far more unsubstantial than Shelley's." 

7 
Charlotte Henley Oberg, "The Pagan Prophet: Unity of Vision in 

the Narrative Poetry of William Morris" (Diss. Virginia, 1970), p. 21. 
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'shadowy isle of bliss' as mere escapism. . . . Much more important is the 

idea of the poet as wizard ... a man who can expose receptive minds to 

g 
extramundane experiences." These suggestions are interesting but ultimately 

unsatisfying because they do not offer a good explanation for the disclaimer 

itself. It is not enough to explain that the disclaimer should not be taken at 

face value; we want to know why Morris chose to use the disclaimer at all. 

Why did he not simply make a positive claim if the disclaimer is to be ignored ? 

Jessie Kocmanov£ suggests that Morris used the disclaimer as a way of 

9 
"ironically underlining the philistine opinion of an indifferent public"; Blue 

Calhoun sees the disclaimer as the conventional self-deprecating pose of a 

pastoral narrator (Pastoral Vision, pp. 66-67). These last two explanations 

confront the important question of the rationale for using the disclaimer in 

the first place and thus indicate the kind of inquiry that should be pursued. 

The Earthly Paradise must be studied as a complete structure; each 

part must be understood in its relationship to the other parts. Considered 

alongside the "Envoi" that concludes the poem, the "Apology" takes on new 

significance. It presents a disclaimer, setting forth the limitations of the 

singer and his art, but it also sets forth a claim for the value of what the singer 

does, a claim best understood through a complementary reading of the "Apology" 

g 
Vivian Boyd Fisher, "The Search for Reality Through Dreams: A 

Study of the Work of William Morris from 1856 to 1872" piss. Emory, 1973), 
p. 70. 

g 
The Poetic Maturing of William Morris: From the Earthly 

Paradise to The Pilgrims of Hope, in Brno Studies in English, 5 (1964), 19. 
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and the "Envoi." Moreover, the disclaimer is an integral part of the claim, 

a qualifier indispensable in expressing the poet's attitude toward himself and 

his work. 

In the first line of the "Apology" the poet disclaims any epic vision-

he has no power to sing of heaven or hell. Whereas the epic poet invokes his 

Muse to inspire him, to lift him above personal limitations and in effect dis

miss them so that he can sing of such remote realms as heaven and hell, the 

Apologist enumerates his limitations, declining to invoke a Muse to help him 

transcend them. This is a self-conscious modern poet who looks within, a 

dreamer of dreams whose poetry is characterized by a descent into introspec

tive realms rather than an ascent to realms of epic perspective. It is to this 

inner realm, the realm of dreams, that the Apologist lays claim: 

Let it suffice me that my murmuring rhyme ^ 
Beats with light wing against the ivory gate, 
Telling a tale not too importunate 
To those who in the sleepy region stay, 
Lulled by the singer of an empty day. 

(in, 1) 

This is an admittedly diffident claim, and it is not surprising that such a claim 

has been overlooked by those mesmerized by the more emphatic disclaimer. 

This diffidence is, however, quite appropriate for the idle singer whose 

province is the dream world. Unlike the epic poet, whose task presupposes a 

10The ivory gate, one of two gates to the dream world, is the gate 
through which false dreams pass; true dreams come through the gate of horn. 
See Penelope's explanation in Book XIX of The Odyssey. Morris' choice of 
the ivory gate is another factor that qualifies the claim of the "Apologist." 
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meaningful cosmic order wherein may be found answers to questions of human 

purpose, the Apologist assumes no secure external order that can be dis

covered to lend purpose to human life. Instead of a cosmic order, this poet 

sees only the disorder of 

the beating of the steely sea, 
Where tossed about all hearts of men must be. 

(m, 2) 

This poet lives in an empty day in which the only possible order is a private 

order like that he himself constructs by striving "to build a shadowy isle of 

bliss" amidst the disorder of the "steely sea. " 

Walter Pater's 1868 review of Morris' poetry can help explain the 

dilemma of the Apologist and the rationale of his claim. Pater speaks of the 

modern tendency "to regard all things and principles of things as inconstant 

modes or fashion," so that both physical and mental life are understood as 

taking part in a continual flux. Modern understanding of physical life is 

predicated on the findings of scientific analysis: 

What is the whole physical life . . . but a combination of natural 
elements to which science gives their names ? But those elements 
. . . are not present in the human body alone; we detect them in 
places most remote from it. Our physical life is a perpetual 
motion of them—the passage of the blood, the wasting and repairing 
of the lenses of the eye, the modification of the tissues of the brain 
by every ray of light and sound—processes which science reduces 
to simpler and more elementary forces. Like the elements of 
which we are composed, the action of these forces extends beyond 
us; it rusts iron and ripens corn. Far out on every side of us 
these elements are broadcast, driven by many forces; and birth 
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and gesture and death and the springing of violets from the grave 
are but a few out of ten thousand resulting combinations.11 

This march of natural forces that rust iron and ripen corn we may conven

iently speak of as the process of time, for time itself is not so much a force 

as a concept by which we mark the effects of myriad forces acting coinci-

dentally. To speak of time as a force is to metaphorically group natural forces 

that have the common effect of changing things within a temporal framework. 

As Pater explains, the physical flux and the mental flux are part of the same 

general phenomenon of inconstancy (or, as we might say, temporal change), 

the awareness of which plunges the individual into a subjectively understood 

world. For modern man, mental life comes to be understood as a series of 

"unstable, flickering, inconsistent" impressions. If we dwell on this world of 

impressions, says Pater, "the whole scope of observation is dwarfed to the 

narrow chamber of the individual mind. . . . Every one of those impressions 

is the impression of an individual in his isolation, each mind keeping as a 

solitary prisoner its own dream of a world" (Pater, "Poems," pp. 310-11). 

The Apologist typifies the tendency of modern thought that Pater describes: 

he recognizes the individual mind as the ground for poetic knowledge, lays 

claim to this "narrow chamber," and presents an isolated "dream of a world," 

the only truth the modern poet can utter. 

1 ̂Walter Pater, "Poems by William Morris," Westminster Review, 
90 (October 1868), 309-10. 
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The Apologist's dream is, then, a provisional psychological order 

12 that is subject to the rush of time ("the beating of the steely sea") as well as 

the vagaries of his own consciousness and therefore cannot claim the same 

certitude as the divinely created, eternal cosmic order discovered by the epic 

poet whose Muse has lifted him above such vagaries. The impressions that 

constitute the individual's isolated awareness of the world without, says Pater, 

are "in perpetual flight . . . each of them is limited by time, and ... as time 

is infinitely divisible, each of them is infinitely divisible also, all that is 

actual in it being a single moment, gone while we try to apprehend it, of 

which it may ever be more truly said that it has ceased to be than that it is." 

The uncertainties of a subjectively apprehended, ever-changing world are 

disturbing, as Pater admits, and provoke questions of identity: 

Such thoughts seem desolate at first; at times all'the bitterness of 
life seems concentrated in them. They bring the image of one 
washed out beyond the bar in a sea at ebb, losing even his person
ality, as the elements of which he is composed pass into new 
combinations. Struggling, as he must, to save himself, it is 
himself that he loses at every moment. (Pater, "Poems," p. 311) 

Pater is prepared to challenge the tyranny of the ephemeral and its threat to 

secure self-knowledge by living for the ecstasy of each moment, by resolving 

12 This interpretation seems appropriate, considering the poem's 
heavy emphasis on time. Note, for example, the passage of time in the month 
lyrics and the Wanderers' desire to escape time. "The beating of the steely 
sea" suggests the perpetual motion of physical forces (i. e., temporal process) 
of which Pater speaks. Interesting, in his review of Morris' poetry, Pater 
also uses the sea as a metaphor for forces that dissolve personality ("Poems," 
p. 311). 
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"to burn always with this hard gem-like flame." The Apologist, on the other 

hand, seems to long for an order more secure than Pater's strenuous moment-

by-moment reconstitution of self. Whereas Pater would transcend the ephem

eral by seizing its most brilliant moments, the characters that populate the 

Apologist's dream would prefer to avoid temporal experience altogether and 

flee to an unchanging paradise. Even so, the Apologist does not shrink from 

claiming the unstable realm of dream (representative of the isolated character 

of modern mental life) as his subject. He accepts the conditions of the dream 

world, committing himself to a measure of self-doubt and acknowledging the 

limits of his endeavors; but all the while he attempts to fashion a new world 

from the only material at his disposal, his isolated dream of a world. In 

making a claim to an introspective world devoid of a comforting cosmic order, 

the Apologist is far from rejecting the actual world; his poetry cannot justi

fiably be described as "a narcotic soothing the pain of life," as as "a poetic 

13 dream-world, cut off altogether . . . from life." Dream world it is, but 

this dream world has value precisely because its concerns reflect those of an 

actual nineteenth-century England suffering the spiritual and intellectual deso

lation of an age of transition, a desolation intimately connected with a sense of 

time-oppression. 

13Evans, William Morris, p. 66; Bush, Mythology, p. 325. 
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The poet's sense of time-oppression and his desire to transcend 

change are part of the disclaimer and the claim already pointed out. Some 

things the poet is powerless to do. He cannot, for example, 

make quick-coming death a little thing, 
Or bring again the pleasure of past years. 

In other words, he cannot directly confute temporal process; he cannot halt or 

reverse its operation; he disclaims the ability to do so. He can, however, 

create a work of art that is less susceptible to time than is life itself: 

So let me sing of names remembered, 
Because they, living not, can ne'er be dead, 
Or long time take their memory quite away 
From us poor singers of an empty day. 

(in, 1) 

He can, like the wizard who shows wondrous sights of spring, summer, and 

fall in the midst of December, create illusions that seem to defy temporal proc

ess. But the effectiveness of the poet's countermeasures are either qualified 

or left in doubt. The poet does not claim that his memory is absolutely safe 

from time, merely that "long time" cannot make the memory of remembered 

names "quite away." He does not claim that the wizard has the power to do 

more than create illusion, for while the unseasonal visions are conjured up, 

. . . still, unheard, but in its wonted way, 
Piped the drear wind of that December day. 

(in, 2) 

The "shadowy isle of bliss" is the end toward which the poet strives, not the 

end which he has achieved; he admits that the "ravening monsters" of the 

empty day must be slain by mighty men; he must content himself with 
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Telling a tale not too importunate 
To those who in the sleepy region stay. 

(I. 1) 

The "Apology" of The Earthly Paradise, so often described as a 

disclaimer of serious intent, does then actually make a claim for the value of 

the Apologist's art. To be sure, it is a modest claim; there is no Shelleyan 

extravagance in it; it is the complex, carefully qualified claim of a modern 

poet who recognizes the pervasiveness of the isolation and time-oppression 

that he faces and appreciates the difficulty of confronting these problems. 

Morris anticipated that this complex attitude would confuse many readers, for 

he has the Apologist deliver a plea for understanding: 

So with this Earthly Paradise it is, 
If ye will read aright, and pardon me. 

(HI, 2) 

To ease the task of reading aright the Apologist's intent—and The Earthly 

Paradise itself—Morris more clearly explains the idle singer-dreamer and 

his art in the "Envoi." The more explicit "Envoi" would seem to be a direct 

response to those critics who refused to "read aright" and instead interpret 

14 
the "Apology" as a simple disclaimer of all serious intent, for in the "Envoi" 

14 This is certainly possible. Parts 1 and 2 appeared in 1868, Part 4 
not until 1870. Contemporary reviewers avidly pursued the question of escape, 
and there was ample time for Morris to respond. See Oscar Maurer's 
"William Morris and the Poetry of Escape," Nineteenth-Century Studies, ed. 
Herbert Davis, W. C. DeVane, and R. C. Bald (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1940), pp. 247-76, for an analysis of the contemporary reception of 
Morris' work. 
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the poet would prepare his book to refute interpretations of The Earthly 

Paradise as a frivolous work: 

Therefore a word unto thee would I teach 
To answer these, who, noting thy weak breath, 
Thy wandering eyes, thy heart of little faith, 
May make thy fond desire a sport and play, 
Mocking the singer of an empty day. 

(VI, 330) 

In large part, the "Envoi's" defense simply repeats the "Apology" in clearer 

fashion—in both the poet is devoted to self-scrutiny, keenly aware of temporal 

process, and determined to confront the loneliness and instability of modern 

life, albeit in a limited way. The "Envoi" does, however, place more empha

sis on the poet's determination to confront the empty day, unmistakably 

demonstrating the seriousness of his intent. 

The occasion of the "Envoi," as the title suggests, is the poet's 

farewell to his book before sending it into the world. The very situation of the 

poet's address to his book reiterates the introspective, self-questioning tone 

of the Apology, for the poet actually addresses part of himself in addressing 

his own creation. So closely are the poet and his book linked that the book is 

instructed to say if it meets Chaucer, 

"But of thy gentleness draw thou anear, 
And then the heart of one who held thee dear 
Mayst thou behold! So near as that I lay 
Unto the singer of an empty day. 

"Thou, keen-eyed, reading me, mayst read him through. . . ." 
(VI, 331-32) 

Moreover, the poet and the poem are equivalent in value: 
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"For this he ever said, who sent me forth 
To seek a place amid thy company: 
That howsoever little was my worth, 
Yet was he worth e'en just so much as I. . . ." 

(VI, 332) 

In short, the defense of the book is a defense of its creator; the inquiry into 

the worth and purposes of the book constitutes the poet's self-evaluation. 

The introspective turn of the "Envoi," like that of the "Apology," 

may be attributed to the dilemma of a poet caught up in the modern tendency 

"to regard all things and principles of thing as inconstant modes or fashions," 

one of those things being personal identity. The modern sense of overwhelming 

flux in both physical and mental life, i. e., the onrush of time, contributes to 

a "strange perpetual weaving and unweaving of ourselves" (Pater, "Poems," 

p. 311). Like many of the characters in the magazine tales and The Defence 

of Guenevere, the speaker of the outer frame of The Earthly Paradise utilizes 

self-scrutiny as a tool for combating the purposelessness of a time-ridden, 

indeterminate self. Time, that powerful solvent, is very much on the poet's 

mind in the "Envoi," as it is in the "Apology." The poet's sense of his own 

temporality is manifest in the first line of the "Envoi": "Here are we for the 

last time face to face"; in the opening lines of the third stanza: "this last 

time must it be/ That thou must hold thy peace and I must speak"; and in the 

fourth stanza of the message entrusted to the book: 

"—Earth of the earth lies hidden by my clay, 
The idle singer of an empty day!" 

(VI, 332) 

Neither does the poet assume his creation to be free from the effects of time: 
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—I love thee, whatso time or men may say 
Of the poor singer of an empty day. 

. . . e'en if thou 
Be mocked or clean forgot as time wears on. . . . 

(VI, 330) 

But neither does the poet submit meekly to the power of time; a determined 

struggle to transcend the effects of time is the chief feature of the "Envoi"— 

and of the "Apology," if we "read aright" as the poet requests. In composing 

the book the poet has won a limited victory over the isolation of the empty day: 

. . . ever as thy fashioning did grow, 
Kind word and praise because of thee I won 
From those without whom were my world all gone, 
My hope fallen dead, my singing cast away, 
And I set soothly in an empty day. 

(VI, 330) 

But lest his readers make the same mistake twice and interpret the modesty 

of the claim as an admission that The Earthly Paradise is an inconsequential 

escapist poem, Morris has his "Envoi" speaker stress the serious intent of the 

poem, though without abandoning the all-important qualifying disclaimer. In 

the message given to the book, we find that the poet has equated his worth with 

that of the book; moreover, the poet wants it understood that he regards both 

himself and the book as possessing definite value. For those who may have 

made too much of the Apologist's diffident claim and its mention of the ivory 

15 
gate through which false dreams pass, the poet offers the observation in the 

15 See note 10 above. The ivory gate is part of the qualifier that has 
led to misunderstanding of the Apologist's disclaimer. 
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"Envoi" that " 'rhyme hath little skill to lie,' " implying that even "false" 

dreams, "irrelevant" dreams, have an important bearing on the waking world. 

Neither is the poem a casual effort, as some have inferred from the idle 

singer stance; the poet has not 

" . . .  f e i g n e d  t o  c a s t  h i s  w o r s e r  p a r t  a w a y  
In idle singing for an empty day." 

(VI, 332) 

On the contrary, the book's message says, 

" .  .  . 1  g a v e  h i m  v o i c e  t o  p r a y  
Such prayers as cling about an empty day." 

(VI, 332) 

Finally, the most unequivocal claim for the value of the singer-dreamer's 

work surfaces in the final two stanzas of the "Envoi" when the poet voices his 

confidence that Chaucer, at least, will recognize the worth of the book: 

Yet he [Chaucer] and his shall know whereof we cry, 
Shall call it not ill done to strive to lay 
The ghosts that crowd about life's empty day 

Then let the others go! and if indeed 
In some old garden thou and I have wrought, 
And made fresh flowers spring up from hoarded seed, 
And fragrance of old days and deeds have brought 
Back to folk weary; and all was not for nought 
—No little part it was for me to play— 
The idle singer of an empty day. 

(VI, 333) 

"Not ill done," "not for nought," "no little part"—these are hardly the words 

of a poet who seeks escape; they are rather the words of a modern poet who 

realizes the difficulties he faces and admits that poetry has but limited power 
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to "set the crooked straight," recognizing that "mighty men" must play the 

chief role in slaying the "ravening monsters" of an empty day. 

The "Apology" and the "Envoi" envelop The Earthly Paradise, 

clearly indicating that the entire poem proceeds from the isolated conscious

ness of the singer-dreamer. The month lyrics, linked to the "Apology" and 

"Envoi" by their stanzaic form, periodically reaffirm the presence of the 

singer-dreamer, so that the framing consciousness is kept in view as a 

continuing element in the poem. Like the "Apology" and "Envoi," the month 

lyrics exhibit an introspective loneliness and an overwhelming sense of 

time-oppression, the characteristically modern phenomena that Pater points 

out in his review. Bracketed by the poet's consideration of his art in the 

"Apology" and Envoi," the lyrics probe even further into the "narrow chamber 

of the individual mind," "investigating the poet's thoroughgoing personal 

alienation. 

At the root of the poet's alienation is the keen sense of temporal 

process that dominates his consciousness and accordingly permeates the 

month lyrics. In the very first lyric the theme of time-oppression is intro

duced. After a praiseful welcome to March as the "slayer of the winter" and 

the "first redresser of the winter's wrong" that rekindles the hope of life, the 

poet reflects on the death that lies at the heart of rebirth: 

Ah, what begetteth all this storm of bliss 
But Death himself, who crying solemnly, 
E'en from the heart of sweet Forgetfulness, 
Bids us "Rejoice, lest pleasureless ye die. 
Within a little time must ye go by." 

(IE, 82) 
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Likewise, the April lyric anticipates the ambiguous nature of summer: 

When Summer brings the lily and the rose, 
She brings us fear; her very death she brings 
H i d  i n  h e r  a n x i o u s  h e a r t .  . . .  '  

(in, 169) 

May brings a vision of Eld and Death that makes the poet shudder (IV, 1); 

a July question acknowledges the uncertainty of human life: 

Who knows if next morn this felicity 
My lips may feel? . . . 

(IV, 143) 

A September comment expresses despair at loss incurred in time: 

. . . hope no more for things to come again 
That thou beheldest once with careless eyes! 

(V, 1) 

In October the poet dwells on things "wrought in dead days for men a long 

while dead" (V, 122). November brings a vision of a "changeless seal of 

change" (V, 206); the January poem concludes with a bleak image of restless 

change: 

O unseen hurrying rack! O wailing wind! 
What rest and where go ye this night to find? 

(VI, 65) 

An overwhelming sense of change, Pater argues, has propelled the 

modern mind into a state of isolation. This development is clearly reflected 

by the poet's alienation in the month lyrics, an alienation that has, as Blue 

Calhoun points out, two important aspects: the poet's separation from nature 

and his separation from his beloved, the implied auditor of most of the lyrics 

(Pastoral Vision, pp. 223-26). The very fact of the poet's individual, 
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ephemeral consciousness distinguishes him from an unconscious nature of 

eternal cyclic process; the acknowledgement of his individual isolation from 

nature suggests the basis for the nearly insurmountable distance between the 

poet and his beloved. 

The brown birds of the March and May lyrics represent the uncon

scious quality of nature; the brown birds, "unmindful of the past or. coming 

days," are free from the introspective, time-ridden thoughts that obsess the 

poet. Whereas the birds simply sing, " 'what happiness to look upon the sun!"' 

(HI, 82), the poet's consciousness leads him to reflect on the death that under

lies the spring rebirth. While the poet shudders at an early morning vision of 

Eld and Death, the brown birds steal among the trees singing; it seems as 

though "the world had quite forgotten it must die" (IV, 1), a feat the solitary 

consciousness of the poet could never accomplish. The poet's consciousness 

differentiates him from unconscious nature, gives him his individuality. To 

the extent that individual awareness is superior to the "unmindful" life of the 

brown birds, the poet's existence is superior to unconscious nature that can 

"forget" it must die because it never knew. But the poet pays a price for his 

individual life—he is ever mindful of the past and the future; he cannot forget 

that he must die. He may say to April, "Thou diest not" (III, 169), and say of 

the sun, "he cannot waste his life" (IV, 143), for unconscious nature dies and 

is renewed and knows it not, loses no individual consciousness through death. 

April will follow April; sunrise will follow sunrise. The individual 
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consciousness, on the other hand, follows a single tenuous career and is gone; 

the threat of death is ever present. Who knows, asks the poet, whether 

tomorrow 

thou still shalt live 
This seal of love renewed once more to give ? 

(IV, 143) 

Even the artifacts that testify to man's conscious life are reminders of death 

for the poet. The "Roman's handiwork" has been partially pulled down (IV, 187). 
i 

The "grey church, long barn, orchard, and red-roofed stead" suggest not 

permanence but death, having been "wrought in dead days for men a long while 

dead" (V, 122). The poet's recognition of this basic distinction between uncon

scious nature and conscious man is clearly indicated in the November lyric: 

Yea, I have looked and seen November there; 
The changeless seal of change it seemed to be, 
Fair death of things that, living once, were fair; 
Bright sign of loneliness too great for me, 
Strange image of the dread eternity, 
In whose void patience how can these have part, 
These outstretched feverish hands, this restless heart? 

(V, 206) 

November, the "changeless seal of change," is on the one hand an image of 

eternity; the cycles of unconscious nature are changeless in that they recur. 

November is also a sign of loneliness for the individual consciousness that 

realizes it must die once and for all; these hands, this heart, the products of 

individual consciousness, can have no part in the changeless change of 

unconscious nature, for they are not repeated. 
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Just as a sense of time-oppression sets the poet apart from uncon

scious nature, so it creates a gulf between him and his beloved. Of the impres

sions that make up experience, Pater has said, "each of them is limited by 

time, and ... as time is infinitely divisible, each of them is infinitely 

divisible also, all that is actual in it being a single moment, gone while we try 

to apprehend it, of which it may ever be more truly said that it has ceased to 

be than that it is" (Pater, "Poems," p. 311). So it is with the lovers' felicity-

it may be more truly said of it that it has ceased to be than that it is. What

ever rapport the lovers establish is momentary; the chief feature of their 

relationship is its discontinuity, as the January lyric so clearly demonstrates: 

. . .  i n  t h e  s u d d e n  c h a n g e  o u r  e y e s  m e e t  d a z e d —  
O look, love, look again! the veil of doubt 
Just for one flash, past counting, then was raised! 
O eyes of heaven, as clear thy sweet soul blazed 
On mine a moment! O come back again, 
Strange rest and dear amid the long dull pain! 

Nay, nay, gone by! though there she sitteth still, 
With wide gray eyes so frank and fathomless— 

(VI, 65) 

The July lyric describes a similar fleeting moment of happiness and laments 

the loss it represents: 

Fair was the early morn, and fair wert thou, 
And I was happy—Ah, be happy now! 

Ah, love! although the morn shall come again, 
And on new rose-buds the new sun shall smile, 
Can we regain what we have lost meanwhile? 

(IV, 143) 
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The poet's thoughts characteristically turn to "change, kindness lost, love 

left unloved alone" (VI, 1). His is an isolated existence; the difficulty of com

munication is clearly indicated by the lover's "wide grey eyes so frank and 

fathomless" (VI, 65) and her general unresponsiveness. These difficulties 

might be overcome were it not for the pressure of time, but it is precisely the 

sense of flux that isolates these individuals within the walls of doubtful 

self-consciousness described in the November lyric: 

Are thine eyes weary ? is thy heart too sick 
To struggle any more with doubt and thought, 
Whose formless veil draws darkening now and thick 
Across thee, e'en as smoke-tinged mist-wreaths brought 
Down a fair dale to make it blind and nought? 
Art thou so weary that no world there seems 
Beyond these four walls, hung with pain and dreams? 

(V, 206) 

The "Apology," "Envoi," and month lyrics comprise the outer 

frame of The Earthly Paradise and establish the introspective, time-oppressed 

consciousness from which flow the poem's interior structures. A sound 

reading of the poem must begin with a sound reading of this outer frame and 

a clear understanding that the Earthly Paradise poet is not a simple escapist 

who shrinks from the problems of nineteenth-century life. On the contrary, 

the outer frame announces the poet's intention of studying the isolation and 

time-oppression that threaten to render modern life meaningless. The 

interior structures of The Earthly Paradise, like the interior structures of 

"Lindenborg Pool" and "A Dream," are limited by the isolated consciousness 
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that produces them; consequently, successive levels in the poem reiterate and 

investigate the same problems introduced by the outer frame. 

The "Prologue," "Epilogue," and Connecting Verses: 
The Second Stage of the Frame 

The second stage of the Earthly Paradise frame is distinguished 

from the first by the attitude of the speaker and by his metrical expression. 

In the outer frame the singer-dreamer is devoted to self-scrutiny and expres

ses himself in rime royal stanzas. In the second stage of the frame, com

prised of the "Prologue," the "Epilogue," and the connecting verses other than 

the month lyrics, the speaker observes others and speaks in heroic couplets. 

The shift from self-scrutiny to observation of others, highlighted by the shift 

in metrical expression, might seem to suggest a more objective trend in the 

poem; actually, the second stage of the frame continues the subjective investi

gation begun by the singer-dreamer of the outer frame. The observer-narrator 

is a dream creation of the singer, and, since "in dreams/ Of known things 

still we dream," it should not be surprising that the observer reiterates the 

singer's concerns. 

The "Prologue" represents a step into the interior world of dream 

claimed by the Apologist, as its introductory lines indicate. In these lines 

the singer's voice is modulated into the observer's voice as the reader is 

invited to 

Forget six counties overhung with smoke, 
Forget the snorting steam and piston stroke, 
Forget the spreading of the hideous town. . . . 

(in, 3) 
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In short, the reader is invited to forget the empty day and the ravening 

monsters of which the singer speaks in the "Apology" and dream of other 

things: 

Think rather of the pack-horse on the down, 
And dream of London, small and white and clean. . . . 

(in, 3) 

Blue Calhoun has shown that this invitation to imaginative creation is part of a 

complex set of transitions that "move the reader's perspective from external 

to internal space, from noise to silence, from immediately familiar existence 

to distant and less familiar life." Calhoun explains that "the movement away 

from 'smoke . . . steam . . . piston stroke,1 and 'the spreading of the hideous 

town' is a movement from auditory distraction and chaotic space to quietness 

. . . and enclosed space." The enclosed space we move toward is a "small 

and white and clean" London, a "Thames bordered by its gardens." Such 

images of London are, for the modern man, part of an imaginative vision that 

takes place in the enclosed space of his own mind. The movement toward 

inner space is accentuated as the quasi-historical image of a small, clean 

London gives way to another medieval city, "nameless ... in a distant sea," 

that is even more the product of imagination. Finally, within this nameless 

city where the Wanderers end their journey, we are moved "from the external 

order of the city, which is built around a square with fountain, temple, 

marketplace, and the 'busy hum of men,' to the 'most calm' inner space of 

the council house" (Calhoun, Pastoral Vision, pp. 100-101). For my purposes, 
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which are admittedly different from Calhoun's, these transitions suggest a 

movement into the enclosed space of the dream world that the Apologist claims. 

The withdrawal into the dream world is suggested not only by the 

outer to inner movement of the introductory lines of the "Prologue," but also 

by the continuity of interest between the singer-dreamer's thoughts and the 

Wanderers' attitudes as revealed in the "Prologue," the "Epilogue," and the 

connecting verses. In other words, the Wanderers are the dream personae of 

the Apologist, with the observer-narrator providing a direct link between the 

singer and the Wanderers. Superficially, the observer stands apart from both 

the singer and the Wanderers—he seems to look outward, instead of inward as 

the singer does, and he seems to stand outside the experience of the Wanderers 

he describes. Beneath the overt disengagement of the observer, however, is 

involvement. He is clearly linked with the Apologist in two ways: he shares 

the Apologist's grim awareness of the empty day, and he endorses the dream 

withdrawal as the Apologist does. The observer's voice is an apparently 

objective modulation of the Apologist's voice—both are the voices of singers 

and dreamers. The observer is also intimately involved with the Wanderers, 

describing them as "the hollow puppets of my rhymes" (in, 3), implying that 

the tale of the Wanderers is not an objectively perceived action that the 

observer reports but rather a tale that the "observer" creates and manipulates. 

Moreover, in the "Epilogue" the observer-narrator likens his efforts to those 

of the Wanderers and identifies himself with their cause: 
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And these folk—these poor tale-tellers who strove 
In their wild way the heart of Death to move, 
E'en as we singers, and failed, e'en as we,— 
Surely on their side I at least will be. 

(VI, 329) 

The observer-narrator, closely linked with both the singer of the outer frame 

and the Wanderer, bridges the gap between the Apologist and his dream per-

sonae, a gap created by the apparently objective stance of the observer him

self. Why this complication? Why create such a distance only to bridge it 

again? The answer carries us back to the dream context that governs The 

Earthly Paradise and to the self-investigative purpose of the dream frame. 

The observer's voice in the second stage of the frame creates the illusion of 

objectivity that makes the dream a valuable tool for investigating waking con

cerns; that is to say, the apparently objective observer creates a distance 

between the singer and the Wanderers that makes possible a buffered involve

ment as the singer contemplates his own problems—chiefly those of time-

oppression and isolation—from the safely of a third person point of view. 

Like the outer frame, the second stage of the Earthly Paradise struc

ture is heavily laden with references to passing time and impending death. The 

very nature of the quest described in the "Prologue" propels this theme of time-

oppression to the forefront of attention. In searching for the Earthly Paradise, 

the Wanderers engage in a battle with time; they attempt to defeat death. The 

Wanderers' experience in the quest for the Earthly Paradise, however, merely 

demonstrates the inevitability of death. They do not find a paradise, but come 

to realize that all tales end with death, as the response to an April tale shows: 
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Few words at first the elder men could say, 
For thinking how all stories end with this, 
Whatever was the midway gain and bliss: 
"He died, and in his place was set his son; 
He died, and in a few days everyone 
Went on their way as though he had not been. " 

(in, 239) 

The "Epilogue" echoes this insight— each tale's ending needs must be the 

same:/ And we men call it Death" (VI, 327)—and clearly indicates that the 

inevitability of death is the lesson the Wanderers learn from their quest. 

The Wanderers' quest is motivated by death itself—the Black 

1 fi 
Death. The natural wanderlust that the three instigators of the quest—Rolf, 

Nicholas, and Laurence—feel is intensified by the coming of the plague to 

Norway, so that the Breton squire Nicholas proposes that they leave the 

prospect of untimely death behind to search for the Earthly Paradise they 

have so eagerly discussed: 

But while our longing for such things so grew, 
And ever more and more we deemed them true, 
Upon the land a pestilence there fell 
Unheard of yet in any chronicle 
And . . . the people died full fast of it, 

At last spoke Nicholas: "How long shall we 
Abide here, looking forth into the sea 
Expecting when our turn shall come to die ? 
Fair fellows, will ye come with me and try 
Now at our worst that long-desired quest, 
Now, when our worst is death, and life our best?" 

•I fl 

The plague that swept Western Europe between about 1348-50. 
The plague and the meeting with King Edward in at sea place the Wanderers' 
departure near mid-fourteenth century. 
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"What say ye, will ye go with me to-night, 
Setting your faces to undreamed delight, 
Turning your backs unto this troublous hell, 
Or is the time too short to say farewell ?" 

(Ill, 8-10) 

Instead of leading the Wanderers to the best they hope for, changeless life in 

an Earthly Paradise, the events of the quest bring them back to the worst, so 

that at the outset of their year of tale-telling the Wanderers are described as but 

The remnant of that once aspiring band, 
With all hopes fallen away, but such as light 
The sons of men to that unfailing night, 
That death they needs must look on face to face. 

(HI, 82) 

This diappointing outcome is never really in doubt if one pays close attention 

to Rolf's account of the quest. An episode at the beginning of the journey—the 

Wanderers' encounter with King Edward of England—establishes the experience 

of death as overwhelmingly pervasive and thus suggests the futility of the quest. 

In spite of their "good hope not to fall/ Into the hands of rovers of 

the sea" (HI, 14), the Wanderers encounter King Edward's fleet on their sixth 

day out and have a brief conference with him before they are permitted to 

continue on their way. Fearful of being impressed into Edward's service, 

Nicholas explains their purpose and asks for a chance to pursue it. Nicholas 

dwells on his own experience with death to emphasize the urgency of the quest, 

explaining that his kin have all been destroyed by war or plague: 

"Thy foes, my Lord, drove out my kin and me, 
Ere yet thine armed hand was upon the sea; 
Chandos shall surely know my father's name, 
Loys of Dinan, which ill-luck, sword and flame, 
Lord Charles of Blois, the French king, and the pest 
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In this and that land now have laid to rest, 
Except for me alone." 

(III, 18) 

Nicholas' earliest memories are of these deaths: 

"O King, since I could walk a yard or twain, 
Or utter anything but cries of pain, 
Death was before me. ..." 

(HI, 18) 

His consciousness has been seared from childhood with images of slaughter 

and pestilence. Nicholas recalls a morning outing with his nurse, the sudden 

appearance of "a glittering line of spears and shields," and the panicked 

flight—which he did not understand the reason for—to the safety of the town 

walls. He recounts his childish puzzlement at the nurse's falling and lying 

quietly, he describes the mystery of the colored feathers stuck in her side, 

he notes his fear at the scarce understood "cries and wailing" that he heard. 

Nicholas explains to the king, 

" . . .  a r r o w - f l i g h t  n o w  s e e m s  
The first thing rising clear from feeble dreams, 
And that was death; and the next thing was death, 
For through our house all spoke with bated breath 
And wore  b lack  c lo thes .  . . . "  

(IE, 19) 

Now follows the memory of another disturbing childhood experience, the terror of 

the plague, characterized by images of black clothes, bare feet, and doleful singing: 

" . . .  t o w a r d  t h e  s t r e e t  
We passed, and joined a crowd in such-like guise, 
Who through the town sang woeful litanies, 
Pressing the stones with feet unused and soft, 
And bearing images of saints aloft, 
In hope 'gainst hope to save us from the rage 
Of that fell pest, that as an unseen cage 
Hemmed France  about .  . . . "  

(in, 19) 
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These are, Nicholas tells the king, but samples of his experience; he could 

present more pictures of death and human misery if time permitted. 

The king, for his part, is not as susceptible to the dream of the 

Earthly Paradise as Nicholas is, nor do Nicholas' tales of death move him 

deeply, though Rolf says, "his words nigh made me weep." The king smiles 

indulgently and reveals that his great dream of conquest has been extinguished 

by the realization that even the greatest must die: 

"For you the world is wide—but not for me, 
Who once had dreams of one great victory 
Wherein that world lay vanquished by my throne, 
And now, the victor in so many an one, 
Find that in Asia Alexander died 
And will not live again; the world is wide 
For you I say, for me a narrow space 
Betwixt the four walls of a fighting place." 

(HI, 20) 

17 
Even the king's appearance betrays his attitude of resignation. His eyes 

are "no longer eager for the coming prize," his face displays "many an ageing 

line," his hair is "more than grey," and he has the appearance of one "whose 

better day/ Is over to himself" (III, 16). The king, Nicholas, Rolf, all the 

Wanderers sooner or later undergo the same disillusionment and recognize 

the inevitability of death. We see the king after his early hopes have 

See Oscar Maurer's "Some Sources of William Morris's 'The 
Wanderers,' " University of Texas Studies in English, 29 (1950), 229-30, for 
a revealing comment on Morris' emphasis: "It is characteristic of Morris's 
treatment of his sources that the king should be presented as weary and dis
illusioned. . . . This is hardly Froissart's efficient Edward, recruiting 'wher 
[sic] he thought to speed for his money.' Here as always events and charac
ters are seen from the point of view of the defeated Wanderers, whose mood 
colors the whole of The Earthly Paradise." 
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withered; we witness the progressive disillusionment of the Wanderers as 

time and again they encounter hostile folk in the unknown lands they visit. In 

one significant episode, Rolf's growing disappointment manifests itself through 

a dream in which a lovers' meeting is interrupted by a crowd of armed men 

"shouting out death and curses" (in, 41). Rolf wakens to find the Wanderers' 

camp under savage nighttime attack—the dream is only too real. In the 

attack, Nicholas' beloved Kirstin is killed, Nicholas himself plunged into 

despair and disillusioned with the quest. At the end of the futile quest, Rolf 

mirrors the disenchantment of all the Wanderers when he describes their 

tale as 

a tale of woe, 
A tale of folly and of wasted life, 
Hope against hope, the bitter dregs of strife 
Ending, where all things end, in death at last. . . . 

(Ill, 6) 

In the connecting verses the sense of passing time is continued, 

and the changes wrought in physical nature by the cycle of the day and season 

are linked with the Wanderers' changes in spirit. Always the consciousness 

of time haunts both the Wanderers and their observer. The verses that 

introduce the first tale note that 

Time passed, and ever fell the days apace 
From off the new-strung chaplet of their life. . . . 

(in, 82) 

The Wanderer who tells the second tale prefaces it with this comment: 

"But pardon, sirs; the time goes swiftly by, 
Hearken a tale of conquering destiny." 

(in, 106) 
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Another Wanderer introduces his tale by saying that 

"Not all the washing of the troublous seas, 
Not all the changeful days whereof ye know, 
Have swept [the tale] from out my memory"; 

he has recently pieced the tale together as he remembers it in fits and starts 

and has 

"set down every word 
That I remembered, when the thoughts would come 
Of what we did in our deserted home, 
And of the days, long past, when we were young. ..." 

(HI, 240-41) 

Nothing can dull the Wanderers' anguished sense of their own mortality for 

long, not even the hospitality of their hosts—"nor yet midst trembling peace 

was change forgot" (V, 121). 

The change that is always foremost in the Wanderers' consciousness 

is concretely presented by the mutable setting in which they tell their tales— 

the dying day and the changing season dominate description in the connecting 

verses. The first March tale, for example, begins at sunset; the second tale 

is told in the last days of March (in, 105). The first May tale is begun "when 

anigh to sun-setting it grew" (IV, 2), and when the tale ends, "night held the 

earth" (IV, 74). By the time of the second May tale, summer is imminent, 

so that 

. . . now the full-leaved trees might well forget 
The changeful agony of doubtful spring. . . . 

(IV, 75) 

The second May tale is also begun as "the sun 'gan fall," and the teller 

chooses a short tale "to fill the space before the night comes on" (IV, 75). 
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By the time of the second November tale, the changes that precede winter 

have accelerated their progress; we are told that even as the Wanderers 

watched, "the world grew old/ Unto their eyes" (V, 249), so that internal as 

well as external change is suggested. The calendar frame is fully exploited 

to highlight "the treachery of the sun" (HI, 83), to convey the Wanderers' 

sense of "the rich year slipping by" (IV, 208), to suggest the inevitability of 

death through the seasonal progress represented by "the reapers' slow advanc

ing line" (IV, 188). It is the sense of inexorable change, change that the 

Wanderers had once thought to transcend through their quest, that brings 

about a shift in the Wanderers' attitude—at the end of their futile quest they 

sigh, they strive "to raise the weight of years," they no longer nourish 

"memory of their hopes and fears" (IV, 142). It is said of Rolf that changing 

years had changed his heart (IV, 254). So it is with all the Wanderers—their 

hope has been transformed into despair. The oft-repeated lesson of the 

Wanderers' time-ridden experience is that all tales, including theirs, end 

with death. 

As in the outer frame, so in the second stage of the frame this 

pervasive sense of time-oppression is accompanied by the experience of iso

lation and introspection. The modern sense of inconstancy, as Pater explains 

in his 1868 review, tends to dwarf "the whole scope of observation ... to the 

narrow chamber of the individual mind" that keeps "as a solitary prisoner its 

own dream of a world" (Pater, "Poems," pp. 310-11). 
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Continuing a basic tactic used in The Defence of Guenevere, Morris 

sets the stage for the inward-looking personal isolation of the Wanderers by 

placing them in a period of social upheaval, the major component of which is 

the pestilence that motivates their flight from Norway. In his late essay 

"Gothic Architecture" Morris clearly indicates his view of the Black Death as 

a major element of social change: 

In the middle of the fourteenth century Europe was scourged 
by that mysterious terror the Black Death (a terror similar to 
which perhaps waylays the modern world) and, along with it, the 
no less mysterious pests of Commercialism and Bureaucracy 
attacked us. This misfortune was the turning point of the Middle 
Ages; once again a great change was at hand. 18 

But the plague is not the only indication of social disturbance. The backgrounds 

of the three principal Wanderers—the Norwegian Rolf, the Breton Nicholas, 

and the Swabian Laurence—suggest the turbulence and social disorder of 

warfare. Blue Calhoun explains of these three figures, 

Each is identified with a culture that has passed its peak and is 
torn by warfare and dissension. . . . We can approximate the 
Wanderers' departure as occurring during the 1350s. It was 
during this last half of the fourteenth century that both Swabia 
and Brittany . . . were centers of conflict between warring 
powers and that Norway suffered civil war.19 

18In May Morris, AWS I, 279-8. 

1 Q 
Pastoral Vision, pp. 102-103. For historical detail, see The 

Cambridge Medieval History (New York: Macmillan, 1911-36), Vol. VII, 
Chs. 7, 8, and 12, and Vol. VE, Ch. 17. See also the third chapter of 
William Martin's Switzerland from Roman Times to the Present (originally 
Histoire de la Suisse, 1929; updated and translated edition New York: Praeger, 
1971) and Knut Gjerset's History of the Norwegian People (New York: 
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Moreover, as Charlotte Oberg has noted, the Wanderers live in the twilight 

of Northern culture ("Pagan Prophet," p. 25), in a time when heroic deeds 

and the "ancient faith of praise" exist only in memory and tale. Rolf's de

scription of the return to his kin in Norway suggests the decline of the old 

pagan ways and the utterly unheroic aspect of the Norway he finds: 

when I reached one dying autumn-tide 
My uncle's dwelling near the forest side, 
And saw the land so scanty and so bare, 
And all the hard things men contend with there, 
A little and unworthy land it seemed, 
And all the more of Asgard's days I dreamed, 
And worthier seemed the ancient faith of praise. 

an, 6) 

In spite of his attraction to the old ways, Rolf is himself evidence of 

the dilution of the pagan culture by Christian elements; during his early 

childhood in Byzantium, where his father served as a soldier, he "worshipped 

Macmillan, 1915), Vol. n, Chs. 1-3. Parts of Swabia were extensively 
involved in resisting the dynastic machinations of the Hapsburg family. The 
three districts of Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden formed a confederation late 
in the thirteenth century and were involved in a series of conflicts with 
Hapsburg interests that lasted intermittently until late in the fourteenth cen
tury. These struggles are part of the larger picture of numerous imperial 
disputes and shifting alliances. At mid-century Brittany was not only part of 
the prolonged series of conflicts called the Hundred Years' War but was also 
the scene of a civil war over a disputed ducal succession. For fifteen or 
twenty years before mid-century, Norwegian affairs suffered from the indif
ferent attentions of King Magnus—king of both Sweden and Norway. Born and 
reared in Sweden, Magnus not surprisingly devoted most of his energies to 
Swedish affairs. Thus weakened, the Norwegian government was hampered in 
dealing with the growing strength of the Hanseatic merchant cities, whose 
commercial and military sea power outstripped that of Norway by mid-century. 
The general decline of Norwegian fortunes was made even worse by the Black 
Death that brought economic disruption and even greater vulnerability to the 
Hanseatic merchants. 
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God, / And heard mass duly," learning his Northern heritage only as "noble 

stories" (m, 6). Rolf, then, is an alien in his own country; Nicholas and 

Laurence cannot claim even Rolf's tenuous ties to Norway. As Calhoun notes, 

"all three were already 'exiles' in Norway before the motivating event" 

(Pastoral Vision, p. 102), largely because of the disruptive effects of warfare 

and cultural decline. The advent of a pestilence that severs bonds of human 

sympathy by making "all men hard and cruel" (in, 10) prompts the three 

adventurers to cut themselves completely adrift, to truly become Wanderers— 

20 in Robert Stallman's words, "men without religion, tradition, or homeland," 

save for what their few tales can preserve. At the end of a futile quest, they 

sit telling tales—mere fragments of their cultural heritage—"among strange 

folk" (IV, 255). They never return home. The insuperable alienation of the 

Wanderers' last days is well-expressed by these lines that follow the October 

tales: 

Ah, these, with life so done with now, might deem 
That better is it resting in a dream, 
Yea, e'en a dull dream, than with outstretched hand, 
And wild eyes, face to face with life to stand, 
No more the master now of anything, 
Though striving of all things to be the king— 
Than waking in a hard taskmaster's grasp 
Because we strove the unsullied joy to clasp— 
Than just to find our hearts the world, as we 
Still thought we were and ever longed to be, 
To find nought real except ourselves, and find 
All care for all things scattered to the wind, 

20"Quest," p. 177. 
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For e'en as men laid on a flowery slope 
'Twixt inaccessible cliffs and unsailed sea, 
Painless, and waiting for eternity 
That will not harm, were these old men now grown. 

The isolation described in this passage is twofold. The Wanderers as a group 

are trapped between "inaccessible cliffs and unsailed sea" in that they are 

physically estranged from their homeland; as individuals they are estranged 

from each other in that nothing is real to them except themselves—a 

Wanderer's heart is his world, or rather, it provides him an isolated dream 

of a world. 

The assembly of the Wanderers and their hosts to exchange tales 

would seem to contradict the thesis that the Wanderers are isolated figures, 

for such assembly suggests an atmosphere of communal sharing. Indeed, the 

tales do sometimes prompt an exchange among the listeners; for example, 

following "The Writing on the Image" "they praised the tale, and for awhile 

they talked/ Of other tales" (TV, 85). Or, after hearing "The Lady of the 

Land," 

They fell to talk: of those fair islands' bliss 
They knew in other days, or hope they had 
To live there long an easy life and glad, 
With nought to vex them. . . . 

(IV, 142) 

This communal aspect of the tale exchange is severely qualified, however. 

When the younger members of the host folk express interest in the Wanderers' 

past and venture comments on "The Lady of the Land," the Wanderers retreat 

21 
V, 205; my italics. 
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into themselves: they bow their heads, smile, grow thoughtful (TV, 142). 

This reticent pensiveness is far more prevalent in the Wanderers' behavior 

than lively social intercourse. More often than not, the tales leave their 

listeners, particularly the Wanderers, enveloped in a meditative silence. 

Following the first March tale, "silence bound them all" (III, 105); when the 

teller ends the second March tale, 

. . . silently awhile 
They [the Wanderers] mused on these things, masking with a smile 
The vain regrets that in their hearts arose 
The while with eager talk the young folk chose 
The parts that pleased them. 

(HI, 168) 

At another time we find that "the story's death a silence made" and that "few 

words at first the elder men could say, / For thinking how all stories end" 

(m, 239). After "The Story of Cupid and Psyche," "few words they said" 

(IV, 74), and after "Ogier the Dane" we are told that "Among strange folk 

they now sat quietly" (IV, 255). The Wanderers consistently retreat behind a 

"mask of pensive eyes" (V, 396) into an isolation seldom relieved. 

The Wanderers' attitude reveals self-absorption as well as isola

tion. Significantly, when the Wanderers withdraw behind their pensive mask, 

their thought is self-directed; they are preoccupied by the hopes and disap

pointments of their own experience. Rolf's "Prologue" account gives evidence 

of long hours spent in solitary, self-examining, often self-condemnatory 

thought, and at the beginning of the June tales we are told that "still the 

Wanderers thought about their lives" (IV, 88). This preoccupation with self 
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crops up in the Wanderers' attitude toward the tales themselves. In some 

cases they choose tales specifically for personal significance. "Ogier the 

Dane" is one such tale "that fits their ancient longings well." Rolf introduces 

it as 

"such a tale as those once told 
Unto my greedy ears by Nicholas 
Before our quest for nothing came to pass. " 

(IV, 209) 

The Wanderer who tells a June tale chooses a story he heard on the eve of 

departure for the quest; by reason of this circumstance, the story is firmly 

fixed in his memory and seems to be linked to his subsequent adventures: 

"Surely I deem it no great wonder then 
That I remember everything he said, 
Since from that Sunday eve strange fortune led 
That keel and me on such a weary way—" 

(IV, 126) 

At other times, tales told by the hosts prompt the Wanderers' introspective 

musings, as is the case with "Bellerophon at Argos": 

. . . the mournfulness 
Of the tale told out did their hearts oppress 
With seeming sorrow, for a glorious life 
Twisted awry and crushed dead in the strife 
Long ages past; while yet more like it was 
That with the old tale o'er their souls did pass 
Shades of their own dead hopes, and buried pain ^ 
By measured words drawn from its grave again. 

The host's tale for June has a similar effect: 

22 
VI, 134; my italics. 
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Strange felt the Wanderers at his tale, for now 
Their old desires it seemed once more to show 
Unto their altered hearts. . . . 

(IV, 125) 

In each instance, the tales are relevant to the Wanderers' lives—their absorp

tion in the tales, then, amounts to probing the significance of their own experi

ence, and since the Wanderers are the dramatic personae of the Apologist, 

their pensive withdrawal is analogous to the Apologist's withdrawal to an 

interior world. 

That the substance of the tales and the Wanderers' lives inter

penetrate provides a key to understanding the failure of the quest. Just as 

self-evaluation is tied to evaluation of art in the outer frame, so in the second 

stage of the frame the Wanderers' self-image is largely determined by their 

attitude toward the tales. Apparently oblivious of this vital connection be

tween the Wanderers and the tales, E. P. Thompson has complained that "the 

framework of The Earthly Paradise is entirely static" and insisted that 

the framework, so far from giving added vigour and interest to the 
narrations, by revealing the attitudes and beliefs of living men and 
women, acts to dull the immediacy of their impact, to remove them 
even further from the region of everyday belief. We are reading 
not stories, but a story about people telling stories; and these 
stories were told very long ago about events which took place in an 
even further distant and fabulous past. (William Morris, p. 144) 

Others have voiced essentially the same opinion. Douglas Bush has said that 

"the framework is relatively static" (Mythology, p. 314); Paul Thompson has 

judged the Wanderers to be "purely a device for linking the stories" (Work, 

p. 171). On the contrary, far from being merely a static linking device, the 
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Wanderers' story displays a genuine psychological dynamism. Having an 

exaggerated regard for literary art that borders on reverence, the Wanderers 

gauge their success by a literary measure only to conclude that their own 

adventures never seem to match the splendor of old times enshrined in the 

tales. 

The Wanderers' self-image of failure and unworthiness dominates 

the "Prologue. " When they arrive at the nameless host city, the Wanderers 

are described as "dying men" (HI, 22) who bear "a tale of woe, / A tale of 

folly and of wasted life" (III, 6). Rolf's account details the frustrations of a 

futile quest for the Earthly Paradise, explaining how the Wanderers were at 

times led onward by their folly (III, 43), at times plunged into despair as 

"eternity of woe" closed about them (HI, 49). To his hosts Rolf declares, 

"here hath ending all our foolish quest" (III, 79), reiterating the self-

condemnatory judgment that repeatedly surfaces in his account. The reasons 

for this self-condemnation are easily understood by taking into account the 

literary origins of the quest. As Rolf explains, Nicholas generated enthusiasm 

for the quest by telling tales of the Earthly Paradise: 

Within our house there was a Breton squire 
Well learned, who failed not to blow up the fire 
That evermore unholpen burned in me 
Strange lands and things beyond belief to see: 
Much lore of many lands this Breton knew, 
And for one tale I told, he told me two. 

Shortly, so much of this and that he said 
That in my heart the sharp barb entered, 
And like real life would empty stories seem, 
And life from day to day an empty dream. 

(HI. 7) 
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The learned Nicholas, reputedly capable of distinguishing "idle tales from 

true report" (III, 13) is the mastermind of the expedition, and Rolf questions 

him "as if he were God." For his part, Nicholas answers 

As some great doctor in theology 
Might his poor scholar, asking him of heaven. 

(HI, 28) 

The key point here is the almost scriptural authority that Nicholas' tales pos

sess; they assume an appearance of reality that life itself lacks. In launching 

their quest for the Earthly Paradise of the tales, the Wanderers attempt to 

invest their lives with this glittering "reality" and thus set up a literary stan

dard by which to judge their actions. In this respect the Wanderers resemble 

more recent literary characters like Mark Twain's Tom Sawyer and Ernest 

Hemingway's Robert Cohen, whose actions are inspired by reading rather than 

life. 

Unfortunately for the Wanderers, the heroic standard of the tales 

exceeds their powers of accomplishment. During their year in the host city 

they experience the growing knowledge of lives wasted (IV, 125) and conceal 

"vain regrets" behind masks of smiles (III, 168) and "pensive eyes" (V, 396). 

The Wanderers' regret mellows into a contented resignation as the year 

passes, but there is a sense of loss even in this content, which came late: 

Alas! if they had reached content at last, 
It was perforce when all their strength was past; 
And after loss of many days once bright, 
With foolish hopes of unattained delight. 

(IV, 186) 
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Moreover, the Wanderers cannot simply acknowledge their mistake and forget 

it. They are repeatedly reminded of their youthful hopes, and no matter how 

foolish these hopes appear in retrospect, they rarely fail to thrill the 

Wanderers' hearts and prompt unfavorable comparisons between a glorious 

past and an impoverished present. The response to "The Story of Cupid and 

Psyche" shows how the Wanderers' hopes are sometimes rekindled: 

And in those old hearts did the story move 
Remembrance of the mighty deeds of love, 
And with these thoughts did hopes of life arise, 

And idle seemed the world with all its cares. 
(IV, 74) 

With the momentary revival of the Wanderers' hopes comes the awareness 

that days of glory are irretrievably past. The "high heroic strain" that the 

minstrel plays is one "that led men on to battle in old times" (HI, 266), not 

the Wanderers' time, when warfare is characterized by the unheroic 

slaughter of women (recall Nicholas' nurse and the unfortunate Kirstin) and 

the disillusioned conquest of men like King Edward. "The Doom of King 

Acrisius" likewise brings thoughts of "greater days than these" (in, 239). 

The Wanderers' enchantment with the glory of tales and disenchantment with 

their own lives is summed up in the response to yet another tale, "The Love 

of Alcestis": 

Strange felt the Wanderers at his tale, for now 
Their old desires it seemed once more to show 
Unto their altered hearts, when now the rest 
Most surely coming, of all things seemed best: 
—•Unless, by death perchance they yet might gain 
Some space to try such deeds as now in vain 



They heard of amidst stories of the past; 
Such deeds as they for that wild hope had cast 
From out their hands—they sighed to think of it, 
And how as deedless men they there must sit.23 

These are the Wanderers: men who in spite of lives spent in 

adventurous exploration regard themselves as deedless tale-tellers rather 

than tale-makers; their own tale of folly and blasted hopes lacks significance 

in their eyes. Their exaggerated regard for the seductive but elusive "reality" 

of stories that make life appear an "empty dream" persuades them of their 

failure. Like the Apologist, they live in an "empty day" and exemplify a 
* 

modern consciousness overwhelmed by time and a sense of isolation. They 

begin as exiles from disintegrating societies beset by war and plague; they 

end among strangers, telling tales that remind them of their lost hopes, often 

withdrawing behind a silent mask to review the foolish hopes that refuse to die. 

The basic problem that the Wanderers face is the depredation of 

time, the constant flux that dissolves all, in Pater's terms confining experi

ence to "the narrow chamber of the individual mind" and isolating the indi

vidual in a "dream of a world. " The Wanderers* efforts are devoted to 

escaping this flux. Their strategy is essentially literary—guided by Nicholas, 

they look to old tales for information that will guide them to the Earthly 

Paradise. Nicholas' tales fail them, and the subsequent year of tale exchange 

in a nameless host city perhaps suggests the reason for failure. The tales 

that comprise the inner core of The Earthly Paradise, like Nicholas' tales 

23IV, 125; my italics. 
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before them, spark a sympathetic response in the Wanderers, for these tales 

too detail human struggle to establish permanence in the face of change. Also 

like Nicholas' tales, the core tales fall short of providing a satisfactory anti

dote for temporal process. Like the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine tales 

and the Defence of Guenevere poems, the Earthly Paradise tales are limited 

to personal stategies that are not comprehensive enough to long resist time 

and the isolation it engenders. 

The Tales: 
Endless Perspectives of the Self 

The twenty-four tales that comprise the bulk of The Earthly 

Paradise form a third structural level that stands distinctly apart from the 

first two levels that make up the frame, yet at the same time these tales 

repeat the concerns of the Apologist and the observer-narrator who describes 

the Wanderers. The tales differ from the frame in that they are traditional 

material; they have an independent existence; they do not proceed directly 

from the personal sufferings of their tellers. As the Wanderers' responses 

show, the tales have only limited power to distract the Wanderers from their 

own worries and relieve their sense of isolation and time-oppression. Time 

and again the tales plunge the Wanderers into contemplative silence and 

remind them of impending death because the concerns of the frame—i. e., the 

concerns of the Apologist, the observer-narrator and the Wanderers—play a 

major role in the tales. Actually, the seemingly independent tales indicate 

more introspection, for given the premise of the "Apology," they represent 
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another step further into the dreaming consciousness from which flows the 

24 poem. The apparent distance between the inner core of the poem and the 

frame is illusory. In the tales, actually the heart of a huge dream, the 

Wanderers' preoccupations appear in a disguise of objectivity; their problems 

only seem to belong to someone else. The Wanderers find not solutions for 

their difficulties but new versions of old problems. Like the experience of 

the futile quest, the tales demonstrate the inadequacy of personal strategies 

in the struggle against time and isolation. 

In discussing the Earthly Paradise tales and the way they reiterate 

the issues already stated by the frame, I will not attempt to read a logical 

order into Morris' arrangement. There is the obvious constructional logic 

of alternating the classical tales of the hosts with the non-classical tales of 

the Wanderers, but thus far there is no truly satisfactory explanation for the 

sequential arrangement of the tales—perhaps a carefully articulated logical 

order does not exist. The most interesting suggestion to date has been pro

vided separately by Carole G. Silver and Blue Calhoun, both of whom see in 

the tales a logical progression that parallels the seasonal setting of the frame. 

24 Of course, the hosts tell half the tales, and differences between 
the consciousness of these descendants of Greeks and that of the Wanderers is 
often the focus of critical attention. It is important to note, however, that the 
hosts and the Wanderers are the projections of the same governing conscious
ness of the Apologist. It should not be surprising, then, that the hosts' tales 
and the Wanderers' emphasize the same themes. Moreover, the hosts have a 
wandering heritage—they are the settled descendants of ancient Greek 
wanderers. The classical tales told by the hosts are thus tales preserved by 
wanderers of another time and quite reasonably would reflect the same 
preoccupations as the current Wanderers' tales. 
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Silver suggests that "Morris1 year of love moves from accounts of the birth of 

passion, through tales of its fruition and decline, to the tragedies of winter 

25 and the death of love." Calhoun invokes Northrop Frye's "seasonal mythoi" 

and "the cycle of romance . . . from the birth of the hero in spring to his 

integration into and withdrawal from society in summer, fall, and winter" 

(Pastoral Vision, p. 123) in order to explain Morris' organization of the 

tales. Though such a seasonal logic is undeniably appealing in its broad out

lines, its specific application to The Earthly Paradise must be rather 

Proscrustean, for spring subjects of new love and marriage occur in October 

("The Story of Acontius and Cydippe"), November ("The Story of Rhodope"), 

and December ("The Fostering of Aslaug") as well as in March, April, and 

May. Moreover, the spring tales "Atalanta's Race," "The Man Born to Be 

King," and "The Doom of King Acrisius" are not wholly tales of love and 

social integration—they have grim overtones of self-interest. The June tale 

"The Love of Alcetis" should be, according to the seasonal scheme, a tale of 

love and social integration, and in part it is, but it is also a tale whose 

central theme is death and separation. More reasonable seems the approach 

of John Hollow, for whom "the organization of The Earthly Paradise is one of 

26 repetition of themes . . . rather than one of logical development." My 

discussion will focus on thematically related groups of tales with the aim of 

25"The Earthly Paradise; Lost," VP, 13, Nos. 3-4 (1975), 32. 

26 
John Walter Hollow, "Singer of an Empty Day: William Morris 

and the Desire for Immortality" (Diss. Rochester, 1969), p. 90. 
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establishing the major themes of isolation and time-oppression rather than 

defining a fixed organizational scheme. 

Oscar Maurer has noted the dominance of time in The Earthly 

Paradise by arguing that "mood ... is the informing idea" of the poem and 

by insisting, like Pater, that this mood consists of "the sense of beauty 

27 quickened by the sense of 'quick-coming death.'" This keen sense of 

impending death—of the process of time and irresistible change—and its 

corollary for the modern mind, a sense of isolation, are always close at 

hand in the Earthly Paradise tales. These are above all tales about indi

viduals mindful of time and self, tales of love, self-gratification, personal 

failure, loneliness. As Maurer has shown in his source studies, Morris 

deliberately chose his subjects or altered his sources to obtain a "brooding 

28 
sense of mortality," to inject "modern regret and disillusionment" into 

29 medieval sources, to shift emphasis from physical to mental suffering, 

and to augment a narrative outline with "the study of motive and analysis of 

30 individual conduct." None of the tales depict the life of a people in the 

27 "Morris's Treatment of Greek Legend in The Earthly Paradise," 
University of Texas Studies in English, 33 (1954), 105. 

^®"Greek Legend," p. 105. 

29 "William Morris and Gesta Romanorum," Studies in Language, 
Literature, and Culture of the Middle Ages and Later, ed. E. Bagby Atwood 
and Archibald A. Hill (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969), pp. 373, 
376. 

30 "William Morris and Laxdoela Saga," Texas Studies in 
Literature and Language, 5 (1963), 429. 
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way that Morris' late prose romances do—the emphasis in The Earthly 

Paradise is personal rather than societal. This emphasis is clear in the 

many tales that make no attempt to provide a fully developed social context 

for the central characters, tales like "The Love of Alcetis," "The Son of 

Croesus," and "The Fostering of Aslaug." This is not to say that there is 

no social context at all, simply that emphasis rests primarily on individuals 

and their personal struggles. Social context, when it does occur, serves to 

frame the actions of an important individual (as in the two Bellerophon tales) 

or to illustrate the social dissolution that self-interested individuals bring 

about (in "The Lovers of Gudrun," for example). Later, in romances such 

as The House of the Wolfings, The Roots of the Mountains, and The Well at 

the World's End, Morris will fully integrate personal and social struggles. 

In The Earthly Paradise, the quest for permanence has not yet assumed social 

scope but is still pursued with limited personal strategies. 

To demonstrate the dominance of personal subjects, let us briefly 

consider three tales that would seem to have a claim to treating social themes: 

"Bellerophon at Argos," "Bellerophon in Lycia," and "Atalanta's Race." The 

two Bellerophon tales feature a hero in defense of social order represented by 

the kingdoms of Proetus and Jobates, but this social context exists only to pro

vide a stage for the actions of a single individual—Bellerophon. Argos and 

Lycia are of little import in themselves. They have value because Bellerophon 

defends them, and a reader of these tales is concerned with the survival or 

death of Bellerophon rather than the fate of the kingdoms he fights for. Much 
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of the two tales is devoted to presenting the psychology of the hero. He is a 

lonely man, the quintessential alien, an exiled fratricide pursued by memories 

of his crime. King Proetus gives him sanctuary in Argos, and though he 

serves Proetus well, he remains an alien in hostile territory. Having 

rebuffed the advances of Proetus' queen, Bellerophon finds himself dispatched 

on a secret mission to Lycia. Unknown to Bellerophon, Queen Sthenoboea has 

accused him of assaulting her. Proetus cannot bear to have Bellerophon 

killed in Argos and sends him to Jobates of Lycia with a sealed message that 

instructs Jobates to place him in the forefront of battle. Bellerophon departs 

Argos with a vague sense of having incurred Proetus' displeasure and 

recognizes his mission as banishment: 

" . . .  a s  I  c a m e  t o  A r g o s ,  e v e n  s o ,  
Unfriended, bearing nothing, will I go. ..." 

(VI, 121) 

Bellerophon wins honor in Lycia as he did in Argos; his greatest triumph, 

slaying the Chimera, wins an offer to share Jobates' throne. The offer is 

treacherous, however; As always, Bellerophon is beset by enemies. He 

escapes being murdered by the jealous Jobates' captain, having been warned 

by the king's daughter. The account concludes with Bellerophon enthroned 

and joyfully anticipating marriage, but details of any ensuing felicity are not 

given. As the speaker who introduced the first Bellerophon tale notes: 

". . . no third tale there is, of what befell 
His fated life, when he had won his place. ..." 

(VI, 66) 
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That the story of Bellerophon ends as it does, with the hint of a new social 

order but no details, underscores the personal emphasis of Morris' treatment 

of the legend. With Bellerophon on the verge of being securely established 

and happily married, the motivating force for the tale as told by Morris is 

gone—the lonely wanderer, the real subject of the two tales, is no more. 

Like the Bellerophon tales, "Atalanta's Race" is a story whose sub

ject evaporates with the success of the hero. Blue Calhoun would have the 

tale point to the beginning of a new community, suggested but not fully de

scribed, so thatthe subject of the tale is the emergence of lovers from isola

tion into community (Pastoral Vision, pp. 129-30). On the contrary, it 

seems most significant that the tale does end before presenting the new com

munity; this ending suggests that the real subject of the tale is the isolation 

and personal struggle of Milanion, rather than the community he might join 

after winning Atalanta. Moreover, Milanion's motives are purely personal. 

His prayer to Venus makes it clear that he cares only for love, nothing for 

the prospect of joining a new community. Quite the opposite, Milanion 

implores Venus to separate him and his love from the rest of the world: 

"Nay, but thou wilt help; they who died before 
Not single-hearted as I deem came here, 
Therefore unthanked they laid their gifts before 
Thy stainless feet, still shivering with their fear, 
Lest in their eyes their true thought might appear, 
Who sought to be the lords of that fair town, 
Dreaded of men and winners of renown. 

"O Queen, thou knowest I pray not for this; 
O set us down together In some place 
Where not a voice can break our heaven of bliss, 
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Where nought but rocks and I can see her face, 
Softening beneath the marvel of thy grace, ^ 
Where not a foot our vanished steps can track—" 

This prayer hardly seems to bear the germ of an awakening social conscience; 

it does express the absorption of a young lover in his private problems and 

aspiration. 

Thus, despite what may appear to be emphases on social concerns, 

the Bellerophon tales and "Atalanta's Race" deal primarily with personal 

matters, a feature that is allied to the introspection and isolation explained 

in the discussion of the Earthly Paradise frame. The tales also have in 

common the protagonist's confrontation with death. Bellerophon's troubles 

begin with the inadvertent slaying of his brother, and his greatest triumph is 

the defeat of the Chimera, "a changer of man's life" (VI, 228). Milanion's 

race with Atalanta is a genuine race against death—if he loses, he forfeits 

his life. Though both Bellerophon and Milanion win a skirmish with death, 

they eventually must succumb. The second Bellerophon tale deals with what 

befell Bellerophon before "all except his name sank into night" (VI, 176), and 

the teller's conclusion—an apostrophe to the "sure pursuer, Change" and his 

"fellow Death" (VI, 277)—underscores the ultimate triumph of death. The joy 

with which "Atalanta's Race" concludes seem to be untainted by any sense of 

mortality, but the Wanderers' response makes it clear that their sense of 

beauty in the tale is quickened by a sense of inevitable death: 

31 
HI, 97; my italics 
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. . .  o n  t h e i r  h e a r t s  a  w e i g h t  h a d  s e e m e d  t o  f a l l ,  
As unto the scarce-hoped felicity 
The tale drew round—the end of life so nigh, 
The aim so little, and the joy so vain— 
For as a child's unmeasured joy brings pain 
Unto a grown man holding grief at bay, 
So the old fervent story of that day 
Brought pain half-sweet, to these. . . . 

(HI, 105) 

The implication is that the innocent, "unmeasured" joy of the celebration 

feast must someday end; Milanion's victory is not final. 

The themes that these three tales set forth—"Atalanta's Race" at 

the beginning of the series in March, the Bellerophon tales near the end in 

January and February—are prominent throughout the entire set of tales. 

Time, change, and death; isolation, personal struggle, self-gratification— 

these concerns dominate the tales that form the center of The Earthly Paradise, 

binding this center to the two-stage frame and completing a unified utterance 

that flows from the consciousness of the Apologist. 

The Wanderers' response to "Atalanta's Race" implies that love is 

an ephemeral, inadequate solution to the loneliness engendered by man's 

mortal nature. Other tales ending similarly in apparent triumph comment 

more directly on the limitations of love. "The Story of Acontius and Cydippe," 

for example, presents a situation much like that of "Atalanta's Race." A 

love-stricken Acontius, inspired by dreams of Venus, concocts a plan to save 

Cydippe from sacrifice to Diana (similarly, Milanion enlists Venus' aid in 

winning Atalanta, "friend of Artemis"). Acontius is successful and escapes 
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his solitary dreams of love by winning a mate. However, the conclusion of 

the tale emphasizes that the love of Acontius and Cydippe is a short-lived 

triumph: 

. . . amid the world's great wrong 
Their space of life should not be long; 
O bitter-sweet if they must die! 

(V, 155) 

"The Fostering of Aslaug" concludes in the same way, following Aslaug's 

escape from murderous foster parents and her happy betrothal to Ragnar with 

a somber note that "death made end of all at last" and a reference to Ragnar's 

death in a "Northumbrian Adder-close" (VI, 64). Mention of Aslaug's real 

parents, Sigurd and Brynhild, adds to the fateful mood of the tale. They are 

"the wondrous twain" who, having begotten Aslaug, 

afterwards through change and pain 
Must live apart to meet in death. 

(VI, 63) 

A more thorough exploration of the limits of love can be found in 

"The Story of Rhodope," the tale of a fair maid "born for discontent" who 

through the eager world of base folk went, 
Still gaining nought but heavier weariness. 

(V, 207) 

So beautiful "that never yet the like of her had been/ Within that land," 

Rhodope is besieged by suitors, but instead of yielding to the entreaties of 

would-be lovers, she grows impervious to their "wild words" and "bitter 

tears": 
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For far apart from these she seemed to be, 
Their joys and sorrows moved her not. . . . 

(V, 213-14) 

Detached from life about her, Rhodope regards it "as though in some strange 

play the thing did fall" (V, 214). Her story, says Jessie Kocmanov£, is a 

"fable of the loneliness of the individual (Poetic Maturing, p. 78). In her 

isolated discontent, Rhodope is skeptical of love: 

"Ah, love, they say, and love! Shall not love fade 
And turn a prison, barred with vain regret 
And vain remorse, that we so lightly weighed 
The woes wherein our stumbling feet were set, 
Stifling with thoughts we pever may forget; 
Because life waneth, while we strive to turn 
And seek another thing for which to yearn ?" 

(V, 220) 

Something happens that for a time seems to alter the course of Rhodope1 s 

life for the better. Her family is destitute, partly because of her refusal to 

marry. She is sent to sell a pair of bejewelled shoes, plunder her father had 

taken from a vanquished sea raider. As she loiters by the way, an eagle 

steals one of the shoes; a year later strange seafarers come to Rhodope's 

country with the lost shoe, searching for its owner. Rhodope reveals that 

she is the maid they search for and agrees to return with them to their king, 

puzzling them with one of her characteristically pessimistic observations: 

"I look for no glad life; yea, it is so 
That if a grain of love were left in me 
In vain your keel had cleft our girdling sea." 

(V, 241) 

Rhodope's one condition is that her father and mother accompany her and 

share her "new proud life beyond the sea" (V, 242). When her ship finally 
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sets sail, Rhodope momentarily experiences a change of attitude: she "felt 

herself beloved" and began "all the world to bless" (V, 246). Scarcely under

way, however, she becomes apprehensive, "and all alone she felt now, and 

afeard" (V, 247); she discovers that her father is not on board as she thought. 

She declines to order the ship to return to shore, and the tale of a peasant 

maid become queen ends not with a celebration of love but with a despairing 

speech and a fading image of Rhodope's loneliness: 

"I strive with change, 
I strive with death the Gods' toy, but in vain: 
No otherwise than thus might all be strange." 
Therewith she turned, her unseeing eyes did range 
Wide o'er the tumbling waste of waters grey, 
As swift the black ship went on her way. 

(V, 248) 

Again we see the focus of attention return to the dominant twin themes of iso

lation and time-oppression. Love, in "Atalanta's Race," "The Story of 

Acontius and Cydippe," "The Fostering of Aslaug," and especially "The Story 

of Rhodope," gives but a fleeting respite from thoughts of mortality and 

loneliness. 

Nor is love the only inadequate personal stretegy that the Earthly 

Paradise tales set forth. "The Man Born to Be King," "The Son of Croesus," 

and "The Proud King" demonstrate the futility of self-centered attempts to 

alter fate through the exercise of intellect, wealth, and armed strength. It 

is interesting to note that these are precisely the sources of power that the 

three leading Wanderers draw on in their expedition. The intellectual 

resources of Rolf, Nicholas, and Laurence are pooled. Rolf the soldier's son 
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provides tales, both Northern and Eastern; Nicholas the squire contributes 

knowledge of tales and ancient histories; Laurence the priest commands a 

wider variety of lore, providing alchemical and medical knowledge in addition 

to tales. Nicholas provides the financial backing for the expedition, aug

menting his own gold with Kirstin Erling's resources. Rolf represents the 

warrior spirit of the group. The soldierly tradition of his father shows itself 

in Rolf's admiration for King Edward's fleet. These sources of power fail to 

win the prize the Wanderers aim for—escape from their mortal condition. 

Likewise, the three kings in the tales now to be discussed find intellectual 

resources, wealth, and armed strength inadequate to avert destiny. 

The king in "The Man Born to Be King" draws his strength from 

intellectual accomplishment; he is a patron of learning: 

. . . his city was the nurse 
Of all that men then had of lore, 
And none were driven from his door 
That seemed well skilled in anything; 
So of the sages was he king. . . . 

(Ill, 107) 

In the course of time a strange astrologer comes foretelling that the king's 

ancient line will end and that the succeeding king will be a low-born man. The 

king is disturbed at this news but soon forgets. He marries, and near the 

time that his queen is about to give birth, he has an unsettling experience that 

brings the astrologer's prediction to mind again. Separated from his hunting 

party, the king is forced to accept a woodman's rude hospitality for a night. 

The king has to sleep in a stable because in the peasant's hut the wife is in 
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labor and near death. Dreams disturb the king's sleep—he sees the old 

astrologer who tells him that 

"This child new-born shall surely sit 
Upon thy seat when thou art gone. ..." 

(HI, 115) 

Next day the king learns that a male child has been born; the mother has died. 

In an attempt to avert the foretold fate, the king acts on the knowledge his 

patronage of sages has given him, giving the woodman gold and taking the 

child, who is set adrift on a river to die. However, the child lives, and four

teen years later the king finds him as the adopted son of a miller. Again the 

king takes the boy, now named Michael, ostensibly to serve at court. A 

second attempt to dispose of the lad fails. Wounded by the king's squire, 

Michael is nursed to health by the monks who find him in the wood. 

Four years later a handsome young man appears at court among the 

Abbot's foresters. The king recognizes Michael, enlists him in the king's 

service, and sends him to the Castle of the Rose with a letter that commands 

death for the bearer. The plan is frustrated by the king's daughter, Cecily, 

born the same day as Michael, now awaiting news of her bridegroom at the 

Castle of the Rose. Cecily comes upon Michael as he sleeps, falls in love 

with him, reads the treacherous letter, and determines to save his life. She 

drafts another letter commanding that the young man be wed immediately to 

the king's daughter and substitutes it for the death letter. The forged instruc

tions having been executed faithfully, the king arrives at the castle to find not 

the head of his enemy on a stake, but Michael wed to his daughter and the old 



prophecy virtually fulfilled—Michael the peasant's son will be the next king, 

for the old king has no sons. The lore that had given warning does not enable 

the king to avert his fate. Finally recognizing the inevitable, the king accepts 

the marriage with what grace he can muster, though with a touch of "modern 

32 regret and disillusionment" as he thinks how he has forfeited happiness by 

attempting to alter his fate: 

"What little burdens had I had, 
What calmness in the hope of praise, 
What joy of well-accomplished days, 
If I had let these things alone; 
Nor sought to sit upon my throne 
Like God between the cherubim. 
But now—but now, my days wax dim, 
And all this fairness have I tost 
Unto the winds, and all have lost 
For nought, for nought!" 

(in, 167) 

Small wonder that this tale stirs up "vain regrets" and "old desires" in the 

Wanderers (HI, 168)—like the king, they have lost their chance for happiness 

by pursuing aims engendered by intellectual pride, and must soon die bearing 

this knowledge of wasted life. 

Neither is the power of wealth effective in altering the course of 

fate, as "The Son of Croesus" illustrates. In this tale, Croesus, "a man 

made mighty by great heaps of gold" (IV, 145), is warned in a thrice-repeated 

dream that his beloved son Atys will be slain with "some iron thing." Croesus 

thinks about how to avert this danger, and, as might be expected, his great 

32 Maurer, "Gesta Romanorum," p. 373. 
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wealth plays a major role in Croesus' plans to safeguard Atys. Thinking to 

dissuade Atys from seeking glory on the battlefield, Croesus 

sent men to search the lands around, 
Until some matchless maiden should be found; 

That in her arms this Atys might forget 
The praise of men and fame of history. . . . 

(IV, 146) 

After an extensive—and one may safely infer, expensive—search, a surpas

singly beautiful woman is found in "some sweet land down by the ocean's rim. " 

She is found fair enough for Atys, and Croesus employs his wealth to see that 

they are "married with much show. " Croesus takes other precautions as well. 

Atys is never allowed to go afield, even to hunt, and even the decorative weap

ons in the palace are taken down, "lest by some mischance some sacred 

blade should fall" (IV, 146). Croesus' greatest efforts, however, are intended 

to propitiate the gods, and he spares no expense: 

. . . every day King Croesus wrought with care 
To save his dear son from that threatened end, 
And many a abeast he offered up with prayer 
Unto the Gods, and much of wealth did spend, 
That they so prayed might yet perchance defend 
That life. . . . 

(TV, 147) 

All Croesus' efforts are in vain. Having insisted in spite of his father's 

wishes on pursuing a huge boar that has terrorized the countryside, Atys dies 

at the hands of his close friend Adrastus in a freakish hunting accident. 

Croesus' source of power, great wealth, cannot preserve that which is most 

precious to Croesus, just as it cannot help the Wanderers to reach their 

Earthly Paradise. 
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Both the king in "The Man Born to Be King" and Croesus of Lydia 

spend their lives in thoughtful anxiety, seeking how best to escape an antici

pated fate. The forlorn quality of their preoccupied lives is reiterated in the 

experience of Jovinian, the proud king who supposes that his might has made 

him more than mortal men. Jovinian's power depends on physical strength. 

Personally, he feels "full of life . . . hale and strong." His kingdom is 

likewise strong, being extensive and well-defended: 

The land was 'neath his sceptre far and wide, 
And at his beck would well-armed myriads shout. 

(HI, 243) 

Jovinian's strength intimidates those who might otherwise oppose him: 

The very thought of what this man might say, 
From dusk to dawn kept many a lord awake, 
For fear of him did many a great man quake. 

(HI, 242) 

He knows "that none durst say when he did wrong," and the thought of his 

might and influence convinces him of his self-sufficiency: 

"What need have I for temple or for priest ? 
Am I not God, whiles that I live at least?" 

(HI, 243) 

In the apparent security of his strength, Jovinian takes little heed of "change 

or strife," having seldom "seen death near/ Or heard his name," and finally 

comes to regard his burgeoning power as evidence that he perhaps is not 

mortal after all: 

"Still I may not die, 
Though underneath the earth my fathers lie; 
My sire indeed was called a mighty king, 
Yet in regard of mine, a little thing 
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"His kingdom was; moreover his grandsire 
To him was but a prince of narrow lands, 
Whose father, though to things he did aspire 
Beyond most men, a great knight of his hands, 
Yet ruled some little town where now there stands 
The kennel of my dogs; then may not I 
Rise higher yet, nor like poor wretches die ?" 

(ID, 243) 

God contrives a lesson that will cure Jovinian of his pride. While he bathes 

in a stream, an angel takes his horse and clothes and impersonates the king. 

Stripped of the trappings of power, Jovinian appears to his subjects but a 

naked, raving wretch. He soon perceives the precarious nature of the power 

he had thought so unshakable and, having learned his lesson, is restored to 

his throne a wiser and less proud king. A chief feature of Jovinian's experi

ence is the emphasis on mental suffering. Deprived for a time of his royal 

identity, Jovinian experiences a forlornness he has never known before. 

Faithful subjects do not recognize him; when asked to choose, even his queen 

accepts the imposter as the true king. Morris alters his source to highlight 

the mental dimension of Jovinian's temporary estrangement, as Oscar Maurer 

has shown in a source study. In Gesta Romanorum, Jovinian's encounter with 

the duke earns him a whipping; in Morris' version, the duke gives the king a 

coin stamped with his own formerly proud image, an image that now mocks 

the destitute king. With this change, Maurer notes, "Morris transfers the 

emphasis . . . from physical suffering to humiliation, anguish of the mind." 

Another alteration has the same effect of focusing on Jovinian's private experi

ence. At the end of the Gesta Romanorum tale, the angel explains to the 
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entire court what has happened; in Morris' tale, the angel "arranges 

Jovinian's return in such a way that no one, not even the queen, suspects the 

33 
change. . . . This concentrates the interest upon Jovinian himself." 

Though the king attempts to share his story by having it recorded by his 

scribe, it seems that Jovinian's experience remains essentially a personal 

affair that influences only him, for near the end of the tale we are told that 

. . . little heed the new King took of it 
That filled the throne when King Jovinian died, 
So much did all things feed his swelling pride. 

Oil, 265) 

Like those who vainly relied on the power of intellect and the power of wealth 

to alter fate, Jovinian discovers that his might cannot help him win his most 

cherished wish. "The Man Born to Be King," "The Son of Croesus," and 

"The Proud King" end, like the Wanderers' tale, with a recognition of human 

limitation and an acknowledgment of life wasted by offering proud resistance 

to fate. 

Though the Wanderers' quest for the Earthly Paradise fails and 

many of the Earthly Paradise tales end in death or disillusionment, at least 

two tales describe "successful" escape from temporal existence: in "The 

Story of Cupid and Psyche," Psyche joins the ranks of the gods; in "Ogier the 

Dane," Ogier goes to dwell in Avallon. Both Psyche and Ogier are well 

content to go with their lovers to live in eternal felicity, but they must pay a 

price to do so—radical alteration or even forfeiture of earthly consciousness. 

33 Maurer, TIGesta Romanorum," pp. 376-77. 
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Psyche, having drunk the cup that will enable her to "live forever free from 

care and pain," finds her memory of earthly things strangely changed: 

. . . unknown feelings seized her, and there came 
Sudden remembrance, vivid as a flame, 
Of everything that she had done on earth, 
Although it all seemed changed in weight and worth, 
Small things becoming great, and great things small; 
And godlike pity touched her therewithal 
For her old self, for sons of men that die; 
And that sweet new-born immortality 
Now with full love her rested spirit fed. 

(IV, 73) 

In Ogier's case, earthly life is forgotten: 

. . .  i n  t h e  h a p p y  l a n d  o f  A v a l l o n  
Quick glide the years o'er his unchanging head; 
There saw he many men the world thought dead, 
Living like him in sweet forgetfulness 
Of all the troubles that did once oppress 
Their vainly-struggling lives. . . . 

(IV, 233-34) 

After a hundred years in Avallon, Ogier is returned to temporal existence to 

help restore peace in France. While he dwells among mortal men again, his 

memories of life in Avallon fade away, but when Ogier's fairy lover comes to 

fetch him back to Avallon, she bids him 

"Forget, forget! 
Forget these weary things, for thou hast much 
Of happiness to think of." 

(IV, 253) 

Ogier's story implies that mortal and paradisiac experience are 

incompatible. (We may well recall here the anguished cry that concludes the 

November lyric; the poet questions whether "these outstretched feverish 

hands, this restless heart" can have a part in eternity.) In short, to dwell 
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happily in paradise is to forfeit mortal consciousness, i. e., to forfeit 

humanity. In the Paterian discussion of Morris' poetry, it is after all the 

sense of death that quickens the sense of beauty. Remove this sense of death 

and the sense of beauty in earthly life withers. Thus paradisiac life involves 

sacrificing things Morris held very dear. The sense of the world's beauty that 

May Morris finds in "Bellerophon in Lycia"—the "enjoyment of the seasons' 

changes, of man's activities on the land, of the beauty of hill and stream and 

little house" (AWS I, 398)—appears throughout Morris' work, in the autumn 

scenery of "The Story of the Unknown Church," in the sensual imagery of 

poems like "The Defence of Guenevere," "Golden Wings," and "The Haystack 

in the Floods," in the seasonal descriptions of the Earthly Paradise month 

lyrics as well as the rich settings of the tales themselves, in the careful 

depiction of the lives of the folk in The House of the Wolfings and The Roots 

of the Mountains. Morris' love of the earth and the things in it is most 

clearly stated, however, by the speech he gives Ellen in News from Nowhere: 

" 'Howl love the earth, and the seasons, and weather, and all things that deal 

with it, and all that grows out of it. ...' " (XVI, 202). To live outside of 

time like Psyche or Ogier and perforce to abandon earthly consciousness is 

then a questionable triumph in the context of Morris' thought. As Vivian 

Fisher notes in her discussion of Ogier, "to live eternally is to die" as a 

human being ("Search," p. 147). 

If "The Story of Cupid and Psyche" and "Ogier the Dane" imply 

that successful escape from time involves sacrifice of earthly consciousness, 
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too high a price for the Morrisian sensibility to accept, other tales explore 

the catastrophic mingling of earthly and paradisiac awareness. It is tales 

like this that Carole G. Silver has in mind when she says that "the very 

changelessness that has been the hallmark of the terrestrial Eden and the 

perfect love found only in it, becomes the symbol of a hell on earth" ("Earthly 

Paradise," p. 37). In "The Love of Alcetis," for example, Admetus gains 

eternal life because his wife Alcestis is willing to die for him. However, 

instead of reveling in his immortality like Psyche or forgetting his earthly 

life like Ogier, Admetus thinks of what his new life has cost him, his 

beloved queen: 

. . . dead, his life she was, as she had been 
His life's delight while still she lived a queen. 
And he fell wondering if his life were gain, 
So wrapt as then in loneliness and pain; 
Yet therewithal no tears would fill his eyes, 
For as a God he was. 

(IV, 123-24) 

Walter and Bharam, the protagonists of "The Hill of Venus" and "The Man 

Who Never Laughed Again," also have disastrous encounters with paradise. 

After a time of bliss in the Hill of Venus, during which he grows "exceeding 

wise in love" (VI, 295), Walter experiences disillusionment and finds himself 

caught " 'twixt lessening joy and gathering fear" as he remembers the world 

he has abandoned. After an unsatisfactory visit to the world of men, Walter 

returns to the Hill of Venus and an existence both joyful and terrible: 

It passes mind of man to picture well 
His second sojourn in that land; yet gleams 
There might be thence, if one had heart to tell, 
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In sleepless nights, of horrors passing hell, 
Of joys by which our joys are misery; 
But hopeless both, if such a thing may be. 

(VI, 323) 

Bharam's adventure also concludes in hopelessness. Though warned against 

entering the paradise that has caused his friend Firuz such despair, Bharam 

finds that his interest in the unknown crowds out awareness of the real world 

in much the same way that Nicholas' tales obscured reality for Rolf: the 

people Bharam meets are like "empty shadows,M and "the world was narrowed 

to his heart at last" (V, 181). He enters the otherworld and lives happily 

with a fairy lover until she leaves for a hundred days, cautioning him not to 

enter a certain room during her absence, but giving him the key to guard. 

Bharam's curiosity overpowers him shortly before the lover returns; he 

enters the room and is expelled from paradise to wander the earth forlorn 

and miserable, preoccupied with the thought of what he has lost: 

. . . now and then men saw him on the quays, 
Gazing on busy scenes he heeded nought, 

And when they saw his dreamy eyes distraught, 
His changeless face drawn with that hidden pain, 
They said, "THE MAN WHO NE'ER SHALL LAUGH AGAIN." 

(V, 204) 

These three tales share a tormenting dual awareness of mortal and immortal 

that propels Admetus, Walter, and Bharam into the introspective mood that so 

dominates The Earthly Paradise, further demonstrating that paradise is not a 

valid solution to human problems. 
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The outer frame of The Earthly Paradise features an Apologist who 

lays claim to the interior world of dream and demonstrates a penchant for 

self-criticism; the second stage of the frame presents a group of Wanderers 

given to critical reflection on their wasted lives; the central core of the poem 

continues this personal, inward-looking emphasis in, for example, the 

Bellerophon tales, "The Story of Rhodope," "The Man Born to Be King," 

"The Son of Croesus," "The Proud King," "The Love of Alcestis," "The Hill 

of Venus," and "The Man Who Never Laughed Again," all of which delve into 

the psychology of their central characters, investigating individual motives 

and mental suffering. Some of the delving is done introspectively by the 

characters themselves: Jovinian, Admetus, Walter, and Bharam, for 

example, exhibit self-questioning tendencies. The persistent inward turn of 

the Earthly Paradise tales is even more prominent in "The Land East of the 

Sun and West of the Moon" and "The Writing on the Image," where it actually 

becomes a major subject. 

May Morris detects "more than a touch of the 'modern' introspective 

spirit" in "The Land East of the Sun" and finds that the love story within this 

tale has the modern complication of being "interwoven with doubt and per

plexity" (AWS I, 437, 411-412). Indeed, such is the relationship between 

Gregory and his dream that one may reasonably view this self-questioning, 

doubtful spirit as the primary subject of the tale. The consciousness of 

Gregory the Star-gazer frames a dream about a young man who wins the love 

of a swan-maiden, loses her, and finally finds her again in the Land East of 



the Sun and West of the Moon. The dream comes in three stages that mark 

Gregory's progressive involvement with the subject of his dream. In the 

first stage, Gregory dreams that he sits at King Magnus' court at Christmas-

tide when a gold-clad stranger enters and begins "great marvels of far lands 

to tell" (V, 26). There is something vaguely familiar about the stranger that 

surprises Gregory: 

. . . indeed 
That strange man in the royal weed, 
Seemed as his other self to be 
As he began this history. 

(V, 27) 

After an account of how John, a young peasant, wins the swan-maiden's love, 

the dream breaks and Gregory wakes, shortly to sleep and dream again. In 

the second stage of the dream, Gregory merges with his other self, becoming 

the tale-teller in the dream: 

. . . now the stranger-guest was gone 
As though he had not been, and he 
Himself, Star-gazing Gregory 
Sat by King Magnus, clad in gold, 
And in such wise the sequel told. 

(V, 50) 

An account of John's love follows; after three years with the swan-maiden he 

wishes to return to his own land and does so. The dream is interrupted, and 

Gregory wakes, sleeps, and dreams again. In the third stage of the dream 

the tale-teller is absent—Gregory has become John: 

. . .  t h e  K i n g ' s  h a l l  a n d  f e a s t  d i d  p a s s  
Clean from his mind; and now it seemed 
That of no tale-telling he dreamed, 
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But of his own life grown to be 
A new and marvellous history. 

(V, 85) 

This part of the dream, marking Gregory's closest involvement with the 

interior tale, recounts John's forlorn wandering through the world in search 

of his lost love. Gregory's nearness to this part of John's story is appro

priate, for Gregory, like John, is something of a wanderer, an outsider. The 

Star-gazer comes "from outland parts," and his knowledge of the stars sets 

him apart from other men, who think Gregory "overwise" and hold him 

"somewhat in fear" (V, 24). When finally John finds his love again, it is as 

though Gregory cannot identify with a happy dream counterpart. The dream 

ends and Gregory wakes to find his life as an outlander embittered by thoughts 

of felicity he cannot attain: 

. . . into ill thoughts did he fall, 
Of what a rude and friendless place 
The world was, through what empty days 
Men were pushed slowly down to death. 

(V, 119) 

The introspective loneliness suggested by the fitful dream and the dreamer's 

identification with John's forlorn wandering is reinforced by Gregory's 

contemplative disregard for his fellows after he wakes: 

Then o'er the fresh morn's breezy breath 
Was borne his fellows' cheery cry; 

And down the slope he saw them pass, 
And heard their voices blithe enough: 
But loathsome unto him, and rough 
Must all men seem upon that morn, 
Their speech a hard thing to be borne. 
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He stood by as they launched the boat, 
And little did their labour note, 
And set no hand thereto at all. . . . 

(V, 119) 

On the trip back to Marshal Biorn's hall, Gregory remains lost in thought, 

almost forgetting "fellows and boat and land and sea"; having landed, 

From all men would he go apart 
In woods and meads, and deal by art 
With his returning memory. . . . 

(V, 120) 

There is indeed "more than a touch of the 'modern' introspective spirit" in 

"The Land East of the Sun"—the tale is a frank exploration of a mind isolated 

and turned inward on itself. 

The importance of "The Land East of the Sim" extends beyond being 

a striking example of the introspective Earthly Paradise tale. The structure 

of this intricate tale mirrors the larger structure of the entire Earthly 

Paradise. Gregory's framing consciousness parallels that of the singer-

dreamer in the "Apology" and "Envoi" of the outer frame. Just as the 

singer-dreamer's voice speaks periodically in the month lyrics, so Gregory's 

consciousness periodically interrupts the dream tale of John and the swan-

maiden. Just as the singer-dreamer is involved with the Wanderers, his 

dream personae, so is Gregory involved with John, his dream persona. These 

correspondences show that the frame and the tales of The Earthly Paradise 

are linked together by reiterated structures as well as reiterated themes. 

Because it mirrors the larger pattern of the entire Earthly Paradise, the 

inward turn of "The Land East of the Sun" extends the withdrawal begun by the 



"Apology." The result is an effect much like the "endless perspective" and 

receding planes of reality found in "Lindenborg Pool" and "A Dream. " Dream 

unfolds within dream, each successive dream being bound to its frame by a 

psychological necessity—in the words of the Wanderer who tells the tale of 

the Star-gazer, 

. . .  i n  d r e a m s  
Of known things still we dream, whatever gleams 
Of unknown light may make them strange, so here 
Our dreamland story holdeth such things dear 
And such things loathed, as we do. . . . 

(V, 23) 

"The Writing on the Image," like "The Land East of the Sun," is a 

fable of descent into self. In this tale, possession of strange and secret lore 

enables a scholar to enter a subterranean burial place filled with treasure. 

He descends and loots the tombs uneventfully until his attempts to take a large 

green stone set in motion a device that extinguishes the light in the underground 

hall. Unable to find the exit in the darkness, the scholar is trapped. His 

physical descent and entrapment is a metaphor for the psychological descent 

into selfish greed and the isolation that such self-interested motives engender. 

The physical descent is motivated by the scholar's desire to become rich 

enough to indulge his wildest fantasies and build a paradise with 

things all men deem strange and rare, 
And crowds of women kind and fair, 
That I may see, if so I please, 
Laid on the flowers, or mid the trees 
With half-clad bodies wandering. 
There, dwelling happier than the King, 
What lovely days may yet be mine! 
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How shall I live with love and wine 
And music, till I come to die! 

(IV, 79) 

Predictably, the scholar's selfish desire defeats itself; instead of enabling 

the scholar to build a paradise that all men will admire, his greed leads him 

to take the green stone, springing a trap that isolates the scholar in both the 

physical prison of the underground chamber and the psychological prison of 

greedy ambition that shuts out all else. Like Jovinlan the proud king, the 

scholar discovers that self-interest can lead to the despair of isolation. 

The consequences of self-interest can extend beyond the individual, 

of course, and herein lies the social relevance of the so-called escapist 

Earthly Paradise. In focusing on personal subjects and the introspective, 

self-interested consciousness, Morris examines a key factor in modern 

social disorder, most clearly exploring in "The Death of Paris," "The 

Watching of the Falcon," and "The Lovers of Gudrun" the theme that 

uncontrolled self-interest precipitates social as well as personal ruin. 

"The Death of Paris" dwells on Paris' consuming love for Helen; 

Paris is pained at the thought of death primarily because it means losing her. 

As he dies, his foremost thought is that 

. . .  a l l  t h o s e  y e a r s  w i t h  p l e a s u r e  r i f e  
Should be a tale mid Helen's coming life, 
And she and all the world should go its ways, 
Midst other troubles, other happy days. 

(V, 20) 

Paris' love typifies self-interest that is socially irresponsible. The abduction 

of Helen has brought a debilitating siege, characterized by idle rage and 
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aimless bickering, to the Trojan gates, "and little glory fell to any there" 

(V, 4). Conversation in the streets says that " 'fastfrom the tree of Troy the 

boughs are shred' " (V, 6), and Oenone tells the dying Paris that Troy has 

become a city of death: 

. . . the Trojan ground 
Holds tombs, not houses now, all Gods are gone 
From out your temples but cold Death alone. 

(V, 16) 

All this ruin has been brought about by Paris' indulgence—Helen, says Oenone, 

is "my woe, the ruin of thy race" (V, 16). The lack of social conscience that 

allowed Paris to jeopardize an entire city to gratify his desire for Helen is 

evident when he is taken wounded out of the city to Mount Ida. Preoccupied 

with thoughts of Helen, he seems indifferent to the fate of his city: 

No farewell did he mutter 'neath his breath 
To failing Troy. . . . 

(V, 8) 

While Oenone lectures him on the miseries of Troy, Paris' thoughts turn to 

Helen and his love for her rather than to the ruin they have brought about. 

Though he is about to die "ruined midst ruin, ruining, bereft/ Of name and 

honour" (V, 17), his unremitting persistence in this destructive love is con

firmed by his dying words, "a mighty cry/ Of 'Helen, Helen, Helen!'" (V, 21). 

The Trojan ruins are a monument to a sensibility that places personal 

gratification above all else. 

"The Watching of the Falcon" is another tale in which an important 

man jeopardizes the fate of an entire people for the sake of fleeting personal 
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gratification. A certain land where "all is well as it can be" (IV, 161) is 

nevertheless peopled with folk given to "thought of what they could not have" 

and "nowise content with what they had" (IV, 162). Like the people he rules, 

the king of this land has a restless spirit that seeks what it does not have. He 

investigates the mystery of an enchanted castle where, as legend has it, the 

man who can unceasingly watch a falcon in the hall for seven days wins a wish 

from a beautiful woman who will then appear. Tales of past watchers indicate 

that even more difficult than the ordeal of watching itself is the task of making 

a wise request. Accordingly, the king thinks about his wish during the vigil, 

and his thoughts betray his self-interested nature: 

. . .  i n  h i s  m i n d  i t  r a n  
That he might win a boundless realm, 
Yea, come to wear upon his helm 
The crown of the whole conquered earth; 
That all who lived thereon, from birth 
To death should call him King and Lord, 
And great kings tremble at his word, 
Until in turn he came to die. 
Therewith a little did he sigh, 
But thought: "Of Alexander yet 
Men talk, nor would they e'er forget 
My name, if this should come to be. . . . 

(IV, 169) 

The king has presence of mind to reason that such desires are vain and decides 

not to request such fame and power. At the end of his successful vigil, how

ever, he makes a foolish choice of a different kind, requesting the love of the 

lady herself in spite of her warning that such a wish will have dire 

consequences: 
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"War without victory shalt thou have, 
Defeat, nor honour shalt thou save; 
Thy fair land shall be rent and torn, 
Thy people be of all forlorn, 
And all men curve thee for this thing." 

(IV, 177) 

The king receives his night of bliss with the lady, and soon catastrophe is 

upon him. A favorite son "waged war against him bitterly"; his daughter, 

"the image of all purity," is disgraced (TV, 180); a host of enemies arrives 

and destroys the social fabric of the once prosperous land: 

The barbarous foe did overwhelm 
The cities and the fertile plain, 
And many a peaceful man was slain, 
And many a maiden brought to shame, 
And yielded towns were set aflame; 
For all the land was masterless. 

(IV, 184) 

As for the king, he is killed by traitors while he sleeps, and the pattern of 

personal and social ruin resulting from undisciplined self-gratification is 

completed. 

"The Lovers of Gudrun" represents a more complex treatment of 

willful love and its social consequences than either of the two previous tales. 

This tale brings together again the major themes of isolation and time-

oppression, telling of lonely folk ''yearning for love, striving 'gainst change 

and hate" (V, 250). Like most of the Earthly Paradise tales, "The Lovers of 

Gudrun" has an unmistakable personal tenor, differing in this respect from 

its source, Laxdoela Saga. Just as Morris modifies his Defence of Guenevere 

sources to inject a modern psychological interest, so he makes significant 
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additions to his source in writing "The Lovers of Gudrun." As May Morris 

points out, this tale "is full of the subtleties of modern love—passion, hatred, 

jealousy, doubt of the reality of life itself; Morris adds to the laconic saga 

description and "tells us what is moving beneath the surface" (AWS I, 431). 

These observations are echoed by Oscar Maurer's more detailed discussion 

of Morris' use of the saga source: 

The author of the saga claims no intimate knowledge of the inner 
workings of his characters' minds or emotions. His business is 
to set down the events of the tale, leaving analysis and speculation 
to the reader. The effect of Morris' treatment of character in his 
poem is to add the personal and emotional development which the 
saga omits.34 

As Maurer indicates, this treatment sacrifices some of the hardness and 

grimness of the original, but creates a set of characters with modern 

introspective tendencies. 

The unfortunate loves of Bodli Thorleikson, Kiartan Olafson, and 

Gudrun, daughter of Oswif, are the subject of this study of motive and conduct. 

These three characters move in a social context that shifts from peace and 

mutual love to murderous strife and hatred between Herdholt (Olaf's stead) 

and Bathstead (Oswif's home). In fact, it is the personal misfortune of Bodli, 

Kiartan, and Gudrun that precipitates this social ruin. Kiartan, a youth with 

promise of greatness, comes to love the beautiful but unlucky Gudrun, 

already twice wed, once divorced, and once widowed. Bodli, the newphew of 

Olaf, is a close friend and accompanies Kiartan when he visits Gudrun— 

34"Laxdoela Saga," p. 429. 
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unfortunately, Bodli also comes to love Gudrun. Bodli and Kiartan leave to 

seek adventure in Norway, and Bodli returns to Iceland without Kiartan, 

giving Gudrun what he believes to be a true report—that Kiartan intends to 

marry Olaf Tryggvison's sister Ingibiorg. Bodli marries a disappointed 

Gudrun and goes to live at Bathstead, the long-absent Kiartan returns, and 

peace and good will between Herdholt are threatened and eventually destroyed. 

The passion, hatred, jealousy, and doubt that May Morris lists as "the 

subtleties of modern love" are directly responsible for the social dissolution 

in "The Lovers of Gudrun." 

In the usual love triangle there is at least one injured parly. When 

there is mutual admiration among all members, as in "The Lovers of Gudrun," 

there are often three injured parties. The love between Kiartan and Gudrun 

is frustrated when Gudrun marries Bodli; the love between Kiartan and Bodli 

is disrupted by what seems to be Bodli* s treachery in stealing Gudrun away; 

and the love between Gudrun and Bodli is destroyed by Gudrun's chagrin at 

having lost Kiartan. Thus all three are dissatisfied, and there is ample moti

vation for bitterness that might result in hostility. The real basis for the 

personal and social catastrophe in "The Lovers of Gudrun," however, is not 

simply the unfortunate marriage of Bodli and Gudrun, but the very nature of 

the love and the lovers presented in the tale. For Bodli, Kiartan, and Gudrun, 

love is an inexorable and often destructive force. The first hint of this 

destructive side of love is given by Guest the Wise, who, having interpreted 
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Gudrun's dreams, foresees "love slaying love" (V, 269). Refna, the woman 

Kiartan marries when he loses Gudrun, speaks of love as a persistent craving, 

saying, 

". . . nought can allay the soul 
Of that sad thirst, but love untouched and whole!" 

(V, 355) 

There is no controlling this force, as Kiartan tells Bodli: 

"Doubt not but thou art helpless, and the tool 
O f  t h y  m a d  l o v e ,  a n d  t h a t  i l l  c o m e s  f r o m  i l l .  . . . "  

(V, 353) 

An aged Gudrun at the end of the tale likewise recognizes both the irresistible 

appeal of love and its contradictory destructiveness, saying to her son, 

". . . thou ask'st of love! 
Long folly lasteth; still that word doth move 
My old worn heart—hearken one little word, 

"I did the worst to him I loved the most. " 
(V, 395) 

In "The Lovers of Gudrun," as in the month lyrics of the Earthly 

Paradise frame, love's craving is intensified by a sense of passing time. 

Bodli is restive during his stay in Iceland, unwilling that he should lose time 

away from Gudrun. Kiartan stays longer but is no less sensitive to time, for 

memories of Bodli and the message he took to Gudrun "stirred/ Doubts of the 

changing days in Kiartan's mind" (V, 313). Gudrun likewise waits impatiently: 

"Late grows the year," 
She said, "and winter cometh with its fear 
And dreams of dying hopes. Ah me, I change, 
And my heart hardens!" 

(V, 304) 
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Acting on the irrational compulsion of love compounded by the urgency of pas

sing time, the lovers create the typical modern love situation, i. e., a situa-

qe 
tion characterized by misunderstanding and brooding withdrawal into self. 

When Kiartan returns to Iceland, Gudrun assumes that Bodli has consciously 

betrayed him by lying to her; she berates Bodli, then leaves him in a quandary 

that will last the rest of his life: 

. . . with one dreadful look she fled away 
And left him 'twixt the dark night and the day 
'Twixt good and ill, 'twixt love and struggling hate, 
The coming hours of restless pain to wait. 

(V, 331) 

Like Bodli, Gudrun often finds herself in lonely, despairing thought, cut off 

from the life around her: 

Deaf, dumb, and blind, long hours she went about 
Her father's house, till folk began to doubt 
If she would ever speak a word again; 
Nay, scarce yet could she think about her pain, 
Or e'en know what it was, but seemed to face 
Some huge blank wall within a lonely place. 

(V, 342) 

Even Kiartan, whose active nature usually contrasts with Bodli's brooding, 

Hamlet-like introspection, becomes moody and withdrawn when he returns 

and discovers Gudrun's marriage. Olaf chides him for his lonely mood, 

urging him to put aside his disappointment (V, 333), but to no avail. At a 

festive gathering Kiartan sits brooding over his loneliness "mid the clamour 

35 , It is interesting to note that Jessie Kocmanova has compared the 
month lyrics, whose hopeless love situations are quite similar to those in 
"The Lovers of Gudrun," to George Meredith's Modern Love (Poetic Maturing, 
pp. 45-46). 
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of the hall, / Where few men knew his heart" (V, 339). Of Gudrun and Kiartan 

is is said, "a wall of shame and wrong betwixt them was" (V, 336); indeed, 

this barrier separates all three lovers. 

The blind pursuit of love and the consequent personal ruin of 

Kiartan (killed by Bodli), Bodli (killed by Kiartan's brothers), and Gudrun 

(who lives to realize she did the worst to him she loved the most) takes its 

toll on the social order of the Laxdalers. As Helen is to Paris, Gudrun is to 

Bodli both "his curse and his delight" (V, 370) and is even obliquely compared 

to Helen at the beginning of the tale when it is noted that Gudrun's birth 

the wondering world no more might blapgg 
Than hers who erst called Tyndarus her sire. 
What hearts soe'er, what roof-trees she might fire, 
What hearts soe'er, what hearths she might leave cold, 
Before the ending of the tale be told. 

(V, 252) 

Like Helen and Paris, Gudrun, Bodli and Kiartan jeopardize an entire social 

or der in attempting to satisfy their desires; their tale demonstrate clearly 

that Morris' determined adherence to personal subjects, to studies of motive 

and individual conduct, has important social implications even though social 

themes are not the focus of attention. 

The Earthly Paradise is far from being an escapist indulgence on 

the part of a medieval enthusiast, for in the fables of self, in the Wanderers' 

self-critical disillusionment, and in the singer-dreamer's questioning of his 

36 Tyndarus, or Tyndareus, a mortal, is the presumed father of 
Helen of Troy; Helen's real father, of course, is the immortal Zeus. 



art and love Morris attacks a root problem of his time: how does one confront 

the desolation wrought by the sense of inconstancy in modern life ? are there 

ways to relieve the isolation and loneliness, to escape the "narrow chamber 

of the individual mind" and its "dream of a world" where the modern con

sciousness has been imprisoned by its sense of time and restless change? 

The Earthly Paradise and its three-stage penetration of the individual con

sciousness continues both the introspective forms and themes of the Oxford 

and Cambridge Magazine tales and the Defence of Guenevere poems. These 

early works imply that personal attempts to remedy the problems of isolation 

and time-oppression ultimately fail; in the late prose romances, Morris pro

ceeds to a more comprehensive strategy that is social in emphasis yet main

tains the worth of the individual. The transition between the early fables of 

isolation and the later fables of community is evident in Love Is Enough, the 

next work to be discussed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LOVE IS ENOUGH 

Perhaps the most stroking feature of Morris' dramatic poem Love 

Is Enough is its technical complexity. This poem, like The Earthly Paradise, 

possesses a multistage structure whose components are distinguished by a 

variety of attitudes and metrical forms. It is this penchant for the large 

structure that Mackail refers to when he says of Love Is Enough, "the archi

tectural instinct, the faculty of design in its highest form, which was the 

quality in which Morris's unique strength lay, was never applied by him with 

more certain and delicate a touch. Previous discussion has shown how 

important the dynamics of such a structure are. In the case of The Earthly 

Paradise, past critical insistence on looking at the part rather than the whole 

led to a generally distorted view in which a superficial reading of the "Apology" 

sufficed to interpret the entire poem. In similar fashion, Love Is Enough has 

suffered at the hands of critics who do not understand the dynamics of its 

structure. E. P. Thompson, having found the Earthly Paradise framework 

"entirely static," further demonstrates his insensitivity to Morris' 

"architectural instinct" by saying of Love Is Enough that 

1J. W. Mackail, The Life of William Morris (London: Longmans, 
1899; rpt. 1907), I, 283. 
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the technical intricacies of the poem's structure which have some
times been praised, are largely mechanical. ... the poetry of 
mood . . . relapses again and again into either rhetoric or plati
tude. It is a poem which might as well be forgotten—the lowest 
ebb of Morris's creative life. ̂  

Philip Henderson likewise finds a lack of vigor in this poem, which he des

cribes as "one of Morris's most enervated works. . . . even more pale and 

wan than The Earthly Paradise," maintaining that "the best thing about it is the 

3 design he did for the cover." Vivian Fisher follows the lead of Thompson 

4 
and Henderson, judging the poem to have a static quality and stiff dialogue. 

Robert Stallman acknowledges the technical complexity of the poem but con-

5 siders it "a dead end." In stark contrast to these latter-day critics, Morris' 

contemporary D. G. Rossetti wrote in a letter to William Bell Scott of the 

"higher point of execution," the "passionate lyric quality," and the "mature 

g 
balance" that he perceived in the poem. Clearly, Mackail and Rossetti find 

a vitality in Love Is Enough that Thompson, Henderson, and others have 

missed, and it is significant that their favorable view proclaims mature 

2 William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (London: Lawrence 
andWishart, 1955), pp. 191-92. 

3 William Morris: His Life, Work and Friends (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1967), pp. 128-29. 

4 Vivian Boyd Fisher, "The Search for Reality through Dreams: A 
Study of the Work of William Morris from 1856 to 1872" (Diss. Emory, 1973), 
p. 178. 

5 
Robert Lester Stallman, "The Quest of William Morris" (Diss. 

Oregon, 1966), p. 402. 

® Quoted in Mackail, Life I, 280. 
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balance and mastery of design where Thompson and Henderson find a "largely 

mechanical" structure that is "curiously pointless. " This discrepancy in 

interpretation points up a key question in criticism of Love Is Enough: exactly 

what is the structure of this poem and how do its components interact? Is the 

poem static and dead, or is there a dynamic principle that motivates the work 

and binds its parts together ? 

The components themselves are apparent: two sets of spectators, 

a royal and a peasant couple, observe a play that presents the story of 

Pharamond the Freed; this play is embellished by a set of lyrics—the Music— 

and the speeches of the personified figure of Love. Not so apparent is the 

logic that governs the arrangement of these parts. Let us begin by noting 

Mackail's description of Morris1 "use of receding planes of action": 

The outer frame is given by the rustic lovers, Giles and Joan. 
Within this is a second plane, in which stand the Emperor and 
Empress. Within this again, in the central plane, is Love as 
the interpreter of the action, both inwards and outwards. On 
the fourth plane is the main action itself, the dramatic interlude 
of the Freeing of Pharamond: and on the last and inmost of all, 
subtilized out of any definite personality and charged with all the 
distilled emotion of the fourfold action, is "the Music," the final 
and interpenetrating spirit of the whole work. (Life I, 281-82) 

This description is the model that most critics have used as the basis for 

slightly variant explanations of the Love Is Enough structure. For example, 

May Morris places the royal couple in the outer plane and Love in the plane 

following the drama of Pharamond (thus: royal couple; peasant couple; 
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7 Pharamond; Love; Music). Jack Lindsay also notes a division much like 

Mackail*s, but says that Love, not the Music, occupies the innermost plane 

g 
(thus: peasant couple; royal couple; Pharamond; Music; Love). John 

Drinkwater makes a more fundamental departure from the Mackail scheme, 

placing the drama of Pharamond in the innermost plane, with Love, the Music, 

the royal couple, and the peasant couple in successive planes. Key elements 

of Mackail's analysis are indispensable: the notion of interlocking planes of 

action is an essential concept, and I agree that the peasants and the royal 

couple occupy the outer planes of action. But since the Music lyrics and 

Love's speeches actually envelop the drama of Pharamond, preceding and fol

lowing the play as well as connecting its scenes, it seems more plausible to 

side with Drinkwater in placing Pharamond's drama innermost. We now have 

a play-within-a-play structure with Pharamond at the center and four encircling 

planes that provide comment on the inner play. These four outer planes logi

cally fall into two groups, one containing the couples who watch and comment 

on the play, and one containing the Music and Love, which also comment on 

and at one point briefly merge with the play. A simplified description of the 

7AWS I, 441. 

8William Morris: His Life and Work (London: Constable, 1975), 
p. 188. 

9William Morris: A Critical Study (New York: Mitchell Kennerley, 
1912), p. 125. 
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Love Is Enough structure would include three stages: 1) the rustics and the 

royal couple; 2) the Music and Love; and 3) Pharamond the Freed. This 

scheme, representing a major revision of the Mackail analysis, has two 

important advantages: first, it more plausibly reflects the relationship of the 

Music, Love, and the interior play, concerning which there has been critical 

confusion; second, it helps to reveal the contrapuntal logic that is the 

underlying principle of Love Is Enough. 

Before examining in detail the three stages of this revised struc

tural analysis, we should probe the effect of and the possible reason for such 

a complex structure and consider the propriety of the contrapuntal logic 

within this complexity. Love Is Enough, like The Earthly Paradise, is struc

turally difficult and ironically invites what it would avoid—the simplistic 

response. It is easier to read the "Apology" hurriedly and to infer that what 

follows is an escapist poem than it is to pursue through The Earthly Paradise 

the tortuous and tentative paths that chart a crisis of modern consciousness. 

Likewise, it is far easier to seize the apparent moral of the drama of 

Pharamond—love is enough—and to conclude that the elaborate superstructure 

is mechanical and pointless than it is to follow the interlocking structures to 

see how they amplify the carefully qualified statement of the interior play, 

producing a complex statement rather than a complicated platitude. Even 

Philip Henderson, who disparages Love Is Enough, senses a complexity that 

he is unwilling to admit, saying that "one would think the title ironic, except 

that Morris was not given to irony" (William Morris, p. 128). Indeed, as 
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preceding sections of this essay have shown, Morris is nothing if not ironic— 

consider, for example, "Frank's Sealed Letter," "The Defence of Guenevere," 

"Old Love," and of course The Earthly Paradise. Morris' method is rarely 

straightforward, but on the contrary is characterized by the revelation of 

psychological contradictions and unexpected complications, by tentative state

ment and undercutting qualification. One is never free to take a Morris work 

for granted but must ever be weighing the part against the whole, questioning 

whether the obvious meaning is really the point. Bernard Shaw rightly insists 

that the moral of the poem is not "that irritating nineteenth century cliche 

'love is enough.' This cliche is a point of reaction and forms the basis for 

an intricate multistage poem that articulates a highly complex statement about 

a continuing concern in Morris' work—the modern sense of isolation and 

time-oppression. "Love is enough" is no more the moral of this poem than 

"God's in his heaven, all's right with the world" is the moral of Browning's 

Pippa Passes. This view is borne out by the network of tense oppositions 

that continually calls into question the notion that love is enough. 

The logic of counterpoint not only operates within Love Is Enough, 

but also extends beyond the poem, establishing it as a turning point in Morris' 

exploration of time and personal isolation. On the one hand, the poem looks 

back to the personal solution of the earlier works, in which the redemptive 

power of romantic love is examined. On the other hand, Love Is Enough looks 

10George Bernard Shaw, "Morris as I Knew Him," in AWS II, xxxvii. 
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forward to the communal solution of the late romances, rejecting the notion 

that love is enough in itself to defeat the isolative force of time. Love Is 

Enough also represents a formal shift from The Earthly Paradise—no longer 

does the entire work proceed from a limited consciousness. Instead of begin

ning with a dreamer and probing his consciousness only, Love Is Enough 

places the dreamer, Pharamond, deep in the interior of the poem, subjecting 

his experience to critical examination by outsiders. In this more objective 

presentation of the dreaming consciousness we can see a trend away from the 

subjective probing of the early works toward the more objective vision of the 

11 
late romances. 

Pharamond the Freed: A Morality 

To the reader who refuses to admit Morris' ironic method, the 

drama of Pharamond the Freed, the central core that the enveloping planes 

of action comment on, advances a simple moral—whatever pass one's worldly 

affairs come to, love is enough to provide the necessary solace for the human 

spirit. This inner play presents King Pharamond's quest for love. His 

imagination fired by the beautiful woman of his dreams, Pharamond abandons 

Obvious exceptions would seem to be the two political romances, 
A Dream of John Ball and News from Nowhere, which are presented subjec
tively as dreams. However, these dreams are qualitatively different from 
the interior journeys in the early works, having as their subject a social 
rather than a personal vision. Therefore, despite their dream frames, the 
two political romances do not have the psychological tenor of the early maga
zine tales or The Earthly Paradise and thus do reflect the more objective 
vision of Morris' late period. 
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his kingdom to search for her, enduring long, arduous travel and risking death 

before he finallycomes to the land of his dreams. Having found love, 

Pharamond returns to his kingdom, thinking to reclaim it and combine the ful

fillment of love with that of royal power, only to discover that most people 

have forgotten him and that former constable Theobald now occupies the 

throne. Pharamond is unwilling to stir up the civil strife necessary to retake 

his kingdom and prefers to return empty-handed to the poor, kingless land 

where his love Azalais waits. The apparent statement of the interior play, 

conveniently presented in an argument that precedes the poem, is that 

Pharamond, "WHO LEFT ALL TO SEEK LOVE . . . HAVING FOUND IT, 

FOUND THIS ALSO, THAT HE HAD ENOUGH, THOUGH HE LACKED ALL 

ELSE" (IX, 3). Close examination, however, reveals that the drama of 

Pharamond is neither as simple nor as straightforward as the bare plot and 

the predigested argument suggest. Rather, the play continues the exposition 

of Morris' basic themes within a structure that opposes statement with 

counterstatement to show, as do the month lyrics of The Earthly Paradise, 

that love has a destructive as well as a fulfilling aspect, to show that love is 

threatened and limited by the isolative force of time, to show in fact that love 

is not enough. 

Pharamond's situation at the beginning of the play is typical of the 

protagonists in Morris' early work. The king is sunk in a mood of "gloom and 

despairing," absorbed in personal problems to the extent that he takes little 

notice of his royal duties and pleasures. He returns "unkingly, unhappy," 
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from hunting, tilting, sailing, and passing judgment at the high court (IX, 

14-15). He frets in his temporal bondage, protesting "day . . . thronging on 

day" (IX, 30), "the hours of the weary days wearing," even "the minutes of the 

hours," for "the day of deeds" and of royal responsibility has become a prison 

that hampers his pursuit of love (EX, 32-33). In fact, Pharamond's self-

absorbed, time-oppressed attitude is much like the Wanderers', and so is the 

response to his situation. The Wanderers envision an earthly paradise, 

abandoning homeland and the prospect of martial glory like King Edward's to 

seek out their dream. Pharamond also has an imaginative vision—the dream 

of love—and abandons all else to pursue it. His decision to do so and the 

entire course of his search point up the basic oppositions that constitute the 

motive force not only for Pharamond's drama but also for the two outer 

stages of Love Is Enough. These oppositions are of two kinds—concerning on 

the one hand the contradictory nature of love itself and on the other hand the 

conflict between love's dream and the actual world that Pharamond abandons 

to pursue the dream. The outer stages of the poem enlarge on the contradic

tions of love and further insist on the clash between love and the world, in 

effect amplifying the dramatic tensions created in the interior play. 

Pharamond's experience ranges from the depths of despair to the 

heights of fulfillment. These extremes reflect two different aspects of love, 

for Pharamond's despair is just as certainly brought about by love as is ful

fillment. In short, love has a dark as well as a bright side, a theme already 

advanced in the Earthly Paradise month lyrics, "The Death of Paris," and 
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"The Lovers of Gudrun." Temporal process is closely involved with these 

two sides of love, for in this play time is both love's enemy and its agent. 

Pharamond may fret at the "weary days wearing" (EX, 33) because a neces

sary passage of time separates him from his love, but after the quest in time 

that enables him to find Azalais, Pharamond attaches a positive value to the 

travail he has endured: 

O joy hard to bear, but for memory of sorrow, 
But for pity of past days whose bitter is sweet now! 
Let us speak, love, together some word of our story, 
That our lips as they part may remember the glory. 

(IX, 62) 

The tale of the despairing quest, in other words, is an integral part of the 

fulfilled glory. Yet love's subjection to time, exemplified by this quest, is 

the ultimate qualifier of the glory and the claim that love is enough. Love is 

both triumphant over and subject to time. Pharamond indicates love's eternal 

aspect, exclaiming at one point that "unending, unchanging desire fulfils me!" 

(IX, 62); but at another point he seems to deny the unchanging quality of love: 

Bear me witness to love, and the world he has fashioned! 
It shall change, we shall change. . . . 

Apostrophizing Azalais, he begs her to "faint not in love as thy Pharamond 

fainteth!" (IX, 75). Where then is the "unending, unchanging desire" that 

Pharamond earlier spoke of ? If love is ultimately subject to time, in what 

sense is it valid to say that love has an eternal quality ? To answer these 

questions, one must understand what kinds of change and permanence are 

intended. Pharamond's comments on the world love has fashioned suggest 

natural process: 
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It shall change, we shall change, as through rain and througjh sunshine 
The green rod of the rose-bough to blossoming changeth. 

(IX, 75) 

These lines describe the waxing of the "long year of Love." The process of 

change also implies waning, however, as Pharamond's closing comments on 

his weariness bear out. The seasonal metaphor, then, implies both death and 

rebirth, a process eternal by virtue of cyclic repetition. We may infer, how

ever, that as conscious being the lovers are different from the rest of nature: 

the price they eventually pay for individual awareness is extinction. We have 

encountered this issue already in the Earthly Paradise month lyrics where the 

speaker's consciousness is contrasted with the unconsciousness of the brown 

birds. The speaker acknowledges the ultimate consequence of his difference 

in the November lyric, finding November a "changeless seal of change," a 

"strange image of the dread eternity" in which "these outstretched feverish 

hands, this restless heart" can have no part because the individual is not 

repeated in the seasonal cycle. Similarly, Pharamond can call his desire for 

love "unending, unchanging" because it is part of a continuing process greater 

than himself. At the same time, his love can be regarded as impermanent, 

since individual overs are not eternal, though love itself may be. The cyclic 

drama of love goes on, but the cast of players is ever-changing. For the indi

vidual whose "year of love" must end, love in itself is a limited strategy with 

which to combat the isolative force of time. In his last speech, acknowledging 

the limitation that time places on love, Pharamond imagines that the absent 

Azalais speaks: 
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Weary I wax, and my life is a-waning; 
Life lapseth fast, and I faint for thee, Pharamond, 
What art thou lacking if Love no more sufficeth ? 

He concludes, "Yea, Love were enough if thy lips were not lacking" (IX, 75). 

In view of Azalais* imagined lament, this last statement means more than 

simply, "Love would be enough if you were here with me." Rather, Pharamond 

seems to be saying, "Love would be enough if it were not for time that will 

ravage these lips." The conditional tenor of the closing sentence indicates 

that the platitude "love is enough" is being questioned rather than being 

endorsed and appaluded. 

Thus the interior play features conflict rather than certainty, and 

taking into account the contradictory destructive and fulfilling attributes of 

love, it is not surprising that there should be conflicting attitudes toward the 

dream of love that persuades Pharamond to abandon his kingdom and embark 

on a desperate quest. As advocates of the opposed realms of dream and 

actuality (or in the play's terms, love and world), Pharamond and his foster 

father Oliver exhibit clashing attitudes that further illustrate the contrapuntal 

logic pervading the interior play and extending through the entire poem. 

Pharamond's attitude is one of withdrawal from the actual world to a private 

dream world. Pygmalion-like, Pharamond creates his own imaginative vision 

of love; Azalais is an emanation of his own deeply-felt needs. As he says of 

his dreams, 

. . . there the unknown desire 
Of my soul I beheld, —wrought in shape of a woman. 

(IX, 29) 
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Pharamond retreats to his dream because he finds the demands of "ruling a 

dull folk" (IX, 33) stifling. His reflections on King Theobald emphasize 

Pharamond's conviction that governmental affairs consist of an unsatisfying, 

repetitive round of activities: "thy dull morrow cometh and is as to-day is" 

(IX, 74). For Pharamond, as for the Wanderers in The Earthly Paradise, 

the glitter of the imaginative vision makes the actual world appear unworthy 

by comparison. In effect, Pharamond and the Wanderers are unfitted for 

action when they turn inward and indulge personal interests. Jessie 

Kocmanova has suggested that "rejection of work . . . rejection of human 

12 community, and concentration on individual, egocentric emotion" constitute 

a thematic weakness in Love Is Enough, and though in my opinion this state

ment is not a fair evaluation of the entire poem, it does describe Pharamond's 

attitude quite well. Pharamond resembles the protagonists of "The Watching 

of the Falcon," "The Death of Paris," and "The Lovers of Gudrun" in placing 

personal desire above all else. His solution to the problem of isolation is 

self-centered and can easily be contrasted with the solution presented in one 

of the most important late romances, The House of the Wolfings. In this work 

we find a similar conflict between world and love, between public and private 

interests, but Thiodolf s values are not as self-centered as Pharamond's. 

Thiodolf, forced to choose between fulfillment of his love and the welfare of 

his people, sacrifices his personal interest, placing his faith in the community 

12 The Poetic Maturing of William Morris: From The Earthly 
Paradise to The Pilgrims of Hope, in Brno Studies in English, 5 (1964), 135. 
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of the folk rather than a limited personal relationship. In the light of this 

comparison, Pharamond's egocentricity is striking. 

Pharamond's attitude is countered by that of his foster father, 

Oliver, who looks outward rather than inward. Oliver's allegiance is to the 

actual world, and he regards the dream of love as a pernicious influence. He 

does accompany the king on his quest, but fears the consequences both for 

Pharamond and for the kingdom. Oliver's attitude toward the dream of love 

surfaces immediately when Pharamond first discloses the series of dreams 

that has led to his state of gloom and despair. Oliver imagines how history 

will view Pharamond's surrender to the appeal of the dream: 

But a night's dream undid him, and he died, and his kingdom 
By unheard-of deeds fashioned, was tumbled together, 
By false men and fools to be fought for and ruined. 
Such words shall my ghost see the chronicler writing 
In the days that shall be. . . . 

(IX, 27-28) 

He explains to Pharamond how deceptive and frustrating the glittering 

promise of the dream can prove: 

Knowest thou not how words fail us awaking 
That we seemed to hear plain amid sleep and its sweetness ? 

(IX, 28) 

The depth of Oliver's consternation at Pharamond's abandonment to dream is 

reflected in an aside in the same scene; having advised Pharamond to rest 

and sleep for awhile, Oliver says to himself, "my soul shall depart ere thou 

wak'st peradventure" (IX, 28). As the conversation proceeds, Pharamond's 

attention lapses—the stage direction reads, Falls a-musing again—and Oliver 
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laments, "once more he is speechless mid evil dreams sunken" (IX, 28). 

Pharamond's abdication of social responsibility Oliver likens to Paris' 

self-serving love for Helen: 

O ye warders of Troy-walls, join hands through the darkness, 
Tell us tales of the Downfall, for we too are with you! 

(IX, 29) 

Three years later, with the foster son fallen ill in the quest, Oliver regrets 

his deference to Pharamond's wishes: 

Ah, woe's me for my kindness, 
For the day when thou drew'st me and I let thee be drawn 
Into toils I knew deadly, into death thou desiredst! 
And woe's me that I die not! 

(IX, 49) 

Though Pharamond eventually succeeds in finding the woman of his dreams, 

Oliver cannot forget what Pharamond's fulfillment has cost the kingdom. 

When they return to find former constable Theobald on the throne, Oliver 

surveys the situation and deems some practical action necessary: 

In one word, 'tis battle; the days we begun with 
Must begin once again with the world waxen baser. 

(IX, 68) 

He is incredulous when Pharamond declines to fight for the kingdom and depose 

Theobald and his scoundrel advisor Honorius, for in Oliver's view social 

justice demands it: "Nay, what hast thou heard of their babble and baseness ?" 

(IX, 69). In spite of his objections, Oliver again accedes to Pharamond's 

decision; they will return to the poor land of Azalais' origin without attempting 

to redress the wrongs they see. For Pharamond, the decision is relatively 

easy: 
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. . . shall I, who was king once, grow griping and weary 
In unclosing the clenched fists of niggards who hold them, 
These gifts that I had once, and, having, scarce heeded? 
Nay, one thing I have sought, I have sought and have found it, 
And thou, friend, hast helped me and seest me made happy. 

(IX, 70) 

Oliver agrees to the withdrawal with greater reluctance; he is resigned to 

leaving, but his sense of social responsibility dogs him to the end: 

Farewell then the last time, O land of my fathers! 
Farewell, feeble hopes that I once held so mighty. 

(IX, 70) 

The assertion and counterassertion provided by contradictory 

aspects of love and conflicting attitudes toward world and love belie the 

common opinion that drama is lacking in Love Is Enough- Far from being a 

dramatically vacuous part of a platitudinous whole, the interior drama pos

sesses genuine dramatic tension devoted to complex statement. Kocmanova 

has sensed rather than clearly perceived the real drama of the play, for she 

qualifies the standard view that the tale of Pharamond is "too static, too weak 

in dramatic incident" with an interesting footnote: "it may be regarded as a 

prototype for the later spiritual dramas of Yeats, which are largely dialogues 

of subjective analysis" (Poetic Maturing, p. 133). This offhand comment 

represents perhaps one of Kocmanova's best insights into Love is Enough, for 

it suggests the kind of drama that the interior play and the entire poem present, 

a drama of attitudes, not physical action. This is why a bare plot outline and 

an argument describing only Pharamond's actions is so misleading, for his 

adventures are only part of the story, a framework for expressing his attitude. 
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We cannot understand Pharamond's position without taking into account the 

opposite position that Oliver takes. We cannot fully appreciate their differ

ences in attitude without also taking into consideration the contradictory 

aspects of love that are also "actors," for we must remember that this play 

is a morality, a dramatic form in which concepts and attitudes are the true 

dramatis personae. If, then, we take the play on its own terms as we should, 

it is hard to deny that the kind of drama peculiar to the morality play is pres

ent. Morris heightens this drama of attitudes by making the moral ironic, 

calling it into question and presenting a debate rather than a straightforward 

statement. Complex as the interior play is, however, it is but part of a yet 

more complex whole. The outer stages of Love Is Enough, organized also on 

the principle of counterpoint, employ a variety of voices to augment and com

ment on the drama of Pharamond, amplifying its basic oppositions. 

Love and the Music: Critical Voices 

Love and the Music, the elements that comprise the next structural 

level, are attached to the interior drama of Pharamond; i. e., they are part 

of the performance that the persons in the outer frame view, they reflect the 

themes of the interior drama, and at one point they merge with the play so 

that Pharamond speaks with Love and hears the Music lyrics. Nevertheless, 

Love and the Music are set apart from the play itself, and distinguished from 

each other, by attitude and metrical form—in short, Love and the Music 

counterpoint each other and the drama of Pharamond. The primarily 
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four-stress alliterative meter of the interior play is set against the heroic 

couplet of Love's speeches and the basically dactylic lines of the Music 

13 lyrics; the enacted incidents of Pharamond's drama are contrasted with 

Love's direct address and the Music's detached lyric voice. One basic func

tion of a differentiated Love and Music is to reiterate the themes of the 

interior play in a different key, to amplify and clarify the basic oppositions 

found there. Another perhaps more important function is to provide a frame 

for the play that will break up any illusion of reality and stimulate critical 

examination of the play by its viewers, to call attention to the artifice of the 

play and to encourage active participation rather than passive observation. 

Both Love and Music reiterate the contradictions of love and the 

conflict between world and love found in the interior play. That the tale of 

Pharamond is basically a study in oppositions is made clear by Love's first 

speech, which explains that often 

The crown of love laid on my bosom soft 
Be woven of bitter death and deathless fame, 
Bethorned with woe, and fruited thick with shame. 

(IX, 12) 

Pharamond's case, though not quite so dire, is still characterized by the dual 

nature of love—soft and inviting on the one hand, sharp and threatening on the 

other—for the tale of Pharamond is described as a "wavering tune/ 'Twixt joy 

13 * See Kocmanova (Poetic Maturing, pp. 123-26) and Mackail (Life 
I, 281-85) for description and anlysis of the various meters. 
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and sadness" (IX, 13). The catalogue of Love's gifts to Pharamond indicates 

the contrarieties of love: 

I from the cradle gifts to him did give 
Unmeet belike for rulers of the earth; 
As sorrowful yearning in the midst of mirth, 
Pity midst anger, hope midst scorn and hate. . . . 

(IX, 22) 

Love has given not only gifts that sustain Pharamond in times of stress—pity 

and hope—but also the gift of yearning, "a pain to pierce his last coat of con

tent" (IX, 23) and send him out on the quest for Azalais. Having brought about 

Pharamond's "wandering-tide of three long bitter years," Love poses the 

question of his contradictory nature, insisting that his seeming cruelty is 

tempered by sympathy: 

Woe's me then! am I cruel, or am I grown 
The scourge of Fate, lest men forget to moan ? 
What!—is there blood upon these hands of mine ? 
Is venomed anguish mingled with my wine ? 
—Blood there may be, and venom in the cup; 
But see, Beloved, how the tears well up 
From my grieved heart my blinded eyes to grieve, 
And in the kindness of old days believe! 

(IX, 48) 

The reward that Love promises—"life springing fresh again"—is likewise 

ambiguous in nature: 

Life of delight?—I say it not—Of pain? 
It may be—Pain eternal ?—Who may tell ? 

(IX, 77) 

Not surprisingly, the sign that seals Love's pledge is characterized by paradox: 

—What sign, what sign, ye cry, that so it is? 
The sign of Earth, its sorrow and its bliss, 
Waxing and waning, steadfastness and change; 
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Too full of life that I should think it strange 
Though death hang over it; too sure to die 
But I must deem its resurrection nigh. 

(IX, 77) 

The paradoxes multiply: Love is both "the Ancient of the Days that were" and 

"the Newborn that To-day brings here" (EX, 22). Love is the god most able 

"to shape the mist of Rumour's wavering breath/ Into a golden dream that 

fears no death" (IX, 22), i.e., to provide immortality of fame; in his realm 

"are stored the signs that make the world of worth," the memory of lovers 

like Helen, Paris, Sigurd, Brynhild, Gudrun, Tristram, Iseult, Guenevere 

(IX, 12-13). Yet despite Love's claim to provide immortality for his followers, 

his sign is still the "sign of Earth," of "waxing and waning," of temporal proc

ess, for his house is made of "walls whose stones the lapse of Time has 

laid" (IX, 79). The immortality that Love speaks of is fashioned of "care and 

pain," "toil-helping melodies" of "bitter sighs," and tears mingled in the 

mortar of the walls (IX, 80)—the immortality of love is founded on suffering 

in time. How can the contradictions of love be explained—the joy and sorrow, 

the cruelty and the sympathy, the waxing and waning, the immortality and the 

temporality ? This is a mystery that even Love finds difficult to explain in 

any except paradoxical terms: 

How shall my tongue in speech man's longing wrought 
Tell of the things whereof he knoweth nought ? 
Should I essay it might ye understand 
How those I love shall share my promised land! 
Then must I speak of little things as great, 
Then must I tell of love and call it hate, 
Then must I bid you seek what all men shun, 
Reward defeat, praise deeds that were not done. 

(IX, 78) 



In short, the most effective expression of the inexpressible is the statement 

of contradiction—and such is the basic technique of Love Is Enough. This 

contrapuntal principle dominates Love's speeches, and even Love's costume 

may be regarded as a succinct statement of the contradictory nature of love. 

Love appears in various costumes suggesting his different aspects. For his 

first speech, he enters crowned as a king; some time later he enters clad as 

a pilgrim; in his final appearance he carries a crown and a palm branch, 

combining the symbols of king and pilgrim to illustrate both the exalting and 

humbling aspects of love. (It is interesting that Pharamond, once a king, 

becomes a pilgrim for the sake of love.) For his second speech, which de

scribes Love's power "to shape the mist of Rumour's wavering breath" (IX, 22) 

into immortal fame, Love is "clad as an image-maker," one who sculpts 

lasting forms. He appears "clad as a maker of Pictured Cloths" when he 

speaks of the web his "dream-smiths" weave to convince Pharamond that 

Azalais waits for him (IX, 37-38). Love's more or less positive role as 

image-maker and maker of pictured cloths is countered by his subsequent 

appearance holding a cup of bitter drink in his bloody hands. In this appear

ance Love admits his cruel aspect, confessing that there is indeed blood on 

his hands and venom in his cup, but insisting that there are tears in his heart 

as well and that the lovers' wounds serve to enhance "the very sweetness of 

rewarded love" (IX, 48). Given the inadequacy of "speech man's longing 

wrought" (IX, 78) to explain the mysteries of love, Love and the entire poem 

rely not just on the statement of contradiction but on the massing of 
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contradictions—opposed characteristics are heaped up, contrary attributes 

are arrayed, and the further this method is extended the more complete is the 

approximate description of the ultimately indescribable. 

The Music adds yet another voice to the cumulative expression of 

love's contradictions, describing two different ways of regarding love. Let 

us begin by noting the way that love develops largely unnoticed in the human 

heart: 

. . . it grew up without heeding 
In the days when ye knew not its name nor its measure, 
And its leaflets untrodden by the light feet of pleasure 

Had no boast of the blossom, no sign of the seeding, 
As the morning and evening passed over its treasure. 

(IX, 21) 

How should such growth be regarded? Is it gain or loss that love develops 

"without heeding" ? Here are two possible responses: 

And what do ye say then ?—That Spring long departed 
Has brought forth no child to the softness and showers; 

—That we slept and we dreamed through the Summer of flowers; 
We dreamed of the Winter, and waking dead-hearted 

Found Winter upon us and waste of dull hours. 

Nay, Spring was o'er-happy and knew not the reason 
And Summer dreamed sadly, for she thought all was ended 
In her fulness of wealth that might not be amended; 

But this is the harvest and the garnering season, 
And the leaf and the blossom in the ripe fruit are blended. 

(IX, 21) 

At another point the Music describes a dream in which a lover meets Love and 

struggles with him—"I met him, and we wrestled, and great was my might." 

The lover triumphs and is rewarded: "methought that I conquered and he knelt 
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and he crowned me." The lover wakes to find that his triumph is imagined, 

but still the dream reflects Love's dual role as adversary and benevolent 

lord. Concludes the dreamer: 

With the host of his faithful through sorrow and bliss 
My Lord goeth forth now, and knows me for his. 

(IX, 47) 

The face of Love is sometimes deceptive, says the Music, and men are prone 

to "blame him/ For his bliss grown a sword, and his rest grown a fire"; they 

may 

. . . curse and misname him; 
For who knows in what ruin of all hope he hideth, 
On what wings of the terror of darkness he rideth ? 

(IX, 51) 

Love brings both "wonder of pleasure" and "doubt of desire"; his touch can 

bring weeping when the music is "most sweet" or pondering of "the sweet 

ways . . . left for life's trying." The lover's feet may treat either Love's 

"flowers or the flames of his fire"; his breast may meet Love's "balms or the 

edge of his steel" (IX, 63). Love has a "goad for the faint" and a "scourge for 

the froward," yet he also has a "voice of compassion"; even though "troubles 

shall thicken" during the quest for love, "Godhead doth quicken" as Love's 

faithful cry out to him (IX, 76). Love's followers can expect to endure pain, 

fear and change in order to win "the kissed lips of Love" and the healing of 

"the World's Wound" (IX, 76). This carefully marshalled body of contradic

tions, in effect a statement of love's mystery, is the basis for another set of 

oppositions—the conflict between the world and love. 
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As the interior drama shows, the interests of love and the world 

are at odds: the pursuit of love is delayed while Pharamond puts his father's 

kingdom in order; the kingdom suffers when Pharamond does embark on his 

quest. The world has no sympathy for the mystery of love. Summarizing 

Pharamond's tale, Love notes that 

. . . this life great stories made; 
All cast aside for love, and then and then 
Love filched away; the world an adder-den, 
And all folk foes; and one, the one desire— 
—How shall we name it?—grown a poisoned fire, 
God once, God still, but God of wrong and shame, 
A lying God, a curse without a name. 

(IX, 79) 

This summation sets forth the contrary aspects of love toward which the world 

has one attitude, Love quite another: 

So turneth love to hate, the wise world saith. 
—Folly—I [Love] say 'twixt love and hate lies death, 
They shall not mingle: neither died this love. . . . 

(IX, 79) 

How about another kind of lover, one who has been unsuccessful in his quest 

and turned back to forget "his wounds, his tears, his prayers without avail" 

(IX, 79)? 

—Lo, saith the World, a heart well satisfied 
With what I give, a barren love forgot— 

Love, on the other hand, says, 

—Draw near me, O my child, and heed them not! 

Thou canst not dream that I can go astray. 
(IX, 79) 
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The Music clarifies the antagonism between world and love. A lover's voice, 

proclaiming that "the strong of the world have bought me and sold me," sings 

of the sanctuary that love has provided and defies the world to take this 

sanctuary away: 

Wherewith will ye buy it, ye rich who behold me? 

Nay this I sell not,—though ye bought me and sold me,— 
For your house stored with such things from threshold 

to rafter. 
(IX, 36) 

It is the "World's Wound" that love binds up; it is love that heeds the cries of 

those "who sicken/ Of the weary unrest and the world's passing fashion," for 

"the World heedeth not" (IX, 76). Love and the Music present an apparently 

irreconcilable conflict between the world and love, but this conflict receives 

more attention in the outer stage of the poem, where the peasant couple Giles 

and Joan suggest that a resolution may be possible after all. 

Aside from restating basic oppositions found in the interior play, 

the Love/Music frame provides critical perspectives that interrupt the flow of 

the play and call attention to its artifice. The reason for using such a frame 

lies perhaps in Morris' attitude toward modern drama. May Morris has said, 

"my Father's antagonism to the Victorian stage was inveterate ... the 

modern 'traditions,' the tricks of diction and all the elaboration and parade of 

the modern setting rang falsely on an ear tuned to another key" (AWS I, 390). 

Elsewhere she is more explicit: 
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As a form of art my father disliked the modern play . . . and 
modern acting, with its appeal to the emotions, its elaborate 
realism and character-study, was intolerable. . . . [He thought] The 
convention should be much more marked, and people should once 
again act in masks, to simplify and detach the persons of the 
drama. (XXII, xxvii) 

Though these comments pertain mainly to staging and acting, not dramatic 

literature, they do indicate an attitude toward drama that would influence the 

composition of the play itself. They show that Morris preferred a non-mimetic 

drama in which costume, setting, and character would be represented by 

simple conventions rather than by "elaborate realism" in dress and setting 

and highly emotional character studies. As Paul Thompson notes, Morris 

14 wanted drama to be "symbolic, not realistic," and both Philip Henderson 

and Jessie Kocmanova have pointed out that Morris anticipated the symbolic 

15 plays of Yeats. For Morris, drama should not be a detailed imitation of 

life, but an efficient presentation of essential circumstances that would call 

the viewers' imagination into play. Consider an example offered by May 

Morris: "he would show us how the actors should represent weeping, dabbing 

one eye mildly and deliberately with his handkerchief, and then the other" 

(XXII, xxvii); no facial contortions, no audible sobs, no real tears are neces

sary, merely a simple, conventional gesture. The drama that Morris had in 

mind would subordinate character as well, and it is quite in keeping with the 

14 
The Work of William Morris (NewYork: Viking, 1967), p. 150. 

15 
Henderson, William Morris, p. 344; Kocmanova, Poetic 

Maturing, p. 133. 
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the morality form, traditionally a drama of ideas and attitudes rather than 

personalities, and employ conventions such as a personified morality figure 

with symbolic costume (Love) and a chorus (the Music) in his reaction against 

a character-dominated realistic theater. In one sense, then, Morris' dra

matic principles look to the past, but it is indicative of Morris' modernity 

that his reactionary attitude toward realistic drama resembles in many re

spects that of an important twentieth-century dramatist, Bertolt Brecht, who 

also waged a war against mimetic drama. He too wished to subordinate 

emotion to idea; the character should be a medium for transmitting idea, 

Brecht contended, not an object of sentimental interest. Just as the character 

is subordinated in Brecht1 s theater, so is the actor, who is simply one of a 

number of dramatic tools. The actor does not "become" the character through 

some process of emotional identification but instead portrays the character 

through carefully, consciously executed technique; neither the actor nor the 

16 audience is allowed to for get that the play is a play, the actor an actor. 

Brecht too wished to restore extra-realistic conventions such as narrators 

and choruses. In short, Brecht wished to break up the illusion of reality that 

threatened to reduce theater to mere entertainment; his purpose was to 

1 ft 
Thus when Kocmanova points out that the actors who portray 

Pharamond and Azalais are themselves characterized apart from the roles 
they play, so that "the actors are more real than the persons of the drama," 
she adds a significant footnote: "an almost Brechtian touch" (Poetic 
Maturing, p. 124). 
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"estrange" the audience, to make the spectator stand apart and think about 

17 
what he sees rather than acquiesce in an illusion and respond emotionally. 

Though Morris' and Brecht's ideas about drama certainly will not agree at all 

points—Morris' ideas are after all only embryonic and not supported by a 

body of dramatic literature, as are Brecht's—the shared techniques and 

common distaste for realistic drama suggest that breaking the illusion of 

reality may be a definite program in Morris' Love Is Enough as it is in 

Brecht's drama. Study of the poem bears out this inference. The contra

puntal principle of Love Is Enough turns the poem into a debate between 

opposing forces, an intellectual drama, instead of letting it relapse into 

merely an affective love story. The characters are subordinated to the ideas 

they transmit and have little personal appeal in themselves. As John 

Drinkwater has pointed out, the figures of the interior play are not, strictly 

speaking, characters at all, but abstractions in keeping with the morality 

tradition (William Morris, p. 126). As for extra-realistic devices such as 

narrators and choruses, it is true that such devices are part of the morality 

tradition Morris draws on, but they seem to have a special modern function in 

Love Is Enough—they serve as proto-Brechtian devices that break up any 

illusion of reality in order to encourage a critical examination of the interior 

play. 

17 
See Raymond Williams, Drama from Ibsen to Brecht (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1969), and Martin Esslin, Brecht; The Man and 
His Work (New York: Doubleday, 1960; rev. ed. Anchor, 1971), for 
discussions of Brecht's dramatic principles. 
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Love is a complex figure who mingles the functions of narration and 

self-explanation with criticism. As a simple narrator, Love uses his posi

tion to fill in important facts that either lie outside the bounds of the play's 

action or fall within the time/space gaps between scenes. For example, he 

describes the gifts that were given to Pharamond "from the cradle" (IX, 22), 

long before the action of the drama begins. He uses the break between the 

second and third scenes to reveal that Pharamond has "now grown wise in 

love" and to explain that although Pharamond has dreamed of Azalais, she has 

not dreamed of him (IX, 37-38). Later Love explains that during the three 

years of wandering Pharamond has been 

Solaced at whiles by languor of soft tears, 
By dreams self-wrought of night and sleep and sorrow, 

(IX, 48) 

but that he has had no new dreams of Azalais. In his next last speech, Love 

reveals Oliver's unspoken wish to return home and explains the perception of 

Oliver's unrest that sparks Pharamond's decision to return 

Unto the folk that still he deemed would yearn 
To see his face, and hear his voice once more. . . . 

(IX, 65) 

In each of these instances, Love provides something not found in the play 

itself, thus completing the tale while at the same time interrupting the 

dramatic mode of the interior play with the narrative mode of Love's speeches. 

Love goes beyond providing a narrative supplement to the interior 

play when he bridges the gaps between scenes by explaining the lapse of time 

since the last observed action. For example, in the second scene of the play 
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we see Pharamond explaining Ms dream to Oliver and deciding to leave the 

kingdom. The third scene opens in a foreign land with Pharamond sick and 

weary. The intervening speech of Love calls attention to this gap in time: 

"when ye see him next think a long tide/ Of days are gone by" (IX, 37). Love 

is careful to remind his audience of these leaps in time, as when between the 

third and fourth scenes he announces that "a wandering-tide of three long 

bitter years" (IX, 48) has passed. On this way, Love calls attention to the 

intermittent nature of the dramatized events, emphasizing the fragmentation 

of Pharamond1 s tale. Between the fourth and fifth scenes the spatial gap be

tween Love and the wandering Pharamond is pointed out; Love appears dressed 

as a pilgrim, for he must travel far to aid Pharamond. Love seizes this 

chance to tease his audience and make a joke about the leapfrog mechanics of 

the play—he has, it seems, already made the journey while the audience was 

not watching: 

Am I not girt for going speedily ? 
—The journey lies before me long?—nay, nay, 
Upon my feet the dust is lying grey, 
The staff is heavy in my hand.—Ye too, 
Have ye not slept? or what is this ye do, 
Wearying to find the country ye are in ? 

(IX, 53) 

The audience has not slept, of course. Love simply wishes to call attention 

to the dramatic convention that allows such leaps in space and time, in effect 

laying bare the technique of the play. Love calls attention to the play's tech

nique in other ways too, at times taking advantage of his narrative freedom to 

comment directly on his mode of operation and acquaint the audience with the 
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motives that underlie specific actions. For example, Love explains his use 

of dream to bring about Pharamond's quest. Pharamond has dreams of 

Azalais in which he sees her sighing and weeping as she waits helplessly for 

his coming. This being the case, Love asks, "how then may he doubt/ She 

knows his life, his deeds, and his desire?" (IX, 38). But as Love reveals, 

Azalais does not know of Pharamond—"For her no marvels of the night I 

make" (IX, 37)—Pharamond's dreams are false and his fears "lest her heart 

should tire" are unfounded save in his own imagination. This revelation 

explains Love's strategy for bringing the lovers together. He uses the dream 

to urge Pharamond to the quest, but withholds the dream from Azalais so that 

she can wait "trembling for a story/ That she shall play in,—and 'tis not 

begun" (IX, 37). In similar fashion, Love explains how his apparent cruelly 

fits a strategic pattern. The lovers must endure the wounds of the world to 

heighten dramatic effect, "since this your tears may move, / The very sweet

ness of rewarded love!" (IX, 48). Presumably, lovers without difficulties to 

overcome would not be as interesting, nor their rewards so sweet. In these 

instances it is as though the creator of the play steps forth to speak about his 

craft, for these statements emphasize the artifice of the play, pointing out 

that it is constructed to elicit specific results within the play and in the audi

ence. Every play has a motivational logic and a design on its audience, but 

not every play makes a point of these things. Love's pronouncements bring 

these matters out in the open, and in doing so reveal yet another design on 

the audience—Love's comments are intended to elicit a critical response to 
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the play, to enlist intellectual participation, to make the audience (both the 

viewers of the outer stage of Love Is Enough and the viewers of the entire 

poetic drama) part of the drama of attitudes. 

The key to drawing Love's audience into the play is the direct 

address evident from his first line: "All hail, my servants! tremble ye, my 

foes!" (IX, 12). This opening address is not just a formality, for in subse

quent speeches Love pursues an intimate tone, calling on his "Beloved" and 

"Faithful" to "hearken" and have "patience." Not only does Love address his 

audience directly, but he also asks what they think about him and the progress 

of the play. "Do I lie," Love asks, 

that overshot 
My dream-web is with that which heppeneth not ? 
Nay, nay, believe it not! 

(IX, 38) 

"Am I cruel," he queries, "or am I grown/ The scourge of Fate, lest men 

forget to moan?" (IX, 48). Early in the play Love asks the audience to 

consider possibilities, to make projections, to engage actively in the dramatic 

process: 

How say ye then, Beloved? Ye have known 
The blossom of the seed these hands have sown; 
Shall this man starve in sorrow's thorny brake ? 
Shall Love the faithful of his heart forsake ? 

(IX, 23) 

This basic question—what do you think will happen ?—is repeated later in the 

play when Love appears in pilgrim costume: 

Alone, afar from home doth Pharamond lie, 
Drawn near to death, ye deem—or what draws nigh ? 
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Afar from home—and have ye any deeming 
How far may be that country of his dreaming? 

(IX, 52) 

Other comments bring up the question of the audience attitude toward the 

progress of the play. "You may well think I tarry over-long" (IX, 37), Love 

says at one point, and at another time admits that his audience may be right: 

Hearken, Beloved, over-long, ye deem 
I let these lovers deal with hope and dream 
Alone unholpen. —Somewhat sooth ye say. . . . 

(EX, 53) 

Love acknowledges the spectators' eagerness for the conclusion of the play, 

but reminds them to have patience and asks how else the story could be told: 

Is it not time, is it not time, say ye, 
That we the day-star in the sky should see ? 

—Ah, Faithful, tell me for what rest and peace, 
What length of happy days and world's increase, 
What hate of wailing, and what love of laughter, 
What hope and fear of worlds to be hereafter, 
Would ye cast by that crown of bitter leaves ? 

(IX, 52) 

Love's questions are, of course, rhetorical, his intercourse with the audience 

a dramatic pretense, for the spectators never actually answer for themselves. 

Nevertheless, Love's "conversation" with the audience forces them to consider 

the issues that Love pretends they have raised and confronts them with ques

tions that solicit a thoughtful response to the play: what do you think will 

happen next ? is Love cruel ? does Love lie ? are you impatient for the con

clusion ? how else would you tell the story ? The questioning mood that Love 

introduces suggests that the play and its moral be subjected to thorough 

critical scrutiny, not accepted at simple face value. 
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Like Love's speeches, the Music lyrics serve to break the con

tinuity of the Interior drama, forcing the audience to adjust and readjust to 

different modes of expression. The lyrics present a rarefied version of the 

play's essential elements; generally, each lyric states a situation that will 

later be explored in the interior drama. The first two lyrics precede the 

play and give a general idea of its content and result. The first lyric intro

duces the basic situation of lovers persisting in the face of adversity: 

LOVE IS ENOUGH: though the World be a-waning 
And the woods have no voice but the voice of complaining, 

The void shall not weary, the fear shall not alter 
These lips and these eyes of the loved and the lover. 

(IX, 5) 

The second lyric optimistically forecasts the eventual union of lovers: 

Lo, the lovers unloved that draw nigh for your blessing! 

Ah, what shall we say then, but that earth threatened often 
Shall live on for ever that such things may be, 

That the dry seed shall quicken, the hard earth shall soften, 
And the spring-bearing birds flutter north o'er the sea, 
That earth's garden may bloom round my love's feet and me ? 

(EX, 10) 

The lyrics between the scenes of the play follow the same pattern of prior 

statement. The third lyric describes how love springs up unnoticed in the 

human heart: 

It sprang without sowing, it grew without heeding, 
Ye knew not its name and ye knew not its measure, 
Ye noted it not mid your hope and your pleasure; 

There was pain in its blossom, despair in its seeding, 
But daylong your bosom now nurseth its treasure. 

(EX, 21) 
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This passage precedes the scene in which Pharamond explains to Oliver how 

the dream of love inexplicably took root in his imagination and grew to domi

nate his life. In the fourth lyric the anonymous speaker explains that even 

though the world has bought and sold him and wasted his house "from threshold 

to rafter" (IX, 36), he still has a sanctuary in love where the world cannot 

intrude with its corruptive influence. In the dramatic scene that follows, 

Pharamond and Oliver appear in the midst of their quest. Pharamond is weak 

and ill from his struggles through the world in search of his love—his house 

is truly wasted. Even so, he refuses to abandon the promise of his dream, 

saying to Oliver, 

. . . thy hope yet shall fail thee 
If thou lookest to see me turned back from my folly, 
Lamenting and mocking the life of my longing. 

(IX, 41) 

Pharamond regards his dream as a retreat from "life and its torment" (IX, 41) 

and at the end of the scene drops off to sleep, escaping to his pleasant sanc

tuary: "If I wake never more I shall dream and shall see her" (IX, 45). The 

fifth lyric prefigures the rest of the interior play as the speaker describes a 

dream in which he wrestles with Love and is crowned a victor, waking to 

realize that his joy is imagined and that he must continue his quest for love. 

In subsequent scenes, Pharamond does meet Love and is crowned a victor, 

i. e., he finds Azalais. However, when he returns to his kingdom, Pharamond 

discovers that the quest for love is a continuous struggle, that difficulties still 

lie ahead, and concludes to himself, 
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. . . e'en the great lord, the great Love of thy feally, 
He who goadeth thee on, weaveth nets to case o'er thee. 

(EX, 72) 

The sixth lyric cautions against misnaming Love, pointing out that he may 

hide in "ruin of all hope" or ride "wings of the terror of darkness" (IX, 51); 

in the following scene Pharamond meets Love and in the distress of his situa

tion mistakes Love for Death. The seventh lyric describes the illusory 

victory prefigured in the dream of the fifth lyric. Here the speaker voices 

his conviction that 

All wonder of pleasure, all doubt of desire, 
All blindness, are ended, and no more ye feel 

If your feet tread his flowers or the flames of his fire, 

Look backward and smile at the thorns and the burning. 
—Sweet rest, O my soul, and no fear of returning! 

(EX, 63) 

In the scene that follows, we see Pharamond acting on the same kind of naive 

conviction that all difficulties are past. He returns to his kingdom, expecting 

a warm welcome from his people and an easy resumption of his rule. But in 

the course of the scene he realizes that love is part of a continuous process 

that is never at rest. The final lyric follows the conclusion of the interior 

play and obviously has no new scene to prepare for; rather, it surveys the 

ground that has already been covered and reiterates the struggle and the 

qualified triumph that the quest for love brings: 

"Come—pain ye shall have, and be blind to the ending! 
Come—fear ye shall have, mid the sky's overcasting! 

Come—change ye shall have, for far are ye wending! 
Come—no crown ye shall have for your thirst and your fasting, 
But the kissed lips of Love and fair life everlasting! 

(EX, 76) 
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The Music lyrics, together with Love's speeches, periodically 

interrupt the flow of the play, commenting on its contents, emphasizing its 

artifice, preventing any sustained realistic illusion, and generally insisting 

that the play be confronted as an intellectual challenge, not merely an affec

tive entertainment. This issue of how the play should be regarded, implied 

by the anti-realistic techniques of Love and the Music, becomes more pro

nounced in the third stage of the Love Is Enough structure, where two sets of 

spectators exhibit different ways of accommodating the actual world they live 

in and the imaginative world of the play they view. 

The Spectators: Isolation and Community 

The themes and contrapuntal method of the inner play and its 

satellite commentaries continue in a slightly changed form in the outer stage 

of Love Is Enough. We have already seen how the contradictory nature of 

leads to the love-world conflict found in the inner play and the second stage of 

the structure. Because love has contary attributes, Pharamond and Oliver 

develop opposed attitudes—Pharamond values the dream of love so highly that 

he deserts the actual world and its responsibilities; Oliver fears the destruc

tive potential of the dream and continues to recognize the claims of the world 

even as he accompanies Pharamond. The basic issue presented by these atti

tudes and the love-world conflict they mirror is the relative importance of 

actual and imaginative realms. Thus when the two sets of spectators in the 

outer stage demonstrate quite different ways of reacting to the actual world 
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they live in and the imaginative world of the play they view (a play about love), 

their attitudes roughly parallel the attitudes of Pharamond and Oliver. In 

short, the world-love conflict of the interior stages is transmuted into a 

world-art conflict in the outer stage. In this equation, the world is a constant 

factor, while love and art are rough equivalents in that both connote imagina-

18 
tive realms in the Love Is Enough context. In the outer stage, the royal 

spectators are like Pharamond in that they are preoccupied with love and awed 

by an imaginative realm—in this case the play. The peasant spectators, on 

the other hand, remain rooted in the actual world. They are stimulated but 

not dominated by the play. They do not abandon the actual world for an 

imaginative world, but seem to strike a healthy balance as they discuss the 

play and in effect bring it into the actual world. The difference between the 

attitude of Pharamond and the royal spectators and that of Oliver and the 

peasant spectators can be summed up as the difference between the attitude 

that love is enough and the attitude that love is not enough. Pharamond and 

the royal spectators are content to surrender to an imaginative realm, to 

withdraw into a cocoon of love and say that it is enough. Oliver and the 

18 
The association of love with an imaginative realm that stands in 

contrast to the actual world is consistent with Morris* early development 
under Rossetti's influence. Speaking of Rossetti's impact on his admiring 
Pre-Raphaelite compatriots, Oswald Doughty notes: "Within the theatre of 
his imagination they learned to love, like Rossetti himself, a beauty remote 
from that of life and action, saddened with unreal sorrows, swept by passions 
existing for themselves alone, decorative agonies and ecstasies of the soul, 
yet real for them beyond any mundane reality" (A Victorian Romantic: Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti, 2nd ed. [London: Oxford University Press, 1960], p. 232). 
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peasant spectators realize the importance of the actual world and do not aban

don themselves to an imaginative realm, do not believe that love is enough, 

though the peasants have a more positive view of love than Oliver does. Thus 

in the spectator frame the important oppositions of the inner stages are 

restated in a variant form. More importantly, the contradictions that motivate 

Love Is Enough are finally resolved in the attitude of the peasant spectators, 

whose importance Jessie Kocmanova has recognized: "There can be no doubt 

that the purpose of the framework of the peasants is to emphasise that the 

questions of love and human relationships which are going to be dealt with 

have only significance if we can apply them to the life of every day" (Poetic 

Maturing, p. 122). The peasants' attitude enables them to make this applica

tion, to combine an interest in love with a steady view of the actual world, to 

look outward past private concerns to a wider world. The royal couple, on 

the other hand, find world and love hopelessly at odds; they withdraw to lead 

isolated lives, unable to accommodate simultaneously the personal claims of 

love and the social claims of the world. To understand both sets of spectators 

one must understand their attitude toward the play, Love, and the Music. The 

peasant spectators respond "correctly" to Love and the Music, stand apart 

from the play, question it, never surrender their orientation to the actual 

world. The royal spectators apparently resist the anti-realistic devices of 

Love and the Music and are not drawn into a critical attitude toward the play, 

but rather surrender to the illusory appeal of the imaginative world and find 

the actual world unworthy by comparison. 
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The different perspectives of the peasant and royal spectators are 

immediately evident at the beginning of the poem. Giles and Joan are solidly 

grounded in the actual world; they have to contend with a jostling crowd in 

their efforts to see the play. Giles has to hold Joan up so that she can see 

and at one point complains to an aggressive playgoer, "—Hold, neighbor, let 

me keep my feet!—" (IX, 3). They finally gain a place that is, in Giles' 

opinion, "worth the scramble and the race!" (IX, 7). In contrast to Giles and 

Joan, whose position in the audience is thus concretely indicated, the Emperor 

and Empress seem almost to be part of the play spectacle. They enter in a 

splendid procession; the peasants admire the brilliant costumes of the royal 

contingent and adopt the same questioning attitude toward the royal couple that 

they later adopt toward the play, wondering, "what is she thinking on?" and 

musing, "Is he content now all is won?" (EX, 4). "Does she think as I 

thought?" asks Joan; "Hath he such fear within his heart/ As I had?" asks 

Giles. Moreover, the royal speakers express themselves in heroic couplets, 

the same meter that Love uses, while Giles and Joan speak in an octosyllabic 

couplet that is distinct from any other meter in the poem. The peasants' 

speeches are conversational in tone; the royal couple, by contrast, are more 

formal and stately in their speech. Whereas Joan speaks impulsively in short 

lines—"Hold me fast, Giles! here comes one/ Whose raiment flashes down 

the sun" (IX, 4)—the Empress speaks in a longer line with a more even tone, 

using a refrain: 
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Through hall and street they led me as a queen, 
They looked to see me proud and cold of mien, 
I heeded not though all my tears were seen, 
For still I dreamed of thee throughout the day. 

They spoke to me of war within the land, 
They bade me sign defiance and command; 
I heeded not though thy name left my hand, 
For still I dreamed of thee throughout the day! 

(IX, 6) 

The same comparison holds true for Giles and the Emperor. The peasants' 

perception of the royal couple as though they were part of the play, together 

with the royal speakers' mode of expression, suggests that the Emperor and 

Empress are somehow nearer the imaginative world of the play than the more 

concrete and boisterous world that Giles and Joan inhabit. Further investiga

tion bears out this inference—the Emperor and Empress generally have an 

unfavorable opinion of the actual world and shrink from it, but they place a 

high value on the imaginative world of the play, the world of love. 

The Emperor and Empress view the world as a realm of limitation. 

As Kocmanova points out, they are "bound by the pomp and circumstance of 

their life" (Poetic Maturing, p. 123), and their initial speeches reflect the 

limiting circumstances of their roles. The Emperor, for his part, is caught 

"in war's hopeless tangle"; the Empress faces the expectations of her subjects, 

who look to see her "proud and cold of mien" as befits a queen (IX, 6). When 

the emperor compares the world he lives in with the fabled past of Pharamond, 

he finds his own time less advantageous for great deeds: 
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Lo, Pharamond longed and toiled, nor toiled in vain, 
But fame he won: he longed and toiled again, 
And Love he won: 'twas a long time ago, 
And men did swiftly what we now do slow, 
And he, a great man full of gifts and grace, 
Wrought out a twofold life in ten years' space, 
Ah, fair sir, if for me reward come first, 
Yet will I hope that ye have seen the worst 
Of that my kingcraft, and I yet shall earn 
Some part of that which is so long to learn. 

(IX, 84) 

Here the Emperor makes no mention of the flashing spears, sweeping swords, 

wild sea and "iron coast" that have already had a role in his career (IX, 6); 

he speaks as though, his exploits in war are unworthy compared to Pharamond's. 

The Emperor's diffidence toward his own deeds might be regarded as rhetori

cal modesty were it not for other passages that reveal the inconsequence of 

the actual world in the face of the royal couple's commitment to love. 

Speaking of his Empress, at one point the Emperor exclaims, 

Behold, behold, how weak my heart is grown 
Now all the heat of its desire is known! 
Pearl beyond price I fear to call mine own, 
Where is thy hand to lead me down the way ? 

(IX, 7) 

For this "pearl beyond price" the Emperor has in effect withdrawn from active 

participation in the actual world; comparing their lot to that of Pharamond and 

Azalais, the Emperor says to the Empress, "we are lonelier than those 

twain," and the Empress underscores their isolation by suggesting that they go 

forth to "be alone amid the babbling street" (IX, 85). As Kocmanova rightly 

points out, the royal couple "seek in their love a refuge and escape from the 

world" (Poetic Maturing, p. 123), and they rely on the tale of Pharamond to 
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guide their retreat. Their attitude toward the inner play is like the Wanderers' 

attitude toward their tales: both the Wanderers and the royalty of Love Is 

Enough stand in awe of the imaginative realm and find life portrayed of 

greater worth than life actually lived. The exaggerated regard the Emperor 

and Empress have for the play prevents their adoption of an inquiring attitude 

like that of the peasants—they are "unable to react as frankly and naturally to 

the tale ... as do Giles and Joan" (Kocmanova, Poetic Maturing, p. 123). 

The royal response to the play is formal, distant. The Emperor and Empress 

send messengers with gifts for "him who Pharamond this day set forth" and 

for "the seeming Azalais" (IX, 84), yet they never think of greeting the actors 

themselves. As far as the royal viewers are concerned, the actors have no 

worthwhile existence apart from their roles. "Fain had I been/ To see him 

face to face and his fair Queen," the Emperor says, but the "him" refers to 

Pharamond the character, not the actor who portrays the character. 

The peasants' attitude toward the play and the world stands in 

marked contrast to the attitude of the royal couple. Giles expresses a desire 

that sounds almost like the Emperor's wish to see Pharamond again: 

Fair lovers were they: I am fain 
To see them both ere long again. . . . 

(EX, 85) 

Thinking that he refers to Pharamond and Azalais, Joan invokes common 

sense to point out that the tale concerns folk long dead and that a meeting is 

impossible. Giles immediately protests that he is not so featherheaded as to 

entertain such an impossibility: 
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Nay, I was asking nought so strange, 
Since long ago their life did change: 
This seeming King and Queen I meant. 
And e'en now 'twas my full intent 
To bid them home to us straightway, 
And crown the joyance of to-day. 

(EX, 86) 

Giles, it seems, knows one of the performers: 

The king ... is e'en that one, 
Who wandering but a while agone 
Stumbled upon our harvest-home. . . . 

(IX, 7) 

Trusting in this chance acquaintance, Giles expects a friendly meeting: 

He may be glad to see my face, 
He first saw mid that waggon race 
When the last barley-sheaf came home. 

(IX, 86) 

As Kocmanova indicates, Giles and Joan differ from the royal couple in that 

the former can envision the actors as people who could enter their lives 

(Poetic Maturing, p. 122). The peasants' attitude toward the play is one of 

wonder, to be sure, but it is tempered by an easy familiarity and an inquiring 

spirit rather than awe. They regard the play not as a fleeting illusion and a 

welcome escape from a disappointing world, but as a provocative tale that 

provides food for thought. They will invite the actors home with them to 

discuss the play: 

. . .  w e  
Their scholars for a while will be 
In many a lesson of sweet lore 
To learn love's meaning more and more. 

(IX, 86) 
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It is significant that Giles and Joan take as their instructors in love the actors, 

not the characters of the play. The peasants, unlike the royal viewers, regard 

the actors as more real than the characters they portray and thus reveal an 

attachment to the actual world. For Giles and Joan the subject of the play is 

important, but not all-important. Love is crucial to a satisfactory life, but 

it is not enough in itself to overcome the problem of isolation that lies at the 

center of Love Is Enough. Indeed, the Emperor and Empress have love in 

abundance, but they have little else; their absorption in love shuts out the 

world, and they are "condemned to the isolation of their state" (Kocmanova, 

Poetic Maturing, p. 123). Giles and Joan, on the other hand, resolve the 

contradiction between love and the world. They themselves are lovers, they 

admire other lovers like Pharamond and Azalais and the royal couple, and 

they are impressed by the spectacle of the play, but they never forget their 

more practical obligations. Whereas the royal couple seek to escape the 

world, "Giles and Joan hasten back at the end from the show they have wit

nessed to real life" (Kocmanova, Poetic Maturing, p. 123). What the 

Emperor and Empress regard as the limiting circumstances of social roles 

Giles and Joan find to be a source of stability and security. After the play, 

though she has enjoyed herself, Joan longs for "the babble of our stead" 

(IX, 81), and her thoughts turn to the comforting, pleasant thought of familiar 

chores; 

E'en now meseems the cows are come 
Unto the grey gates of our home 
And low to hear the milking pail: 
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The peacock spreads abroad his tail 
Against the sun, as down the lane 
The milkmaids pass the moveless wain 
And stable door, where the roan team 
An hour agone began to dream 
Over the dusty oats. — 

Giles too feels a need to return to familiar surroundings: 

—Come, o'er much gold mine eyes have seen 
And long now for the pathway green, 
And rose-hung ancient walls of grey 
Yet warm with sunshine gone away 

(IX, 88) 

The life of the peasant lovers is not a life of withdrawn self-interest but a 

gregarious working life punctuated by harvest celebrations and wagon races 

(IX, 7, 86). Giles and Joan delight in the thought of entertaining the actors, 

and Giles imagines the scene: 

The sun through lime-boughs where we dine 
Upon my father's cup shall shine; 
The vintage of the river-bank, 
That ten years since the sunbeams drank, 
Shall fill the mazer bowl carved o'er 
With naked shepherd-folk of yore. 

(IX, 87) 

The customary dining place, the special cup, the ten-year-old vintage, the 

bowl carved with ancient shepherds, the familiar chores, the "rose-hung 

ancient walls"—these things symbolize the continuity of the pastoral community 

wherein Giles and Joan find security. The peasant lovers do not desert the 

world to seek love—their communal life already provides a more comprehen

sive solution to the problem of human isolation than does love alone. Rather, 

they would enrich their familiar, workaday life with love; they would bridge 
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the gap between love and the world, the imaginative and actual realms, by 

taking the insights of the play with them as they return home: 

—O Love, go with us as we go, 
And from the might of thy fair hand 
Cast wide about the blooming land 
The seed of such-like tales as this! 

(IX, 89) 

Thus in the outer stage the basic oppositions of Love Is Enough are 

resolved. The peasants' attachment to a workaday world provides a firmer 

anchor for the human spirit than love alone can provide. Their attitude quali

fies the ostensible moral that love is enough, making clear that work and the 

sense of community that springs from purposeful work are also elements essen

tial to a satisfactory life. It is a common assumption, however, that these ele

ments are absent from Love Is Enough. Jessie Kocmanova, for example, says 

that "it is the rejection of workas the essential condition oflife, the rejection of 

the human community, and concentration on individual, egocentric emotion, 

which is the innate thematic weakness of the poem" (Poetic Maturing, p. 135). 

There is the general impression that the moral is sincere and that Morris 

came much later to the conclusions that love is not enough. This view derives 

its support primarily from Halliday Sparling's account of a conversation 

during which Morris "electrified those present by snatching down the volume 

[Love Is Enough] from his bookshelves, rapping upon it with a paper-knife, 

pointing to its title, and exclaiming: 'There's a lie for you, though 'twas I 

that told it! Love isn't enough in itself; love and work, yes! Work and love, 
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19 
that's the life of a man!" The usual inference is that Morris had changed 

his mind after writing Love Is Enough in the early seventies, but an 1856 

letter shows that Morris already had convictions about the equal importance 

of love and work. Writing to Cormell Price about his harried existence as 

apprentice painter and architectural clerk, Morris noted, "One won't get 

much enjoyment out of life at this rate, I know well, but that don't matter: I 

20 have no right to ask for it at all events—love and work, these two things only. 

This early statement seems to contradict the assumption that Morris changed 

his mind about Love Is Enough. Perhaps his fretting about the "lie" he had 

told is merely a comment on the public response to Love Is Enough, for as it 

was, and is, popularly understood, the poem certainly is a "lie" inconsistent 

with Morris' real convictions. The complex qualifying structure of the poem, 

however, places the "lie" that love is enough in an ironic light. The rejection 

of work and community and the concentration on individual emotion that we 

find in Pharamond and the royal spectators is countered by the eager commit

ment to work and community that we find in Giles and Joan. Thus when Jack 

Lindsay describes Love Is Enough as Morris' "final effort to project the 

21 paradisiac dream in terms of a merely personal union," he is only partly 

19 H[enry] Halliday Sparling, The Kelmscott Press and William 
Morris, Master-Craftsman (London: Macmillan, 1924), p. 100. 

20 The Letters of William Morris to His Family and Friends, ed. 
Philip Henderson (London: Longmans, 1950), p. 17. 

91  
William Morris: His Life and Work, p. 188. 



correct. Love Is Enough is more than a poem about the "merely personal 

union"; its framing concern with work and community announces the major 

subject of the late prose romances. Love Is Enough is a pivotal work, looking 

back to the early works and personal strategies for combating the problem of 

human isolation, looking forward to the late romances and the community 

solution. The combination of the personal emphasis of the early work and the 

social emphasis of the later work provides a basic conflict of attitudes that 

blossoms into the intricate contrapuntal patterns of Love Is Enough. 



CHAPTER 6 

LATE PROSE ROMANCES 

During the last ten years of his life, Morris returned to the prose 

romance, the medium with which he began his literary career in The Oxford 

and Cambridge Magazine. In the late romances the twin concerns of isolation 

and time-oppression remain the focus of interest, as in the early tales, but 

the difference between the strategies proposed in the early romances and 

those set forth in the late romances demonstrates Morris' maturing response 

to the sense of isolation and time-oppression that dominated the Victorian 

imagination. Whereas the early romances feature protagonists whose isolation 

appears insurmountable, the late romances depict protagonists who transcend 

the alienation and uncertainty of the limited self to participate in a more 

secure and purposeful communal life. 

The late romances fall naturally into three groups distinguished by 

both subject and structure: the socialist dream visions, the Germanic 

"histories," and the fantastic romances.1 The first group includes A Dream 

1Other divisions and labels have been offered. May Morris sees 
"four groups, represented by John Ball, The House of the Wolfings, The Roots 
of the Mountains, and the later romances" (XIV, xxiv). She distinguishes 
The Wolfings and Roots, saying that the former work "is entirely conceived in 
the spirit of the Sagas," noting "its remoteness, its breadth of handling and 
absence of elaborated detail." In Roots she finds "a richer, fuller quality . . . 
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of John Ball and News from Nowhere, polemical works written to present a 

socialist point of view to working class readers and therefore first published 

serially in Commonweal, the Socialist League paper; these dream visions 

develop chiefly through a conversational dialectic. The Germanic tales— 

The House of the Wolfings and The Roots of the Mountains—are imaginative 

histories that describe Gothic tribes under threat of Roman and Hunnish inva

sion; these works have no specific political orientation. Their form is more 

objective than that of the socialist tales in that the narrative voice is not part 

of the action and the tales do not proceed from a dreaming consciousness. 

The Wolfings and Roots go beyond the limited conversational dialectic of John 

Ball and News, evolving a narrative pattern that reflects an expanding and 

contracting social order. The fantastic romances consist of The Story of the 

and something more personal and intimate in the brilliant detail" (XVII, xv-xvi). 
Jessie Kocmanova establishes but two categories, the socialist romances and 
the fantastic romances, classifying The Wolfings and Roots as fantastic 
romances while at the same time noting that these two complementary tales 
differ from the other fantastic romances in their use of a historical base 
("The Aesthetic Purpose of William Morris in the Context of His Late Prose 
Romances," Brno Studies in English, 6 [1966], 92, 97, 113). Barbara Bono 
groups the romances as I do, clearly designating John Ball and News as 
"dream visions." However, her other labels are somewhat confusing. The 
Wolfings and Roots are called "approximations of myth"; tales like The Well 
at the World's End are "allegorical romances" ("The Prose Fictions of 
William Morris: A Study in the Literary Aesthetic of a Victorian Social 
Reformer," VP, 13, Nos. 3-4 [1975], 46-55). In synthesizing these various 
approaches, I have tried to provide an adequate number of categories to make 
major distinctions without creating a category for each work; I have also tried 
to use labels that identify rather than obscure the differences among the works. 
What, after all, is an "approximation of myth," and why is The Wolfings, a 
work with at least some historical basis, more "mythic" than The Well at the 
World's End, a work of pure invention? 
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Glittering Plain, The Wood Beyond the World, Child Christopher and Goldilind 

the Fair, The Well at the World's End, The Water of the Wondrous Isles, and 

The Sundering Flood. These tales have neither polemical nor historical con

tent; their form—the full-blown quest—is the most expansive narrative pattern 

employed in the late prose romances. In spite of these differences in specific 

subject and structure, however, the tales in all three groups share a common 

interest: the interplay between individual and society, which, if properly man

aged, can provide both a stable framework of value for the individual and an 

effective means of assimilating change for the society. Morris' exploration of 

how to provide both continuity and innovation addresses important problems of 

his time, a period in which change, not stability, seemed a dominant fact of 

life. 

Not all critics, however, think that Morris' romances confront 

significant problems. To be sure, the contemporary relevance of the socialist 

romances has been readily acknowledged, for it was their express purpose to 

influence political thought and expectation. On the other hand, the Germanic 

and fantastic romances, like The Earthly Paradise, have often been regarded 

as escapist pieces that deliberately neglect an unpleasant nineteenth century. 

Bernard Shaw refers to Morris' romance-writing period following John Ball 

and News as "a startling relapse into literary pre-Raphaelitism . . . the 

Socialist movement as such took no interest in it" (AWS II, xxviii). Graham 

Hough argues that 
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. . . Morris' poetry is unrelated to contemporary experience in 
a way that medieval romance and earlier epic is not. . . . The 
Romance of the Rose or the Grail story had a symbolic significance 
for their own times that can in consequence survive in a sense for 
ours. . . . Morris's Jason or The Water of the Wondrous Isles 
mean nothing beyond themselves . . . they have no more relation 
to nineteenth-century life than Morris's tapestries have to 
nineteenth-century methods of industrial production. 2 

Other critics go farther, suggesting that Morris wrote most of the late imagi

nary world where he could completely avoid contemporary problems. Roots 

and the later romances, E. P. Thompson contends, represent "pure 

self-indulgence in pleasurable reverie or dream, in which neither Morris's 

Q 
intellect nor his deeper feelings are seriously engaged." John Drinkwater 

likewise speaks of the romances as an escapist indulgence: "It is as though he 

turned aside from the stress of his daily work to the world that his imagination 

had already created as the only sane one for men, and saw it with a kind of new 

leisureliness and wholesome irresponsibility. ... in these romances he 

4 indulged his faculty for storytelling without curb." Paul Thompson's pa

tronizing assessment is that Morris' romances are "fancies of his old age, 

created for his own pleasure. "5 This notion can be traced in part to Morris 

o 
The Last Romantics (London: Duckworth, 1947; rpt. Methuen, 

1961), p. 132. 

^William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (London: Lawrence 
andWishart, 1955), p. 785. 

^William Morris: A Critical Study (New York: Mitchell Kennerley, 
1912), pp. 169-170. 

5The Work of William Morris (New York: Viking, 1967), p. 159. 
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himself, for he often spoke of writing during this period as a pleasurable 

refuge. May Morris seems to add credibility to the escapist view by referring 

to the later romances as "frankly holiday-work" (XVII, xvi). But remembering 

the Wanderer's precept that "in dreams/ Of known things still we dream," we 

should not hastily conclude that Morris' pleasant holiday work is necessarily 

incompatible with significant effort, though such is a popular view. 

The charges of irrelevance, escapism, and self-indulgence are 

often accompanied by complaints about the language of the romances, the 

so-called "Wardour Street English." Reviews of The Wolfings and Roots 

sometimes took the form of parody. A critic of The Wolfings makes his case 

in this way: 

. . . wealth or wayward wit, or the will of the Godfolk that feast 
otherwhere in their merriment, did sore things with this William, 
so that he became, yea almost as the other William, whose name 
is to menfolk and Godfolk accursed. And he sought out evil-
fellowship and he spake foolish words, and he herded with the 
Hindings and the Cunnings of Ham, and the wight that is named 
Burns (but not the Sagaman) and other losels. " 

In a similar vein, a Pall Mall Gazette reviewer introduced Roots as 

A goodly book in sooth . . . which William the Hall-Becker, by 
some called the Folk-Fellowship Furtherer, and by others Will 
o' the Wildgoose-Chase, hath put forth in these days to gladden 
our winter tide withal. ... Yet must the shameful truth be 
spoken that after the first three score leaves ... we did no 

Unsigned review, Saturday Review, January 26, 1889, rpt. in 
William Morris: The Critical Heritage, ed. Peter Faulkner (London: 
Routledge, 1973), p. 322. 
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longer fare steadfastly forth through the tale, as had been the 
bounden  du ty  of  the  inwi t fu l  doomsman .  .  .  unt i l  a t  l as t  . . .  we 
were quelled and overcome by an exceeding great drowsiness. ^ 

A more direct review in the Spectator says bluntly of Roots, 

This is a good thing spoilt. Had Mr. Morris been content 
to tell us about the men of Burgdale, 'their friends, their neigh
bours, their foemen, and their fellow-in-arms,' in a style which 
would be easily comprehended of the ordinary plain person, the 
freshness and novelty of this attempt to reconstruct the Pagan 
ideal of rural life would have pleased where it now only exasper
ates. From beginning to end, the story is written in what a 
critic has happily called 'Wardour Street English.' Mr. Morris 
disdains to use a good English phrase, no matter how old, that 
is still current. 8 

Latter-day critics who take exception to Morris' language include Paul 

Thompson, who complains of "a strange archaic vocabulary, which only 

Morris could easily understand" (Work, p. 158); Philip Henderson, who says 

that the romances exhibit "artifically archaic prose" that makes them "very 

Q 
nearly unreadable today"; and E. P. Thompson, who blames the contem

porary reaction against the prose of the romances on Morris' having "fallen 

victim to his desire to please himself (William Morris, p. 786). The charge 

of "Wardour Street English"may be answered briefly, for very able spokesmen 

have already defended Morris on this score; the question of the romances' 

7 Quoted in E. P. Thompson, William Morris, p. 786n. 

g 
Unsigned review, Spectator, February 8, 1890, rpt. in Critical 

Heritage, p. 335. 

Q 
"Introduction," The Letters of William Morris to His Family and 

Friends (London: Longmans, 1950), p. lxii. 
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relevance to nineteenth-century life will be explored by extended discussion 

of the romances themselves. 

Defenses of Morris* language in the romances, from the simple 

commonsense judgment of Arthur Clutton-Brock to the carefully documented 

research of Jessie Kocmanova, thoroughly refute the objections voiced by 

inept parodies and facile assertions about the inaccessibility of Morris' 

archaisms. Clutton-Brock argues that Morris' language 

is far more easy to understand, because it has a far more precise 
meaning, than most leading articles. Any one who cannot read 
these romances, because now and again he comes upon a word like 
braithly or kenspeckle or yea-said, must be like the princess who 
could not sleep a wink because there was a pea under the forty mat
tresses of her bed. . . . The main objection to the use of strange 
words or constructions is that it distracts the reader's attention 
from the sense to the manner in which it is expressed. But one 
very soon gets used to Morris's oddities. . . .10 

Even initially, the oddities are hardly as obstructive as the parodists' absurd 

exaggerations suggest. Is it possible that words such as " 'eme,' 'mazer,' 

'carline,' 'flockmeal,' 'heft-sax,' 'sackless,1 'flattings,' and the like"** 

could really disconcert a reader when they are encountered in contexts that go 

far to explain their meaning ? Even taken out of context, many of these terms 

should be decipherable by a reasonably sophisticated reader. C. S. Lewis 

•^William Morris: His Work and Influence (London: Thornton 
Butterworth, 1914), pp. 184-85. 

**Terms that the Spectator reviewer fears the ordinary reader will 
be "stumped" by (Critical Heritage, p. 336). 
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suggests that the real objection to Morris' language is roioted in a theory of 

diction that condemns artificial language: 

It is, of course, perfectly true that Morris invented for his poems 
and perfected in his prose-romances a language which has never at 
any period been spoken in England; but I suppose that most 
instructed people are now aware . . . that what we call 'ordinary' 
or 'straightforward' English prose ... is almost equally an arti
ficial speech. . . . The question about Morris's style is not 
whether it is an artificial language—all endurable language in 
longer works must be that—but whether it is a good one. ^ 

The error that Lewis warns against, judging Morris' artificial language by 

standards that should not apply, is committed by the {Spectator reviewer who 

would evaluate Roots with a criterion appropriate for novelistic fiction: 

"What would an ordinary novel-reader know about 'handselling' a person 

lO 
•self-doom'?" The same critic evidently regrets that a character's 

"foul-weather weed" is not more clearly identified to the modern reader as 

"an overcoat." Criticizing Morris' romance for using language inappropriate 

to a novel is like faulting a dog because it does not meow. 

Though C. S. Lewis defends the principle of artificiality to justify 

"a language which has never at any period been spoken in England," Jessie 

Kocmanova takes care to show that the prose style of the romances shares 

many qualities with the prose styles Morris used in his letters, essays, and 

lectures. She notes "typical stylistic features such as inversion, rhythmically 

12"William Morris," Rehabilitations and Other Essays (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1939), pp. 38-39. 

•^Critical Heritage, p. 336. 
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cumulative sentences and phrases, the delicate melodic line. She defends 

archaisms in The Wolfings as important for the context of the tale, and finds 

in passages from The Water of the Wondrous Isles and The Tables Turned 

that "in spite of inversions and occasional unaccustomed dialect phrase, the 

rhythm is an easy conversational one, far removed from any sort of concealed 

metrical jog-trot, and based on speech rhythms" ("Living Language," 

pp. 30-31). She concludes that Morris' prose, including that of the romances, 

"is in its essence based on the living speech which he used in his daily life 

and thought" ("Living Language," p. 34). Is Morris' style a good one? It is 

consistent in tone; it is far from being as confusing as some detractors 

insist; and, as Kocmanova has shown, it is not altogether divorced from the 

style Morris used in practical discourse. The prose of the romances com

municates clearly and simply; its archaisms establish a tonal distance that 

one should not be surprised to encounter in a romance. Even a moderately 

sympathetic, or adventurous, reader should not find the style of the romances 

obstructive. 

The argument over style is a pendant to the larger issue of the 

romances' relevance. Generally, those who defend the style also defend the 

tales against the charges of escapism and authorial self-indulgence. 

Kocmanovd links the issues in this way: "what some critics find objectionable 

is the purport of Morris's writing; the style, being the appropriate, essential 

14t»The Living Language of William Morris," Brno Studies in 
English, 9 (1970), 24. 
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vehicle for the thought, and thus necessarily as much out of the common run 

as the thought itself, came in for immediate condemnation as the easiest and 

most obvious way of condemning the thought along with it" ("Living Language," 

pp. 17-18). C. S. Lewis, having defended Morris' language, praises the 

romances as "the real crown of his work" and insists that they do have intel

lectual and emotional relevance to the actual world: "the quest for the well at 

the world's end or the wood beyond the world, the politics of Mirkwood and the 

sorrow of Odin the Goth—all these are attached in a dozen ways first to 

Morris's life and then to the lives of us all. They express the author's 

deepest sense of reality ..." ("William Morris," pp. 48, 44). 

Wherein lies this deep sense of reality? The claim of irrelevance 

usually notes the apparent discrepancy between Morris' socialist activities 

(including the socialist romances) and the allegedly escapist tendencies of the 

Germanic and fantastic romances. Kocmanova turns this argument on its head 

and finds the romances valuable for "ideas and opinions on life which Morris 

considered would be of practical use and application not only in the course of 

wading the tangled wood of capitalism, but also for building and living in a 

socialist society."*5 Like the critics who claim irrelevance, Kocmanova uses 

a political standard to judge the late romances, but differs in her perspecacity: 

she detects a socialist consciousness in the non-polemical romances. 

Kocmanova is rarely doctrinaire in the actual discussion of the tales, but 

15"The Aesthetic Purpose of William Morris in the Context of His 
Late Prose Romances," Brno Studies in English, 6 (1966), 140. 
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when she is, her method can be distortive. For example, to say that the 

marriage of the Bride to Folk-Might in Roots is "a step in the process of 

cementing the incipient class power of the growing state" ("Aesthetic Purpose," 

p. 108) is to make a statement about Marxist theory, not the tale as literature. 

To take Marxist doctrine as the explicative key to the non-polemical romances 

is to ignore Morris' reason for leaving behind the polemical form of John Ball 

and News. It would seem that Morris sought imaginative freedom in the 

Germanic and fantastic romances, freedom not from the problems of his time, 

but from a doctrinaire treatment of those problems. As Wilbur Albrecht has 

suggested, "in the prose romances, Morris came to the realization that any 

solution to the political and social problems of his age depended upon a more 

profound understanding of the relationship between self and world than that 

1 fi 
suggested by his Marxism." Kocmanova recognizes that the non-polemical 

romances are not Marxist allegories in the strict sense of the term: "The 

relevance of these tales must not be sought in allegorical, i. e., fixed and 

formal identification of characters and events, with other, known, characters 

and events outside the story." However, she notes the tendency "to use the 

word 'allegory' in a rather loose sense, when we say for example that 

Robinson Crusoe or Moby Dick are allegories of man's fight against nature. 

. . . This type of vision or loose allegory often has a profounder meaning 

than the immediate allegorical reference of the formal allegory" ("Aesthetic 

16Wilbur Theodore Albrecht n, "William Morris' The Well at the 
World's End: An Explanation and a Study" (Diss. Pennsylvania, 1970), p. xiii. 
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Purpose," p. 98). Kocmanova's self-assigned task, to work out "the question 

of the relation of his [Morris1] creative art to his communism . . . logically 

from the viewpoint of a Marxist aesthetic" ("Aesthetic Purpose," p. 76), leads 

her to conclude that the "inner meaning" of Morris' non-polemical romances 

is "clearly identical with that of his two socialist romances" and that "Morris 

could not have arrived at his opinions or at his dreams without the corpus of 

communist theory on which he worked" ("Aesthetic Purpose," pp. 139-40). 

Thus Kocmanov^ regards the Germanic and fantastic romances as "visions" 

or "loose allegories" articulating Marxist principles. Certainly, the motifs 

of fellowship, the dignity of labor, and the paramount value of physical exist

ence are compatible with Marxist tenets, but this compatability does not 

make the Germanic and fantastic romances Marxist allegories, however 

"loose" and profound. A writer of more recent fantastic literature, J. R. R. 

Tolkien, has made a distinction that seems appropriate to introduce here. 

Responding to those who viewed his Lord of the Rings as an allegory of World 

War II, Tolkien flatly denied any allegorical or topical intention, pointing out 

that the real war and the supposedly allegorical war of his tale were not con

sistent in important respects. He did deny certain correspondences between 

the actual and the fantastic situations, but he noted that such correspondences 

do not always signal allegory: 

I cordially dislike allegory in all its manifestations. ... I much 
prefer history, true or feigned, with its varied applicability to 
the thought and experience of readers. I think that many confuse 
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"applicability" with "allegory"; but the one resides in the freedom 
of the reader, and the other in the purposed domination of the 
author. ̂  

Kocmanova is certainly correct in saying that "Morris could no more help 

putting his own view of life forward in the romances than could the makers of 

the sagas or the ballads" ("Aesthetic Purpose," p. 98); in "The Aims of Art," 

Morris himself insisted that "art is and must be, either in its abundance or 

its barrenness, in its sincerity or its hollowness, the expression of the 

society amongst which it exists" (XXm, 84). But Morris speaks of a deep 

relevance rather than the topical relevance that even a "loose" Marxist alle

gory might have. He confronts social problems in the Germanic and fantastic 

romances at a level more basic than the conflict between capital and labor; 

these works might then be more properly described as "applicable" rather 

than "allegorical" as regards nineteenth-century life. 

It is not that the Germanic and fantastic romances have a disguised 

topical relevance because they articulate socialist principles, but rather that 

the socialist, Germanic, and fantastic romances share a deep relevance that 

is continuous with the major concerns of Morris' earlier work; i. e., the 

romances examine the interplay between individual and society to suggest 

effective countermeasures for the problems of isolation and time-oppression 

that Morris persistently treats beginning with the Oxford and Cambridge 

Magazine tales. Kocmanovd argues that the opinions Morris expresses in the 

^"Foreword," The Fellowship of the Ring (New York: Ballantine, 
1965), pp. x-xi. 
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romances "are those which he worked out in the course of his apprenticeship 

to socialism and Marxism, in the course of debate, and argument, and study" 

("Aesthetic Purpose," p. 139). However, the social vision presented in the 

late romances—based on love of the earth, love of the body, and love of 

fellowship—Morris had already set forth in embryonic form in Love Is Enough 

(1872), roughly ten years before he joined the Democratic Federation (at which 

time, by his own admission, he was "blankly ignorant of economics" and "had 

never so much as opened Adam Smith, or heard of Ricardo, or of Karl 

Marx"18). It seems reasonable, then, to conclude that Marxist thought is not 

the message in all the romances, but merely a compatible medium in the 

socialist romances for ideas that Morris had evolved earlier. Therefore, 

having traced in earlier chapters the continuing treatment of isolation and 

time-oppression through Morris' literary work, in the ensuing pages I shall 

pursue this deep relevance to its most mature expression, showing that the 

strategy for combating isolation and time-oppression becomes more compre

hensive as Morris leaves the polemical restrictions of the socialist romances 

for the greater freedom of the Germanic and fantastic romances. 

The deep relevance of the late romances resides not just in common 

themes—love of the earth, love of body, love of fellowship—that show an 

acceptance of temporal process and the adoption of a social strategy to combat 

the isolative effects of that process, but also in a common structural 

18"How I Became a Socialist," XXm, 277. This essay originally 
appeared in Justice, July 16, 1894. 
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principle—the interplay between the individual and society. Barbara J. Bono 

has noted two important patterns that evolve from this principle: "the medita

tion or debate on the theme of change . . . and ... a concentration on growth 

19 from adolescence to adulthood—the pattern of the Bildungsroman. " The 

meditation on change shapes the socialist romances and, to a certain extent, 

The Wolfings, articulating the threat that change poses to social stability. As 

we progress to Roots and the fantastic romances, the more comprehensive 

Bildung pattern emerges to depict the relationship between a roving individual 

and the society that serves as his moral anchor. This structural development 

leads us out of the mental landscape of the socialist dream visions—in which 

we can detect a residue of the introspection that dominates the early work— 

into the more objective physical landscape of the Germanic and fantastic 

romances. As the tales' structure expands from the dream vision of past and 

future society to the extended quest in which the individual matures and gains 

strength to aid his society, thematic treatments become more comprehensive. 

The socialist tales introduce the major themes of physical life and fellowship; 

the Germanic and fantastic works, having broader scope and being unhampered 

by polemical demands, embellish these themes with greater detail and wealth 

of incident, more clearly describing the centerpiece of Morris' mature 

solution to the problems of isolation and time-oppression—a mutually beneficial 

relationship between individual and society. 

19"The Prose Fictions of William Morris: A Study in the Literary 
Aesthetic of a Victorian Social Reformer," VP, 13, Nos. 3-4 (1975), 46. 
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Socialist Dream: 
Physical Life and Fellowship 

As Bono points out, meditation on social change takes the form of 

dream vision in John Ball and News from Nowhere. Dream, of course, is a 

significant feature of Morris' early work. The dreams of the socialist 

romances, however, differ from the dreams or trances in "Lindenborg Pool," 

"The Story of the Unknown Church," "The Defence of Guenevere," "Sir Peter 

Harpdon's End," and The Earthly Paradise. In the late works, dream is a 

device for projecting social vision rather than psychological portraits. The 

difference is significant, for the emphasis in the early work is personal, in 

the late work social. The social vision of these works is developed through a 

dialectical structure that plays between past and present, present and future, 

focusing on themes whose development began in Love Is Enough—themes 

extolling the value of physical life and fellowship. 

The strategy the Wanderers of The Earthly Paradise use to combat 

change is escape: they scorn a changeful, mundane existence and seek a time

less realm. This naive strategy proves futile, of course. In Love Is Enough 

Morris presents a peasant couple attuned to temporal process. They love the 

earth and each other, take interest in the details of mundane life, and express 

delight in the prospect of fellowship. Although they submit to time, Giles and 

Joan enjoy a measure of stability that has escaped the Wanderers. The peas

ants view their lives as part of a continuing communal process and take joy in 

the familiar shade tree, the heirloom cup, and the customary pastoral chores. 
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In short, though they may no more achieve individual immortality than the 

Wanderers, Giles and Joan enjoy a corporate immortality as members of an 

enduring community. This notion of communal stability springing from 

acceptance of changeful earthly life is a fundamental principle in not only the 

socialist romances, but also the non-polemical romances. 

Love of physical life in the socialist tales has two important aspects, 

each of which implies the other: love of the earth and love of the body. Love 

of the earth, or non-human nature, is evident in the pastoral description of 

John Ball. Here we find "an ordinary English low-country, swelling into 

rising ground," there "some orchard-land, where the early apples were begin

ning to redden on the trees" (XVI, 216). The field of battle gets careful 

attention, though not from a strictly military point of view: 

We kept pretty near to the road till we had got through all the closes 
save the last, where we were brought up by a hedge and a dyke, 
beyond which lay a wide-open nearly treeless space, not of tillage, 
as at the other side of the place, but of pasture, the common grazing 
ground of the township. A little stream wound about through the 
ground, with a few willows here and there; there was only a thread 
of water in it this hot summer tide, but its course could easily be 
traced by the deep blue-green of the rushes that grew plenteously in 
the bed. Geese were lazily wandering about and near this brook, 
and a herd of cows, accompanied by the town bull, were feeding on 
quietly, their heads all turned one way; while half a dozen calves 
marched close together side by side like a plump of soldiers, their 
tails swinging in a kind of measure to keep off the flies, of which 
there was great plenty. (XVI, 242) 

Later the horns of battle sound, and we are told in some detail how this 

pastoral calm dissolves into comic confusion: 

. . . the cattle in the pasture-field, heretofore feeding quietly, 
seemed frightened silly by the sudden noise, and ran about tail 
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in air and lowing loudly; the old bull with his head a little 
lowered, and his stubborn legs planted firmly, growling 
threateningly; while the geese about the brook waddled away 
gobbling and squeaking. . . . (XVI, 246) 

Such passages demonstrate Morris' own fondness for the earth, but they also 

serve an important function in John Ball, characterizing the rebels by showing 

what they are prepared to die for. Nor is Morris' eye for detail limited to 

non-human nature. We are treated to a scene in which "Will Green put down 

his head in mockery of the bull and grunted like him" (XVI, 246); we see the 

opposing crossbowmen in their "stout body-armour of boiled leather with 

metal studs" (XVI, 249); we hear "the wooden hail of the bolts rattling through 

the boughs" (XVI, 250). There is everywhere an immediate sensory quality 

in John Ball that fixes attention on the dreamer's physical being. When he 

first enters the village, the dreamer notes that he can hear "the twang of the 

bowstring and the plump of the shaft in the target," but only "when the wind 

set from that quarter" (XVI, 219). In similar fashion, the meeting at the 

cross takes on a tactile quality when Will Green "thrust and pulled" the 

dreamer to a vantage point in the pressing crowd, telling him, "'. . . but for 

me thou wouldst have been amidst the thickest of the throng, and have heard 

words muffled by Kentish bellies and seen little but swinky woolen elbows and 

greasy plates and jacks" (XVI, 226-27). The sound borne intermittently on 

the fitful breeze and the struggles through a throng of "swinky woolen elbows" 

are more than merely decorative details—they are elements of the physical 

life that is a central feature of John Ball and the other late romances. 
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The night-long conversation between John Ball and the dreamer 

reveals the importance of this physical life, for when the priest asks the 

dreamer if he is sure that cruel men have souls, the dreamer responds, 

" 'Friend, I never saw a soul, save in the body . . .'" (XVI, 263). For the 

dreamer, body and soul are inseparable; he marvels that the priest pins hope 

for fulfillment on a "heavenly Fellowship," responding to the priest's question, 

" 'why do men die else, if it be otherwise than this ?' " by asking, " 'Why then 

do they live ?'" The dreamer's answer to his own question, " 'they live to 

live because the world liveth' " (XVI, 263-64), asserts his conviction that 

man's physical life is self-fulfilling and is the highest reality that men ought 

reasonably to speak of. There may be less difference between the priest's 

and the dreamer's attitudes than this conversation indicates, however. John 

Ball is no ascetic; in his sermon at the cross he charges his listeners to seek 

their reward " 'both on earth and in heaven; for I say to you that earth and 

heaven are not two but one' " (XVI, 230). The rebel priest's earthly sense 

sets him apart from those who would divide man into body and soul, placing 

the higher value on soul. ̂  

The same advocacy of physical life is found in News, which is pep

pered with Guest's observations about the landscape he passes through: now 

20 Morris' attack is more explicit in an 1886 essay, "The Aims of 
Art," in which he condemns "pious ascetics" who regard art as "a worldly 
entanglement which prevents men from keeping their minds fixed on the chances 
of their individual happiness or misery in the next world; who, in short, hate 
art, because they think that it adds to man's earthly happiness (XXin, 83). 
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he notes "a small elm-shaded field," (XVI, 205), now "a field of wheat . . . 

almost ready to blossom" (XVI, 207), now "a little avenue of lime-trees" 

(XVI, 208). There are also lengthier descriptions that more clearly demon

strate a profound attachment to the physical world. During the trip up the 

Thames to the hay-harvest, Guest describes a scene with characteristic 

reverence: 

. . . the folk on the bank talked indeed, mingling their kind voices 
with the cuckoo's song, the sweet strong whistle of the blackbirds, 
and the ceaseless note of the corn-crake as he crept through the 
long grass of the mowing-field; whence came waves of fragrance 
from the flowering clover amidst of the ripe grass. 

The river came down through a wide meadow on my left, which 
was grey now with the ripened seeding grasses. ... I turned a 
little to my right, and through the hawthorn sprays and long shoots 
of the wild roses could see the flat country spreading out far away 
under the sun of the calm evening, till something that might be 
called hills with a look of sheep-pastures about them bounded it 
with a soft blue line. (XVI, 199-200) 

Having arrived at the upriver destination, Guest again falls into a description 

of pleasant surroundings: 

. . .  o n  t h e  r i g h t  h a n d  w e  c o u l d  s e e  a  c l u s t e r  o f  s m a l l  h o u s e s  a n d  
barns, new and old, and before us a grey stone barn and a wall 
partly overgrown with ivy, over which a few grey gables showed. 
. . . the garden between the wall and the house was redolent of the 
June flowers, and the roses were rolling over one another with 
that delicious superabundance of small well-tended gardens which 
at first sight takes away all thought from the beholder save that 
of beauty. The blackbirds were singing their loudest, the doves 
were cooing on the roof-ridge, the rooks in the high elm-trees 
beyond were garrulous among the young leaves, and the swifts 
wheeled whining about the gables. (XVI, 201) 

These descriptions largely speak for themselves—their detail implies a love 

of the earth. There are, however, more explicit statements of the value of 
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physical life, perhaps the most familiar of which is that given by Ellen when 

she and Guest approach the old house where the harvesters will stay: 

She led me up close to the house, and laid her shapely sun-
browned hand and arm on the lichened wall as if to embrace it, 
and cried out, "Ome! Ome! How I love the earth, and the 
seasons, and weather, and all things that deal with it, and all 
that grows out of it, —as this has done!" (XVI, 201-202) 

Ellen is not alone in making such an explicit statement. When Guest calls 

attention to the " 'quite exaggerated interest in the weather' " that he has seen 

people display, remarking that they talk strangely " 'of such a constantly 

recurring and consequently commonplace matter as the sequence of the 

seasons,1" Dick replies, " 'Is it strange to sympathize with the year and its 

gains and losses?' " adding, " I am part of it all, and feel the pain as 

well as the pleasure in my own person.'" Guest notes, "In his way also, as 

Ellen in hers, I could see that Dick had that passionate love of the earth 

which was common to but few people at least, in the days I knew" (XVI, 206-207). 

The love of the earth that Ellen and Dick express has basically the 

same significance that attachment to the physical has in John Ball. In both 

cases, Morris warns against partitioning human experience and separating 

physical life from other, supposedly higher, realms of experience. To use 

the words of the dreamer in John Ball, Dick and Ellen are perfect examples 

of those who simply " 'live to live because the world liveth' " (XVI, 264). 

Guest contrasts this earthly attitude with the popular attitude of his time, 

when  " . . .  the  preva i l ing  fee l ing  amongs t  in te l lec tua l  persons  was  a  k ind  of  

sour distaste for the changing drama of the year, for the life of earth and its 
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dealings with men. Indeed, in those days it was thought poetic and imagina-

21 tive to look upon life as a thing to be borne, rather than enjoyed. 

The asceticism that Guest attacks is viewed as the source of grave 

social problems. Clara, Dick's once-estranged but now reconciled mate, 

attributes the social injustice of nineteenth-century industrial "slavery" to 

this disdain for the life of the earth: 

"Was not their mistake once more bred of the life of slavery that 
they had been living ?—a life which was always looking upon every
thing, except mankind, animate and inanimate—'nature,' as people 
used to call it—as one thing, and mankind as another. It was 
natural to people thinking in this way, that they should try to make 
'nature' their slave, since they thought 'nature' was something 
outside them." (XVI, 179) 

The mistake that Clara refers to is an opinion that Henry Morsom has just 

explained as being held by the rich "before the days of freedom": 

"This opinion . . . was, that while the ordinary daily work of the 
world would be done entirely by automatic machinery, the energies 
of the more intelligent part of mankind would be set free to follow 
the higher forms of the arts, as well as science and the study of 
history. It was strange, was it not, that they should thus ignore 
that aspiration after complete equality which we now recognize as 
the bond of all happy human society?" (XVI, 178) 

^ XVI, 207. Cf. Morris' comments in his 1887 essay "The Society 
of the Future," in which he deplores "the march of civilization towards the 
intellectual-paunch stage of existence" and demands "a free and unfettered 
animal life for man . . . the utter extinction of all asceticism. If we feel the 
least degradation in being amorous, or merry, or hungry, or sleepy, we are 
so far bad animals, and therefore miserable men. And you know civilization 
does bid us be ashamed of all these moods and deeds, and as far as she can, 
begs us to conceal them, and where possible to get other people to do them 
for us" (in May Morris, AWS n, 465, 457). 
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In Clara's analysis, the social inequality brought about by this division of 

human activity is the product of a false distinction between man and nature: 

when men attempt do enslave a presumably alien nature, they actually 

enslave other men (after all a part of nature) who are compelled to perform 

the dull task of tending machines. On the other hand, the correct perception 

of man as part of nature implies a significant revaluation of intellectual and 

physical life, which the inhabitants of Morris' socialist Utopia have accom

plished: they have learned to respect nature and, therefore, themselves as 

part of nature. They have abandoned the attitude that nature is something to 

be conquered and have refused the system of industrial slavery that divides 

human activity into unpleasant everyday work and pleasant intellectual 

pursuits—and men into unequal classes. They take pleasure in their animal 

nature and find the details of life, including work, fulfilling rather than stifling. 

Art is no longer a product of an intellectually elite class that disdains work, 

but has become an expression of joy in work, and old Hammond says that art 

in his society ought really to be called "work-pleasure" (XVI, 134). 

But things intellectual have not been completely devalued in News. 

Older folk like Ellen's grandfather and old Hammond cling to a love for books 

and history, while the younger folk are more apt to neglect such things in 

their devotion to physical life. At one point Ellen chides her grandfather for 

his attitude: "'Books, books! always books, grandfather! When will you 

unders tand  tha t  a f te r  a l l  i t  i s  the  wor ld  we  l ive  in  which  in te res t s  us? ' "  

adding that books " 'were well enough for times when intelligent people had but 
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little else in which they could take pleasure, and when they must needs sup

plement the sordid miseries of their own lives with imaginations of the lives 

of other people1" (XVI, 150-51). Old Hammond notes that the young are so 

absorbed in their immediate physical lives that they have little interest in 

history: " '. . . I don't think my tales of the past interest them much. The 

last harvest, the last baby, the last knot of carving in the market-place, is 

history enough for them'" (XVI, 54). On the other hand, Ellen worries that 

. . sometimes people are too careless of the history of the past—too apt 

to leave it in the hands of old learned men like Hammond'" (XVI, 194), and 

Clara frets that although people in her society are " 'interested with our life 

for the most part,'" they do not make their lives the subject of their poems 

and pictures (XVI, 101-102). Dick is content to live in a happy and largely 

non-intellectual period, but Clara wistfully notes, " 'I wish we were interesting 

enough to be written or painted about,' " thus expressing her desire for a more 

contemplative life (XVI, 103). Intellectual pleasure is, then, not completely 

banished from Morris' Utopian society; neither is sensuous life praised with

out qualification, as the treatment of erotic love illustrates. When Guest 

remarks on a young woman's beauty, Dick agrees and adds, " ' 'Tis a good job 

there are so many of them that every Jack may have his Jill: else I fear that 

we should get fighting for them. Indeed, I don't say that it does not happen 

even now, sometimes. For you know love is not a very reasonable thing . . .' " 

(XVI, 35). Later, during the trip up the Thames, Walter Allen relates an 

incident that bears out Dick's observation. A homicide has occurred; a man 
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"fairly bitten with love-madness" has made himself objectionable so far as 

to attack his more successful rival with an ax. The disturbed suitor is 

accidentally killed and the inadvertent killer plunged into despair (XVI, 165-66). 

There is still more evidence of the unsettling effects of erotic consciousness: 

Clara is somewhat apprehensive that Ellen will catch Dick's eye (XVI, 182, 

187); Ellen realizes that her presence bothers Clara and knows that her 

beauty has " 'often troubled men's minds disastrously' " (XVI, 188); Guest 

tells of "my new-born excitement about Ellen, and my gathering fear of where 

it would land me" (XVI, 195). Such observations about erotic love are hardly 

novel; it is noteworthy, however, that in this dream of a society beyond the 

revolution, a society that has shifted its attention away from the intellectual 

toward the physical, Morris does not fail to note the complications of physical 

life and the value of a properly balanced intellectual life. He does not over

simplify the revaluation that has taken place, but points out the difficulties 

that yet remain in the Utopian society. 

The advocacy of physical life in John Ball and News does not in 

itself solve the problems of change and isolation; rather it embraces these 

problems as essential to the human condition. Acceptance of physical life 

does, however, help shape a society that can effectively meet these problems. 

This advocacy has, as I have noted, two closely related components: love of 

the earth and love of the body. To love the earth is to love the body by which 

the earth is known, to acknowledge man's animal existence. Moreover, in 

these romances love of the body widens into a love for mankind in general 
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and, consequently, a love for human fellowship. Or, to state the matter in 

another way, the threat of change and isolation is met by accepting the posi

tive value of man's mortal condition and by countering the limiting, isolative 

tendencies of change with the corporate strength of fellowship. 

In John Ball, Morris underscores the importance of fellowship and 

the continuity it affords in a changeful world. At the cross John Ball pro

claims that ". . fellowship is heaven, and lack of fellowship is hell: 

fellowship is life, and lack of fellowship is death: and the deeds that ye do 

upon the earth, it is for fellowship's sake that ye do them, and the life that is 

in it, that shall live on and on for ever, and each one of you part of it, while 

many a man's life upon the earth from the earth shall wane'" (XVI, 230). The 

Kentish rebels are an example of fellowship in action. They fight in sympathy 

with the men of Essex, realizing that oppression in Essex can easily migrate 

to Kent. The rebels' sense of fellowship contrasts sharply with the selfish

ness of the foeman that John Ball describes: " 'the proud man, the oppressor, 

who scorneth fellowship, and himself is a world to himself and needeth no 

helper nor helpeth any' " (XVI, 234). The rebels' cause, based on common 

and not selfish interest, is greater than any single man. It is such common 

interest that provides continuity in human endeavor and makes possible what 

Morris referred to elsewhere as "immortality not as individuals but as part of 

22 the great corporation of humanity." 

Op 
"Early England," a lecture of 1886, in The Unpublished Lectures 

of William Morris, ed. and comp. Eugene D. LeMire (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1969), p. 163. 
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In News the communal ideal has been achieved, and the life of each 

man is enriched by a common store of experience. Old Hammond says that 

his fellows " 'believe in the continuous life of the world of men, and as it were, 

add every day of that common life to the little stock of days which our own 

mere individual experience wins for us'" (XVI, 132). But Morris does not 

mean to suggest that the life of the individual is to be totally lost in the life of 

the community. Although the " 'aimless solitary life of the well-to-do educated 

man'" before the revolution is spoken of with extreme distaste (XVI, 105), 

although it is a breach of social etiquette for a man to let his "individual 

trouble" get the better of him (XVI, 166), and although old Hammond explains 

tha t  "  .  .  i t  i s  a  poin t  o f  honour  wi th  us  no t  to  be  se l f -cen t red  .  .  . (XVI ,  

58), the value and dignity of the individual is carefully maintained in the 

Utopian society. "Grumblers" like Ellen's grandfather are tolerated with 

reasonable good-will when they lament the past days of competition. Henry 

Johnson (Boffin) the dustman likes to overdress, and Dick's comment is, 

" '. . . why should he not if he likes?' " (XVI, 22). More significantly, there 

are no legal battles between estranged husbands and wives, there being " 'no 

law-courts to enforce contracts of sentiment or passion'" and " 'no code of 

public opinion which takes the place of such courts.'" Old Hammond explains, 

" 'I do not say that people don't judge their neighbours' conduct, sometimes, 

doubtless, unfairly. But I do say that there is no unvarying conventional set 

of rules by which people are judged; no bed of Procrustes to stretch or cramp 

their minds and lives . . .'" (XVI, 58-59). This defense of the individual's 
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dignity and freedom is an integral part of Morris' socialist vision, a principle 

that actually prompted Morris to write News as a corrective to Edward 

Bellamy's Looking Backward. Morris objected to the regimentation in 

Bellamy's Utopian vision, and, according to May Morris, was provoked to 

say "that if they brigaded him into a regiment of workers he would lie on his 

back and kick" (AWS I, 503). The value of individual experience, implicit in 

old Hammond's comment on the juncture of the "common life" and the "little 

stock of days" that each man's experience wins, is that the common life is but 

an aggregate of individual experience. That is, although the community pro

vides a stability that the individual cannot achieve alone, the community is 

dependent on individual contributions for its continued existence. Not explored 

at length in John Ball or News, this very important interplay between individual 

and community becomes a major focus of attention in the Germanic and 

fantastic romances. 

No one doubts the relevance of the socialist romances to nineteenth-

century life; their polemical purpose would make any such doubts absurd. Yet 

when the root concerns of Morris' socialist vision—physical life and fellowship-

are transplanted into the less obviously purposeful Germanic and fantastic 

romances, critics have often failed to note any contemporary relevance 

because the didactic Marxist trappings are absent. Far from lapsing into 

irrelevance, the non-polemical romances explore the themes of physical life 

and fellowship more comprehensively than do the socialist tales. This more 

complete treatment may even be attributed to Morris' leaving polemical design 
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out of the Germanic and fantastic romances. Writing to Owen Carroll con

cerning John Ball. Morris explained that "when I wrote my little book, I did it 

with the intention of bringing in the Socialistic dialogues at the end rather than 

no 
dealing with the literary and dramatic side of the story." He wrote News at 

least partly for the purpose of contradicting Bellamy's Utopian vision. 

Explanation is the dominant motive in both works, and Morris employs a form 

suitable for explicating his vision—a historical dialectic between the past and 

the present in John Ball, between the present and the future in News. These 

historical contrasts set the stage for the socialist dialogues between the 

dreamer and John Ball and between Guest and old Hammond. Doubtless the 

dialogues are an effective instructional tool, but in a literary sense they are 

the least satisfying part of the socialist romances if judged by a criterion pro

posed by Morris himself. In "The Society of the Future" Morris praises 

writers like Scott and Dickens, "who tell their tales to our senses and leave 

them alone to moralize the tale so told" (AWS II, 465). John Ball and News 

are most impressive as literature when they avoid the moralizing that Morris 

finds undesirable. The pastoral descriptions more eloquently proclaim the 

value of physical life than the dreamer's remark that he " 'never saw a soul, 

save in the body'" (XVI, 263), or Clara's theory that the mistake of the nine

teenth century was to separate man and nature (XVI, 179). The behavior of 

Will Green's companions in the Rose and later at dinner in his home 

230wen Carroll, "William Morris," Everyman, September 23, 
1933; quoted in E. P. Thompson, William Morris, p. 837n. 
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demonstrates the quality of fellowship better than do John Ball's sermons; 

the relationship between Dick and Clara better illustrates the changed attitude 

toward love and marriage than any of old Hammond's explanations. In short, 

the overt statement of the dialogues is an expedient polemical tool but a 

limited means of literary expression. Even in the socialist romances, treat

ment of key issues is richer and more complex when Morris addresses the 

senses and leaves off the didactic comment. The Germanic and fantastic 

romances, free of polemical limitations, explore the themes of physical life 

and fellowship in a more comprehensive fashion by speaking to the senses and 

presenting progressively more expansive patterns of experience than those 

found in the socialist tales. 

Germanic "History": 
The Self and the Center 

The Germanic tales abandon the psychological landscape, the 

polemical purpose, and the conversational dialectic that characterize the 

socialist romances. The Wolfings and Roots feature a geographical and nar

rative expanse unbounded by a first-person consciousness; they eschew 

moralizing; and, most significantly, they evolve a narrative pattern that 

reflects a relationship between individual and society rather than between two 

debaters. This pattern may be described as an expanding and contracting 

circle in which individual interests represent a centrifugal force that both 

threatens to pull the social circle apart and promises to help expand the 

borders of social order, and in which community interests represent a 
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centripetal force that both threatens to stifle the outward impulses of the 

individual and promises to preserve a cohesive center, a moral anchor for 

individual action. But if the Germanic tales break formally with the socialist 

romances, they continue the thematic exploration of the physical life and fel

lowship central to John Ball and News, demonstrating again what Morris 

thought the most viable solution to the problems of time-oppression and isola

tion: a communal order, based on acceptance of temporal existence, capable 

of adapting to change without undue disruption. 

The Wolfings portrays a generally contractive phase of the pattern 

I have described. Morris intended this romance "to illustrate the melting of 

24 the individual into the society of the tribes." Accordingly, the centripetal 

social forces dominate; individual concerns are subordinated. As May Morris 

notes, " Love of the tribe and the kindred is the keynote. . . . The effacement 

of personal happiness in service of the people hangs over all the action in 

The Wolfings" (AWS I, 509). In this tale the Markmen respond to the threat 

of Roman invasion by contracting and concentrating their defenses. The 

various houses scattered up and down the Mirkwood-water marshal their 

strength for a communal defense that ends at the Wolfing hall, a place of 

central importance for all the Markmen because it houses a lamp, the Hall-Sun, 

that is "held as an ancient and holy thing by all the Markmen" (XIV, 8) and 

serves as a symbol for the welfare of the entire folk. It is appropriate that 

^The Letters of William Morris to His Family and Friends, ed. 
Philip Henderson (London: Longmans, 1950), p. 302. 
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the defense of the Mark follow this contractive pattern, for as Barbara Bono 

has noted, the Roman attack is but an outward expression of a threat that 

exists within the Mark ("Prose Fictions," p. 47)—the threat of the expansive, 

potentially destructive forces of individual interest. 

Two central symbols govern The Wolfings, delineating the struggle 

between the centrifugal impulse of individualism and the centripetal attraction 

of community. The hauberk that Wood-Sun has Thiodolf wear is a badge of 

self-interest; the Wolfing Roof, the hall of the folk, symbolizes the communal 

life to which the Markmen ordinarily subordinate their individual interests. 

The opposed forces represented by the hauberk and the Roof also surface in 

the military struggle between the Romans, who represent the forces of greed 

and self-interest, and the Markmen, who embody the values of communal life. 

The hauberk, then, represents a threat within the Mark that parallels 

the Roman threat from without. The two threats are closely linked: Wood-Sun 

gives Thiodolf the hauberk as protection against the Romans, in effect offering 

him the ethic of self-interest that the invaders embrace. Thiodolf is suspicious 

of the hauberk from the first, asking, 

"What evil thing abideth with this warder of the strife, 
This burg and treasure chamber for the hoarding of my life?" 

(XIV, 23) 

Thiodolf's later conjecture that " '. . . this mail is for the ransom of a man 

and the ruin of a folk' " (XIV, 111) is correct, for when he wears the hauberk 

into battle, he swoons and is unable to lead his men. The individualism that 

the hauberk represents temporarily propels Thidolf outside the social circle 
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of the Markmen into a state of self-absorption: ". . now must I tell thee 

a hard and evil thing; that I loved them not, and was not of them, and outside 

myself there was nothing: within me was the world and nought without me'" 

(XIV, 169). The hauberk, we learn later, bears a curse, so that 

" . . .  w h o s o  w e a r e t h  t h e  s a m e ,  
Shall save his life in the battle, and have the battle's shame 
He shall live through wrack and ruin, and ever have the worse, 
And drag adown his kindred, and bear the people's curse." 

(XIV, 172) 

In short, the hauberk protects Thiodolf's life but sunders his bond with the 

folk. When he wears the hauberk, Thiodolf becomes somewhat like the 

Romans, who "have forgotten kindred" (XIV, 45) and are ruled by mighty men 

acting out of self-serving motives, as the example of the Roman captain 

illustrates: 

He was both young and very rich, and a mighty man among his towns
men and well had he learned that ginger is hot in the mouth, and 
though he had come forth to the war for the increasing of his fame, 
he had no will to die among the Markmen, either for the sake of the 
city of Rome, or of any folk whatsoever, but was liefer to live for 
his own sake. (XIV, 133-34) 

As the captain's self-interest prevents any thought of dying for the sake of 

Rome, so the hauberk takes away Thiodolf's will to fight and die for the folk; 

it is, as Thiodolf fears, "a treasure chamber for the hoarding of . . . life" 

and is therefore inconsistent with the communal principles of the Markmen, 

which demand the spending, not the hoarding, of individual lives so that the 

folk may survive. 

The hauberk is a shelter for the individual; the Wolfing Roof is a 

shelter for an entire folk. True to his name, Thiodolf (Folk-Wolf) yields to 
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the inwardly directed forces of the community: he subordinates self-interest 

by rejecting the compromising protection of the hauberk and dying in defense 

of the Wolfing Roof. The manner of his death indicates Thiodolf's melting 

into the society represented by the Roof, for he dies at the symbolic heart of 

the Mark, on the dais of the hall beneath the spot where the Hall-Sun custom

arily hangs. Moreover, Thiodolf gets his death wound by performing what 

amounts to a final obeisance to the social order of the Mark—he clears the 

doorway so that the fires in the hall may be extinguished, then enters to free 

several captives. These acts in themselves demonstrate that Thiodolf places 

the welfare of the folk above personal safety, but the simple act of entering the 

hall also becomes a symbolic gesture, for the doors are "not so high that a 

man might stand on the threshold and his helmcrest clear the lintel; for such 

was the custom, that a tall man must bow himself as he came into the hall" 

(XIV, 5-6). Although the narrator suggests that the custom "maybe was a 

memory of the days of onslaught when the foemen were mostly wont to beset 

the hall," it seems likely, in the context of a tale that emphasizes in numerous 

other ways the primary importance of the society over the individual, that the 

bow is also a gesture of humility, a way of recognizing that individuals must 

yield to the interests of the folk. 

Thiodolf's final bow is but one example of typical Wolfing behavior 

founded on the conviction that no individual is as important as the tribe. When 

Hall-Sun (the keeper of the lamp by the same name) sends out two maidens to 

spy on the Roman advance, she advises suicide rather than betrayal of the 
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folk (XIV, 92). This advice is neither given nor taken lightly; the Roman 

captain's military intelligence is poor, "... and though he had taken those 

two women in the wastes, yet had he got no word from them, for they did as 

the Hall-Sun bade them, when they knew that they would be questioned with 

torments, and smiting themselves each with a little sharp knife, so went 

their ways to the Gods" (XIV, 134). Such incidents demonstrate that the 

Markmen's defense is predicated on a cooperative rather than an individual 

effort—the goal is collective, not individual, survival. Thus when he is chosen 

war leader, Thiodolf reminds the Markmen of their cooperative strategy: 

" '. . . it is oftenest the custom when ye go to war to choose you two dukes, 

and I would it were so now. No child's play is the work that lies before us; 

and if one leader chance to fall let there be another to take his place without 

stop or stay'" (XIV, 69). Likewise, when during the fighting the second war 

duke would send a message to Thiodolf, he tells the messenger, " '. . . take 

thy fellow Viglund the Woodman with thee, lest if perchance one fall, the other 

may bear the message'" (XIV, 118). 

Clearly, what matters most in The Wolfings is the survival of the 

folk. As Lionel Munby has indicated, in the late romances "it is society that 

is the real subject of Morris' interest, even when the place of the individual in 

society looms large in the story."2® Thus Thiodolf's personal struggle is 

most significant as it affects the welfare of the folk. Thiodolf fails when he 

^"William Morris' Romances and the Society of the Future," 
Zeitschrift fiir Anglistik und Amerikanistik, 10 (1962), 63. 
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dons the hauberk and temporarily assumes the centrifugal force of individual

ism; he triumphs as he submits to the centripetal attraction of community and 

melts into the society of the tribe. 

The communal life extolled by The Wolfings is founded on love of 

the earth and love for human participation in natural processes. The land

scape in the Mark" i.s humanized, the "island amidst of the Mirkwood" (XIV, 4) 

man-made. In establishing their dwelling place, the Markmen have entered 

into a close relationship with their corner of the world. They fight to defend 

" 'the life we have made in the land we have made'" (XIV, 161). In this island 

of order, the Markmen are attuned to natural process: the Wolfings worship 

the kind acres which they themselves and their fathers had made 
fruitful, wedding them to the seasons of seed-time and harvest, 
that the birth that came from them might become a part of the 
kindred of the Wolf, and the joy and might of past springs and 
summers might run in the blood of the Wolfing children. (XIV, 30) 

This sense of community with local nature is reflected in the custom of holding 

important councils at "Thing-steads in the Wood aloof from either acre or 

m e a d o w .  . . .  i n  m e m o r y ,  b e l i k e ,  o r  t h e  d a y s  w h e n  a s  y e t  t h e r e  w a s  n e i t h e r  

house nor tillage, nor flocks and herds, but the Earth's face only and what 

freely grew thereon" (XIV, 7). In another passage the wood is described as 

a "roof" of green (XIV, 15), reinforcing the idea of nature as the nurturer and 

protector of the folk. The Markmen are firmly linked to place: their gods 

are the Mirkwood-water and the Roof of the Kindred (XIV, 29-30). Unlike the 

Romans, who are mobile and can carry their abstract Christian worship with 

them, the Markmen must abandon old gods and adopt new ones if a move is 
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necessary. The wood outside the Mark has not the benevolent aspect of the 

ancestral dwelling place; it is a "wild-wood" that can "swallow all up, and 

take away from them [the Markmen] their Gods and their friends and the mirth 

of their life" (XIV, 30). In short, life in the Mark is precious because the 

folk and the land have merged, because generations of Markmen have pursued 

their crafts and tilled the land, so that indeed "the joy and might of past 

springs and summers might run in the blood of the Wolfing children" (XIV, 30). 

In their love for the earth and their participation in natural process, the 

Markmen differ from their antagonists the Romans,^® who disdain all work 

except warfare. The Romans compel their slaves to " 'do all tilling and 

herding and all deeds of craftsmanship' "; the masters do nothing, " 'not so 

much as smithy their own edge-weapons, but linger out their days in their 

dwellings and out of their dwellings, lying about in the sun or the hall-cinders, 

like cur-dogs' " (XIV, 46). The Wolfings have a healthy respect for nature 

and for men as part of nature, much as do the characters in News; the Romans, 

on the other hand, are much like the nineteenth-century slave-masters that 

26 As May Morris explains, her father had a pronounced dislike for 
the "Roman State." She quotes from an unpublished lecture: "'. . . Roman 
civilized society had come to be composed in the main of a privileged class of 
very rich men, whose business was war, politics and pleasure, and money-
making as an instrument of these enjoyments; of their hangers-on forming a 
vast parasitical army; of a huge population of miserable slaves; and of 
another population of free men (so-called) kept alive by doles of food, and 
contented with people's palaces in the form of theatrical and gladiatorial shows. 
That is, the free citizen had become an idler, either a rich luxurious one, or 
a pauper, and the work was done by men under the most obvious form of 
compulsion' " (AWS II, 628-29). 
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Clara criticized for oppressing their fellow men in order to conquer the 

nature that they falsely distinguished from themselves. As in the Utopian 

society of News, in the Mark enthusiasm for man's physical life leads directly 

to the cherished principle of fellowship and the stability it provides. The 

Wolfing Roof, "fashioned of the mightiest trees that might be found," the 

symbol of the communal life of the folk, preserves in its carvings and wall 

hangings the "images of ancient tales and the deeds of the Wolfings, and the 

deeds of the Gods from whence they came" (XIV, 6-7). This historical 

repository holds not only "the memories of the generations and the very life 

of the Wolfings," but also "their hopes for the days to be" (XIV, 30); the long 

tradition augurs continuity into the future and, as Thiodolf notes, gives 

promise of a corporate immortality: 

"I am Thiodolf the Mighty: but as wise as I may be 
No story of that grave-night mine eyes can ever see, 
But rather the tale of the Wolfings through the coming days of earth, 
And the young men in their triumph and the maidens in their mirth; 
And morn's promise every evening, and each day the promised morn, 
And I amidst it ever reborn and yet reborn." 

(XIV, 109) 

With its emphasis on the melting of the individual into the tribe, 

The Wolfings depicts a contractive phase in the play between the centrifugal 

force of individualism and the centripetal attraction of community; Roots, on 

the contrary, presents an expansive phase in which the centrifugal force is 

much more prominent—and more valuable. In this work, the Bildung pattern 

noted by Bono emerges as Face-of-god (Gold-mane) leaves the familiar, 

sheltered life of the Dale to seek something, he knows not what, in the wood 
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outside the circle of social order. Mark Hawkins cites this larger role of 

the individual as evidence that Face-of-god "does not subordinate his own 

interests to those of the tribe; indeed, he is totally concerned with his 

personal destiny which in the beginning is antagonistic to the harmony of his 

society." According to Hawkins, Roots does in the end celebrate "a society 

that achieves a common goal," but only because "Morris manages to manipu

late the plot in such a way as to avoid a total break between the individual and 

his tribe." For Hawkins the late romances are "the product of a conscious

ness . . . increasingly separated from others, self-motivated, seeking 

27 solitary goals." Although his dismissing a key plot element in the romances— 

the return to society—as "merely a convenient ending" makes his thesis a 

rather perverse one, Hawkins is correct in two respects: the role of the 

individual is much more prominent in the romances after The Wolfings, and 

the individual's outward impulse is potentially destructive. However, it is 

incorrect to say that Face-of-god or the rovers in the fantastic romances are 

concerned only with personal destiny, for they repeatedly demonstrate a sense 

of social responsibility. Furthermore, the return to society is not an ending 

manipulated for convenience's sake, but an essential part of a Bildung plot 

that presents individual development not for its own sake but for its importance 

in preserving—and extending—social order. Face-of-god's wanderlust has a 

definite social value because it helps to cement the alliance of the Burgdalers, 

27Mark Frank Hawkins, "The Late Prose Romances of William 
Morris, a Biographical Interpretation" (Diss. Berkeley, 1969), pp. 25-28. 
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Silverdalers, and Rosedalers. Whereas the Markmen's defense contracts to 

a tight circle, emphasizing the primary importance of the tribe, the Dalers' 

defense expands the circle of social order, showing a more complex relation

ship between individual and society. Paradoxically, the centrifugal force that 

threatens to pull the social circle apart is the means by which the circle is 

ultimately preserved. 

Like the hauberk and the hall in The Wolfings, the wood and the dale 

in Roots symbolize outward impulse and inward attraction. The wood outside 

the dale awakens a strange desire in Face-of-god, a longing that, as old 

Stone-face says, " 'will at whiles entangle the sons of our chieftans' " (XV, 20). 

In the wood, Face-of-god explains, " ' I fared as if I were seeking something, 

I know not what, that should fill up something lacking to me, I know not what.' " 

But his attitude is ambivalent, for at times he also feels the inward pull of the 

dale: " . . when I came out again into the sunshine, and I saw the fair dale, 

and the happy abode lying before me, and folk abroad in the meads merry in 

the eventide; then was I full fain of it, and loathed the wood as an empty thing 

that had nought to give me. . . .'" The lure of the wildwood prevails, 

Face-of-god concludes that the dale is narrow and the world wide (XV, 19), 

and the stage is set for the wandering that will both threaten and eventually 

strengthen the society of the dale. 

As the hauberk is associated with Thiodolf' s love for Wood-Sun, so 

the wood is linked with potentially destructive long-longing. The appeals of 

the wood and the dale, of the unknown and the known, are paralleled by the 
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appeals of two women: the Friend, an exiled wood-dweller, and the Bride, a 

daleswoman betrothed to Face-of-god. Though E. P. Thompson objects that 

Morris' "romantic love themes . . . are incompatible with the more serious 

intention of the whole," which has "the central theme of the reuniting of the 

kindreds and their resistance to the invaders" (William Morris, p. 785), the 

love story is essential precisely because it does affect the larger struggle. 

Face-of-god views himself as caught "between a mighty folk and two wayward 

women" (XV, 72). His love for the Friend initially incurs the anger of her 

brother, a leader among her people; and Iron-face, the alderman who of all 

people is committed to preserving communal order, is so angered when his 

son disrupts the traditional marriage between the House of the Face and the 

House of the Steer that he breaks the peace of the Thing. Thus Face-of-god's 

wanderlust and the love-longing associated with it create not only tension 

between two peoples, but also dissension within the dale: the centrifugal 

impulse threatens to pull the social circle apart. 

In The Wolfings the hauberk is abandoned, individual desires 

renounced; in Roots these threatening desires are pursued and ultimately 

transformed into a social asset. As Kocmanova notes, in this tale Morris 

portrays love "as an aspect of social life . . . the opposite of the romantic 

O Q 
love which knows no laws or limits." Accordingly, the relationship 

28  *  "Aesthetic Purpose," p. 111. Kocmanova ignores the inner 
tensions generated by love, arguing that there is no "enemy within" as there 
is In The Wolfings (p. 108) and insisting that Morris fails to develop his sug
gestion concerning the "waywardness" of the Dalesmen (pp. 112-13). The 
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between Face-of-god and the Friend is characterized by a sense of social 

responsibility. She impresses upon him that ". . there are more folk in 

the world than thou and I only'" (XV, 108). She has acted out of social con

science: " 'When I drew thee to me on the Mountain I thought but of the friend

ship and brotherhood to be knitted up between our two Folks, nor did I anywise 

desire thy love of a young man'" (XV, 122). Later, of course, her love 

becomes as ardent as his, but still it is conditioned by social concerns; when 

he asks about " 'the welfare of thy Folk and their fellowship with my Folk,'" 

she is pleased and says, " '. . . full glad am I that I have not plighted my troth 

to a mere goodly lad, but rather to a chieftain and a warrior'" (XV, 126). Both 

lovers are prepared to " 'die for the kindred and its good days'" (XV, 264). 

Their bond becomes a bond between two peoples, for Face-of-god's presence 

in Shadowy Vale signifies "fellowship with the kindreds" (XV, 128). The 

wanderlust that initially threatens social order in the end strengthens it, as 

Iron-face recognizes: 

"Son Face-of-god, son Gold-mane, thou bearest with thee 
both ill luck and good. Erewhile, when thou wanderedst out into 
the Wild-wood, seeking thou knewest not what from out of the Land 
of Dreams, thou didst but bring aback to us grief and shame; but 
now that thou hast gone forth with the neighbours seeking thy foe-
men, thou hast come aback to us with thine hands full of honour 
and joy for us, and we thank thee for thy gifts, and I call thee a 
lucky man." (XV, 218) 

implication is that the Dalesmen are shown to be falsely unified because the 
class conflicts within the society are not developed. Actually, there is no 
reason why the love-complication should not be a sufficient indication of 
inner tension—particularly in view of its social consequences—unless, of 
course, one's Marxist precepts demand exposition of class-conflict. 
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Because Face-of-god succumbs to the outward impulse and risks disorder, 

the circle of order is extended: Burgdalers, exiled Silverdalers, and a hand

ful of Rosedalers unite to destroy the Dusky Men (historically, they would have 

been Huns) who have invaded the mountain valleys. 

These invaders, like the Romans who attack the Mark, are an outer 

threat that parallels a threat within. Kocmanova regrets that "Morris has not 

very clearly envisaged the 'Dusky Folk,arguing that "the very shadowy and 

entirely negative depiction of the enemy" makes the conflict in Roots "less 

real and near to us." This lack of definition Kocmanova regards as a weak

ness stemming from "a lack of precisely defined historical knowledge available 

at the time Morris wrote" ("Aesthetic Purpose," p. 109). These suggestions 

seem highly questionable. Morris was much given to embellishing both 

literary and historical sources with imaginative detail of his own; he once 

reacted to a query about sources of information used in The Wolfings by 

exclaiming, "Doesn't the fool realize that it's a romance, a work of fiction— 

29 that it's all LIES!" In short, the Germanic tales have a historical base, but 

their detail is largely imaginative. Why should be attribute the mode of 

describing the enemy in Roots to a lack of historical knowledge when Morris 

had never before limited himself to what sources provided? I suggest that 

Morris had reason to present the Dusky Men as he did, for the amorphous 

imagery describing them mirrors the disordering potential of Face-of-god's 

29H[enry] Halliday Sparling, The Kelmscott Press and William 
Morris, Master-Craftsman (London: Macmillan, 1924), p. 50. 
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wanderlust. Their very shapelessness constitutes a symbolic threat to the 

30 carefully ordered life of the Dalesmen, as does the protagonist's attraction 

to the wood. 

The threatened chaos is suggested in several ways. The invaders 

have no concept of kindred that the Dalesmen would recognize; they compel 

the women of conquered reaces to serve as "bed-thralls" and bear their 

children. They have no women of their own kind, since they kill all female 

offspring (XV, 203). In keeping with this savage behavior, the speech of the 

Dusky Men is most often depicted as animalistic and inarticulate. When the 

Dalers attack, the invaders give forth "a huge wordless yell" and fall "to 

howling as if a wood full of wild dogs was there"; throughout the battle they 

are described "baying and yelling," "howling like dogs, and chattering like 

apes" (XV, 325, 346, 352-53). Not surprisingly, the Dalesmen are given the 

more human attribute of articulate speech: in addition to their war whoops 

they voice songs of onset and victory, displaying a capacity for unified action 

that the enemy seems not to have (XV, 328, 340-42). Whereas the Dalesmen 

give "a great and hearty shout all together" and move "down the hill as one 

man," the Dusky Men are reduced to a "stumbling jostling throng" that gives 

forth a "hideous confused yelling" (XV, 328-29). 

OA 
Cf. the Romans in The Wolfings, who are also connected with 

amorphous imagery: they "dwell/ Mid confusion of heaped houses, dim and 
black as the face of hell" (XIV, 21). 
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The identifying tokens of this horde of inarticulate savages are 

similarly amorphous: their war banners are but "great clots of scarlet and 

yellow," nothing but "big bunches of strips of woolen cloth, much like to 

great rag-mops"; their "wicked tokens" have been "daubed and smeared" on 

the walls of the Silverdale mote-house, "ugly knots of rags and shapeless 

images" hungfrom the beams (XV, 319, 355). The Dalesmen, on the other 

hand, bear carefully wrought banners, embellish their buildings with stone 

and wood carving, and hang their walls with handsome tapestries. The Dusky 

Men take no delight in such adornment but, as an exiled Silverdaler explains, 

" 'are as hogs in a garden of lilies. Whatsoever is fair there have they 

defiled and deflowered, and they wallow in our fair halls as swine strayed 

from the dunghill. No delight in life, no sweet days do they have for them

selves, and they begrudge the delight of others therein'" (XV, 135). They 

are a destructive race " 'whose craft it is to rob with the armed hand,' " 

whose only god is the "crook-bladed sword" (XV, 169, 320). They have " 'no 

mind to till the teeming earth ... or to sit at the loom, or hammer in the 

31 stithy, or do any manlike work.' " The Dalesmen, on the other hand, are 

a constructive folk, carvers, weavers, farmers, and smiths. Like the 

Wolfings, they take joy in physical life and fellowship, drawing their strength 

directly from the earth, praising the seasons as "Earth-wielders, that fashion 

qi 
XV, 195. Cf. the Romans, whose banner of battle is also their 

god (the eagle, the military standard of the Roman Empire, is also a 
Christian symbol with varied significance) and who also spurn craftwork 
(XIV, 21, 46). 
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the Dale-dwellers' treasure" (XV, 256). Though skilled in the arts of war, 

the Dalesmen are peaceful at heart, fighting like John Ball's rebels, for the 

pastoral life they treasure. Face-of-god exemplifies this attitude. He desires 

not to win glory as a warrior, but simply to preserve the peace of Burgdale; 

looking beyond the present conflict, he describes his future: 

" . . .  n o t  n e c k s  o f  m e n  s h a l l  I  s m i t e ,  b u t  t h e  s t a l k s  o f  t h e  t a l l  w h e a t ,  
and the boles of the timber-trees which the woodreve hath marked 
for felling; the stilts of the plough rather than the hilts of the sword 
shall harden my hands; my shafts shall be for the deer, and my 
spears for the wood-boar, till war and sorrow fall upon us, and I 
fight for the ceasing of war and trouble." (XV, 140) 

In like fashion, after Rosedale and Silverdale are purged of the Dusky Men, 

other fighters' thoughts turn again to the life they love best. Red-beard of the 

Knolls voices the conventional farewell excuse that any farmer recognizes as 

irrefutable: there are chores to be done—" . . we be but simple husband

men, and may not often stir from our meadows and acres; even now I bethink 

me that May is amidst us, and I am beginning to be drawn by the thought of 

the haysel'" (XV, 387). In sum, the Dusky Men are the antithesis of every

thing the Dalesmen value. From a historical point of view they may be 

imperfectly rendered, as Kocmanova insists, but from a literary point of 

view, their very shapelessness vividly suggests the dissolution threatening 

the social order of the Dalesmen. 

As the inner threat (Face-of-god's wanderlust) also strengthens 

the social order, so the outer threat (the invaders) has positive value. In 

both cases the potential for disorder paradoxically leads to an expanded 

circle of order as the Dalesmen unite against a common enemy. This 
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paradox has an important corollary: the circle of order that protects also 

threatens the continuing life of the Dalesmen. This last paradox indicates 

Morris' increasingly complex vision of the individual and society. In The 

Wolfings it is enough that the individual melt into the all-sufficient tribe; in 

Roots we are shown that such centripetal attraction can impair the community's 

ability to defend itself against change. As the Bride explains to Face-of-god, 

" 'belike the sundering came because we were so sure, and had no defence 

against the wearing of the days; even as it fareth with a folk that hath no 

foes' " (XV, 385). In a similar vein, the Friend asks whether it is reasonable 

to expect that the Dale shall " 'be free from all trouble within itself hence

forward? Is there a wall built round it to keep out for ever storm, pestilence, 

and famine, and the waywardness of its own folk?' " (XV, 391). The answer 

is obviously no, but as the Bride's comment suggests, at the beginning of the 

story there is just such an air of complacency about Burgdale when Iron-face 

and Stone-face frown on Face-of-god's wanderlust, unwittingly opposing what 

eventually saves the Dale. The outward impulse is actually a built-in defense 

against the rigidity and isolation of a static circle of order. In leaving the 

circle, the roving individual does more than simply pursue his personal 

destiny: he pursues the destiny of his people. Though it be unconsciously at 

first, Face-of-god seeks what his community needs in order to survive; he is 

the means by which the Burgdale society is able to annex new territory and 

assimilate change without being destroyed. For his part, the roving individual 

needs the moral anchor provided by his society. The return to the circle, far 
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from being a conclusion manipulated for convenience, shows the wanderer 

arriving back at the source of his strength having found outside something that 

will help to keep the circle intact, thus concluding a plot that follows 

Face-of-god's development into a leader of his people. This Bildung plot is 

expanded in the fantastic romances, where again the individual's personal 

development has significant social implications. 

Fantastic Romance: An Expanding Pattern 

Patterns of experience continue to widen in the fantastic romances, 

illustrating the continuing trend away from the individual consciousness toward 

the outer world. Whereas the landscape of the socialist romances is mental, 

the Germanic and fantastic romances explore geographical settings, reaching 

progressively farther afield, as Hawkins has noted: The Wolfings has no 

journey, Roots a two-day trek to Shadowy Vale, and the later romances longer 

journeys ("Late Prose Romances," p. lOln.). The lengthening journeys 

complement an expanding Bildung plot that gradually includes more and more 

of the protagonist's life. Whereas Roots presents only the most crucial stage 

in Face-of-god's development, The Glittering Plain. The Wood Beyond the 

World, and The Well at the World's End display their developing young men at 

greater length and in a wider variety of situations, while Child Christopher 

and Goldilind the Fair, The Water of the Wondrous Isles, and The Sundering 

Flood begin with the childhoods of their central characters, presenting a more 

complete Bildung plot. 
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Though the broadened experiential patterns of the fantastic romances 

represent a structural development from the socialist and Germanic tales, the 

major themes of physical life and fellowship continue intact. The characters 

of the fantastic romances take delight in their individual animal lives; theirs 

is a healthy eroticism, inseparable from their love for the earth, that 

invariably leads to social unification, the strengthening of fellowship. As 

Morris' roving individuals seek farther afield for personal fulfillment, social 

interests are not abandoned, but in some cases are actually intensified as the 

protagonists think of the societies that provide their moral anchor. The 

increasing prominence of the questing individual in the fantastic romances is 

evidence not, as Hawkins would have it, of an increasingly isolated conscious

ness ("Late Prose Romances," p. 25), but of Morris' recognition that the 

individual physical life is the building block of communal order, the means by 

32 which change may be assimilated and fellowship preserved. 

^Albrecht ("William Morris' The Well," p. 153) sees Morris 
moving toward the position that value resides in the individual. This interpre
tation seems a distortion of what the late romances actually imply. In Morris' 
romances, communal values are the product of aggregated individual experi
ence, and though the community cannot long survive without innovative indi
viduals to confront new problems for which the community has no prepared 
response, it is an exaggeration to say that value resides entirely in the indi
vidual. We might better say that the individual generates value, but in 
minute amounts. The community, as the repository for value generated by 
many individuals, has value greater than any single person. To say that value 
resides in the individual is much like saying that the value of a building resides 
in the bricks from which it is made. Certainly they are important, for the 
building could not exist without them, but just as certainly the building has 
greater value than a heap of bricks. Rather than trying to show that value 
resides in one or the other, Morris attempts the more difficult task of dis
criminating the values inherent in individual and community. In Morris' 
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The first three fantastic romances, The Plain, The Wood, and 

Child Christopher, are shorter and generally considered less important than 

qq 
The Well, The Water, and The Flood, but nevertheless deserve some notice 

for the themes of physical life and fellowship they share with the other 

romances. Of the three, The Plain has additional interest because its obvious 

contrast with The Earthly Paradise highlights the difference between Morris1 

early and late treatment of isolation and time-oppression. 

The Plain differs from The Earthly Paradise in two important 

respects. First, the early poem develops inward; its poet-apologist having 

laid claim to the "sleepy region" of dream, successive dream stages of the 

work create receding perspectives epitomized by the dream within dream of 

"The Land East of the Sun." In the socialist romances this introspection is 

significantly lessened, for their subjects, though cast in dream frame, are 

social rather than psychological. This alteration is carried further in The 

Plain, which develops outward as Hallblithe searches abroad for his kidnapped 

bride-to-be. Though he has dreams during his quest, they do not preoccupy 

him. Quite to the contrary, Hallblithe insists, ™I seek no dream, but rather 

vision, the community provides continuity, the individual innovation. Without 
the flexibility of innovation, a rigid communal structure will be shattered; 
without a continuing set of values, the individual is no innovator, but a solitary 
actor who has but limited means of filling a vacuum of purpose. 

33 / Kocmanova discusses all three of the lesser romances, but finds 
only The Plain effective ("Aesthetic Purpose," pp. 113-123). The dissertation 
writers usually treat The Plain and The Wood, but ignore Child Christopher. 
In her article, Bono chooses to disregard all three of the lesser romances. 
The Well is generally regarded the masterwork of the fantastic romances. 
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the end of dreams'" (XIV, 273). The second contrast is linked with the first: 

the Earthly Paradise Wanderers seek escape from the actual world to a para

dise that exists only in their dreams; Hallblithe, however, finds a paradise, 

but is interested only in escaping from it and returning to the changeful world 

from which he came. This comparison is invited, perhaps demanded, by 

Morris' including three travel-stained seekers who are superfluous to 

Hallblithe's adventure except that they provide a counterpoint to his attitude 

and remind us of The Earthly Paradise. Like the Wanderers, these three 

have abandoned homeland to seek escape from time. Hallblithe, on the other 

hand, holds the values that have been extolled in the socialist and Germanic 

romances; he is one of those who would meet the threat of isolation and 

time-oppression by using temporal experience to found an enduring community. 

Hallblithe's frank enthusiasm for the changeful conditions of temporal 

life is announced early in the tale. When the seekers come asking directions 

to the Glittering Plain, Hallblithe tells them that they are in Cleveland by the 

Sea, where " 'men die when their hour comes,'" yet where the days " 'are 

long enough for the doing of deeds that shall not die,'" and where men dwell 

" 'in good fellowship' " (XIV, 212). The Glittering Plain is the antithesis of 

Cleveland, and when his quest for the kidnapped Hostage brings him to the 

changeless shores where there is "but little ebb and flow of the tide" (XIV, 

252), Hallblithe voices his disapproval, asking the renewed Sea-eagle what 

value such timeless existence can have: 
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" . . .  t h o u  h a s t  t h y  y o u t h  a g a i n :  w h a t  t h e n  w i l t  t h o u  d o  w i t h  i t ?  
Wilt thou not weary for the moonlit main, and the washing of 
waves and the dashing of spray, and thy fellows all glistering with 
the brine ? Where now shall be the alien shores before thee, and 
the landing for fame, and departure for the gain of goods ? Wilt 
thou forget the ship's black side, and the dripping of the windward 
oars, as the squall falleth on when the sun hath arisen, and the 
sail tuggeth hard on the sheet, and the ship lieth over and the lads 
shout against the whistle of the wind?" (XIV, 256) 

Hallblithe goes on to warn the Sea-eagle that the felicity of the Glittering 

Plan, devoid of the challenges of temporal life, may prove tiresome: 

"So is it, shipmate, that whereas thou sayest that the days flit, for 
thee they shall flit no more; and the day may come for thee when 
thou shalt be weary, and know it, and long for the lost which thou 
hast forgotten." (XIV, 257-58) 

Hallblithe himself finds the Glittering Plain more than simply tiresome: it is 

a " 'land of lies'" (XIV, 273) that contradicts the values the Cleveland kindreds 

hold dear. When he thinks of home, he sees his fellows "yoking the oxen to the 

plough, and slowly going down the acres, as the shining iron drew the long 

furrow down the stubble-land, and the light haze hung about the elm-trees in 

the calm morning, and the smoke rose straight into the air from the roof of 

the kindred" (XIV, 271-72). Such seasonal scenes have no place in paradise, 

of course, and Hallblithe deplores " 'the falseness of this unchanging land' " 

(XIV, 272). 

The Glittering Plain also lacks the attraction of fellowship. 

Hallblithe cannot understand why the Sea-eagle would wish to stay in a land 

where he has no kin: " 'What art thou, O Warrior, in the land of the alien and 

the King? Who shall heed thee or tell the tale of thy glory, which thou hast 
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covered over with the hand of a light woman, whom thy kindred knoweth not, 

and who was not born in a house wherefrom it hath been appointed thee from 

of old to take the pleasure of woman?'" (XIV, 256). Though Albrecht has 

argued that the emphasis in The Plain "is entirely on the individual ("William 

Morris' The Well," p. 151) and Hawkins has flatly stated that "the tribe has 

no real function in the plot of the story, and Hallblithe's choice has no social 

consequence whatsoever" ("Late Prose Romances," p. 66), it seems more 

likely that Hallblithe acts according to his duty to the kindred, as Kocmanova 

suggests ("Aesthetic Purpose," p. 113). In seeking the Hostage, Hallblithe 

would defend more than simply the love between one man and one woman—he 

defends a tradition of the kindred. He is "of the House of the Raven of old 

time," she "of the House of the Rose, wherein it was right and due that men 

of the Raven should wed" (XIV, 211). It is just such a marriage tradition that 

Hallblithe chides the Sea-eagle for forgetting. Moreover, during his quest 

Hallblithe's thoughts repeatedly turn to the kindred he has left behind. When 

he drinks with Puny Fox, the abductor who would arrange a ransom, he cries, 

" 'Health to the House of the Raven and to them that love it!' " (XIV, 222). 

When during a futile escape attempt Hallblithe thinks he will die, he remembers 

the kindred: " ' Long may the House of the Raven abide and flourish, with many 

a man and maiden, valiant and fair and fruitful! O kindred, cast thy blessing 

on this man about to die here, doing none otherwise than ye would have him!' " 

(XIV, 280). The last phrase clearly indicates that Hallblithe sees his quest 

as a social duty, if some critics do not. His name also suggests the continuing 
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importance of the community, as John Hollow has noted: he is one "blithe in 

the hall of his ancestors. The Hostage having been recovered, The Plain 

ends back at Cleveland by the Sea with the fellowship of the kindreds not only 

intact, but also slightly enlarged, for Puny Fox swears brotherhood with 

Hallblithe and his fellows. This extension of the social circle we have 

already seen in Roots; it has its fullest expression, however, in The Well, as 

we shall see later. 

The other two lesser romances likewise treat the themes of physical 

life and fellowship. In The Wood, the Maid who helps Walter escape from her 

evil mistress is something of an earth goddess who impresses the savage 

Bear-folk by causing withered flowers to bloom again, and later helps them to 

master the art of tillage. Walter and the Maid's journey through the wilder

ness demonstrates, as Kocmanova notes, "the healing power of nature and 

living on the land" ("Aesthetic Purpose," p. 118). The Wood is also like The 

Plain in posing a choice between the fairy world and the real world: just as 

Hallblithe rejects the "falseness" of an unchanging land for the changeful life 

of Cleveland, so Walter rejects the illusory beauty of the sorceress queen for 

the wholesome beauty of the Maid (whose magic leaves her when she is 

married). Though Walter never returns home, he enters another social order, 

becoming ruler of Stark-wall, where his prudent government makes him "well 

04 
John Walter Hollow, "Singer of An Empty Day: William Morris 

and the Desire for Immortality" piss. Rochester, 1969), p. 270. 
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beloved of his folk, sorely feared of their foemen"; similarly, the Maid 

becomes "the land's increase, and the city's safeguard, and the bliss of the 

folk" (XVII, 128). 

The union of lovers also promotes social unity in Child Christopher 

as the dispossessed heirs of Oakenrealm and Meadham, Christopher and 

Goldilind, marry and regain their rightful positions. They are assisted by 

Jack of the Tofts, an outlaw nobleman who lives in a woodland hall with a 

close-knit band of followers. This hall, like the Wolfing Roof and the house of 

the kindred in Burgdale and Cleveland, represents a fellowship born of enthu

siasm for man's animal life. As the Wolfings and the Dalesmen hold their 

important meetings outdoors, so the outlaws convene an important mote on 

one of the tofts near the hall, demonstrating their reverence for the earth. 

Though there is no actual quest in this tale, there is a departure-return pat

tern that has educational significance for the protagonists. As a result of 

being expelled from their kingdom by ruthless usurpers, Christopher and 

Goldilind have the chance to develop sound social values outside the corrupt 

setting of the courts. Having learned that the sources of just power are nature 

and the fellowship of men, Christopher and Goldilind return to the royal posi

tion they were thrust out of, and are better rulers for their experience. With 

the aid of Jack of the Tofts, King Christopher sees that "the tyrants were 

brought low, and no poor and simple man had need to thieve." Like Thiodolf, 

Face-of-god, and Hallblithe, his thoughts dwell on the welfare of his people 

rather than his own private interests: ". . . he loved better to give than to 
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take; and the grief and sorrow of folk irked him sorely; it was to him as if he 

h a d  g o t t e n  a  w o u n d  w h e n  h e  s a w  s o  m u c h  a s  o n e  u n h a p p y  f a c e  i n  a  d a y  . . . "  

(XVH, 253-54). Thus Child Christopher reiterates the basic themes of the 

late work. Though not considered one of the more important tales, it does 

have a special significance: the Bildung plot extends to include the childhood 

of the protagonist, anticipating the last two romances, The Water and 

The Flood. 

The three greater fantastic romances continue the formula estab

lished in the lesser fantastic tales: the protagonist is drawn away from home, 

encounters adventures, and eventually uses his experience to restore or pre

serve social order. Of these three, as May Morris has noted, "The Well at 

the World's End stands out as the most important by reason of its wealth and 

variety of incident" (AWS I, 514). This romance, more than any other, expli

cates the necessary interplay between the centrifugal force of individualism 

and the centripetal attraction of community. The Water and The Flood do, 

however, add something of their own to the formal development of Morris' 

romances: they combine the extended quest—evident in The Well—with the 

extended Bildung plot—used in Child Christopher—to create the most compre

hensive pattern of experience Morris would use to present his solution to the 

problems of isolation and time-oppression. 

The Well begins, like Roots, with the yearning to explore the 

outside world. To the sons of King Peter of Upmeads, "the kingdom of their 

father seemed strait; and they longed to see the ways of other men, and to 
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strive for life" (XVIII, 1). The Well is largely an account of the youngest son's 

faring in the world and his moral education. Ralph has the standard experi

ences of the ingenuous young man let loose in the world. He goes away with 

little money. He toys with the idea of military service and is given to intro

ducing himself as one seeking adventures. He is entranced by the entertain

ments of the towns and is so caught up in a play of St. George and the dragon 

that he leaps up to save the maiden himself (XVHI, 27). The experiences that 

dominate the tale, however, are those that teach him about love and evil, 

preparing him for his mature role as King of Upmeads. 

Ralph finds it "pleasant to gaze on the damsels in the street" (XVIII, 

37). Moreover, women have an eye for Ralph; like Face-of-god, he is one of 

those fair youths in Morris' tales whom all women admire. These traits 

involve him with two remarkable figures: the Lady of Abundance, a seemingly 

young but actually ancient woman of mysterious origin who is murdered by a 

jealous third party; and Ursula, the maid who accompanies Ralph to the Well 

at the World's End and returns to Upmeads as his wife. The significance of 

Ralph's two loves is pointed out during the return to Upmeads when his 

brother's squire, Richard, comments on Ralph's fortunes: " 'Then is it better 

than well, and better than well; for now hast thou wedded into the World of 

living men, and not to a dream of the Land of Fairy' " (XIX, 136-37). In other 

words, the two women represent the fairy or dream world on the one hand, 

and changeful earthly existence on the other, alternatives that were also posed 

in The Plain and The Wood. Though Ralph does not actually choose to abandon 
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the fairy world as Hallblithe and Walter do—his fairy lover is taken away 

against his will—he does choose to embrace earthly life by continuing the quest 

and marrying Ursula, a choice that he seems predisposed to make. This pre

disposition is revealed early in Ralph's journey when he refuses a monk's 

ascetic arguments by asking, . . whose work was the world's fashion?' " 

and ". . did the craftsman of it fumble over his work?' " To the monk's 

insistence that "'. . . there are men in this House who have tried the world 

and found it wanting,' " Ralph replies, " 'Father, did the world try them, and 

find them wanting maybe?' " (XVm, 36). Ralph's instinctive sympathy with 

earthly life is the key to his success in the quest to the Well, for as the Sage 

of Swevenham tells him and Ursula, " 'if ye love not the earth and the world 

with all your souls, and will not strive all ye may to be frank and happy 

therein, your toil and peril aforesaid shall win you no blessing, but a curse' " 

(XIX, 36). The water of the Well is virtually a sacrament in the religion of 

the earth. When he and Ursula drink, Ralph calls a health " 'To the Earth, 

and the World of Manfolk!' " (XIX, 83), and an Edenic unity of man and nature 

is restored: . . the deer of that place, both little and great, had no fear of 

man ... so that it seemed to them that they had come into the very Garden of 

God ..." (XIX, 87). Having drunk of the Well, the seekers turn toward home, 

carrying with them the beneficent influence of the Well, redeeming the land 

from the evil that hindered the outward journey. 

If Ralph knows little about love at the outset of the tale, he knows 

less about evil. The journey outward, by showing him the ill effects of base 
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desire and bad government, helps to develop his sense of social purpose. Only 

by leaving Upmeads and traveling in a degraded world does Ralph learn the 

real value that Upmeads embodies and the importance of defending it. This 

journey outward, as Albrecht notes, leads "into ever greater evil. . . . ever 

deeper into tyranny, slavery, greed, lust, and rapaciousness" ("William 

Morris' The Well," p. 47). Ralph encounters no difficulties in Wulstead; 

friends live there. He meets strange but friendly shepherds while crossing 

the down country and shares wine with them. Higham-on-the-Way and the 

ascetic attitudes of its monks represent the first real challenge to Ralph's 

principles, but the perils increase dramatically in the Burg of the Four 

Friths, whose inhabitants wage continuing warfare with the much weaker 

Wheat-wearers, large numbers of whom serve as slaves. It seems to Ralph 

that the men of the Burg "be hard men, and cruel and joyless, and that their 

service shall be rather churlish than knightly" (XVm, 83). Their frequent 

fighting has created a militaristic society whose leaders " 'cause all freemen 

to learn the craft of war and battle, and let the women and thralls and aliens 

see to other craftsmanship and to chaffer1" (XVm, 80). This abandonment of 

crafts is always a sign of social decadence in Morris' work. In this city Ralph 

first begins to think "the world was worse than he had looked to find it" (XVin, 

79); significantly, he leaves the city secretly by night in order to escape 

imprisonment the next day. 

This initiation into ugliness continues when the Lady of Abundance 

is murdered. When Ralph forces himself to resume the journey, joining 
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Clement Chapman's trading expedition in Whitwall, he leaves behind " 'the 

last of the lands we shall come to wherein folk can any courtesy.' " As Clement 

explains, there may be good men in the towns ahead, " 'but they have little 

might against the tyrants who reign over the towns.'" Significantly, though 

these lands are rich in mineral and agricultural wealth, the inhabitants " 'make 

but little by craftsmanship' " (XVIII, 232-33), a telltale sign of social injustice. 

Clement's warning is substantiated by Cheaping Knowe, a slave-market town 

wherein ". . . many had but foul clouts to cover their nakedness, and seemed 

needy and hunger-pinched." The apt token of the ruling lord is "a sword 

reddened with blood," and evidence of his "cruel justice" is plain to be seen 

in the "men and women . . . and babes also, hanging on gibbets and thrust 

through with sharp pales" (XVm, 249-50). In Cheaping Knowe Ralph hears 

merely a warning concerning the dreaded Lord of Utterbol, but the next town, 

Whiteness, is a place that the decadent Gandolf sometimes visits, though he 

has not been there for six months (XVIII, 255). In Goldburg Ralph encounters 

Morfinn the minstrel, actually one of Gandolf's servants, who agrees to show 

the way to Utterbol, where Ralph has learned that Ursula may be held captive. 

The people along the way to Utterbol are "scantily and foully clad, and sullen-

faced, if not hunger-pinched" (XVIII, 280); the land steadily worsens, 

becoming "less fertile and less, iili ;r last there was but tillage here and 

there in patches" (XVm, 282). 

The worsening physical conditions merely reflect the moral degrada

tion that intensifies as Ralph nears Utterbol, the furthest evil in the outward 
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journey. ̂  Gandolf's slave-trade is even more reprehensible than that in 

Cheaping Knowe, as Albrecht explains, for the Lord of Utterbol "buys, sells, 

and torments human beings not only for profit but for pleasure as well" ("William 

Morris' The Well," p. 53). The lord and his lady practice the most blatant 

sort of sexual infidelity; he openly procures slaves for his wife's pleasure as 

well as his own, and emasculates them when she tires of the play (XVIII, 322). 

His punishments are characteristically sadistic: he would have a soldier who 

is unpracticed in jousting " 'set up, head down and buttocks aloft, as a target 

for . . . bowmen'" (XVIII, 318). He is, according to Ursula, '"so evil that 

it might be deemed that he has been fetched up out of hell' " (XIX, 15). 

Gandolfs captain captures the moral tone of Utterbol when he admits, " 'I wot 

not the meaning of holy' " (XVin, 294). Decency and virtue are alien here, so 

that " 'there is no honour at Utterbol save for such as are unworthy of honour' " 

(XVm, 322). In short, the power, cruelty, and self-indulgence of Utterbol 

contradict " 'the full cup, and the love of kindred and well-willers, and the 

fellowship of the folk' " that are found in Upmeads (XVIII, 5-6). It is because 

of this journey to furthest evil, however, that Ralph develops a clear 

understanding of Upmeads' value and determines to defend it. 

Contrary to Albrecht's contention that "Ralph's redemption of 

Upmeads is an assertion that value resides in the individual and not in the 

society" ("William Morris' The Well," p. 201) and Hawkins' claim that his 

^^Utterbol is furthest evil etymologic ally as well as thematically. 
See the OED entries for "bale" (evil): the Old Norse equivalent is "bol. " 
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"motives and actions throughout the story have been totally individualistic" 

("Late Prose Romances," p. 29), Ralph relies on Upmeads' values for moral 

support and displays a growing sense of social responsibility. In fact, Ralph's 

bonds with Upmeads are strengthened rather than weakened by his adventures. 

Though his quest undeniably demonstrates an individualistic impulse, this out

ward movement is balanced by an inward attraction. Strong as his wanderlust 

is, on the very first day of his excursion Ralph falls to musing on "what folk 

were about at Upmeads" (XVIII, 47). At the end of the second day he even 

thinks of returning home (XVIII, 76). He often compares present experiences 

to life in Upmeads: bathing in a stream makes him think of "the long smooth 

reaches of Upmeads Water" (XVIII, 98-99); the sight of lovely women brings 

to mind an evening song of Upmeads (XVin, 34-35, 37, 41); the plight of the 

enslaved Wheat-wearer women prompts a dejected comparison with the "frank 

and free maidens" at home (XVin, 79). These examples indicate a simple 

nostalgic attraction; a later passage suggests the moral support that Upmeads 

provides. After the Lady of Abundance is murdered, Ralph "could frame in his 

mind no intent of a deed," could think but "of his home at Upmeads, which was 

so familiar to him, and of the Well at the World's End, which was but a word" 

(XVin, 204). These thoughts give him courage to continue the quest, and the 

sustaining power of Upmeads soon takes a more tangible form when his brother 

oc 
Blaise and a family friend, Clement Chapman, help him on his way. Far from 

36 Clement is a Wulstead merchant, but his wife is of Upmeads kin
dred, and he is a frequent visitor in the HighHouse of Upmeads (XVIII, 9-10). 
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being a completely individual effort, Ralph's quest receives significant 

assistance from friends and family: value does reside partly in the 

community. 

Neither is Ralph's motive totally self-centered. Success in the 

quest for the Well requires a love for the earth. The Upmeads society is 

also founded on devotion to physical life, as the Upmeads coat of arms, "an 

apple-tree fruited, standing by a river-side," suggests (XVm, 101). In 

short, the quest is in no wise inconsistent with Ralph's social ties, for in 

seeking the Well he seeks what is at the heart of the Upmeads community. 

Thus at once and with a sense of single purpose Ralph voices his determination 

both to continue his outward journey and to return home: 

"When I have accomplished this quest, I would get me home again 
to the little land of Upmeads, to see my father and my mother, and 
to guard its meadows from waste and its houses from fire-raising: 
to hold war aloof and walk in the free fields, and see my children 
growing up about me, and lie at last beside my fathers in the choir 
of St. Laurence. The dead would I love and remember; the living 
would I love and cherish; and Earth shall be the well-beloved house 
of my Fathers, and Heaven the highest hall thereof. " (XIX, 37) 

This linkage of the Well and the Upmeads society is made even clearer when 

the quest is completed. After drinking of the Well, Ralph and Ursula sleep; 

Ralph later tells of his dream: 

". . . methought that I was standing before the porch of the Feast-
hall of Upmeads and holding thine hand, and the ancient House spake 
to me with the voice of a man, greeting both thee and me, and 
praising thy goodliness and valiancy. Surely then it is calling me 
to deeds. ..." (XIX, 86) 
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The Well has made Ralph far-seeing and has heightened his social conscious

ness. From this point on he has an increasingly urgent desire to return and 

defend Upmeads against the threat he senses. His vision of the ancestral 

house speaking to him demonstrates that his motives are far from "totally 

individualistic," as Hawkins claims. 

Through his adventures, Ralph develops personal attributes that 

make him a fit defender of Upmeads, but he also accomplishes something 

perhaps even more important, without which his personal development would 

be ineffectual: he establishes a network of valuable friendships that help him 

defend Upmeads and combat the evil encountered in the outward journey. The 

return journey describes the alliance made possible by Ralph's wanderings. 

Utterbol has a new ruler in Bull Shockhead, the war-taken thrall whom Ralph 

freed before attempting the most difficult part of the quest. The new Lord of 

Utterbol37 swears to purge his lands " 'of all strong-thieves and cruel 

tyrants'" (XIX, 99), and promises to maintain his friendship with Ralph. 

Further on, the tyrant of Cheaping Knowe is so awed by Ralph's having drunk 

of the Well that he grants, though grudgingly, a request that several mistreated 

prisoners be freed. Ralph's party is ambushed by the disgruntled king not far 

from Cheaping Knowe, but receives unexpected help from Bull Stockhead's 

kinsmen, so that the tyrant is killed and his forces routed. Conditions have 

07 
Now Morris seems to be playing on another etymological possi

bility (bol-bull). Since the new lord of Utterbol is of the tribe of the Bull, 
Utterbol no longer represents uttermost evil, but the uttermost extent of the 
Bull tribe's influence. 
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improved in the Burg of the Four Friths too. The Champions of the Dry Tree, 

allied with the oppressed Wheat-wearers, have driven the "Burg-devils" out 

into the wood, where they now scheme against Upmeads. The Champions, who 

once owed allegiance to the unfortunate Lady of Abundance, amend their 

leaderless state by adopting Ursula as their lady and Ralph as their captain 

and protector; part of their force rides to the defense of Upmeads. A short 

time later one of the shepherds Ralph encountered on his outward journey 

comes to volunteer the shepherds' aid, for if Upmeads is threatened, so are 

the surrounding lands; Ralph is made a brother and captain of the shepherds. 

The men of Wulstead and a few feeble fleers from Upmeads join the unlikely 

assembly of shepherds and knights, and this motley group drives the Burg-

devils out of Upmeads. Clearly, the effectiveness of the defense depends on 

Ralph's ability to inspire and lead this diverse alliance, an ability he has 

acquired through his successful quest to the Well. He is made King of 

Upmeads and thereafter "ruled over his lands in night and might, and suffered 

no oppression within them, and delivered other lands and good towns when 

they fell under tyrants and oppressors" (XIX, 243). It might be said that 

Ralph has made a fellowship of his corner of the world; like Face-of-god, he 

has sought and found something lacking in a narrowly defined society. He has 

expanded the circle of fellowship from Upmeads to Utterbol. His innovative 

behavior, never completely divorced from Upmeads' principles, helps the 

social order adapt to change. Value does reside in the roving individual, but 

it also resides in the community that provides the wanderer a moral anchor 
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and a provisional basis for action. Though innovative individual behavior is 

essential in The Well, its primary purpose is to show how social order may 

be defended against catastrophic change, not to articulate personal development 

for its own sake. 

Thematically and structurally, the last two romances are very like 

The Well, but lack its stature since they are, in varying degrees, unfinished 

works. As May Morris explains, 

My father saw the first two Parts of the Water [about one-
fourth of the whole] in proof, and that is all. His fair copy of the 
tale breaks off in the middle of Part IV. . . .Thereafter we are 
dealing with the first manuscript. . . . (XX, xix) 

She goes on to note a handful of uncorrected repetitions, awkward sentences, 

and chronological discrepancies. The Flood, which the rapidly weakening 

Morris finished dictating less than a month before he died, has more signifi

cant shortcomings. According to May Morris, notes concerning the conclusion, 

together with clues planted in the tale as written, indicate that the story "would 

certainly have been more developed towards the close." She also notes 

several descriptive and chronological inconsistencies, and explains a signifi

cant editorial interpolation made to fill a gap in narrative development (XXI, 

xi-xiv). In spite of these imperfections, The Water and The Flood demonstrate 

Morris' continuing search for more comprehensive patterns of experience to 

frame the interplay of individual and society. 

In The Water and The Flood, as in The Well, the familiar themes 

of physical life and fellowship are linked with an extended quest. Birdalone of 
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The Water, kidnapped as a child and held captive by a witch, finds solace in 

the woods and nearby waters. In The Flood Osberne is similarly drawn to 

nature: he wanders often by the river, is fond of herding the sheep, and is a 

skilled hunter. Because of their fondness for nature, both Birdalone and 

Osberne acquire fairy mentors (Habundia and Steelhead—personifications of 

the beneficent power of nature) who aid the quests that end in fellowship. Like 

Ralph, Birdalone and Osberne find love and learn about evil during their 

quests. Birdalone traverses the Wondrous Isles twice, finding them in 

various unhealthy and unbalanced states during her outward journey. Partly 

through her efforts, however, evil is lessened and^he islands show signs of 

rejuvenation on the return journey, much as do the towns in The Well. 

Birdalone's quest ends in Utterhay, the place of her birth, where she and 

friends from the quest reunite their fellowship and join in a common defense 

of the town. Also like Ralph, Osberne seeks a loved one who has been 

captured by enemies. As he searches, he helps liberate oppressed lands and 

cities; his deeds win him friends, so that a web of alliance is spread up and 

down the countryside. He returns home having won more than simply love; 

he has acquired the means of defending Wethermel and the surrounding area. 

Like Ralph, he has extended the circle of fellowship in his corner of the world. 

But The Water and The Flood differ in one important respect from 

The Well: they describe their protagonists' early lives, showing how the quest 

develops from a childhood lack. For Birdalone, the homecoming and fellow

ship at Utterhay finally compensate for the lonely, unpleasant childhood with 
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the witch; this reintegration is what Birdalone has sought all along. Osberne's 

marriage to Elfhild and the improved fortunes of Wethermel—the fruits of his 

quest—resolve the youthful frustrations of being separated from Elfhild by the 

Sundering Flood and growing up in poverty. By merging an extended Bildung 

plot with the extended quest for community, these last two romances empha

size even more than The Well the importance of personal development in main

taining social order. This interest in the individual does not, however, signal 

a return to the introspection dominant in Morris' early work. Though the long, 

lonely quests of The Water and The Flood suggest the inevitability of personal 

isolation, the fortunate conclusions deny that it is absolute. In these romances 

the communal ideal, based on love of physical life and fellowship, provides a 

relatively stable center to which the wandering individual may return. More

over, Morris demonstrates that the individual's isolation can be more than a 

pathological response to the threat of change; it can be a mechanism for pro

tecting the community against catastrophic change. In effect, Morris trans

forms a weakness—a potentially debilitating sense of isolation—into a strength 

by creating a social structure in which the individual provides flexibility that 

the community needs to accommodate change. His roving individuals explore 

and annex alien territory, extending the circle of iellowship and pushing back 

the borders of the unknown. 
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* 

* * 

The late prose romances conclude a dual development of theme and 

literary form. Charges of escapism and discontinuous development notwith

standing, Morris' literary work chronicles a steady assault on a key nineteenth-

century problem: the personal isolation produced by what Pater called the 

modern tendency "to regard all things and principles of things as inconstant 

modes or fashions. "38 The early works are fables os isolation that investigate 

limited and ineffectual personal stategies for meeting the chaos of a rapidly 

changing, lonely existence. The forms of these works are characteristically 

introspective. The characters of the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine tales, 

The Defence of Guenevere, and The Earthly Paradise look within only to find 

restatements rather than resolutions of their problems; their loves are 

self-interested, without social conscience; their attempt to escape uncertainty 

by escaping time denies an essential condition of human life. The later works, 

however, are fables of community that explore broad-based strategies for 

accommodating change and alleviating personal isolation. These works are 

more objective in form than the early works: Love Is Enough employs a 

complex multistage structure that promotes aesthetic distance from the 

central drama; the socialist romances employ dream, but as a means of pre

senting social vision rather than character psychology; the Germanic and 

38 "Poems by William Morris," Westminster Review, 90 (October 
1868), 309. 
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fantastic romances unfold in a geographical, not a psychological, landscape. 

As the questing individuals of Roots and The Well best exemplify, the charac

ters in the late works look outward; instead of poring over the murky depths 

of their inner lives, they explore new ground rich in opportunities for resolving 

both personal and social problems. In Morris' fables of community, lovers 

recognize social responsibility; there is not the destructive self-serving love 

found in "The Watching of the Falcon," "The Death of Paris," or "The Lovers 

of Gudrun." Finally, the late works not only accept, but also celebrate the 

changeful quality of man's physical life. Escape from change was not Morris' 

remedy for the confusions of his age; on the contrary, he believed that a 

proper regard for man's physical life could foster a communal order capable 

of absorbing change without suffering catastrophic disruption. Morris resolves 

the problems of isolation with the ideal of community. His persistent explora

tion of a root problem of his time suggests that his stature as a social thinker 

has been seriously undervalued with respect to his literary work. Works like 

The Earthly Paradise and The Well at the World's End may be devoid of 

topical comment, but they are perhaps more significant and more enduring, 

rather than less, for attacking social issues at a basic rather than a topical 

level. 
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